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More Powerful and Affordable 
Than Ever Before 

I
f you're a commercial recording studio, Alesis' new M20 20-Bit Professional 

Digital Audio Recorder is the perfect solution for supplementing or replacing 

analog 2" open-reel multitracks and less-advanced ADAT models. Completely 

compatible with the huge base of ADAT recorders in use today, the M20's remarkable 

audio fidelity and heavy-duty, world-class dependability offer huge advantages for the 

most demanding recording applications. 

The great news: M20 is now available for only $4999 (U.S. MSRP), and special 
leasing options are available so that studios can easily integrate M20 systems into 

their business plans.. 

Sound interesting? Call 800-5-ALESIS or visit www.alesis.com to get more information 

on the powerful, affordable solution in professional digital recording: the Alesis M20. 

1\14.2lielp 

* All financing provided by third party lenders and subject to credit approval and other terms and conditions. 
8 Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks; FA20, CADI and HMO are trademarks of Alesis Corporation. 

Alesis Corporation 1633 26th Street Santa Monica CA 90404 800-5-ALESIS www.alesis.com 
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32-track M20 system with CADI  Remote/Autdocator and 

RMD Meter Display or The Village, Studio D, West Los Angeles. CA 
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THE ENTERPRISE 

4620 West Magnolia Blvd. Burbank, CA 91505 
Phone: (1)818 505 6000 Fax: (1)818 505 6006 

E-mail: infoeenterprisemail.com 
http://www.enterprisestudio.com 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters 

Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1 RU, England 

Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 

Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118 

E-mail: sales@solid-state-logic.com 

http://www.solid-state-logic.com SI- A(JD 

New York 

+1 01 )2 1 2 31 5 1 1 1 1 

Los Angeles 

+1 ( 1)323 463 4444 

Tokyo 

+81 (0)3 5474 1144 

Paris 

+13 (01 3460 4666 

Milan 

+39 02 2622 4956 
Toronto 

+1 ( 1)416 431 9131 

Singapore 

+65 (0)438 2272 
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Digital Control of Analog 

MPE-200 Mic-Pre Equalizer 

t MOW wo Channel Device -

Operable As Dual M.Dno Or Stereo 

Class A Solid State/Transformer Coupled Design 

High Derformance Mic-Pre With Filter Section 

ComFrehensive Four Bald Equalizer 

Unique Storage And Reset Capabilities 

MIDI Control 

Multi-Unit Linking 

LCD Switch Displays 

Metering With " Clip"' Indication 

http://www.summitaudio.corn 

Summit Audio I, PO Box 223306 Gyrnel CA 93922 USA TEL 831 464-2448 FAX. 831 464-7659 erxiiI ndOxiounitoudio on 6968 messed Summit Audio In< , 1999 Element and Element 78 ore traSematiis .4 Summit Audio Inc Doc#10.3S 



FOR THOSE WHO KNOW 

TOLL FREE DEALER ORDER HOT LINE (FAX): I-800-525-7981, , 
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One fish 

two fish 

red fish 

blue fish 

In an ocean full of nearfield monitors, it is almost 

impossible to know whether or not you will make a 

good catch. That is, until now. Clearly, there are two 

distinctively different monitors on the scene. 

Tannoy Reveal and Reved:Active. Sure, they 

feature the latest in transducer technology, 

cabinet integrity and styling, but clearly what 

sets them alp. art s performance. 

Dual high speed mosfet amplifiers 

are driven by beefy toroidal 

transformers. The amplifiers 

are divided by precision active filter 

networks that combine to help you clearly navigate 

the murky depths of your next mix, no matter how 

many fathoms deep it is. But let's face it, they're all 

just fish stories until you listen for yourself. Go ahead, 

stick your toes in the water at your nearest dealer 

and find out why the New Tannoy Active Reveal 

is catching on! 

Tannoy/TG! North America 

300 Gage Avenue, Unit I, Kitchener, 

Ontario, Canada N2M 2C8 • 519 745 1158 

Fax: 519 745 2364 • Web site: http://www.tannoy.com 
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Cover: The core sound crew of 
Star Wars: Episode I—The Phan-
tom Menace, pictured, L to R, in 
front of the Capricorn in Sky-
walker Sound's Mix A Re-record-
ing mixers Shawn Murphy and 
Gary Rydstrom, supervising 
sound editor Tom Belffort, direc-
tor George Lucas, film editor/ 
supervising sound editor Ben 
Burtt, co-supervising sound edi-
tor Matt Wood and re-recording 
mixer Tom Johnson. Our cover-
age begins on page 33. Photo: 
Steve Jennings. Art Direction: 
Tm Gleason. 
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NEVER BEFORE HAS SO MUCH 
POWER BEEN SO AFFORDABLE. 

It's time for you to make the move to digital 

mixing. Analog mixers just don't offer the 

performance, features and sound quality 

required for today's digital recording and 5.1 

surround mixing environments. 

The Panasonic DA] digital mixer gives you 

16 mic channels with up to 24 channels of analog 

or digital 1/0 in ADAT, ID1F or AES format; 24-bit 

audio quality; moving faders and automation for 

less than you thought possible. 

Quite a remarkable feat, but it's what you have 

come to expect from the company with more 

digital experience than anyone. In fact, Panasonic 

set the standard for digital recording years ago 

with the SV Series of DAT recorders. 

So if you're still on the fence about digital 

mixing, we're certain the DA] will convince you 

that now is the time to make your move. 

"The DA7 is extremely 
musical and easy to 
use in any recording 
environment. It offers 
a sound, warmth and 
punch that make it 
truly unique." 

Greg Ladanyi, 
producer/engineer 
Jackson Browne, Don Henley, 
The Violets, Fleetwood Mac, 
Jody Davidson 

With products like the SX-1 and DX1000 

(the DA7's big brothers), and the SV Series 

of DAT recorders, Panasonic is truly 

taking digital further. 

(Below-the DX1000 digiteconsole.) 
• 

And many magazine editors have raved 

about the DA7's exceptional sonic quality, 

intuitive user interface, automation and 

affordability. (Some editors even bought 

DA7 after the review!)   
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INV Don't just take oor word for it. World-crass producers, including 

Greg Ladaryi (pictured left) and Denny Purcell are using the DA] 

for their high-profile projects.   

• z 

"I could not have done my 
last fiwir major 5.1 projects 
without the DA?." 
Penny Purcell, 
producer/engineer 

..9eba McEntire, Loh Raye, 
i.,Spilyliettir Western. Joe Cocker 

ROUT PRODUCT 
RIGHT ME. 
R1G11T PRICE. 
R1G1-1T NOW 

TIE DIU 
DIGITAL MIXER. 

mi 

ASSOCIATES 

Only 

$170 
a month! 

We've made it affordable. Now you can own a DA7 

with our incredible 36 month, no money down, 

$170/month lease-to-own program? See your dealer 

for details or call The Associates at 1-800-526-8638. 

Make your move to digital now. 
' Proormo ‘ubirct to rustomrr credil apprmal ond aurplance b Associatt, 

( ornmortull Lorporator. 

TAKING DIGITAL FURTHER 
Panasonic 
Broadcast & Digital Systems Company 

Call us te receive an informative brochure and reprints 
of the mugazine reviews. Or simply visit our web site. 

1-800-777-1146 
www.panasonic.com/proaudio 
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FROM THE EDITOR 
THANKS, GEORGE! 

Sixteen years after Return of the Jedi, the magic is back. And as part of our 
exclusive reporting on Star Wars: Episode I—The Phantom Menace, we're 
breaking the tradition of our typical Mix cover to spotlight the audio team of 
Ben Burtt, Gary Rydstrom, Tom Johnson, Shawn Murphy, Matt Wood, Tom 
Bellfort and...George Lucas. Perhaps no one in the past quarter-century has 
advanced the cause of motion picture sound more than George Lucas. 
Realizing the importance of the picture/sound relationship since his early days, 
Lucas' projects have set new standards in aesthetics and technology. American 
Graffiti pioneered the use of source music playing as score, while Star Wars 
revived the majestic orchestral score in an era when electronic film music was 
the rage. And as Hollywood began outsourcing, Lucas began investing, creat-
ing cutting-edge facilities such as Industrial Light & Magic, LucasArts and 
Slçywalker Sound, affectionately dubbed "The Ranch." Lucas was also quick to 
develop new technologies, including the refinement of motion control cam-
eras and blue screen systems; the 1985 launch of SoundDroid (the first 
advanced digital audio workstation); long-distance transfers of AC-2 encoded 
audio sessions over Ti phone lines in 1991; and taking a leading role in com-
puter-generated effects/characters, culminating in Jar Jar Binks, a main CG 
character in Phantom Menace. The prequel will also be the first major studio 
release to be exhibited using DLP Cinema- (filmless digital projection) in five 
U.S. cities. 

Lucas' decision to release Star Wars in Dolby Stereo in 1977 was a major 
factor in helping the then-fledgling format gain universal acceptance. The days 
of expensive, fragile mag-striped 35mm stereo prints were over, replaced by 
low-cost (and mono-compatible!) Dolby-matrixed LCRS optical soundtracks. 
Audiences—most of whom had never heard stereo film—were delighted with 
the experience, and the number of Dolby Stereo theaters skyrocketed. The 
Dolby Stereo encoding on feature films remained intact on video releases, giv-
ing rise to the home surround theater revolution. 

Throughout it all, Lucas has voiced a concern for playback quality, exem-
plified by the founding of THX in 1983 to ensure that audio reproduction in 
theaters be maintained at the highest possible standards. The THX program 
began with designing and spec'ing high-performance loudspeakers and play-
back electronics. Later, THX offered performance certification for theaters, 
dubbing stages and home/pro products, while the Theater Alignment Program 
(TAP) provides quality assurance spotchecks at THX-certified venues. More 
recently, Dolby and Lucasfilm THX have teamed up to launch Dolby Digital 
Surround EX, a 6.1 release format (essentially 5.1, but with a matrixed center-
rear surround track) that debuts with Phantom Menace. 

This summer, millions of viewers worldwide will tingle with anticipation as 
the house lights fade, the curtains part and Star Wars: Episode I—The 
Phantom Menace hits the screen. Few moviegoers will be talking about TAP, 
6.1, Foley, DAWs or Decca Trees as they leave the theater, but it's a safe bet 
that they will have been touched by the magic of George Lucas and his team. 

Pass the popcorn! 

fr 
George Petersen 
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PUSH IT TO THE PEGS. 
Introducing GP9, Grand Master 

Platinum. The ultimate in analog audio 

mastering media from the global 

master of sound — Quantegy. 

With GP9's increased output 

and lower noise, you can lay down a 

signal hot enough to melt your 

meter. GP9 is also virtually shed-free, 

so you never risk losing a note or 

your sterling reputation. 

It took Quantegy 40 years to 

produce a tape this good. It'll take 

you about 40 seconds to realize it 

was worth the wait. 

QUANTEGY 
Professional Media 

Phone 800-752-0732 www.quantegy.com 



LETTERS TO MIX 

FEEDBACK 
THANKS FROM THE PROJECTS 

I have been an electronic musician 
since 1983. I have been reading the 
trades for about as long, and when I 
read the Project Studio Design article in 
your February 1999 issue, I finally felt 
like I'd learned something. I was glad to 
read this article in Mix, a top-of-the-line 
and state-of-the art magazine. 

The article was very informative and 
very simply stated. I have a small room 
here in the San Francisco Bay Area, and 
I know the acoustics are terrible. The 
author [Bob Hodas] provided easy 
methods for improvement and cheap 
solutions that I know will work. I was 
surprised that some methods explained, 
though simple, made so much common 
sense that I feel confident in testing oth-
er studios that I go to with these meth-
ods. Thanks for doing a great job. 

Kanyon Marcell 

AURATONES FOREVER! 
As a longtime audio industry pro, I read 
with interest the November 1998 Insider 
Audio "My Favorite Vintages" (my No-
vember issue got filed before I read it, 
until today). I had to comment on your 
reference to your Auratone speaker set. 
I worked at an 8-, then 16-, then 24-

track studio through much of the '70s 
and '80s. The owner/engineer bought a 
pair of standard Auratones after hearing 
them as alternative "radio-mix" monitors 
in another studio. He set his pair on 
modified desk mic stands on the edges 
of his console so he could rotate them 
for optimum direction, mix after long 
sessions at lower volumes and perform 
"reality check" mixes, A/B-comparing 
them with his high-end JBL monitors. 
The midrange clarity on these little 
things always held up. 

Clients got to be so impressed with 
the performance of the "mini-monitors" 
that the studio became a dealer just to 
sell to recording clients! This was before 
people started using "near-field" setups 
so widely, and these small, clear moni-
tors were something of a novelty. When 
the studio became an Auratone dealer, I 
could buy them at a discount, and I 
ended up with one of just about every 
model they made. They not only made 
the standard wooden cubes and the 

"road" packages that locked together as 
a travel case (these were 5RCs, actual-
ly), but there was also a 5S model in a 
little larger cabinet for extended bass re-
sponse. I still have my "road cubes" and 
the 5S larger cabinet set. I sold my oth-
ers to friends and family who continue 
to use them (I think one set was finally 
"weathered out" on my parents' Sport-
fisherman). 
My final comments are in response 

to your assertion that "today, most tele-
vision speakers...sound better than 
these (Auratones)." I think mine still 
possess uncanny reproduction qualities, 
frequency response issues notwith-
standing, and I wish more consumer 
multimedia would concentrate on qual-
ity midrange reproduction instead of 
this high/low, tweeter/woofer/sub-
woofer exaggeration paradigm. 

Anyway, that's my two cents' worth. 
Best regards and keep up the great pub-
lication work (I enjoy St.Croix a lot, too). 

Bob Watson 
Telemedicine Technologies Company 

SOME PEOPLE PREFER 

TO GO BOTH WAYS 

In talking to a representative from Stud-
er, I was informed that the company is 
going to discontinue production of the 
827 multitracks in the near future. Al-
though old machines would still be ser-
viced, and 2-tracks would be produced 
for some time, that would be the end of 
Studer's analog mulitracks. I realize that 
analog recording doesn't dominate the 
industry like it once did, nor should it, 
but I believe it would be a shame for it 
to die off completely. I am all for the 
newer technologies, but I feel as many 
people do that this medium has its 
place. 

Digital is an excellent storage medi-
um, but there are many instances where 
analog can add color and life to a 
sound, whether on a mix or on bed 
tracks. Many people feel now that ana-
log is just for old people who can't han-
dle the future, but I'm in my 30s. On a 
lot of occasions, I have done mixes for 
younger people from digital to analog, 
and they were quite astonished at what 
they heard (and this was just on a Tas-
cam 32!). My fear is that most people's 

exposure to analog now is their home 
cassette player, and they have no idea 
how it can really help their sound. Al-
though it's not for every situation (clas-
sical music, etc.), in my opinion it 
certainly has value for many types of 
music recording. 
I have the feeling that a great num-

ber of people are beginning to believe 
that something that comes in the form of 
O's and l's is automatically better, and if 
something is kept in that format from 
microphone to home speaker it will al-
ways be preferable. This might be the 
desired way for many instances, but it 
can be short-sighted. Music recording to 
me is about getting the sound that you 
desire, not following some type of purist 
philosophy or procedure. In the bom-
bardment of new digital technologies, 
some good some bad, I am beginning to 
think this may be forgotten. I am sure 
others out there must feel as I do. 

The old Studers were built like tanks, 
but someday someone is going to have 
to buy a new one. If there is enough of 
a demand, I'm sure someone should be 
able to build and sell these machines at 
a profit. I think the introduction of new 
technologies has made the old tech-
nologies sound and work much better; 
there's no reason why we can't have 
both. They complement each other if 
used creatively. It would be a shame 
not to have these extra colors to work 
with. Music is art, not science, and al-
though analog might not be as accurate 
in its reproduction of the original 
source, it can add color and warmth, 
whether it be from tape, tubes or some 
other type of circuit. 

Danny jefferies 
Hamilton, Ontario 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 

St. #12, Emeryville, CA 94608; fax 

510/653-5142; or mixeditorial 

@intertec.corn. 

CHECK OUT THIS MONTH'S 
MIX ONLINE! 

http://vvww.mixonline.com 
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Capricorn. Great clients 
Great business 

"Right Track pioneered the use of digital consoles in high end 

studios. We were the first facility in New York to install a Capricorn. 

Recent Capricorn Today we have the bookings, client list and Grammy-nominated 

clients at Right Track projects to confirm our decision." 

ELTON JOHN 

include: - Barry Bongiovi, Genera/ Manager 

f RECORDING 

SPICE GIRLS lei: 212-944 5770 
: 

MARIAH CAR?' 

CELINE DidN 

PAT METHEAW 
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Barry Bongiovi (right) 

and independent 

engineer, Rob Eator at 

Right Track Record:ng 

AMS 
NEVE 

Digital First 
HEAD OFFICE - AMS Neve plc Billington Road • Burnley • Lancs BB11 SUB • England Tel: +44 (0) 1282 457011 

Fax: +44(0) 1282 417282 • LOND0r, Tel: 0171 916 2828 • Fax: 0171 916 2827 

GERMArYY - Tel: 61 31 942 520 Fax: 61 31 942 5210 - NEW YORK - Tel: (212) 965 1400 • Fax: (212) 965 3739 

HOLLYWOOD - Tel: (818) 753 8789 • Fax: (818) 623 4839 • TORONTO - Tel: (416) 365 3363 • Fax: (416) 365 1044 

Toll Free: 888 388 6383 e-mail: enguiry@ams-neve.com - http://www.ams-neve.com 
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CURRENT 
PRG BUYS A-1 AUDIO, ELECTROTEC 

Production Resources Group has pur-
chased A-1 Audio & Lighting Produc-
tions (Westlake Village, Calif.). This 
acquisition closely follows PRG's buy-
out of sound company Electrotec in 
March, completing a hat trick of West 
Coast sound company acquisitions and 
continuing its roll-up of event produc-
tion services. Though no major changes 
are planned, the structure, offices and 
personnel of the combined efforts of 
A-1, Electrotec and ProMix West (for-
merly known as Bums Audio) were still 
evolving at press time. 

Says Lew Mead, president of the PRG 
Audio Group, "Our depth—in geogra-
phy, personnel and areas of expertise— 
is now revolutionary. Our group consists 
of companies that are the leaders in 
audio for special events, corporate, the-
ater, concert touring and on Broadway. 
We no longer do a lot of this and a little 
of that; we can truly handle events in 
any market with the very best in equip-
ment, personnel and service." 

A-1 was founded in 1969 by Albert 
V. Siniscal as an outgrowth of his work 
for early 1970s tours with the Righteous 
Brothers and the Doobie Brothers. With 
locations in Hollywood, Santa Monica, 
Las Vegas, Lake Tahoe, Branson, Mo., 
and New York City, the company has 
enjoyed enormous success. Siniscal was 
positive about the acquisition, saying, 
"We are proud to be part of the PRG 
Audio Group. We will now be able to 
provide service for the next 30 years as 
we have in the past 30 years." 

A-1 Audio joins ProMix and Elec-
trotec in PRG's Audio Group, while the 
company's lighting services will become 
part of PRG's Lighting Group. Tom 
Sorce, A-1 Audio CEO, was enthusiastic 
as well. "On Monday, April 6, PRG ac-
quired A-1 Audio Inc., forming the 
largest performance audio company in 
the world," Sorce says. "The PRG Audio 
Group now has an unprecedented abil-
ity to provide service and technical sup-
port for clients." 

A-1 Audio summer tours include Off-
spring, Aerosmith, Motley Crue and 
Chicago. Electrotec has been out with 
Bob Dylan, Rod Stewart, Lenny Kravitz, 
Tom Petty and Marilyn Manson, with 

Elvis Costello scheduled for June. 
ProMix West projects include the Acad-
emy of Country Music Awards, along 
with studio tapings of Jeopardy, Wheel 
of Fortune and the Cher Show. 

ProMix in New York was acquired 
by PRG in January 1998, and the com-
pany continues to provide sound for 
Broadway productions and special 
events. West Coast PRG lighting divi-
sions are Production Lighting Systems, 
Light & Sound Design and Production 
Arts in L.A., and Cinema Services in Las 
Vegas. On the East Coast are Production 
Arts in New Jersey, Vanco in Orlando 
and Lighting Technologies in Atlanta. 

—Mark Frink 

IVOR DRAWMER RECEIVES 

LIFETIME TECHNICAL 

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 

The UK's Association of Professional 
Recording Services (APRS) honored Ivor 
Drawmer with the coveted Award for 
Lifetime Technical Achievement to the 
Audio Industry. The award is in recog-
nition of Drawmer's influential contri-
bution to pro audio design over the past 
20 years. 

"Ivor's designs have not only played 
a significant role in the way that signal 
processing has evolved, but have also 
shaped the product ranges of our com-
petitors," says Ken Giles of Drawmer. 

Ken Giles (L) and Ivor Drawmer 

"His past achievements with analog cir-
cuitry and his presence at the leading 
edge of 24-bit/96k digital processing il-
lustrate his versatility and make him a 
unique technical figure in our industry." 

CCS SHUTS DOWN 

INTERNET PIRATE SITES 

Copyright Control Systems, a UK com-
pany dedicated to reducing copyright 
abuse of software, with particular focus 
on the Internet, announced that in its 
first six months it worked with Internet 
service producers around the world to 
remove more than 1,000 Internet sites 
offering pirated, unlicensed or "kracked" 
versions of CCS members' audio soft-
ware for download. 

Managing director Dave Powell said, 
—CO1V77NUED ON PAGE 16 

STUDIOPRO99 ANNOUNCES 

PANELISTS, SPONSORS 

Mix will Present StudioPro99, a two-
day conference on the technology 
and business of recording, June 14-
15 at the Universal City Hilton in Los 
Angeles. 

Ten panels and forums will ad-
dress the technologies, formats and 
new applications that will shape 
recording and sound production in 
the 21st century. The conference will 
focus on topics including "Audio 
Production for the Web," "DVD-
Audio and Super Audio CD," "Sound 
Design for Interactive Entertainment" 
and "The Hybrid Workspace: Inte-
grating Consoles and Workstations." 

Participating moderators and 
panelists will include Al Schmitt, 
Shawn Murphy, George Augspurg-
er, Vincent Van Haaff, Ed Chemey, 
David Reitzas, Jeff Rona, Don 
Gehman, Denzil Foster and many 
more experts in audio technology, 
disc mastering, acoustics and studio 
design, and audio production for 
new media. 

The conference is sponsored by 
Dolby labs. Quantegy, Alesis, Audio-
Technica, Genelec and Mackie 
Designs. To receive a StudioPro99 
brochure and registration materials, 
call Julie Shandrew at 510/653-
3307, ext. 3242, or e-mail StudioPro 
Ointertec.com. 
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Luca., Digitaro Skywalker Sound, Marin Gninty, CA 

The Noe Is With Neumann 

Skywalker Sound knows multichannel audio. 

And to get unreal sound for movies like Star Wars: 

Epieode 1 — The Phantom Menace, Titanic and Saving 

Private Ryan, they have to start with VERY real sound. 

Their choice of microphones? Neumann, of course. 

From the award-winning M 149 Tube (pictured) 

to the giant-killer KM 184, Neumann mics capture 

everything from the complexities oía film's score to 

its most intimate, critical dialog. When it's time for 

the real thing, be ready with Neumann. 

NeumannIUSA 
The Choice of Those Who Can Hear The Difference 
Tel 860 434 5220 • FAX, 860.434.3148 • World Wide Web: http://www neumannusa com 
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FROM THE PRODUCERS OF THE CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED... 

csu 
CS2000 

---- • C74C, 

Recording and Mixing Consoles. Best known for: 

Superior Sound Quality 

Total Automation 

Precision Surround Panning Hi- performance Dynamics 

Instant SnapShot Recall Powerful Machine Control 

WIER I [MIMI! 

High Reliability 

Modular Expandability 

Headquarters ( Palo Alto, West US) Tel:(650)855 0400 • Los Angeles (West US & Int'l) Tel:(818)766 1666 

New York ( East US) Tel:(212)889 6869 • Nashville ( Central US) Tel:(615)327 2933 • London ( Europe) Tel:(171)602 4575 • Tokyo (Japan) Tel:(03)3288 4423 



EUPHONIX INTRODUCES THE NEXT INNOVATION... 
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Coming soon to a studio near you 

Highest Sound Quality Reel Feel' 

24-bit, premiLm converters 

40- bit DSP 

Modu r and 
:2D.L.1±1.!) 

Op jjjjj ip..rts future 
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machine •!jut !Lit* • pansfon, 

editing and ne 

Familiar tape-style remote and 

transport feel 

Non- Destructive 
Recording 

No fear of eras-ng tracks, 

multiple takes per track, records 

hundreds of tracks, plays any 

combination of 24 tracks 

Web site: http://www.euphonix.com 

MU LTI•TRACK 
RECORDER 

Solid RWity 

Rugged co  n' on, premium 

components, fault tolerant design 

Non-Degrading 
Storage 

No head wear or media 

degradation during repeated use, 

long shelf- life media 
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reieWORLD AUDIO NEWS 

INDUSTRY NOTES 
Scott Emmennan was promoted to 
VP of domestic sales and marketing 
at Emu-Ensoniq (Scotts Valley, CA). 
Emmerman joined E-mu Systems in 
1993 as Western sales manager; be-
fore that he spent 13 years at Roland 
Corporation working as a guitar 
demonstrator and Southeastern sales 
representative.. Jan Thacker was ap-
pointed general manager of Klark 
Telcnik Group USA (Buchanan, MI). 
Thacker was formerly a regional 
sales manager for Community Light 
and Sound.. Otan i Corp. news: Chris 
Steinwand was named documenta-
tion marketing manager; he'll be re-
sponsible for coordination of Otari's 
tech support documentation and 
maintenance of the company's Web 
site. Jim Rogers, formerly with 
Starstruck Studios, was hired as 
senior service technician. Dana Hath-
away was brought onboard as prod-
uct specialist...Quantegy Inc. closed 
its Peachtree City, GA, offices and 
relocated all headquarters staff to the 
company's production facility. The 
new address is 2230 Marvyn Park-
way, Opelika, AL 36801; mail can 
also be sent to P.O. Box 190, Opeli-
ka, AL 36803-0190...Renkus-Heinz 
Inc. (Irvine, CA) announced the ap-
pointment of Christian Doering as 
director of marketing. Doering pre-
viously worked for EAW...David 
Schwartz, who co-founded Mix in 
1977 and was the editor-in-chief for 
18 years, was appointed director of 
industry relations at Ex'pression 
Center for New Media (Emeryville, 
CA)... HHB Communications USA 
moved its offices into a 6,000-
square-foot facility. The new address 
is 1410 Centinela Ave., Los Angeles, 
CA 90025-2501. The phone and fax 
numbers remain the same. HHB 
also announced two new dealer 
representatives: Plus Four Marketing 
(Concord, CA) and Murphy & Cota 
(Norcross, GA)...Alesis Corporation 
(Santa Monica, CA) announced that 
Arnd Kaiser was promoted to inter-
national marketing manager. Kaiser 
will continue to work from his office 

in Wiesbaden, Germany.. Joel Sil-
verman resigned his position as Lex-
icon's VP of North American Sales to 
join Nashville, TN-based JamSync. 
Silverman will be responsible for 
sales and marketing communi-
cations...Sweetwater Sound (Ft. 
Wayne, IN) update: Greg Baitz was 
appointed technical training coordi-
nator; Matthew Craig, Spiro Theofi-
latos and Bill Thompson were 
brought onboard as sales engineers. 
Additionally, Sweetwater was re-
cently named 1998 regional Dealer 
of the Year by Neumann... Digigram 
Inc. (North American headquarters 
in Arlington, VA) announced that 
Paul McClellan and Joel Rasmussen 
were hired as business development 
managers. Both will concentrate on 
establishing new U.S. partnerships 
for the company beyond its focus on 
radio. Meanwhile, at corporate head-
quarters in Montbonnot, France, 
founders Philippe Girard-Buttoz and 
Mahan Nelarinescu handed over day-
to-day management duties to Gerard 
Santraille and Neil Glassman... 
TEC:ton Engineering (Los Angeles), 
a division of studio bau:ton, ap-
pointed Andy Wild general manag-
er. John Hanes was promoted to 
project manager, Bernard Reeve was 
appointed engineering manager and 
Claris Sayadian was hired as market-
ing and public relations manag-
er...Fairfig,ht USA (Culver City, CA) 
announced that Matthew Weiner 
was appointed senior product man-
ager for the Eastern region, to be 
based in the company's New York 
office.. Lisa Hankins was promoted 
to sales administration manager at 
Minneapolis-based Telex Communi-
cations Inc...API Audio (Springfield, 
VA) joined forces with Transamerica 
Audio Group. Transamerica will be 
API's exclusive U.S. distributor, pro-
viding marketing, advertising and 
public relations...Fred Perez was ap-
pointed vice president of sales and 
technical marketing for Microtech 
Systems' (Belmont, CA) line of CD-R 
and DVD production systems. • 

-FROM PAGE 12, CURRENT 

"To get an idea of the economic effects 
of our actions, imagine that we had left 
250 Internet sites up and running which 
were posting 'Icracked' software for six 
months. Let's say that each day, one 
piece of software valued at, for instance, 
$300 was pirated from each of these 250 
sites by someone who would otherwise 
have bought this software. Over six 
months, the value of software stolen this 
way would amount to around $ 13.5 mil-
lion. If you now consider these figures 
are conservative estimates, you can eas-
ily see how CCS's actions are preventing 
a significant amount of economic dam-
age. We've proved that CCS is able to do 
in a remarkably short time what every-
one said would be impossible. 

Besides shutting down Internet pi-
rate sites, CCS provides antipiracy infor-
mation through the trade press and 
trade organizations. 

For further information and updates 
visit www.copyrightcontrolcom. 

LIQUID AUDIO FOUNDER STEVEN 

HOLTZMAN, 1956-1999 

Steven I loltzman died at his NX oodside, 
Calif., home of cancer at age 43. Born in 
Great Neck, N.Y., Holtzman became an 
accomplished musician, and he received 
a doctorate in music and computer sci-
ence from the University of Edinburgh 
in Scotland when he was 24 years old. 

While at Edinburgh, he directed the 
first electronic music festival held in 
conjunction with the annual Edin-
burgh Festival. A frequent adviser to 
start-up companies, Holtzman founded 
Perspecta in San Francisco, Liquid 
Audio in Redwood City and Optimal 
Networks in Mountain View. He also 
held executive positions with Radius, 
Farallon and Wyse Technologies and 
was a member of the board of advisers 
to Motion Factory. Holtzman was a fre-
quent writer and contributor for public 
radio and other news media on the 
subject of digital media. 

CORRECTIONS 
"On the Cover" in our March issue fea-
tured New York City's Quad Recording, 
but we failed to mention that there are 
three identical Dynaudio/Munro M4+ 
four-way active monitor systems at 
Quad, used in the two SSL 9000J rooms 
and in the new SSL Axiom-MT room. In 
addition, in the Classic Tracks section of 
Recording Notes, we printed that Bernie 
Grundman mastered the Blondie album 
AutoAmerican. The mastering engineer 
on that project was actually Steve Hall. 
Mix regrets the errors. 
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This will be the most imitated 
sneaker on the market. 

Again. 
Eighteen years ago, Meyer Sound rocked this 

industry by introducing the most sophisticated 

loudspeaker yet--The UPA-1 featuring the first trapezoidal cabinet 

(US patent # 271,967)and the first professional loudspeaker with dedicated control electronics*. 

It was eventually imitated by almost every other loudspeaker manufacturer. 

Today, the Self- Powered UPA-P radically improves upon its classic predecessor by perfecting 

every aspect of loudspeaker design: High SPL, low distortion, high efficiency, linear response, 

precise coverage, consistent performance„ and unbeatable convenience. 
I 1 1 • 
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The new UPA-P is a revolution. OnlY the progressive thinking and 

uncompromised engineering of Meyer Souad could produce a system 
this poweffid, this flat, this compact. 

Flat phase response +/- 35 degrees from 600Hz to 16 kHz. Great response 
for a studio monitor, unheard of in a high power PA product... until now. 

An integrated, powerful 2- channel amplifier for over 1000W peak power 
(350 Watts/channel). No amp racks, ino complex and costlywiring, less 
truck and storage space, faster installation time. 

133 dB peak SPL at one meter. 

A new constant directivity Cr horn, the culmination of years of research 
in our own anechoic chamber, guarantees the most accurately defined 
high-frequency coverage ( Pat. pend.) 

Only 77Ibs total weight. 

An Intelligent AC' system that automatically adjusts to the operating 
AC line voltage from 80 to 265 VAC. 

CE and &Approval. 

Do the math. The Self- Powered Ultra Series is surprisingly affordable 
and costs substantially less than converotionally amplified systems. 

Meyer 
ir Sound 
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The Self- Powered Ultra Series 
You owe it to yourself 

and your business to hear this system. 

Meyer Sound Laboratolies, Inc. - 2832 San Pablo Avenue - Berkeley, CA 94702-2204 - (510) 486.1166 - fax (510) 486.8356 - www.meyersound.com 

*John Meyer holds numerous patents including a low distortion driver/horn combination which is utilized in the UM- 1P, and one for the perfectly aligned 
phase response through crossover (zero-pole crossover) eilized in both the UPA-P and UM-P. 
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Double threat Michael DeLorenzo's acting credits won him a role 
on "NY Undercover".., his musical gifts landed a recording deal. 
"The sound of this console is as good as any big analog console I've 
worked on." he says. adding "My producer Peter Michael and I 
were so surprised by the quality of the onboard dynamics and re-
verbs that we plan to mix the whole album without outboard gear: 
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Lee Roy Parnell's upcoming Arista album may start a new trend 
in artist-producer- label communication. At every stage of each 
song's progress, mixes get modemed between Parnell's studio. 
producer Ed Cherney in Los Angeles, and Arista- Nashville presi-
dent Tim Dubois' Nashville office on Music Row. (This won't 
make the airline industry too happy.) 

Mad Jefs platinum credits include engineering and programming 
for the likes of Michael Jackson. Janet. Jam & Lewis. and Grammy 
winners Sounds of Blackness. Jef didn't expect much from the 
D8B's processing. His opinion after several mixes? "The onboard 
effects are so good I'm getting rid of a bunch of outboard gear." 

WHY CO DIGITAL? 
Vi-tually everybody ir 

this. ad has worked on a Big 
Automated Analog ConsOle. 

Motorized faders... instant recall 
of channel, aux, EQ and effects set-

tings... the ability to polish every facet 
of a mix... It doesn't take long to get wsed 

to thefantastic creative benefits of automa-
tion. Now, at a tiny fraction of the cost of those Mega-Consoles, 
a whole new breed of afforcable digital consoles promises the 
same automation convenience. Our Di¡ital 8•Bus not only deliv-
ers better-than-big-console automation, but it's intuitiveLy easy 
to use, ano it has a warm natural sound—while maintaining the 
pristine sonics of 24-bit digital. CALI. OR E-MAIL FOR A FREE 
VIDEO AND THE NAME OFYOUR NEAREST DEALER... AND 
FIND OUT WHY YOU SHOULD GO DIGITAL WITH MACKIE. 

:11 
Poke (above) and co-creator Tone's credits include "Allure." Will 
Smith's " Big Willie Style" album. and NAS. " It Was Written." Their 
opinion of our new digital mixer? "Making records on the D8B is 
for real. Tight mixes and we love not having to give up the bread 
it used to cost to get great sound.- 
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Naughty By Nature cut and mixed the platinum album -Next- on 
their analog 8.13us, so buying a D8B to mix their new release "19 
Naughty IX- was a no-brainer. NBN's KG says the band avoided 
other digital mixers because they -mess with your sound.-



TOTAL.CONTROL. TOTAL CREATIVITY. AND DID WE MENTION... 

Sill PER" SOUND? 
0 i\ 

"Sounds as good as an expensive analog console." We hear it over and over. From seasoned recording 
4(/ 

veterans. From new, emerging talent. Though musically diverse, the folks in this ad all have one thing 

in common: highly-tuned BS filters. If the Digital 8•Bus didn't deliver, they wouldn't be using it. \` 

Call or e-mail for a free video and the name of your nearest Mackie Digital Systems dealer. Get an 

in-depth D8B demo and prove it to yourself: Mackie's Digital 8•Bus simply sounds superb. 
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You'd think with more than 100 million album sales to his credit, 
we could have treated pop producer Walter Afanasieff better. But 
even his dazzling production credits and deposit at a local retailer 
couldn't land him a D8B until recently. Was the 9-month wait worth 
it? As Walter's engineer David Gleason says ( in his ¡inimitable Brit-
ish accent): "Walter and I both really love this desk:' 

Virgin/Nashville President/CEO Scott Hendriéks has produced over 
forty #1 records. His newest commercial recording facility is built 
around a pair of Mackie D8Bs. With a 48- track Sony ,24-track RADAR, 
oodles of outboard gear. and Pro Tools 24 on hand, Arrowhead Studios' 
double-D8B 144-channel Mackie rig gets a serious digital workout. 

CIRCLE 0008 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Few know the evolution of recording better than Muscle Shoals 
legend Jimmy Johnson. He engineered hits for Otis Redding on 
a big-knob mono console, did the Stones' "Brown Sugar" on the 
first 8-track, produced Lynyrd Skynyrd on 24-track, and is now 
one of the first to own a Mackie D8B. Johnson says, "The sound 
I'm getting out of this console is phenomenal. Why did I have to 
wait so long to get it?" 
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I ! If!" 11= t ip  WOODINVIELE,WAII, USA 
1 C ii MADE IY MACKEAD! IN 

„ 888/590-1837 
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THE FAST LANE 

ABUSING 
THE ART OF RECORDING ELECTRIC GUITARS, PART 1 

ILUSTRATION GEORGE SCHILL 

11
 guess I'll get the basics out of 
the way immediately. You 
won't find any advice from me 

here on what mics to use, how 
loud to play, how to compress or 
how to EQ. Most of you already 
know this stuff, and new views 
exist elsewhere in this very issue. 
And I'm not going to give you any 
general tips on dealing with guitar 
amps—everybody else can (and 
will). 

What you will find here is 
freaky information concerning ex-
treme alternative approaches that I 
have used in studios around the 
world to get the results I wanted. 
Fringe stuff. Some of it will get you 
obvious changes, while others will 
produce very subtle but fascinating 
and unique additions to your cur-
rent repertoire. 

You will also find that this is a 
two-part deal. I always try to de-
liver a concept in one part for ob-
vious reasons, but this time the 
message lies in the details, and 
every time I tried to condense 
those details, the message suf-
fered. In fact, I feel the details to 
be so important that regular read-
ers will notice that I have fore-
gone my usual misdirecting 
introduction (which has often oc-
cupied up to 72% of the actual 
content of my column) to make 
room for more. 

FOR THE AUDIO PATH 
YOU ALWAYS USE 
First, the obvious (well, the most ex-
pensive, at least): If you have too 

BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

much time and money, build a 
metal room. If you are doing okay, 
and it wouldn't be easy but you 
could survive it, build a metal 
room. If you only have a little 
money, borrow some...and then 
build a metal room. 
I was lucky enough to find a 

huge roll of mu-metal—the ulti-
mate bulletproof vest for electro-
magnetic interference—at an 
electronic junkyard awhile ago. 
Then I located a place that ran it 
through a machine that put little 
slices in it and pulled it apart so it 
looked like a very thin version of 
steel catwalk grating. I then totally 
lined a vocal booth with it—walls, 
ceiling, floor, door, even over the 
glass. All seams were soldered, and 
the entire cage was grounded. 

-CON77AUED ON PAGE 225 
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A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS... 

Perhaps, but would photographs of our 

Variable Mu or VOXBOX have created their 

successes alone? 

You have to hear this gear. You have to use 

this gear. Put your hands on the knobs and 

crank 'ern. 

Engineers who have already gotten hold of 

the MASSIVE PASSIVE have told us: "Why 

does it make everything sound so much 

better?", " It's organic and orgasmic.", " It's a 

f%#king powerhouse.", " It's unlike any other 

EQ.", "This is IT. The sound I've always dreamt of 

but couldn't ever get until now." 

GOT THE PICTURE? 
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Craig 'HUTCH' Hutchison designed these 

monsters... The MASSIVE PASSIVE 

is a two channel, four band equalizer, 

with additional high pass and low pass 

filters. "Passive" refers to the tone 

shaping part of this clever new EQ 

design not using any active circuitry. 

Only metal film resistors, film 

capacitors and hand-wound inductors 

sculpt the sound, kinda like a Pultec EQ 

on hyper-steroids. Super-beefy, hugely-

high-headroom Manley all-tube make-up 

gain amplifiers deliver your tunes into the 

next realm. You'll need to experience this. 

Contact us for your nearest authorized MANLEY dealer. 

MANLEY LABORATORIES, INC. 
13880 MAGNOLIA AVE. 

CHINO, CA. 91710 USA 

TEL: ( 909) 627-4256 

FAX: ( 909) 628-2482 

emanley@manleylabs.com 

http://www.manleylabs.com 
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DIGITAL CONTROL W ITH THE HUMAN TOUCH 
TH E S PIRIT 328 REPRESENTS A NEW WAY OF THINKING IN DIGITAL 

CONSOLE DESIGN, BRINGIN G ALL THE FUNCTIONALITY AND SONIC EXC ELLE NCE OF 

DI G ITAL MIXING TO ALL AUDIENCES. W ITH ITS UNIQ UE CONSOLE-BASED 
INTERFACE, THE D IGITAL 328 FINALLY BRIDGES THE GAP BETWEEN ANALO G 

AND DIGITAL MIX ERS, RETAINING THE SPONTANEITY AND EASE OF 

USE OF AN ANALOG CONSO LE YET PROVIDIN G ALL THE ADVANTAGES OF DIG ITAL, 

SUCH AS INSTANT TOTAL R ECALL OF ALL DIGITAL PARAM ETERS, M OVING FADER 

A UTOMATION AND O NBOARD LEXICON EFFECTS. 

S IMPLY PUT, THE S PIRIT DIGITAL 328 IS THE MOST ADVANCED ANALOG 
Ei-Bus YOU HAVE EVER SEEN COMBINED WITH TH E EASIEST DIGITAL CONSOLE YOU 

HAVE EVER USED. 

328'S E -S TRIP MAY BE CONFIGURED AS... 

...A HORIZONTAL INPUT CHANNEL WITH FULL EIP, A UX AND PAN FACILITIES.. 

...OR A SET OF ROTARY LEVEL CONTROLS FOR THE TAPE RETURNS. 

42 INPuT/E1 Bus  

CONFIGURATION  

For a mixer with such a small footprint, 
Digital 328 packs an extraordinary 
number of inputs. Sixteen full spec. analog 
mono mic/line channels - each with its 
own balanced XLR connector, dedicated 
insert point and access to phantom 
power - come as standard, along with 
five stereo inputs. 

With the 16 digital tape returns on 328's 
TDIF' and ADAT"' optical interfaces, 
there's a maximum of 42 inputs. Every 
input is fully routable to any of the 
8 groups and has access to the full 
complement of 328's parametric EQ 
signal processing, onboard effects and 
auxiliaries. 

As EASY TO USE  

AS YOUR CURRENT  

ANALO G C O NSOLL 

Althougn most digital mixers offer an 
amazing array of functions, it con often 
be a nightmare to access them. 

In contrast, we've designed Spirit 328 to 
operate like your old analog 8-bus console, 
and not like a computer with faders. You 
can practically take it out of its box and 
get started without even opening the 
manual! Unlike other digital mixers, 
there's instant access to any channel, 
group or master feature with one button 
press, and you can see that feature's 
status from the front panel without 
having to rely on an LCD display. Access 
is so immediate that you could even use 
328 as a live console. 

...OR A ROW OF 1 6 AUXES OR FX S ENDS FOR THE 1 6 FADERS BELOW THE E-STRIP... 

The key to it all is Spirit 328's unique 
"E-strip", the lighter-colored bank of 
encoders and switches that runs 
across the center of the console. 
Simply select a channel and the 
E-strip immediately becomes a 
'horizontal input channel' with 
instant access to all that chan-
nel's EQ aux sends, channel pan 
and routing. Alternatively, press 
any button in the rotaries section 
above the E-strip and the encoders cha 
to become a channel pan, auxliary send 
or Lexicon effects send for each channel. 

Select a fader bank to display rnic/line 
input faders, tape returns fades or group 
and master faders ond that's no 
delving through level after level of LCD 
menus to find the function you want, no 
delays in making alterations arid no need 
to study complicated EQ curves. With 
328, everything you need is immediately 
accessible from the front panel of the 
console - giving you the freedom to let 
your ears decide. 

If you want the functionality of a digital 
console but the usability of your old 
analog 8-bus, then Spirit 328 is for you. 

A LL THE D IGITAL  

I/D s YOU NEED A S  

STANDARD  

Most digital mixers don't include digital 
multitrack 1.0s, which means that to get 
digital recording and mixdown you hove 
to buy extra, expensivel.'Ooptions, In 
contrast, Digital 328 includes two 
Tascam TDIFTm and two Alesis ADAT1' 
optical interfaces as standard, 
allowing you to record 16 tracks entirely 
in the digital domain, straight out of the 
box. As you would expect, we've also 
included a pair of AES/EBU and SP/DIF 
interfaces assignable to a wide range of 
inputs and outputs, including group and 
auxiliary outs. In addition, a third optical 
output may be used as a digital FX 
Send or as eight Digital Group Outs. All 
in all, there are 28 Digital Outs on 
328 plus 20 Digital Returns, providing 
enough flexibility for the most demanding 
applications, 

2 O NBOARD  

LEX ICON E FFECTS  

UNITS  

Only 328 con offer the world's premier 
name in studio effects onboard - 
Lexicon. Two separate effects units 
are included, offering a full 
range of reverbs, choruses, 
delays and flanges, all 
with fully editable 
program and para-
meter settings. 

O NBOARD 

D YNAMICS  

Digital 328 includes two mono or 
stereo signal processors which can be . 
assigned to any input, output or groups 
of ins or outs. Each processor provides a 
choice of compression, limiting and 
gating, as well as combinations of these 
effects. 

TDIF O a registered trademark of Toucan, TEAC Cotponation. 

ADAT is o registered trademark of Aleso Corporotion. 

three two eight 

digital 



COMPREHENSiVE EID  
XI of 328's mic line, tape return and stereo 
inputs have access to three bands or fully 
purametric EQ designed ny British EQ 
gars c-id co-founder of Soundcraft, Graham 
Blith. A man with over five million channels 
cf his LQ designs in the field, Graham has 
bought 25 years of Soundcraft anciSog EQ 
circuit experience to bear on Digital 328. If 
you want the worm, musizal sound of real 

itish analog EQ with pepper low, mid and 
high frequency bonds ( rather than the low 
resolution 20Hz - 20kHz bands found on 
erne zonsoles look no further. 

U NPARALLELED  
SONIC S PEC  

Garbage in, garbage out'. It doesn't matter 
whether the console is digital or analog - if 
you hove poor mic preamps, your sound will 
be compromised. That's why 328 includes 
Spirit's acclaimed podless 
preamps, giving your input signals the 
cleanest, quietest start of any digital mixer 
on the market. With 66dB of gain range and 
a massive +28dBU of headroom, they offer 
on extremely low noise floor and are virtually 
transparent. Spirit 328 is 24-bit throughout, 
with 56-bit internal processing; your signal 
hits the digital domain through state-of-the-
art 24-bit ADCs with 128 times oversampling 
guaranteeing that it maintains its clarity, 
while 24-bit DACs on all main outputs equal 
this sonic integrity should you wish to return 
your signal to the analog world. 

M OVING FADER 
A UTOMATI ON  

All of Digital 328's 100mm faders (includ-
ing the master) are motorized to allow 
current channel, tape return, group and 
aux master levels to be viewed at a glance. 

Suggested Retail Price: 

$4,999.95 

ALL PARAMETERS  
INSTANTLY  
RECALLABLE  

In addition to level automation, every other 
digital parameter of 328 is instantly 
recallable, allowing snapshots of the entire 
console's status to be taken. Up to 100 of 
these scenes" may be stored internally and 
recalled either manually, against MIDI clock, 
or against MTC or SMPTE. Alternatively, 
every console function has been assigned 
its own MIDI message allowing dynamic 
automation via sequencer software. 

EASY TO EDIT -  
DIRE CT FROM THE  
CONTRO L. SURFACE  

The majority of 328's input and routing 
parameters may be edited from the control 
surface without resorting to the console's 
LCD. Settings and levels may be copied and 
pasted from one channel to another with 
just two button presses and, using 328s 
query mode, the routing or assignment 
status of every channel on the console may 
be viewed instantly simply by selecting the 
function (such as Group 1 or Phase Reverse) 
you want to question. In addition, with 
328's Undo 'Redo function located in the 
master section, editing is entirely non-
destructive, allowing you to A/B test new 
settings with previous ones. 

G ROWS WITH YOUR 
NEEDS  

Two Digital 328s may be digitally cascaded, 
giving you up to 84 inputs at mixdown and 

32-track digital recording capability. 

Spirit By Soundcraft, Inc. • 4130 Citrus Ave., Suite 9 • Rocklin, CA 95677 
Toll-free: (888) 459-0410 

www.spiritbysoundcruft.com 
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FULL fv.,ETERING  
M ONi'T OR IN  
O PTIONS  

.•‘11 of the mic-iine inputs, tape return inputs, 
group and master levels may be monitored 
per ban.. via Digital 328's 16 10-segment 
borgrop maters. Additonally, 328's 
onboard dynamics processors may be moni-
tored using to. console s master meters. 
Any inp;it mcy, be volad using AFL PFL or 
Solo-in-Place. 

TIMECODE tSt  
M ACHINE CONTROL 

Digital 328 inods and writes MTC and 
reads all SMPTE frame rates, with a large 
display instantly indicating current song 
positior. Store and locate points are 
accessible from the console's front panel, 
with 328's tiinsport bar controlling a wide 
range of devices including Tascarn and 
Alesis cgital iecorders. 

S OFTWARE  
U PGRADEABLg 

:528's open architecture means that 
any functional improvements and 
software upgrades can be made 
easily available off Spirit's website. 
328 Mixer Maps for popular 
sequencing software packages are 
also available free of charge. 

A DD-O N  
M 0 DU LE  
O PTIONS  

To meet the needs of a variety of 
users, ffiere are three module options: 

8 Channel Analog I/O 
Interface 

Connecting to the TDIF ports, 16 phono 
connertors provide eight analog group or 
direct si,s sod eight analog inputs for tape 
return:. 17-31 Two interfaces may be con, 
nected. allow:ng 16 track analog recording 
or access to 16 more sequenced keyboard 
or sampler inputs. 

AES/E13"U interface 
Four pars rif AES 'EBU connectors allow 
optionoi digital interfacing to hard disk pro-
duction systems such os Pro Tools. A maxi-
mum f twii interfaces may be connected. 

Mic Pre-Amp Interface 
Each interface provides eight XLR mic ins 
with LiltraMic+ preamps. Connecting two 
interfaces urns 328 into a 32 mic input, 
8-bus mixer for PA or theatre applications. 

SPIRIT 
by Soundcraft 

HA Harman International Company 



' INSIDER AUDIO - 

GEORGE MARTIN 
DOING IT ON THE ROAD 

--USTRATION: JOSE ,  DLER PHO' 

il
n 1971, I wrote a college paper 
on the use of electronic music 
studio techniques in popular 

music. The paper, one of the fa-
vorite things I did in college (hav-
ing to do with a course, that is), 
talked in detail about how Pink 
Floyd, Frank Zappa and Jimi Hen-
drix used the tools—such as tape 
speed change, looping, echo, rever-
sal, splicing, reverberation and so 
on—developed by the pioneering 
composers of the electronic medi-
um. These techniques opened up 
huge new vocabularies of sound to 
pop musicians and created a new 
type of rock music that could never 
(well, until the advent of samplers, 
which was quite a ways in the fu-
ture) be performed on the stage. 

In my introduction to the paper, 

I noted, "By far, the most important 
contributors to this new field were 
The Beatles, whose use of tape-ma-
nipulation techniques on such al-
bums as Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts 
Club Band and Magical Mystery 
Tour set the example for all of 
those to follow." My friend and fel-
low music fanatic Carl, when he 
read that paragraph, immediately 
opined, "That's an understate-
ment." "Yes," I acknowledged, "but 
I don't know how to put it any 
more strongly." 

Maybe today I do. How about 
this: What the Beatles were doing 
between 1966 and 1969 was so bril-
liant, so revolutionary, so liberating, 
so mind-blowing, so fall-on-the-

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

floor-frothing-at-the-mouth amaz-
ing, that almost everything else, 
then or since, pales in comparison. 
And all of the toys and techniques 
that we use in the recording studio 
today, in fact, all of our careers, are 
a direct result of those projects. 

Of course, when it came to the 
studio, the Fab Four were actually 
five, the fifth member being the 
classically trained George Martin, 
who redefined forever the role of 
the record producer. Known as Sir 
George Martin since 1996, he re-
cently announced his retirement, 
sat for an in-depth interview by 
Larry the 0 for Electronic Musician 
(it's in the February issue; shame 
on you if you missed it) and em-
barked on an eight-city public lec-
ture tour, meeting fans and talking 
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Perhaps The Last 
MUNN Software 

ardware_) 
er Need. 

Distributed in North America by: 
1110 Entertainments 
phone 800-747-4546, 

fax 818-707-8552, 

If you record music with digital 
gear, you already know how 

challenging it can be to get that 
warm, broad, analog sound... 

...yet, up until now, there's never been a way to 
ieve this without leaving the digital domain and 
ng your music through expensive analog gear. 

T-RackSTm solves this digital dilemma with 
a revolutionary stand-alone software 
mastering suite for your Mac or PC, 
ysically modeled after analog gear. 

With hree separate processors, astonishing 
warmth and ease-of-use, you'll be putting 
a polish on your tracks you may have never 
thought possible. No other single software 

processor sounds like T-RadcSTm and none makes 
mastering so easy. It can vastly enhance mix 

frequencies, broaden the stereo image as well as 
boost or precisely level the dynamic range. 

All this, while adding the beautiful warmth and 
space of the tee-deettès it emulates. 

Isko-ettrer's-oftvvare or plug-in offers 
this kind of dedicated environment 

for such a crucial task. 

Mastering software with 3 dedicated 
analog processors • 

State-of-the-art six band parametric equalizer • 
Classic stereo tube compressor/leveler 

with stereo enhancer • 
Multiband master stereo limiter • 

Physical modeling with true tube emulation • 
High quality, real time preview and processing • 

32 bit floating point resolution • 
Analog, easy to use interface • 

Fade-in/fade-out/song markers • 
Snapshots and presets • 

Mac/PC, supports VVAV, AIFF, SDII • 
Compatible with all popular audio cards • 

(Digital I/O suggested for even better quality) • 

for more info, demo and on-line store go to 

www.t-racks.com 

SICALLY 
MODELED 

32 BIT FLOATING POINT 
RESOLUTION 



Call or Fax for FREE CATALOG! 

INSIDER AUDIO 

about his career, focusing especially on 
the creation of Sgt. Pepper. 

The story of The Beatles and how 
they changed the recording industry 
has been told many times; they were 
perhaps the best-documented pop cul-
ture phenomenon in history. A wealth 
of material can be found in Martin's still-
available 1979 book, All You Need Is 
Ears, and there are countless others, 
both by people who knew what they 
were talking about and those who did-
n't. But in such a complex and inspir-
ing story, there are always more things 
to hear—insights, off-the-cuff remarks, 
little interpersonal exchanges—that can 
cast new light on the era and the peo-
ple in it. Martin's current lecture tour 
(which I caught at the second stop, the 
sold-out Berldee Performance Center in 
Boston) goes over much old ground, 
but he also offers enough new material 
to keep even the most jaded of pop 
music journalists, as another icon of the 
era put it, starry-eyed and laughing. 

Martin is not a charismatic public 
speaker; his presentational style is more 
suited to small-group conversation. But 
he had the crowd in his pocket from 

the moment he appeared. In fact, he 
garnered a standing ovation before he 
even made it to the stage, and through-
out his 75-minute lecture and ten-
minute question-and-answer period, 
except for the laughter and applause, 
you could hear a pin drop. He initially 
had some trouble reading from his text 
and coordinating with the videos that 

blages as The Goons and Beyond the 
Fringe, he had a Number One record 
pre-Beatles with a group called The 
Temperance Seven: "They were called 
that because there were nine of them 
and they drank like fish." 

As to how the legendary collabora-
tion came about in the first place, Mar-
tin said, "The Beatles were rejected by 

Originally, the "Sgt. Pepper Reprise" was 

supposed to come after "A Day in the Life," but we 

knew that nothing could follow that. 

accompanied his talk, but he got more 
comfortable as the lecture progressed, 
and it wasn't long before he had the 
whole crowd convinced they were in 
his living room. 

"I was known as a comedian's pro-
ducer," he said, "which stood me in 
good stead when I met The Beatles. I 
started doing comedy when I started 
with Parlophone, since nobody else 
was doing it. I thought if I fell flat on 
my face, no one would notice." Besides 
his success with such seminal assem-

every record company, including ours, 
and were regarded as something of a 
joke in the business. When Brian Ep-
stein was told to come see me, he 
knew he'd hit rock bottom." 

Quick jump to 1966, which, Martin 
reminded us, was not a good year for 
The Beatles. There had been death 
threats in Hamburg (which I had never 
heard about before), and an unfortu-
nate, unwitting snub of the Philippines' 
most famous shoe fetishist, Imelda Mar-
cos, resulted in the band being uncere-

Burlington A/V Recording Medía, Inc. 
106 Mott Street • Oceanside, New York 11572 maxell 

Visit our Website: http://www.burlington-ay.com • E-mail: sales@burlington-ay.com 
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N 
o-compromise stereo reverb in combination with as many as 4 

additional stereo effects, zoo superbly 

crafted presets, database sorting, and 

complete flexibility of routing and effect 

order in every program make the MPX i 

an indispensable recording and perfor-

mance tool. 

Powered by two separate DSP 

processors, the MPX I is loaded with 56 

Pitch, Chorus, EQ, Modulation, Delay 

and world-class Reverb effects — each 

e ire3ra 

with the audio quality and control flexi-

bility you'd expect in a dedicated 

processor. The zoo presets, designed 

for a wide variety of performance, 

sound design and production applica-

tions, exploit the unique characteristics 

of each effect — and a built-in database 

function makes it easy to find the right 

program fast. 

An interactive front panel gives you 

instant access to each effect and its 

essential parameters, as weg as push-

lianrn In All Th n Right Places 

• 

e ham 

button control over tempo, morphing, 

and mix and level settings of any or all 

effects. Whether you're look.ng for a 

rotary cabinet, a 4- Band Parameteric 

EQ, Ducking Delay, Pitch Shifting, or 

virtual rooms of any size and descrip-

tion, the MPX is the right 

tool for the job. 

For studio 
effects on the road. 

put an MPX in the effects loop 
of your stage rig and an MPX RI on the 

floor. A single cable provides stomp-box 
control of MPX I effects. 
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moniously booted out of the country 
("They made them carry their own bags 
at the airport and turned off the escala-
tors when they got there"). And, of 
course, John's remarks about their au-
dience being larger than Jesus' hit the 
teen press in the States and resulted in 
bannings, bumings and other enlight-
ened responses. Meanwhile, their con-
certs were becoming circuses. On one 
of the many videotapes Martin played, 
Ringo says, "The screaming was like a 
thousand jet planes. If I tried to play a 
fill, it would just disappear. I'd be 

watching the other guys' buns to see 
where the beat was." 

So the decision was made that year 
to devote their time to making records, 
and the motivation was there to create 
music that couldn't be performed. The 
first experiment in that direction was 
"Strawberry Fields Forever," which got 
its name from a park Lennon loved as a 
child. McCartney, also appearing on 
video, explained that "Penny Lane" was 
his response to that: " It was a place 
John knew, because we'd go there 
when he came over to my place when 
we were kids." 

Under pressure from EMI to get 

Digital Studio Essentials 
Nobody ever thought that improving the recording 

process could worsen the sound. But that's exactly what direct 

digital recording does - it leaves your sound brittle and harsh. 

Introducing three solutions from Bellari - the MP110 

DIRECT DRIVE Tube Microphone Preamp, the LA120 Tube 

Compressor/Limiter, and the new ADB3b Stereo Tube 

Direct Box. These boxes round out the digital edges, and 

restore the natural warmth to your sound. 

If you're recording digitally, a Bellari tube product is 

simply essential. Bellari, oh oh! 

INPUT 
PAD 

Ma .20 de 

GAIN 

CHANNF L TWO 

TUBE 
COMPRESSOR 
LAVER 

4111 
nftESNOLD COMP/LM REDUCTION 

Simealm441 
24imbetBom 

5143 South Main Street 

Salt Lake City, UT 84107 

(801) 263-9053 • FAX (801) 263-9068 

email: bellari@rolls.com 

vs eh: ‘‘ vs.rolls.com 
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something on the charts, the two songs 
were released together as a single, 
something Martin called "one of the 
biggest mistakes I ever made. It meant 
the airplay was split between the two 
songs, so it only made it to Number 2. 
People were wondering if The Beatles 
were finished." Meanwhile, because 
they wanted record buyers to get "value 
for their money," the two songs could-
n't appear on the next album, and what 
was to be Sgt. Pepper had to be started 
from scratch. 

The album, cobbled together from 
bits and pieces, was not a "concept" 
album at the beginning. "The opening 
audience ambience came from a Be-
yond the Fringe recording I had done 
in Cambridge," Martin told us. The 
whole idea of Sgt. Pepper, which came 
about halfway through the process of 
making the album, was something that 
came to Paul after a trip to the United 
States—now that the band was done 
touring, they were free to travel on their 
own. "He started talking about the 
album being songs that Sgt. Pepper's 
band would write, not that The Beatles 
would write." Even the brilliant transi-
tions between songs didn't emerge until 
after they were all recorded and they 
were assembling the fmal master: "Orig-
inally, the 'Sgt. Pepper Reprise' was 
supposed to come after 'A Day in the 
Life,' but we knew that nothing could 
follow that. So we put it before, and 
there was John's acoustic guitar coming 
up from under the applause. Then we 
found the way the guitar count-in at the 
beginning of the reprise sounded linked 
beautifully with the chicken squawking 
at the end of 'Good Morning." 

"A Little Help From My Friends" 
was written by Paul especially for 
Ringo, since he had a "limited range," 
using only five adjacent notes. "Except 
for the last note—and when he record-
ed that, all the others were out there in 
the studio with him, singing along, to 
give him confidence." On video, Ringo 
recalled, "The first line was originally, 
'Would you stand up and throw toma-
toes [pronounced to-mah-toes] at me?' 
Well, people were throwing all sorts of 
things at us, and I didn't want to give 
them any ideas, so I made them 
change it." 

"Ringo was underemployed during 
the making of the record," recalled Mar-
tin, "because after he laid his tracks 
down, there wasn't much for him to do, 
except wait around in case we needed 
some extra percussion. He says his one 
memory of doing the album was that 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 226 
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Sletwater SOUND INC 
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5335 Bass Road • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
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great gear 

honest opinions 

fair prices 

expert suppoii 

door to door delive— 

encellent service 

Your direct source for: 

recording equipment 

guitars, basses & amps 

srmind reinforcement 

keyboards 

monitors 

and more 

800.222.4700 

Music Technology Direct and the Best Value Guaranteed! 



THE GENTLE ART 
OF BIMPLINING 

How an Apogee converter makes 
your digital recorder even more veraatil 

N APOGEE CONVERTER does a great deal more than 
give your recordings an incredible sound. Multiple 

interface capability, format conversion and Apogee Bit-
Splitting are just some of the features. 

Apogee Bit-Splitting (ABS) provides your existing digital 
multitrack recorder with a wealth of additional possibilities. 
Make your existing i6-bit recorder handle 24-bit, for 
example, or even record at 96, kHz on a 48 kHz machine! 
Here's an overview of the capabilities of ABS. 

ABS works by recording high-resolution (20 or 24- bit) 
signals on more than one 16-bit track of your tape machine. 
It'll work on any machine with bit-accurate recording 
across the tracks—and that means any digital tape machine 
or MDM, as well as many other systems. 

Bob Clearmountain's rack of AD-8000 systems enables him 
to record full 24-bit audio on his 3348HR DASH recorder. But 
ABS on the AD-8000 allows everyone with a DASH multi-
track to benefit from high resolution recording—without 
having to buy a whole new machine 
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For example: 

• 3348HR-48 tracks of 24-bit audio (no bit-splitting); 
• 3348-36 tracks of 2o-bit or 24 tracks of 24-bit; 
• 3324-18 tracks of 2o-bit or 12 tracks of 24-bit. 

In addition, the AD-8000 can te used in conjunction with a 
i6-bit modular digital multitrack—such as an ADAT or 
Tascam machine—to record 20- or 24-bit signals: 

• Six channels of 20-bit on an 8-track 16-bit machine 
(ideal for surround sound); 

• Four channels of 24-bit on an 8-track ii6-bit recorder. 
(see diagram). 

With Apogee's 2-channel PSX-ioo AID-D/A, you can go one 
better: in addition to capturing two 24-bit channels on four 
MDM tracks, you can even record two channels of 24-bit 
audio sampled at 88.2 or 96 kEz on all eight tracks of your 
I6-bit, 44.1/48 KHz MDM, using any of the built-in iinterfac 
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For more details on Apogee's high-quality 
converters and what you can do with 
them, visit your authorized Apogee 
dealer today—and see. our Web site. 

The PSX-ioo: a two channel 24-bit AIL) and D/A offering full 44.1-96 kit 
sampling capability and all the most common digital I/O formats. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORA770M 3145 Donald DoujtÓo South, Santa Monica, California 90405, USA. 
Tel: +1 310/915-1000 Fax: +1 3101391-62U. Email: info@apogeechsital.com. Web: http://www.apogeedigital.comt_ 
Apogee, UV22 and Soft Limit are registered trademarss of Apogee Electronics Corporatior. Other trukfrarks are -.he property of their respective own 
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BOB CLEMMOUNIAIN'S 
HIGH RESOLUTIONSOLUTION 

"M good aa it geta i a pretty damn amazing!" —Bob Clearrnountain. 
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W HEN IT CAME TO UPGRADING to a Sony 3348HR 
digital multitrack, award-winning mixer 
Bob Clearmountain wanted to take full 

advantage of the machine's 24-bit capabilities. 

He chose Apogee — a rack of six AD-8000 
8-channel 24-bit converters, fitted with SDIF-Il cards 
to interface with DASH machines. SDIF-II is just one 
of the many interfaces available for the AD-8000.. 

World leaders in professional recording choose Apogee — 
and so can you. See your Apogee authorized dealer today. 

*Interfaces 
and interface cards 
currently available for 
the AD-8000 include: 
Pro Tools, AES/EBU, SSL HiWay, 
S/PDIF, ADAT Optical, 
TDIF(Tascam) and 
FiberDX ST Optical. 

ELECTRONICS 
www.apogeedietal.com 

The heart of digital audio. 
APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 

3145 Donald Douglas Loop South, Santa Monica, California 90405, USA. 
Tel: +1 310/915-1000 Fax: + 1310/391-6262. Email: info@apogeedigital,com. 

Apogee, LIM gag Sat Limit are registered trademarks & Apogee Elec-tronics:Corporation. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Photo by Oscar Elizondo. _ 
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For those days ,(when the road 
ahead seems a bit bizarre. 

Like every day. 

T
here's no way to know what's on the road 
ahead. You can't predict when lighting will 
strike. Or whether it will result in a windfall 

or an extraordinary challenge. 

In our fifty years, we at Studer have learned 
that there's really no suoh thing as an ordinary., 
session. And even in the best planned situations, 
hardly anything goes according to plan. Fo r these t 
_ times there's the new D950, the Stude 

mg digital consoles. . 

--„Tn-e- i5959  - grows fr uder's heritage of sil 17. q 
77.-unfiaralleled éxc ce in sound. Synonymous 

Or . with Swiss ision, its design is a bend of 

asto g capabilities, meticulous construction 
renowned reliability. 

A refined design... that allows you to change the 
console's configuration in minutes. With a huge 
digital router that truly eliminates the need for 

Studer NotWXmerica 
1308 Borregas Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089-1011 
Tel 408-542-8880 
Fax 408-752-9695 

Los Angeles: 818-703-1100 
Nashville: 615-360-0465 
New York: 212-807-0377 
Toronto: 416-510-1347 

E-mail: studer.salesei harman.com 
Web: www.studer.ch 

H A Harman International Company 

xternal patchbays. With self-healing DSP that can 
nstantaneously replacer itself should a failure occur. 
And complete 5.1 (and beyond) surround 
capabilities, including frequency and room-
dependent panning algorithms. A design that is 

meet yout--.%eseffe..çtive.:1---

effrientrSi todajr:áibwii te road— - 

Consiaéring the unpredictability you face every 
day, s 
console. An 
achievements, perhap 
Studer's unfailing lack of sure 

So if the road to the future of audio 
let us offer directions— The Studer D950. Built 
the road unexpected. The one you travel every day. 

Introducing The D950. 
The Studer of Digital Consoles. 

ses are the last thing you need from your 
the D950's-renlarkable 

OSt comforting 

STUDER ge 
professional audio equipment 
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STAR WARS 

..‘ 

In 
1977, in a galaxy very 

close to home, Star Wars 
changed the way movies are made 

and released, ushering in the age of the Big 
Sound blockbuster and spawning a legion of 

imitators. Now, 22 years later, George Lucas has re-
turned to the director's chair for Episode I—The 

Phantom Menace, a filin so hotly anticipated that fans 
camped out for a chance to view the trailers. In this rare be-
hind-the-scenes walk through Skywalker Ranch, Mix film 

sound editor Larry Blake takes you into the editing rooms and 
mix stages for an exclusive look at the post-production for the 

first Star Wars prequel. Also, longtime Mix contributor Larry the 0 
provides an insider's view of the scoring sessions at Abbey Road. 
John Williams is back. Ben Burn is back. The Force has returned! 

EPISODE I 
THE PHANTOM MENACE 

George's passionate interest in soraul, and his uncanny knack for combin-

ing disparate sound textures in ¡be service of story, were obvious right 

from the start in bis earliest films at USG as well as bis first two fea-

tures. THX-1138 and American Graffiti, on which it was my privilege 

to collaborate. I vividly remember being completely bowled over by 

bis fusion of Bach organ music and sideband-distorted voices 

in the student version of MX. way back in 1967. So much 

so that I can even remember where I was when I beard 

it. It was like being served up chocolate and avo-

cado, and finding against all expectations 

ha! it was absolutely delicious. 

—Walter Murch • 
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CEDIVIALETE _ 

\,› STORY 

OF POST-
PRODUCTION 

FOR 
yieSTAR WARS: 

EPISODE I" 

BY LARRY BLAKE 

T IS CONSIDERED AXIOMATIC in 
the movie industry that any im-

provement in technology 
will turn on its users like 
Frankenstein's monster. 

What might otherwise be thought 
of as benefits—nonlinear picture 
and sound editing, console au-
tomation—instead become pro-
crastination tools for unprepared 

producers and directors. Sometimes the 
down side could be described as planned 
procrastination, as when a film is sched-
uled a year in advance to finish shooting 
less than two months before it will appear 
in thousands of theaters. 

PHANTOM 

1 c TI 1999 

Whether as a result of 
poor planning or intentional 
insanity, anyone working in 
top-level feature filmmaking 
today assumes that there 
will be no time to do it right 
and just enough time to get 
it done, period. 

The making of Star 
Wars: Episode I—The Phan-
tom Menace was nothing 
like this. 

It goes without saying 
that these early adventures 
of Obi-Wan Kenobi and An-
nakin Slçywalk er were creat-
ed using the most up-to-
date technology, the differ-
ence being that the produc-
tion and post-production 
crews used it as designed, 
instead of being ambushed. 

Pre-production spanned 
more than two-and-a-half 
years, production took 
place initially over a 65-day 
shooting schedule in Lon-
don, Italy and Tunisia, fol-
lowed by picture editing 
and a scheduled period for 
additional shooting. Post-
production totaled 20 
months—as planned— 
capped by a re-recording 
schedule notable by a lack 
of overtime and weekend 
work. This can't be how 
they made one of the most 
anticipated films ever. 

It may be against the 
grain of Hollywood, circa 
1999, but no part of this en-
deavor is a new way of 
working for writer/director 

ALL FILM PHOTOS: 0 LUCASFILM LTD. & TM ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. USED UNDER AUTHORIZATION 

ALL SKYWALKER FILM CREW PHOTOS: 0 STEVE JENNINGS 
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31 (thirty one!) High End Audio Plug-Ins included 

Windows: 24 Bit Audio, ASIO, EASI. DirectSound 

Windows: Polyphonic Waveplayer with DirectSound, 
DirectShow AVI-Player (QuickTime) 

Windows: Sound Diver Autolink, AMT, 64 MIDI Ports 

Individually zoomable tracks in Arrange Window 

Nlulti-track Record for MIDI ( up to 16 times) 

Multiple Sequence Editing in Matrix Editor 

Environment: Macro- and Alias-Objects and much more 

Enhanced User Interface with complete localization 
(multiple languages) plus many more improvements 
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The winners' choice 
lust got a 

new partner. 
Pngt-nrruliirtinn iq rnmnlov anniirth 

without those equipment-conflict detours. 
Let the team of WaveFrame + TAS CAM 

keep you on track... and on time. 
It's no surprise that 4 of the 5 Oscar nominees for Sound and the Emmy winner for Sound 

chose WaveFrame to edit on. Because WaveFrame is the only editing platform designed with them in mind. 
WaveFrame's innovative editing commands speed post-production, 

leaving you time to make the decisions that will make your project a winner. 

No other system gives you tools this effective at a price this good. 
If you're doing audio work that goes with picture, you need tools that work every time — 

not that latest oh-so-cool plug-in. It's simple: You need WaveFrame. 

Enter Tascam... with the perfect follow-through. 
With the Tascam MMR-8 8-track recorder/player and the Tascam MMP-16 16-track player, 

you'll be fully prepared to record your project, then play it back directly or edit it on your WaveFrame — 
to keep right up with changes that bounce in from the producer and director. 

WaveFrame + Tascam's MMR/MMP Series = 100% compatibility. 
The Tascam MMR/MMP series offers the only digital disk recorders that are fully compatible with WaveFrame editors. 

Which means that your project will play back on the stage just the way you edited it, 
and that your MMR recordings will play back with perfect accuracy on the WaveFrame for editing. 

No extra settings. No translations. No lost time. 

Just plug and play. For Real. We guarantee it. 

TASCANI 

I. 

MICIP',11771-717171-7, 
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George Lucas. Sound, for one, has never 
been an afterthought for him. Remember, 
this is the guy whose first film, THX-1138, 
was co-written by his close friend and post 
sound guru Walter Murch. The sense of 
space created by the mono soundtracks of 
TIIX and his second film, American Graffiti 
leave in the dust most of today's mixes— 
workstation-edited and blasting 6-track digi-
tal though they may be. Lucas didn't just 
show up at the mixes; he had his hands on 
the faders alongside Murch. He kept enough 
of his writer/director's hat on at the console 

Right: Something old, something new—Ben Surf in 

his sound design suite with his Synclavier, a-inch Otani 

deck, Mackie HUI control surface and Pro Tools. 

Below: Supervising sound editor Tom Bellfort, 

who won an Oscar for Titanic 

and sound, the common link being Messrs. Lucas, Bum and a 
lean, mean crew. 

STAR WARS 

CREW LIST 
Post Production Sound Services 
Provided By Skywalker Sound, 
a division of Lucas Digital Ltd. LIC 

Re-Recording Mixers: 
Gary Rydstrom, Tom Johnson, 

Shawn Murphy 

Supervising Sound Editors: 
Ben Burn, Torn Bellfort 

Co-Supervising Sound Editor: 
Matthew Wood 

Sound Effects Editors: 
Teresa Eckton, Chris Scorabosio 

Foley Mixer: Tony Eckert 
Foley Recordist: 

Frank " Pepe" Merel 

Foley Artists: 
Dennie Thorpe, Jana Vance 

Foley Editors: 
Bruce Lacey, Marian Wilde 

Dialog/ADR Editors: Sara Bolder, 
Gwendolyn Yates Whittle 

ADR Recordist: Matthew Wood 
ADR Recorded At: Compass Point 
Studios, Nassau, Bahamas; Gallery 

Studios,  London 

Assistant Sound Editors: 
Kevin Sellers, Steve Slanec 

Assistant Dialog/ADR Editor: 
Jessica Bel fort 

Music Composed By: John Will ams 
Score Recorded At: 

Abbey Road Stud-os, London 
Scoring Engineer: Shawn Murphy 

Music Editor: Ken Wonnberg 
Assistant Music Editor: Peter Myles 
Re-Recordist: Ronald G. Roumas 
Mix Technicians: lony Sereno, 
Jurgen Scharpf, K,int Spading 

Machine Room Operators: 
Brandon Proctor, Stephen 

Romanko, Jennifer Borin 

Digital Audio Transfer Supervisor: 
Jonathan Greber 

Digital Audio Transfer: Dee Se by, 
Christopher Barron 

Video Services: Christian Von 
Burkleo, John Torrijos 

Projectionist: Scott Brewer 
Edited By: Paul Martin Smith, 

G.B.F.E , Be,, Burtt 

First Assistant Editor: 
MaryPot Plettner 

Post Production Supervisors: 
Michael Blanchard, . amie Forester 

to see the whimsical name hidden in 
Murch's intercom request for the ma-
chine room person to load up R2-
D2, or reel two's second dialog unit. 

In 1975 he hired a young sound 
editor named Ben Bunt two years 
before Star Wars would come out, 
giving him the time, tools and envi-
ronment to create the soundscape of 
a galaxy long ago and far away. So 
familiar was the track on first listen-
ing that it's now almost insulting to 
think of the voices of R2 or Chew-
bacca as sound effects. 

This article will take a compre-
hensive look at the sound for 
Episode I, coming May 19 to a theater 
near you. A companion piece (see 
page 58) delves into the seamless re-
lationship between picture editing 

PHILOSOPHICALLY SPEAKING 
Lean woukI apply to the producer's title, too. All-too-com-
monplace in credits these days is a chorus line of produc-
ers, executive producers, co-producers, and line producers, 
some of whose only contact with the production might have 
been to suggest to someone that the film be made. On 
Episode I, you will see only one card with any variation of 
the word "produce" in it: Produced by Rick McCallum, who 
first worked with Lucas as producer of Lucasfilm's Young In-
diana Jones Chronicles. 

"We wanted to break the barrier down between produc-
tion and post-production," McCallum says. "It was written into 
the actors' contracts that we would shoot, do another cut, look 
wt it and step back, and then come back for more shooting. 
We rented the facility at Leavesden fin England, where most 
liming took place] for two years anticipating this." 
Bum sees that with smaller crews, "you don't have the nor-

mal kind of breakdown defined by the union or tradition. Peo-
ple multitask and do different things. Matthew Wood 
[co-supervising sound editor] was at one time credited as 'Ar-
chitect' because you can't compare his job exactly to anything 
that has been done before. It's a composite, with new things 
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Effects editors Terry Eck ton, right, who has worked with 
Burn since the original Star Wars and Chris Scarabosio. 

added—like me on the fife Star Wars; 
gravitating between mixing and cutting 
and recording violated all the traditions 
at that time." 

PRODUCTION SOUND 
Production sound was handled by John 
Midgeley, who was assisted on boom by 
June Prinz. Recordings were made to an 
HHB PortaDAT PDR-1000, with the 
Sennheiser MKH-60 and Schoeps CMC-
41 as his primary mics. 

Picture editor Paul Martin Smith (who 
shares credit with Bunt) says, "I thought 
that [Midgeley's] production tracks 
sounded fantastic. One of his biggest 
problems was keeping up with everything on set, and he was 
very forward-thinking. George's style of directing tends to be 
more 'on the run' than finely planned out; very similar to doc-
umentary filmmaking." 

Smith adds that "a lot of dialog these clays sounds very ster-
ile, even when you start adding everything to it. Using pro-
duction always has an immediacy, and what the actors are 
doing sounds more 'realistically emotive' than if you put them 
in the studio later on. George was very keen on using as much 
of production as possible for that very same reason. John 
made that very possible." 

Among the elements that Midgeley was battling were ILM's 

The mentor and the protégé: 
Ben Surit with Matt Wood. 

infamous VistaVision cameras. VistaVi-
sion was Paramount's entry into the 
widescreen sweepstakes of the '50s, run-
ning standard 35mm film horizontally 
through the camera and using eight per-
forations per frame—just like standard 
35mm SLRs—instead of the usual four. 
The format was resurrected by the 
nascent ILM in 1975 as a way to shoot 
"plates" for optical effects; the larger 
image size helped to hide the generation 
loss when reduced back to standard 
four-perf film. The down side to the 
sound world is that it runs at twice the 
speed of standard cameras (for a given 
frame rate), and being unblimped, the 

cailleras are very noisy. 
The soundstages at Leavesden were not dead-quiet, either, 

since it was designed as a factory to make Rolls-Royce aircraft 
engines and not as a film studio. This was further hindered by 
sets being built next to ones where shooting was taking place. 
"It's a tin shack, and I would scream and shout a lot," remem-
bers Midgeley. Smith notes that "you can't put somebody in 
worse atmosphere than that." 
A possible contender would be Tunisia (standing in, as be-

fore, for Tatooine), where the schedule put the crew right in 
the middle of the annual "suicide fortnight," when tempera-
tures reached 127 to 132 degrees Fahrenheit. 

THH 
Perhaps the most visible part of George Lucas' empire, out-
side of the films themselves, is the THX Division, which is 
responsible for licensing professional and home theater 
systems, and for overseeing home video mastering and du-
plication. One noteworthy contribution to Episode I is the 
fact that at every step of the production and post, when-
ever there was a monitoring situation, it was in a THX-cer-
tified environment or using THX-certified products. This 
included the picture editing rooms, sound design suites, 
screening rooms, mixing stages—even a home system for 
dailies. During the production, THX's pm3 (professional 

multichannel mixing and monitoring) small-room program 
was being developed; by the end of production, it was 
ready for the rest of the world. 

Another part of THX is TAP, or Theater Alignment Pro-
gram, which is hired by distributors to keep an eye on 
every aspect of presentation, from print quality to the 
alignment of theaters. As expected, prior to the May 19 
opening of Episode I, TAP will be out in force on behalf 
of The Force. Every tenth reel produced by each lab (do-
mestically and internationally) will be QC'd, and the 200 
TAP-approved theater service technicians in the U.S. will 
start checking in on multiplexes starting in early May. 

—Zany Blake 
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SHIFTING TO SOUND DESIGN 
After he did the sound design and re-recording for Steven 
Spielberg's Always in 1989, Bum took a seven-year sabbatical 
from feature film sound. In addition to picture editing and di-
recting with Lucas and McCallum on episodes of Young Indy, 
he worked on many IMAX films, including The Dream Is Alive 
and Special Effects, which he directed in 1996. That year he 
also spent many months working on the restoration of Star 
Wars, The Empire Strikes Back and Return of the jedi for the 
Special Edition re-release. 
When he shifted over to sound design for Episode I in July 

1997, he hadn't "officially' done any sound work for years and 
hadn't been trained on any digital editing system. Because I 
wasn't employed as a sound designer for seven or eight years," 
he says, "I didn't keep up with the technology." 

Matthew Wood, who had worked at Lucasfilm since his 
teens as a tester in the games group, and who later worked 
on Young Indy, was given the task of setting up what Bum 
terms a "modest, but totally up-to-date sound design worksta-
tion. Matt wanted everything to be digital, because in this era, 
emotionally and psychologically, it had to be. He set up the 
patching so that we can go from any audio source, and they all 
meet at a digital intersection." The first creative task for Bum 
was to continue with his work (begun for the Special Edition) 

Re-recording mixers Tom Johnson (second from left) and Gary Rydstrom (center) with 

in restoring the original Star Wars sound 
library. 

Starting in the mid-'80s, Lucasffim started to archive its 
inch sound effects library onto what it believed was then the 
most stable digital medium, '4-inch DASH. But when Burn start-
ed work in 1996 on the Special Edition, he went back to the 
original '4-inch, or sometimes even 35mm rolls, whatever was 
ground zero for a given effect. His sound design modus 
operandi in the old days was to record on '4-inch tape, put it 
on multitrack (either 8- or 24-track tape), mix that down to a '4-
inch worktape, which would then would go into the library. 
This would be transfened to 35mm mag, and the editor would 
cut it in. Bum notes that he was "born in an era where gener-
ation loss meant something. And although those [DASH] tapes 
sound fine, a lot of that stuff by the time it has gotten to me has 
really gone through any number of translations. Maybe one 
multitrack generation, two generations of '4-inch, then DASH, 
then CD, then maybe sample rate conversion. 

"So when I needed an original Star Wars effect like the light 
saber, I went to my original '4-inch and did the transfer myself 
and had the confidence that I was working with the best that I 
could hear," he continues. "Also, I could go to original un-
mixed elements that weren't in the library. Some of it was even 
on '4-inch 4-track tape! I was able to go through and update 
those elements and put them in my system digitally." 

On a typical Star Wars or Indiana Jones film, Bum will cre-
ate about 800 to 1,000 named sound effects files, including ve-
hicles, weapons and ambiences for each new film. "For this 
film, generally speaking, it's all new, with just a few old," he 
says. "We use the same sounds for light sabers, although we 
have a few new kinds of light sabers based on the same origi-
nal principles as the old sounds. I went back to the original 
elements and recombined them with different pitch and char-
acter so it still reads as 'light saber.' 

"Because of the signature nature of the stormtrooper laser 
in the first film, which everybody identifies, we've used it to 
some degree in this film," he adds. "There's a recognition as-
sociation factor with Star Wars that's important to acknowl-
edge. I've definitely keyed off of that, and the sounds are 
familiar when they are justifiable." 

Burn's favorite sound design tool since the early '80s has 
been the Synclavier, which is also the primary axe for his col-
leagues at the Ranch and many sound designers in New York. 
"I still use the Synclavier for multitracicing because it's a tool 
that I know, something that I love and am familiar with," he 
says. "It's a performance instrument, unlike Pro Tools. You can 
put sounds on the keys and just play it. You create directly 
from your imagination to the speakers in a feedback loop." 
The end results are recorded in Pro Tools, which now func-

mix technicians Tony Sereno (left), Kent Sporting and Jurgen Scharpf (far right) at the Capricorn in Mix A. 

tions as Burns multitrack machine. He will then either bounce 
effects down to a composite stereo pair, or he keeps the orig-
inal separate elements for the editors. He monitors on an M&K 
5.1 system. 

His sound design work outside of the Synclavier includes 
speed manipulation with '4-inch tape, along with the Kyma 
workstation. "There are marvelous processing programs in it 
for pitch and speed changes," he says. 

The crew had thousands of effects, both old and new, on-
line and catalogued with cross-referencing and a database that 
any editor could go to. After creating a sound, Burn identifies it 
and puts it in a library database so the other editors can come 
and get it. "The big difference, essential for me, between then 
and now, is that we have a library of sound so accessible so 
quickly that I can find and audition things that I've recorded, 
manufacture something and do a mix and pass it on to the ed-
itors...all from one desktop workstation! This has made the 
process very efficient." 
Wood adds: 'We've used [Gallery Software's] Sample Search 

to manage getting Ben's effects sessions to the editors and how 
we interface with our database for renaming," says Wood. 
"Kevin Sellers, an assistant editor here, created a program 
called Panorama Database, which ties Ben's whole library to-
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gether. We also use [Gallery's] Gearbox to do the ratio 
change and sample rate conversion to send our mix to [the 
picture department] in the Main House. " 

TEMP DUBS 
Temp dubs for Episode / were handled primarily by Bum 
himself, working in conjunction with Wood and supervis-
ing sound editor Tom Bellfort. This was not a film that was 
going to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on weeks 
of mixing and sound editors. Outside of their value in giv-
ing everyone a sense of where the film is going, Bunt 
views temps as "a great chance to uy and fail, or try and ac-
cidentally succeed. 

"I worked as a picture editor for the first two years of 
this project, so I got pretty familiar with the movie and 
knew the footage," he explains. "I tried to include, in my 
editing, visual structures which would give me interesting 
sound things to do later—leaving a pause visually because 
I knew there would be a sound, or if the ship came by I let 
it go offscreen so we could have a pass-by in the sur-
rounds. Of course, George cut that all out. [Laughs.] Well, 
not all of it. 

"I took the existing cut of the movie early on and made 
an extensive temp," he continues. "I put in key sound ef-
fects and backgrounds where they were absent. 
I developed temporary voices for alien charac-
ters. For a sound designer, it was great to have 
enough voices and memory that I could do a 
very dense and rather complete version of a 
reel. 

"The ADR [see sidebar] had been done 
months ago, and we had an A track that was 
far superior than you would normally have. I 
cut temp music from our usual sources of other 
movies and classical music, something I've al-
ways done here." 

By the third or fourth cut, some sequences 
were enough in shape that they needed more 
sophisticated sound, which was made easier by 
Burn's ability to automate mixes within his Pro 
Tools system, courtesy of the Mackie HUI control surface. "For-
tunately, with the HUI and the automation of the HUI, I can do 
the most sophisticated one-man mixes that I've ever done. I 
can walk out of here with an Lt-Rt or even a discrete 6-track 
that would be satisfying to most audiences. I've mostly been 
doing Lt-Rt's because we mostly need to lay back to videotape. 

"The pod race [a drag race between aliens in reels 3AB and 
4AB] is almost a film unto itself, and I've pushed it forward 
each time we've had a screening," he continues. "We've prob-
ably had seven screenings of the film with temp dubs, and 
each time I've remixed and recut, but I've kept the same orig-
inal tracks. I've added to them, deleted what I don't want, but 
everything has volume graphs and pan graphs. I haven't done 
any premixing—everything is still on its original tracks. In the 
past, we would do a big temp mix and basically it was all 
thrown away and we started fresh: new transfers, ordering up 
lists of things. None of that has happened on this film. Every 
time we've recut the picture, we've recut the Pro Tools ses-
sions to conform. [Bunt used assistant editor Kevin Sellers' 
panorama "EZ Conform" process, an automatic script for ap-
plying Avid picture change notes to a Pro Tools session.] It's 
kept the automation that I started with in July, and I haven't 
had to backtrack that much. 

"My temp mix evolves into the final mix, and I just pass 
these sessions onto the two effects editors [Chris Scarabosio 

Top: Foley editors Bruce Lacey and Marian Wilde. 

Leh: Foley record;st Frank "Pepe" Morrel, left, and Foley mixer 

Tony Eckert at Me 551 5000. Above: Foley artists Dennie 

Thorpe, left, and Jana Vance in the Skywaiker Foley stage, 

wearing the boots and holding the props that turned their 

actions into the sounds of droids. 

and Terry Ecktonl. We looked at my tracks and looked at what 
I've done. I've said, 'Here's where I've done it right,' or, 'I don't 
have enough detail here, or, 'I have a new idea here,' and 
they started with my tracks and will modify it as needed. It's 
wonderful to see editors build upon my foundation and polish 
things I may have done sloppily, but that gave them the right 
impression." 

CREATURES 

One of Burn's great skills is the life that he can breathe into 
aliens, both those who make noises (such as Chewbacca, who 
is not seen in Episode /) and those who speak a discernible 
language, such as Jabba the Hutt. 

Burtt says that in Episode I, "A few key characters, the Gun-
gans, speak a form of pidgin English with strange phrases. 
George wrote it that way in the script, and worked it out with 
the actor on the set. It's not so much an alien language as 'alien 
phraseology.' We have another set of characters called 
Neimoidians who speak English because they're human-like 
(in spite of being reptiles) and carry a lot of exposition in the 
film. We wanted to give them an accent and a manner of 
speaking that is completely intelligible, yet also alien." 

Torn Bellfort says that they were first looped in Thailand, 
using Taiwanese actors to give a slightly different quality. 
Then, using the Taiwanese as reference, the dialog was re-
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looped by actors in England. The 
faster they speak English, the less in-
telligible they get. "You have to be 
careful not to make it any way com-
ical or ethnically recognizable—all of 
these issues have to be sorted out," 
BeIntl says. 

Jabba the Hutt makes a reappear-
ance in Episode I, along with a 
whole cast of characters on the 
Planet Tattoine. They speak Huttese, 
which Bum had already developed 
for Return of the Jedi. Last, but most 
definitely not least, there's R2-D2. He was cut for the temps 
reusing the same dozen or so phrases, and in January Bum 
loaded in his library of a thousand phrases in preparation for 
editing by himself and Terry Eckton, who was an editor with 
Burn on The Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi. She 
spent her first week on the film (last October) cutting motors 
for all of the droids, "for old time's sake." 

From left, assistant dialog/ADR editor Jessica Belli--
and dialog/ADR editors Sara Bolder 

Whittle. 

TWO SOUND EFFICTS EDITORS? 
A STAR WARS MOVII? 
The huge sound editorial crews of many recent Hollywood 
films have become the stuff of legend. Given only a few weeks 
to do all the sound editing and mixing, you can find at least a 
half-dozen films with more than two dozen credited editors, 
plus half as many assistants, needed to bring all the dialog, 
sound effects, Foley and ADR to multiple re-recording stages. 

"This was never going to happpen 
on this film," McCallum says. 

Starting last fall, Bum and Bell-
fort brought on a small crew of 
trusted colleagues, beginning with 
Terry Eckton and Chris Scarabosio 
on sound effects. They divvied up 
the show into odd and even reels, 
with Eckton taking the odds and 
Scarabosio the evens. The effects 
for each reel were on a single 4- or 
9-gig hard drive. 

One of the more deceivingly 
amazing aspects of the sound editorial on Episode I was the 
Pro Tools effects sessions: With the exception of the big battle 
in reel 6AB, all sound effects, including backgrounds, for each 
reel were in a single session, totaling approximately 80 to 128 
tracks. Because their Pro Tools systems had only 32 voices, 
in order to listen to everything at once, Eckton and Scarabosio 
would make bounces of different premixes within the session. 
Similarly, Scarabosio received from music editor Ken 
Wannberg a stereo bounce of the music for the big battle in 
reel 6AB. 

The one scene that Bum did cut by himself was the pod 
race, save for crowds. 

POLIT 
Foley recording for Episode kook place at the Ranch over four 
weeks in February and March. The Skywalker crew consists of 

FIELD NE 11E0110111G 
It all began with Matthew Wood's Idea. 

"It came to me when I saw the new Macintosh G3 
PowerBook line that can handle a lot of stuff that a desk-
top machine could," Wood says. "I got the idea, Why not 
bring a Pro Tools-type situation to 
the field for ADR recording?' I knew 
that I could pretty much duplicate 
everything you have in an ADR stu-
dio with a few roadcases of equip-
ment. We have everything: picture, 
guide track, beeps and streamers [to 
visually guide actors to the line be-
ginning]. I presented the idea to 
Rick [McCallum], and he was very 
excited about it. He hates doing 
anything traditional, and he loved 
the idea of us going to the actors." 

The idea became reality, and 
soon Wood's system was in London recording ADR at 
MagMasters. Eventually, their travels would also take 
them to Mexico and to Compass Point Studios in the Ba-
hamas, then back to London for final looping at Gallery 
Studios and Abbey Road Studios. The video of the whole 
movie is digitized to the PowerBook's internal IDE hard 
drive. On an expansion bay there is a 4-gig drive where 
the guide tracks are stored. The other expansion bay con-
tains a chassis expander, which contains the Miro DC-30+ 

card and the AudioMedia III card for the digital I/O. As 
backup, Wood not only records on a standard DAT, but 
also bums CDs containing the finished Pro Tools sessions 
and audio files. "The sessions go a lot faster because it's 
nonlinear, instant access," he says. "You can keep record-
ing takes, and it auto-names and saves everything. If the 
schedule requires it, I can send this back to The Ranch 

over the Internet, or FedEx it back to 
the editors. There's no waiting for 
transfers." 

The microphone complement in 
Woods' system are the production 
faves Sennheiser MKH-60, and the 
Neumann KMR-81, plus a Neumann 
TLM-103. They feed into a Focusrite 
Green One dual-channel mic pre-
amp that goes into an Apogee AD-
1000 AID converter, which creates a 
digital feed for the DAT and the Au-
dioMedia card. The loops are cued 
in Skywalker assistant editor Steve 

Slanec's program ADR Manager, and that data is imported 
into Gallery Software's ADR Studio program, which runs 
on top of Pro Tools. 

Supervising sound editor Tom Bellfort thinks "the ap-
plications are far greater than we've explored on this film. 
ADR stages always sound antiseptic and 'loopy.' With this 
system you can go anywhere. All told, Episode I had 
1,400 looped lines; by way of comparison, Titanic had 
4,000 lines. — Larry Blake 
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Foley artists Dennie Thorpe (who did Return of the Jed° and 
Jana Vance, mixer Tony Eckert and recordist Frank "Pepe" 
Merel. 

After the show had been spotted, Foley editors Bruce Lacey 
and Marian Wilde cleated sessions with separated regions in-
dicating where the cues would be recorded. This gave Eckert 
and Merel not only an easy blueprint of how to lay out the 
tracks, but also a head start in the naming of the files, as the 

Foley was shot directly to Pro Tools. All reels fit in under 24 
tracks. 

An essential ingredient in all Foley stages is the amount of 
creative junk they have to choose from. Thorpe and Vance 
went on a "shopping spree" for funky things, in keeping with 
Lucas and Bum's original concept of a lived-in, organic world. 
Special attention was paid to finding and making special shoes 
for robots and battle droids. 

THE RETI11111 Of 1110[11.11111116 
Anyone who has seen American Graffiti remembers the 
great "you-are-there" feeling derived from the sound of 
music coming from the car radios. This was the virtual in-
vention of what we now think of as "scource," or music 
that alternates between source and score. 

To achieve this, Lucas and sound designer Walter 
Murch created a complete radio show with Wolfinan Jack 
and mixed it down to %-inch mono with a sync pulse. 
They re-recorded the whole show in an alley, with Lucas 
on one side holding a small powered Nagra speaker, 
slowly turning back and forth, and Murch on the other, 
likewise turning. The effect was a random sequence of 
off- and on-axis sound, but all having the natural slap. 
(Murch's Nagra was fed a sync pulse from the playback 
deck to ensure constant sync lock.) 

At the final mix, Lucas and Murch were able to choose 
from any possible combination of three tracks: the original 
direct dry recording, the first "worldized" track in sync 
with the track, and another print of it, this one slipped in 
sync to give a slight slap. Very clever, very simple and 
very effective. 

At Lucas' behest, the tradition continued on Episode I. 
"George has always asked for this," Bum says. "I still have 
4-inch tapes from Star Wars, by reel, from worldizing that 
I did for individual characters. `Chewbacca, Reel 4." In di-
alog there's no question it can work really well. The diffi-
culty is always finding the environment, free of noise and 
crickets! 

For Empire and Jedi, Burtt re-recorded the light saber 
sounds through speakers, matching the movement like 
Foley with a shotgun mic. In order to keep up with Darth 
and Luke, the film was projected (and worldized track 
recorded) at half-speed. — Larry Blake 
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DRIP DIGITAL SUNUNU EH 
Having mixed over a dozen films with stereo surrounds, in 
1997 Gary Rydstrom was looking for a way to spatially en-
hance his mixes and approached Lucasfilins THX division, 
which in turn approached the three digital sound format 
companies (Dolby, DTS and SDDS). 

Dolby and THX played 
around with various ideas, and in 
what they both say was a classic 
example of parallel invention, 
they simultaneously thought of 
matrix-encoding a third surround 
track onto the previously existing 
stereo surrounds. This required 
only matrix-encoding prior to 
print mastering, and decoding in 
so-equipped theaters, but no fun-
damental changes to the print 
recording format. 

During the mix of Episode I, Rydstrom is recording the 
center-rear surround channel on its own track on premix-
es and stems, but monitoring the surrounds through the 
matrix. An insert point takes the three channels into two 
via a Dolby Digital Surround EX encoder card and then 
back to three using a standard Dolby Cat. No. 150-F de-
coder. The encoder differs from the one used in standard 

Dolby Stereo applications by the way it helps ensure that 
essentially monophonic surround information (i.e., the 
same on left and right surround) will not collapse back 
into the rear wall. 

David W. Gray, the director of Dolby Laboratories' Hol-
lywood Film Division, says, "We thought about a 'voice of 
God' channel in center-roof of the auditorium. But be-

cause it would only be used once 
or twice in a movie, and no the-
ater already has speakers mount-
ed there, it's not a practical idea." 

Rydstrom says, "It's great to 
have three articulated sources of 
ambience back there. The planet 
of Naboo has some weird, jungle-
ish ambiences. To be able to put 
specific creatures in the three sur-
round channels is really fun. It 
gives you more of an encircling 
feel with the ambiences, that 

something is behind you as opposed to next to you. 
"There are a lot of shots where 50 ships might pass by 

directly overhead, and you can have three discrete expe-
riences between the left, center and right fronts and sur-
rounds," he continues. "Anything that helps articulate 
sound is a good thing. 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 54 



The current Foley studio at Thu 
Ranch was built in 1996, when it WLV, 
decided to convert the original studio in 
the Tech Building into Mix A, pictured 
on this month's cover. (The only part 
that remains from its days as a Foley 
room is the inscribed signature that the 
late Japanese director Akira Kurosawa 
wrote in the foundation when he visited 
The Ranch during construction.) 

Stcnding amid the racks of Tascam MMR-8s in the 

Central Machine Room are, r, machine room 

operators Brandon Proctor and Stephen Romanko, 

Chris Barron from transfer, re-recordist Ron 

Rournas, digital audio transfer supervisor Jonathan 

Greber, Dee Selby from transfer and machine room 

operator Jennifer Barin. The white drive bays to the 
left of Barin tie in to the Technical Building's SG! 

Origin 200 servers fot daily backup. 

HASTE MAKES WASTE 

in the golden days ot 70nun 6-track epics, you were consid-
ered to be under the gun if your mix started later than six 
months before your opening. Months were spent on premixing, 

with the crew rehearsing each premix 
until it was right and then recording a 
1,000-foot reel in a single pass with no 
automation in sight. The first Star Wars 
film, coming at the end of that era, mixed 
for 12 weeks, Close Encounters of the 
Third Kind for 16. 

Flash forward over 20 years. This 
decade has seen an alarming trend in 
Hollywood post-production to have 
multiple re-recording stages working day 
and night to meet a release date. The re-
sult is mixes (stage time only) that cost 
over $1 million, money that is every-
where but on the screen. 

Rick McCallum says that they "want-
ed to avoid the mythology of the [re-
recording] mixer in Hollywood, where 
they might make exorbitant money for 
a week [because of overtime]. You 
might have the sound editors working 
on it for five or six months, and then 
someone works on it for five or six 
weeks and gets all the credit. Whenever 
I was in doubt about anything, I would 
speak with Skywalkers general manag-

er, Gloria Borders. She is so knowledgeable and helpful and 
understands the way we like to work." 

The re-recording crew for Episode /was Gary Rydstrom on 
sound effects, Tom Johnson on dialog and Shawn Murphy on 
the music that he recorded at Abbey Road. As a team, with 
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some variations, they've worked on 
such "small" films as Jurassic Park, The 
Lost World and Titanic. Bunt had been 
re-recording mixer on all of the films he 
had supervised between 1983 and his 
"retirement" in 1989, and had to decide 
whether he would return behind the 
board. "When Rick and I planned things 
out two years ago, I thought since I was 
picture editing that I couldn't decide 
how my time was going to be divided 
up," he explains. "I hadn't mixed for a 
long time and didn't know how to use 
the new console. The first thing that oc-
cuffed to me was that I'd like to have 
that objectivity, to walk out of the pre-

mix room for hours at a time and see it 
fresh, hear it fresh. 

"Also, I can run upstairs and rework 
something offline," he continues. "I 
know we're going to have new special 
effects shots in the last moment while 
George will be making changes. And to 
be honest, I was worried about how 
much energy it would take to bear the 
whole load. We have mixers here who 
are excellent, and it seemed sensible to 
utilize all the talent that we can. As I've 
discovered passing things along to the 
other editors, it's good to have that part-
nership. It's your ego which says, 'Tech-
nically, I can do it all myself,' and then 
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reality says, What's best for the movie?'" 
The mixing schedule had Rydstrom 

and Johnson starting four weeks of pre-
mixing the second week of February, 
followed by five weeks of final mixing, 
including three weeks of fixes and 
changes. By any standards, this is a com-
fortable schedule, and as a result there 
was virtually no overtime or weekend 
work. Rydstrom was based in Mix A, 
which features a 176-input Neve Capri-
corn, while Johnson premixed dialog 
and Foley in the smaller Mix B, recently 
refitted with an AMS/Neve DFC. All re-
recording—premixing, final mixing and 
print mastering—was done to Tascam 
MMR-8 digital dubbers, recording 24-bit 
Pro Tools files. (All work for the film 
was at the 44.1kHz sampling rate, with 
all of the source dialog and effects ele-
ments at 16-bit resolution.) 

Bunt designed the effects premixes 
into eight groups, A-H, with Rydstrom 
having seven tracks (left/center/right/ 
left-surround/back-surround/right-sur-
round/boom in the Dolby Surround EX 
format; see sidebar) on an MMR-8 dedi-
cated to each. A and B were usually 
checkerboarded backgrounds, while C-
H would contain spaceship-bys, after-
burners, explosions, etc., kept separate 
when possible. There was, of course, 
variance for reels such as the pod race 
in 3AB and 4AB, where the steadys and 
pass-bys of different pods would have 
their own premixes. 

During effects premixing, Rydstrom 
would have five MMR-8 recorders on-
line, and Eckton or Scarabosio would 
sequentially solo into the 24 outputs 
whatever premix Rydstrom wanted to 
see. (He was always mixing in context, 
i.e., with other premixes playing back in 
the monitor.) 

Rydstrom says, "Ben is so organized. 
He makes a lot of choices in the sound 
design stage, even before editorial. You 
don't have duplication or choices or a 
lot of weeding to do because it's well 
thought out, and George has listened to 
what Ben has been doing all along. On 
this film they have tried to do the ideal 
that we always talk about: sound being 
done along with the rest of post-produc-
tion. It's a long evolving process, and 
you don't have to scramble to make all 
of these decisions. 

"I think the more decisions you 
make in the editing and premix stages, 
the final mix becomes a place for global 
decisions. You don't want to be making 
too many detail decisions in the final 
mix because that's when you have peo-
ple sitting around waiting. It's the most 
expensive part of the process." 
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Rydstrom says the Capricorn is a "great console, but we're 
constantly running into limitations in ternis of memory and size 
of the automation itself. I like the interface and the board, but 
it was really designed for music, and when you expand it out 
into a full-fledged final film mix board, you run into some 
problems that you wouldn't have anticipated. To get around 
this, we break the automation for the second half of reels." 

Two items recently were added by the Skywalker Sound 
engineering staff to the Capricorn to bring it up to spec with 
film mixing boards. First was three (one each for dialog, music 
and effects mixers) sets of outboard input/repro and record 
keys, designed by Paul Key. These units allow not only control 
of an individual multitrack group (say an 8-track stem) on one 
set of keys, but also the ability to explode that group out for 
control of individual tracks. 

The second modification was a Nexus digital router by Can-
tus/Stage Tec of Gennany, which routes the console's buses 
to the recorders and to the input side of the keys, and the 
recorder playback returns to the repro side of the keys, in ad-
dition to monitor summing. Previously you had to use up 
faders on the console to assign them to the monitor buses, 
which was not only inefficient but potentially dangerous. 

The picture in Mix A was supplied by an Electrohome 
VistaGRAPHX Model 7000 Roadie DLP projector, costing 
somewhere north of $100,000. When Martin Smith first went 
into Mix A and saw the quality of the image, he exclaimed, 
"Wait! What happened to all of the streaking images!?" The di-
rect serial feed was from a Doremi VlB digital disk recorder, 
which recorded the picture from the online DigiBeta master. 
The VlB has a variable compression rate from 2:1 to 4:1, re-
sulting in approximately 6 gigabytes for each large AB reel. 
"Having the digital picture is an amazing timesaver to be able 
to jump throughout a reel to do a fix," says Rydstrom. 

The mixers at Skywalker Sound have had a long and fruitful 
relationship with 35mm mag, being especially fond of their 

Sondor recorders. Rydstrom believes that the MMR-8's sound 
quality is more consistent than mag, and, combined with the 
fact that the console is digital, made the decision to record dig-
itally a no-brainer. 

The existence of all sound elements—both cut units and 
premixes recorded on the MMR-8s—on the Pro Tools platform 
made conforming the sessions to picture changes a snap. 
(However, because the premixes were 24-bit, the conforming 
could not be done together in the same session.) 

An unexpected problem arose when Rydstrom and John-
son wanted to go back and fix premixes after they had been 
conformed. Everyone at Skywalker soon discovered that you 
can't do this until you "tape convert" the edited files back into 
reel-length contiguous files. Tape converting is a sister of the 
MMR-8 "tape mode" that is used during re-recording, resulting 
in single files that can be punched in and out of ad infinitum, 
just like a multitrack tape recorder. The down side comes from 
the fact that you need to dedicate space on the disk for a 
whole track, regardless of how much you actually need. 

Because Skywalker chose to standardize on 4-gig drives, 
devoting a drive to a single 8-track reel, one or two genera-
tions of tape converts could be stored on the original drive. 
Me longest reel in Episode I is over 1,800 feet, which means 
that it lasts about 20 minutes, and at 8.2 Mb/track minute, each 
version takes up 1.4 GB.) 

An average of 128 premixed tracks would appear at the 
console during the final mix, including 56 tracks of effects, 16 
of Foley, 16 of dialog and ADR, eight of creatures, and 32 of 
24-bit music recordings and mixdowns. (For quick historical 
perspective, Episodes 4-6 were all mixed on consoles with 
fewer than 33 inputs.) In addition, there were console inputs 
dedicated to four Foley sweeteners, eight effects sweeteners, 
and four dialog sweeteners, each fed from tracks at the top 
of the original premix Pro Tools sessions. Effects, music, Foley 
and creatures each had full Dolby Surround EX 7-track stems, 

-FROM PAGE 50, DOLBY SURROUND EX 

"We also do something to help pull sound off the 
screen: If a spaceship is going left-to-right, at the peak of 
the pass-by in the center, I pull it back to the [center rear] 
EX channel, over the audience and back to the right. We 
do a similar trick with the seeker balls that hover over you. 
Putting a little bit in the center-rear really helps the illu-
sion, a cheap 3D trick." Rydstrom says that he got "lucky" 
with the automated joystick panners on the Capricorn in 
Mix A: "It turned out that the panners had the IMAX top-
center speaker output in exactly the position we wanted 
for Surround EX. 

Ben Burn says that he left all of the decisions regarding 
exactly how cut material would translate to the three-sur-
round format to the mix stage. "Doing proper split-sur-
rounds in a small room, and making wise decisions about 
it, is not efficient. Despite the fact that we have voiced my 
work room, I still have difficulty making the translation 
from a small space to a big space. Technically it all mea-
sures out the same, but... 

"This is where I depend on Gary Rydstrom heavily be-
cause he has so much experience and creativity doing 
complicated surrounds. I think it's something that he can 
do better." 

The cost and trouble for theaters depends, of course, 

on their current setup. Kurt Schwenk, Director of the Pro-
fessional Division of THX, says that a number of THX the-
aters are set up so that only the installation of the Dolby 
Digital Surround EX unit is necessary. Such a theater 
would have direct runs of speaker cabling from individ-
ual surrounds back to their amps in the booth, and stereo 
surrounds configured in an L-shaped array from the sides 
into the rear wall, where an even number of speakers are 
located. 

As of press time, it's anticipated that over 2,500 of the 
4,000 screens showing Episode /on May 19 will play the 
film in Dolby Digital Surround EX. The number of screens 
showing the film with three surround channels will be 
higher, though, since companies such as DTS and Smart 
are making similar units. Gray says that Dolby has six en-
coders built and ready for use by re-recording stages. 

Even before the film opens, the vernacular has termed 
Surround EX to be a 6.1-channel system, which it really 
isn't since it uses matrix encoding and decoding to derive 
one of the speaker channels. Gray says that he doesn't like 
the 6.1 nomenclature because he "spent a lot of time con-
vincing people that 5.1 was discrete, where 6.1 is not. I 
try to be extremely careful in not referring to it as 6.1 be-
cause it's a misnomer." Nonetheless, he admits that it's 
probably a lost cause. — Zany Blake 
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THE CLONE WARS 
The basement of the Technical Building 
at Skywalker Ranch contains three SGI 
Origin 200 UNIX servers, each storing 
over a terabyte of data. One is used to 
back up data the sound editors are allo-
cated for each show, plus shared digital 
video files, and mix materials from the 
MMR-8s. Although the server can stream 
a given video "reel" to eight edit rooms 
simultaneously, editors usually load the 
reels they want to a local hard drive. A 
second server is dedicated to the sound 
effects library, which currently holds ef-
fects dating back to Burtt's original 
recordings in the mid-70s for the origi-
nal Star Wats. The third is reserved for 
immediate backup of the other two. 

At the end of each mix day, all drives 
that have been recorded or updated are 
placed in a drive stack in the machine 
room, and backed up to its server utiliz-
ing Legato's Networker. The server itself 
is backed up by a DLT7000 robot 
changer. In the few instances that MMR-
8 drives have gone down, they are re-
stored in less than ten minutes from the 
server's drives. 

When a film is finished at Skywalker 
Ranch, it is customary do a UNIX-style 
dump to DLT tape of all files associated 
with that project. According to K.C. 
Green, Slcywallœr's manager of informa-
tion systems, "As long as some form of 
UNIX exists, which is a certain bet, 
they'll be able to restore these tapes. We 
can't say that in ten years Pro Tools 4.3 
will be viable." He says that most films 
[prior to the use of the MMR-8s as mix 
recorders, it should be noted] fit onto a 
single 35GB DLT 7000 tape. "It's usually 
pretty underwhelming," he notes. 

It's a fair bet that 99.9% of moviego-
ers will know nothing of the level of care 
and detail that went into the preparation 
of Episode I, nor should they. As I visited 
the Ranch in early January, and again in 
late March during the final mix, there 
was a prevailing calm throughout the 
Technical Building. A palpable buzz, yes, 
but prevailing calm. The goal of feature 
filmmaking is to create a seamless expe-
rience, and Episode I promises to be all 
that and more—ovetwhelming, in fact. 
The magic is on the screen, and the 
Force is alive and well at the Ranch. 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-
recording mixer who lives in New Or-
leans. His latest film is The Limey, 
starring Terence Stamp, who plays 
Chancellor Valorum in Episode I. 
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THE LINK 
PICTURE & SOUND 

arely will you view the end credits of a 
film and see the same name pop up 
for film editing and sound editing or 
mixing. Walter Murch, a close friend 

and collaborator of George Lucas. has 
done it most of his career, culminating 

in a double Oscar for The English Pa-
tient. Now it was Ben Burtes turn. 

On Episode I, Burtt man-
aged to beat his record of 

continuous employment on a film (set, of course, on 
Episode IV, aka Star Wats) by a good nine months. His 
involvement began in August 1996 in the early stages 
of pre-production, helping Lucas previsualize his early 
script. 

"David Dozoretz, previsualization effects supervisor 
for Episode I had made animatics from 
the storyboards of many of these se-
quences, and I started by cutting them to-
gether," Bum says. "When you do that, you immediately 
see what works and what doesn't. This was an impor-
tant process for George because ultimately he was 
going to have ta pay a tremendous amount of money 
for each second of film, and you dam well better know 
as a director going in what you need to shoot. The 
fights and chases, the battles, going through an en-
chanted underwater city—he wanted to have a cut ver-
sion of them in some form before he started shooting. 

"I did this for ten sequences in the film that needed 
that kind of treatment," Bum continues. " If I can go in 
one day and cut ten shots out of a sequence and it will 

MaryPat Plattner, first assistant editor, and 
Martin Smith, G.B.F.E., who shored editing duties with Ben Burst. 

still work, if each of those shots cost $ 100,000, it cer-
tainly more than paid for my salary on this film from a 
producer's standpoint." 

Producer Rick McCallum notes that in most cases 
[Industrial Light & Magic, Lucas' visual effects 

house] has to come up with concepts, and they are the 
strongest force. That takes time. Prior to this, most ef-
fects-driven films have had 500 or so shots. We have 
2,000." 

Higher math shows that of the more than 2,200 shots 
in the final film, only about 200 of them were complete 
as photographed during production, without any need 
for digital enhancement. Nevertheless, these were also 
digitized at ILM and then output back to film, for two 
reasons. First was consistency of look and, thinking of 
the future, consistency of film stocks that make up the 

cut camera negative. When Lucasfilm, 
with McCallum, went back to restore 
Episodes IV-VI for the 1997 re-release, 

one of the problems was that the production stocks had 
aged differently than the lab stocks, with shifts in color 
and grain. The second reason was to take advantage of 
the more precise color control afforded by the process-
ing at ILM, as opposed to fih-n laboratories, which now, 
as always, adjust only the three primary colors. The 
video realm affords control over secondary colors, black 
level, etc. 

BY LARRY BLAKE 

DAILIES 
Episode /was photographed in the 35mm anamorphic 
widescreen format. (Anamorphic lenses on the camera 

Irmo 
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"squeeze" a wide image onto normal 
film, with lenses on the film projector 
unsqueezing the image to the original 
wide aspect ratio.) During telecine, the 
image was partially unsqueezed and 
transferred to 16x9 anamorphic video 
(whose squeeze ratio is less than film's 
2:1). When the material was played in 
the edit room on the Sony 16x9 "direc-
tor's monitor," the monitor would un-
squeeze the remaining amount and 
editors would see the correct 2.40:1 
anamorphic ratio with small bands on 
the top and bottom of the 1.78:1 ratio 
tube. If the image was viewed on a 
standard 4:3 television, as was the case 
for most of the sound editors, the image 
would look compressed. When sound 
editors really needed to see hard left 
and right, such as for critical sync with 
Foley, they were provided with a 16x9 
monitor. The decision to use the 16x9 
format was partly to use as much of the 
scanning area as possible, and it had the 
side benefit of conserving space on the 
hard drives. 

At Midnight Transfer in London, Neil 
Harris was in charge of transferring the 
35mm negative to tape. His relationship 
with Lucasfilm and McCallum dates 
back to The Young Indiana Jones 

Chronicles in 1991 and continued on 
the feature Radioland Murders a few 
years later. "He's not just a colorist or a 
transfer operator; he's a true artist," Mc-
Callum says. 

Dailies ("rushes" in the UK) were 
recorded both to Digital Betacam and to 
removable hard drive using the Avid 
MediaStation. The DigiBeta tape was 
"clean" and did not contain any of the 
visual bum-ins on the Avid drives such 
as videotape timecode, production 
("Nagra") timecode or key numbers ref-
erencing the camera negative. (The 
fourth possible window, inked Acrnade 
edgecodes referencing the positive 
workprint, was not available on Episode' 
because of the negative-to-tape proce-
dure.) All of the "data" was encoded into 
the vertical interval of the DigiBeta tape, 
so that it could be used to redigitize into 
the Avid or create dubs with bum-ins. 
Key numbers and videotape timecode 
were on one pair of VITC lines, and pro-
duction timecode on another. 

Because the timecode on production 
sound mixer John Midgeley's DAT tapes 
matched the machine-readable time-
code on the edge of the processed neg-
ative film, synching was virtually 
automatic at telecine. There was no off-

set other than an overall setting to delay 
the sound to account for video process-
ing such as noise reduction and color 
correction. Harris notes that on a few 
occasions there was drift between DAT 
and film, but these were rare. 

Dailies were viewed by Lucas on a 
Digital Projection DLP projector being 
fed by the DigiBeta master. All told, 
more than 1.3 million feet of film was 
shot, totaling 240 hours of material. 
"The computers were loaded down and 
Avid kept telling us that you can't put 
on that much material," says Martin 
Smith. "Jaime Estrada and other Avid 
field guys in London broke all the rules 
to make everything work for us." 

EDITING AT THE RANCH 
Once principal photography wrapped 
up in September 1997, the picture de-
partment headed back to the Main 
House at Skywalker Ranch, their home 
for the 20 months of post-production. 
Even compared to medium-budget Hol-
lywood films, the picture editorial crew 
was small—seven people, including first 
assistant editor MaryPat Plottner. Smith 
says that "she greased the wheel during 
the whole process to the point that it 
became totally unnoticeable how much 

Got Mock. 
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work was actually being done, and 
therefore allowed the creative juices to 
flow without interruption. Every day 
MaryPat and the rest of her crew saved 
my life." 

Burtt and Smith had worked on 
Young Indy together, and Smith notes 
that "it became apparent with the vol-
ume of material and the amount of [vi-
sual] effects that we were doing that we 
needed to have George switch between 
two cutting moms. He'd cut with me for 
a week or so, and then he'd move over 
and do some sequences with Ben, 
which would give me the chance to 
work through effects and pass them off 

to MM. That worked out superbly well." 
Burtt recalls that "George and I de-

cided that there wasn't time to do even 
a good temp mix for the first screening. 
We had our first screening with nothing 
but the dialog on the set! It was the first 
time that we had done that, because it 
exposes the movie in all of its raw visu-
al nakedness. We know the role that 
music and sound effects are going to 
play, but it was a complicated story that 
could have easily been three hours long 
based on the footage shot. It was hard 
to take, but it did allow you to say, 
'Does the story make sense? Do we 
know where we are? Do we like the 

Introducing the 

DRAWMER 
DC2476 Digital Mastering Processor 

"If your Mastering Processor isn't 24 bit/96K 

sample rate capable, it's obsolete before you 

even get it out of the box." 

The DC2476 is the world's first 24 bit/96K sample 

rate Digital Dynamics Processor and is designed to 
be the most flexible, best sounding all-in-one 
programmable mastering tool available. 

• 24 bit A/D - D/A conversion 

• 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2 or 96kHz in/out sample rate 
• Multi-band Compression, Expansion and Limiting 

• Five band digital EQ with ±18dB range 

• Multi-band Tube modelling 

• Gain normalization for maximum loudness 

• De-essing 
• Word Clock in/out, Midi in, out and thru 
• Three band Stereo Width control 
• Dynamic Spectral Enhancement 

• Expert Factory patches plus user memory 

• Autofade 

• PCMCIA slot for parameter transfer to other 
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characters?" 
Smith says that near the top of his 

wish list is for Avid and Pro Tools to 
talk with each other more, especially 
considering the fact that Avid owns 
Digidesign. "Pro Tools has to redigitize 
a digitzed picture? Come on!" he ex-
claims. 

"The integration of sound and picture 
is so overlapped right now, although it's 
not yet quite precise enough," he con-
tinues. "Information about what my Avid 
is doing needs to get down to the sound 
department in a better way than sending 
a piece of paper or picking up the 
phone. I want them to be able to see my 
timeline, so that I can locate specific 
shots for them and they can flag it back 
to me saying that they've taken care of 
it. Any change that I do to the timeline 
should have a red flag come up indicat-
ing what has changed. I want Ben to be 
able to look up shots over there [in the 
Tech Building] to see where it's changed 
at any stage." 

After first or second cut, all material 
was consolidated, meaning that the 
Avid made new files of exactly the ma-
terial used, plus handles to allow for 
some flexibility. By eliminating the 
heads and tails of those shots, and 
everything from those not in the cut, 
hundreds of megabytes were freed up 
in the Avid to make way for the 
avalanche of opticals in various forms 
that would be coming in from ILM. 

Mix B, the AMS Neve DFC room at 
Skywalker Sound, had a feed from 
Smith's Avid in the Main House, to 
allow Lucas to keep up to date with the 
edit and with late-breaking opticals. "If 
ILM has a shot that's come in, and 
they're desperate to film it out, I want 
to be able to get on the phone with 
George so he can take a look at it," 
Smith explains. At other times during 
the final, Mix B provided a Truman 
Show-style look at whatever Smith or 
his assistants were doing at any mo-
ment. 

As more and more shots were out-
put to film, a workprint was being cre-
ated. In order to give the sound 
department the highest-quality output 
at a given moment, both the con-
formed workprint and the current Avid 
output were transferred to DigiBeta, 
then combined in an online edit ses-
sion. Burtt says that in some ways it's 
worse than an Avid output by itself, 
because "you intercut a beautiful shot 
with a horrible, purple, pixellated 
shot. But we're used to it, I don't even 
see that stuff any more. I've accepted 
it as a film style." 
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Get Out of Jail- Free! 

Lefs face it, you chose a wireless mic for 
increased mobility, but feedback keeps you from 

enjoying the freedom you paid for. Your range of 
movement is limited by the potential for feedback in 

acoustical "hot spots". Some areas are so feedback 
prone you cannot move into them at all. Other areas allow 
only minimal gain before feedback occurs. 

Sabine has the solution: True Mobility Wireless 
Systems. Our patented, award-winning FBX Feedback 
Exterminator s built in to every receiver, giving you auto-
matic feedback control and the freedom of movement you 
should expect from your wireless system — all for the same 
price you already pay for top quality wireless systems. 

Sabine's True Mobility doesn't stop with automatic feed-
back control. Conventional wireless systems require the 
added cost of outboard equalizers, compressor/limiters, and 
de-essers to maximize performance. 

Sabine offers a different approach: on-board processing 
at no extra cost, aH dedicated to one microphone. We call 
this Targeted Input Processing. With Targeted Input 
Processing, no mic gets more processing than it needs, and 
every mic gets precise, targeted control. perfectly suited to 
provide maximum performance. All these extra features are 
essentially FREE because Sabine Systems cost no more 
than conventional multi-channel wireless systems. 

Unshackle your wireless mic, and enjoy true mobility lor 
the first time — hear for yourself at your Sabine dealer today! 

g;r The only wireless system that pays for itself! No more 

wasting batteries — always a 

fresh, long-lasting NiMH 

battery ready for your 

microphone or transmitter. 

'FBX and PBX Feedbad< Exterminator are reg,ste,ei traaernarks of Sabine, Inc. and are the brand names of its he 

of automatic feehtack connolkim. Covered by U.S. Patent Iva 5,245.665. Australian Patent No. 653,736, German 

Patent No.69118486.0, WC Patent Na 0486679, and Canadian Patent No. 2.0e.624-2. Other patents pending. 
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For wireless mics, 

FEEDBACK is like 

being in JAIL... 

Break out with new 

True Mobility' 

Wireless Systems! 

30-Channel UHF • 16-Channel VHF • PLI. Synthesized • True Diversity 

True Mobility Wireless Systems 
give y what no other wireless can 

no 

aximum gain and clarity 

Intelligibility without sibilance 

irtually unlimited battery life 

n adaptive system that compensates 
or all kinds of performers and conditions 

All for the same cost as conventional 
high-quality wireless systems! 
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Scibine's Targeted Input 
Processing includes: 

Patented FBX Feedback Exterminator 
the industry standard in automatic feedback 
control; works in setup and during the program 

Auto De-Esser. Sabines new automatic 
de-essing algorithm senses, tracks, and removes 
sibilance without affecting your program. 

le Compressor/Limiter Our famous digital 
compressor offers the gain management you 
need to handle any speaker or performer 

SABINE® 
ADAPTIVE AUDIO 

www.SabineUSA.com 

Tel: ( 9041418-2000 

Fax: (904)418-2001 

Fax-Back Product into: 

(904)418-2002 

PATENTED 
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Mastering is... 
QUANTUM 

There. We said it. Right there, out in 

the open. No asterisk. No caveat. No 

"except where prohibited by law". 
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Introducing the dbx Quantum. 

The first mastering processor that 

offers a sampling rate of up to 96kHz, 

a true 48 bit digital signal path with 24 

bit output, and the same superior dbx 

dynamics processing that's been pro-

cessing the hits for more than 25 

years. Quite a trio of features. 

EC, %OVER NOIMINAIR (MEP QUANTUM 
Digital Mastering 
- CeSSOr 

• 4 Band Multi Band Stereo 

Compression 

• 5 Band Variable Q Parametric EQ 

• Dual Mono or True Stereo 

Operation 

•TYPE IVTM Conversion System 

with TSE TM Tape Saturation 

Emulation 

And with the dbx TYPE IVTM 

Conversion System already on board, 

your signal retains the analog warmth 

and character it started out with, plus 

the clarity and versatility demanded by 

today's digital standards. Our patent-

pending TSE TM Tape Saturation 

Emulation processing makes it easy. 

You need to hear it for yourself. So get 

up and go to your pro audio dealer 

today.Your clients will be glad you did. 

dbx Professional Products • 8760 South Sandy Parkway 
Sandy UT 84070 • Phone (801) 568-7660 • Fax ( 801) 568-7662 

email: customer@dbxpro.com • URL: http://www.dbxpro.com 
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ohn Williams' first three Star Wars scores are instantly recognizable 

• throughout the world, a part of the common musical lexicon. Listeners 

• need less than a dozen notes to recognize the opening of a Star Wars 

movie, the entrance of Darth Vader or the heroics of Luke Skywalker. For 

Episode I, Williams joined with scoring engineer Shawn Murphy and 

music editor Ken Wannberg, both longtime associates, in Studio 1 at 

Abbey Road and crafted what is sure to become another classic. 

John Williams and Shawn Murphy 

With the London Symphony Orchestra 

Wannberg first worked 
with Williams on 1968's Valley 
of the Dolls, and has worked 
on all of his big films since, in-
cluding all three Star Wars, the 
three Indiana Jones movies, 
Jurassic Park, Schindler's List 
and so forth. Only Williams 
knows exactly what he wants, 
but, of the rest of us, it's fair to 
say that Wannberg has the 
best guess. 

Williams and Wannberg 
began by spotting the film, 
such as it was, with George Lucas at Skywalker Ranch. 
Phantom Menace has some 2,000 computer-generated/en-
hanced shots, so a great deal of the picture was missing 
from the early print. Still, says Wannberg, the print was 
more complete than the print used when they spotted the 
original Star Wars. By the time all was done, there would 
be over two hours of music composed for the film. 

Back in Williams' offices at Steven Spiel-
berg's Amblin Entertainment in Los Angeles, 
after the spotting session, Wannberg noted 
start and end times and duration for each 
cue. Each cue was broken down into sec-
onds, noting all cuts, dialog and action. That 
is what Williams writes to. It was important 
to note what video was used for each given 
cue, because updates regularly came in as 
picture continued to be edited. 

"He has to write a minute-and-a-half of 
music a day to make the schedule," says Shaw 

George Lucas and John Williams 
at Abbey Road 

LUCASFILM LTD 84 TM ALL RIGHTS RESERVED USED UNDER AUTHORIZATION 

Wannberg. "That's a fair 
amount of music for the way 
John writes because he actual-
ly writes everything out; he 
doesn't play on the synthesiz-
er into the computer, which a 
lot of people do today." 

The huge quantity of 
music prohibited Williams 
from revising cues as new 
versions of the picture came 
in; forward motion was para-
mount. Wannberg matched 
new cuts to the breakdown 

and noted the changes. Up to this point, Wannberg's job 
was mostly administrative, but now he had to evaluate 
which cues could be œconformed with editing in post-
production and which required revision by Williams. As a 
consequence, Williams and the London Symphony Or-
chestra would record music that did not always fit the 
picture at the time of the session. 

First-call scoring mixer Shawn Murphy 
began discussions with Williams and 
Wannberg in late September, bringing ten 
years' history of collaboration (Jurassic Park 
and Schindler's List are but two examples). 
Sessions were booked at Abbey Road Studio 
1 in London. a room Murphy has worked in 
often. Consequently, his preproduction was 
brief but comprehensive. 

"My contacts are typically with the sound 
crew at Skywalker," Murphy explains. "I 
spoke with Gary Rydstrom and some of the 

î 
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MUSIC FOR THE MENACE 

engineering crew about what format 
we'd be working with once we got to 
the final dub. I've worked at Abbey 
Road so much that I don't have to be 
very detailed because the assistants 
there know what my standard orches-
tral setup would be. And it was 
going to be the London Sym-
phony Orchestra, nothing in the 
way of peculiar instrumenta-
tion. It was pretty straightfor-
ward." 

Murphy and Williams both 
knew that the score would have 
to be recorded in a way that 
would translate into impact and 
immediacy. "We were looking 
for a natural acoustic," explains 
Murphy. "It's a summer picture, 
primarily action-oriented, there's 
a lot of brass and percussion, so 
our approach acoustically needs 
to be versatile enough to retain some 
control while still [making] an orchestral 
picture 'stick to the screen' adequately. 
It has to have some flexibility, where 
we could make it a little more lush, 
through processing, for the CD, and 
keep it a little less lush for the picture 
because it has to be able to hold its 
own against some pretty large-scale ef-
fects material." 

That flexibility was gained through 
classic sound engineering, according to 
Murphy: the right mics, positioned cor-
rectly, with proper seating and a great 

composer/conductor for the right bal-
ances. "On our main mics we might be 
a little closer, we might not let it be as 
far back in perspective as we would 
[for other projects]. Studio 1 is fairly 
bright, which means overall EQ isn't 
going to be needed in the top end be-
cause of the room's characteristic. For 
the seating, I try to maintain a wide 

Above: Shawn Murphy kicks back 

while producer Rick McCallum 

chats with George Lucas in 

Studio l's control room. 

Right, music editor 

Ken Wannberg. 

Murphy, Lucas, Rick McCallum, the ISO 
and a 92-voice choir filed into the cav-
ernous Studio 1, whose history spans Sir 
Edward Elgar's opening of the facility in 
1931, through The Beatles (who used 
Studio 1 for their orchestral work), and 
on to the past two Star Wars scores. 
The room has hardly changed since the 
Beatles years, mostly because Abbey 

Road's classical clientele, like 
Murphy, become uneasy 
whenever the subject of re-
working the room comes up. 

PHOTO: ° STEVE JENNIVGS 

perspective but limit the depth, be-
cause if you can control the depth from 
the main mics to the woodwinds and 
percussion, you won't need to use spot 
mics as much, and it helps pull it more 
toward the screen in a beneficial way." 
On February 5, Williams, Wannberg, 

SPOT MIN 
Woodwinds were miked with a combination of Schoeps cardioids and hy-
percardioids, which went directly from the mic preamps to tape. Horns 
were covered by an AKG C24 stereo mic, bused to mono, as it was being 
used for angular pickup, as opposed to stereo. Brass had a U47 for over-
all coverage, with a pair of U67s on the trombones (bused to tape), a 
TLM170 on tuba (straight to tape), and a Coles 4038 on trumpet, also going 
straight from the preamp to tape. 

Percussion was covered with KM84s, except for bass drum, where a 
KM83 or a Schoeps omni is used. Murphy buses the percussion according 
to its position in the room: "I tend to do that with percussion: I'll select left, 
center and right, or multiple left, center and right busing, so that, wherev-
er it's bused, when I remix it automatically appears in the right position in 
the room, so I don't have to remember where things were." Timpani are 
miked with a U67 going straight to tape. 

String spot mics included a U47 on the rust chair bass, B&K 4011s on 
violins and violas, a U47 on the cellos, and a KM54 tube on the harp. For 
keyboards, a pair of Schoeps cardioids were on the piano and a TLM170 
was on celeste. — Larry the 0 

DECCA TREE, 

SURROUNDS 

Murphy's orchestral miking 
scheme is built around a modi-
fied Decca Tree arrangement, 
with the main room pickup of 
three Neumann M5Os on the 
tree, plus a pair of string boost-
ers on the wide left and right 
sides—in this case AKG Cl2s. 
The "surround mics" are usu-
ally "tipped-up" omnis 
(omnis with a rising frequen-
cy response for distant-field 
pickup): Sennheiser MICH2Os 
with the top end tipped up, 
B&Ks tipped up with the 
bright grid on them, or a 

Schoeps MIC3. 
"The variables you have with the 

main trio of mics are depth into the or-
chestra, spacing of the mics, height of 
the tree and angulation," Murphy says. 
"At Abbey Road the tree height gener-
ally resides between 10 or 11 feet. It's 
quite critical—you can actually jiggle 
your way in between 10 and 11 feet 
and hear dramatic differences. In this 
case, the tree ran at about 10 feet, 6 
inches. Usually for film, I try to line up 
the back arm of the tree, the M50s, at 
about the split of the first stands of vio-
lin and cello, so they're in a little bit far-
ther than where it would be for a 
classical recording. The spacing on the 
rear M5Os was 42 inches, front was 36 
inches from the back bar, and then 12 
feet out on either side were the Cl2s, 
six inches lower than the tree and an-
gled a little more into the orchestra, as 
opposed to flat over the strings, so they 
were picking up a combination of 
horns and strings on the left, brass on 
the right. 

"I used a wide cardioid pattern [on 
the Cl2s]," he continues. "Big capsule 
omni is obviously not the best thing in 
the world because you have anomalies. 
The pattern is not even and your off-
axis response tends not to be attractive, 
but wide cardioid tends to be much 
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"Sound Forge single-handedly made Windows a respectable 

audio editing platform." 

This innovative editing program for Windows allows you to bring audio and 

multimedia projects to life. With an extensive set of processes, tools and 

effects, you're able to record, edit, and enhance any project with ease. Sound 
Forge's intuitive interface and familiar Windows environment lets you start 

creating audio excitement immediately. With support for many file formats, 

and the ability to create streaming media content far the Internet, it's the 

one program that keeps you on the leading edge! 

Version 4.5 now incorporates our Batch Converter and Spectrum Analysis 

Plug- Ins, in addition to advanced loop editing and support for Sonic 

Foundry's ACID. 

Now includes streaming media file support for: 

• NetShow and RealSystem G2 
New support for 

Idiitowshrr Urlj/ 

Free update at www.soniicfoundry.com 
for registered users. 

fr.-. 

digital audio editing for multimedia and internet content creation 

VIDEO 

Also available from Sonic Foundry - DirectX Audio Plug-Ins 
Expand the real-time power onSonic Foundry's Sound Forge and other DirectX host programs, including Sonic 

Foundry's ACID, with these easy-to-integrate plug-in tools from Sonic Foundry. 

Sonic Foundry Noise Reduction' 
Three plug-ins in one! Removes broadband noise, clicks, pops, and even restores vinyl for optimum sonic quality. 

Sonic Foundry Acoustic Mirror"' 
Process your audio with unique, acoustical ambiences such as large and small indoor/outdoor environments, in 

addition to vintage studio mics, 

Sonic Foundry XFX" 1, XFX'" 2 XFXTM 3 
This outstanding series of high- quality effects gives you advanced real-time tools to produce perfect audio results, 

including enhanced Reverb, Pitch Shift, Noise Gate, Multiband Dynamics, Vibrato, and Distortion. 
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Sonic Foundry and Sound Forge are registered trademarks of Sonic Foundry, Inc. Other products are trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 
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MUSIC FOR THE MENACE 

more even on a large-capsule mic. On 
the Cl2s, you have gradients on the 
pattern selector: cardioid, omni far left, 
figure-eight far right—you can basically 
step your way toward omni. We find 
that we go one step less than omni on 
those wide mics." 

Murphy usually places the surround 
mics in the audience perspective, about 
30 feet from where the podium would 
be, but at Abbey Road he couldn't go 
back quite that far. "I try to get them up 
as high as I can," he says, "20 to 25 feet 
if possible, spaced about 30 feet apart, 
pointed straight out into the room. Ba-
sically, they're looking at the distant 
pickup ambience of the room. 

PREAMPS, 
PROCESSING, RECORDERS 
The main mics were plugged into Mil-
lennia Media preamps, which were 
then fed directly to two Studer 820 2-
inch analog 24-tracks, run at 15 ips with 
Dolby SR. Ampex 456 tape was used, 
calibrated to 320 nWb/m, Abbey Road's 
standard calibration, but somewhat hot-
ter than Murphy's usual level. 

The preamp outputs were normaled 
through the patchbay to the console so 
that Murphy could flip the bus/tape 
switch on Studio l's 64-input Neve VR 
and go back and forth between moni-
toring the machine output or listening 
directly to the preamp. 

Spot mics were fed through Grace, 
Boulder and a few GML preamps. "I 
like the Grace preamps for spot mics in 
that they have a slightly softer charac-
teristic and they're particularly good 
with ribbon microphones," says Mur-
phy, "and the Boulders are kind of an 
old standby for me for brass and horns. 
I like the characteristic of a tube mic 
going through a Boulder transformer 
preamp and then straight to tape." 
No dynamics or console EQ was 

used, but Avalon 2055s were used on 
the mix buses for overall EQ: "A little 
bit, maybe 2 dB, of top-end boost, as 
high as it will go, which on the Avalon 
is over 20k, I think, a little bit of low-
end boost, like 2 dB at 15 Hz, and a dB 
out at 600 Hz, just for clarity." 

All of this was printed to the 24-
tracks, with a separate 8-channel, 24-bit 
mix printed to two Genex MO 
recorders (a master and a safety) 
through Prism converters. The same 

mix was piped via AES/EBU to a 
Yamaha 02R, where a stereo submix 
was created for the CD and printed to a 
24-bit Nagra-D recorder, as well as a 
24-bit DADR-5000 sent over by Sony 
(the score will be issued on Sony). Sev-
eral DATs with Genesis converters re-
ceived another 2-channel mix. The 
DATs were fed analog because there 
wasn't a convenient method at hand of 
dithering the 24-bit mix down to 16 
bits. The Nagra-D mix was also used 
for conductor and music editor head-
phones. Murphy relied on experience 
and careful phase-checking of micro-
phones and the signal path to ensure 
4:2:4 (Dolby Surround) compatibility. 
Everything was recorded at 44.1 kHz to 
be compatible with Skywalker Sound. 

According to Murphy, the live 8-
track Genex mix ended up being used 
for 95% of both the film and the CD. 
The eight tracks were: left, center and 
right orchestra; left, center and right 
synthesizer/choir/solo instruments mix; 
and stereo surround channels. "The 
surrounds consisted of the two mics I 
described, plus an addition of the re-
verb returns from the discrete left-cen-
ter-right reverbs that were added to the 
close mics of the orchestra," Murphy 
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8-Drive CD Duplicator 

Interactive LCD 
Touch Screen Display 
Unprecedented ease of use and 

on open architecture ensuring 
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abe , Print Directly to 
Your CDs 
simply attach the optional 
color CD printer and 50 
CD autoloader, load the 

image, press print, and the T-8 will do the rest. 

DAT Import 
Audio engineers and musi-

cians will appreciate 

importing from DAT directly 

to the T-8. Simply install 

the optional DAT card and 

record from DAT to CD in minutes. 

Network Connectivity 
• it All of your company's 

departments can share the 

features and cost savings of 
1" the T-8 . 

EASILY EXPAND, 

Audio 
Capture/Playback 
Super or audio controls to 

capture and playback 

audio. Make a compila-

tion CD, add tracks, delete 
tracks, and play the master disc image before 

you burn a CD. 

Expandability 
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support for up to 16 drives 

Upgradeability 4,6,Ehytteae 
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THE AKAI DD8 plus • DIGITAL DUBBER 

TON 

ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY: 
What do YOU need? 

The total solution is YOUR choice ... check one or check them all. 

Configuration (don't worry, its the same 
machine, you can change your mind later): 
11 8-track recorder/player E 1 6-track player 
Inputs/Outputs: 
EJ Analog El Digital 
E 24-bit ADs DA'ES/EBU 
D 20-bit DAs ET-DlF 
E Low resolution AD/DAs EADAT 

(rot avail. for DD8) 
Operating Level: (you don't have to decide 
now, it is software selectable) 

El - 12dB D-16dB D- 18áB 
C -20dB E-22dB (if you insist) 

Resolution: 
(all selectiors are linear PCM, no data compression) 

E16-bit E D 20-bit 0 20-packed (Diet) 
Sample rate: 
E 32kHz U44.1kHz D48kHz 

D88.2kHz D96kHz 
D0.1% Pull-up 
D0.1% Pull-down 

Maintain constant sample rate even 
playing offspeed/varispeed: 
E Yes, please! 
E No. thank you (I won't ever use a digital mixer) 
Synchronization: 
E LTC (SrvIPTE) E RS422 (Sony 9-pin) 

Biphase E MTC 
Play audio in sync: 
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MUSIC FOR THE MENACI 

explains. "Lexicon 480s were used for 
that, the synthesizer used a [Lexicon] 
224XL, and for the solo instruments— 
flutes, pennywhistles, that sort of 
thing—we used a Lexicon 300. In those 
cases, after returning the reverb to the 
console, I assign a couple of aux buses 
that feed the surrounds directly, so that 
I can basically just tweak the reverb re-
turn to surround selectively." 

ThE MURPHY METHOD 
Williams' working method calls for 
printing mixes right away. "John likes 
to rehearse the cue once or twice, then 
make a take and listen to a playback, 
and I think it's very effective," Murphy 
says. "Everyone will make the appro-
priate notes to their parts, and then 
they'll go out and make a couple more 
complete takes, maybe even three or 
four, depending on the feel." 

Spots that were not satisfactory in 
the complete takes were recorded as 
pickups, where Williams relies on his 
internal sense of timing and a sweep-
hand clock. "John puts landmarks on 
his score by clock time and sets the 
tempos in his head," Murphy explains. 
"He's looking at the picture, and there's 
streamers on the picture to mark where 
important points are to be met, but the 
timing is internal and is based on clock 
time, so his most important synchro-

nization point is the sweep-hand clock 
in front of him." 

As Williams works through the re-
hearsals, Murphy gets his levels and 
mix going. While the first take is print-
ing, Murphy is running an initial pass 
with the VR's automation. Each take or 
pickup thereafter, he refines the au-
tomation, printing final mixes and au-
tomation on-the-fly. 

"When you're trying for a live mix, 
you're privy to conversations taking 
place between directors and composers 
and editors at the time of the scoring 
session and you react to that in your 
mix," he says. "The director says, ' It 
would be great if I could hear more of 
that flute,' or 'That drum wasn't so 
loud,' and you make a mix that re-
sponds to all those things live. If you 
go back without automation and try to 
remix any of that, you're really not 
privy to those conversations anymore. 
I think that's a disaster. Why not try for 
the best live mix you can get and then 
finalize it from the point at which you 
stopped? If I feel, 'I misjudged the 
woodwinds for this phrase,' I can trim it 
up and fix it in a jiffy." 

The few cues that needed to be 
mixed after the fact were done at Sky-
walker Sound and the scoring stage at 
Todd-AO in Studio City, both of which 
have Neve VR Series consoles. Murphy 
transported the automation files from 
Abbey Road and simply picked up 
where he left off. 

FIRST, THE CO VERS1011 
After completing mixing at Todd-A0 in early March, the music team turned 
their attention to the CD release. Sony wanted to put the soundtrack CD 
out three weeks before the film release. The album was slated to hit the 
streets by May, so a master needed to be done vety fast. 

"To expedite that, we had the classical editors at Abbey Road take our 
edit notes and actually put together complete takes of each piece of music 
on their Sonic Solutions system in London, printing both to Nagra-D and 
Exabyte," Shawn Murphy explains. "Then John did a plan as to what pieces 
he wanted on the CD, which usually is a montage of some sort. We 
brought those to A&M, where we usually do our assemblies. Pat Sullivan, 
who is our engineer, unraveled the Exabytes, and we put all of that up in 
her computer and did the montage there. We mastered on her Sonic Sys-
tem, doing additional editorial work, montage work, a little overall EQ— 
using a 96k/24-bit Weiss EQ, which is the best digital EQ I've heard—and 
adding a little bit of ambient material because it was intentionally made a 
little bit close for the screen. When you listen to the whole thing put to-
gether, you tend to go into more detail on the CD because it's something 
you're going to hear over and over. With the film, because of the sound ef-
fects and the dialog, you might not hear a room noise or a slight blemish 
that's going to be covered." — Lar?), the O 
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MUSIC FOR THE MENACE 

The days at Abbey Road consisted 
of two three-hour sessions, with only 
one day seeing a triple session. On 
February 21, after 11 working days, 
the sessions were complete and 128 
minutes of music had been recorded. 
Wannberg and Williams then sat down 
to suss out the best parts. "We have a 
session afterwards where we listen to 
all the takes and he'll do a roadmap 
[that marks the score to show which 
bars come from which takes], so 
there's a lot of editing to do before we 
even put it to picture," Wannberg ex-
plains. 

At Skywalker Sound, Murphy 
remixed three takes from the first day 
to make them consistent with the rest 
of the recordings (which were slightly 
different based on feedback from the 
first day). Two other pieces also re-
quired remixing. The first was a choral 
piece where the choir was recorded 
separately from the orchestra, allowing 
the two elements to be used indepen-
dently in the film. A mix of this was 
done at Todd-AO for Lucas' review, 
and a CD mix was also done at Todd. 

LUCASFILT4 LTD. & TY ALL RIGHTS RESERVED USED UNUER AUTHORIZATION 

The other was a large parade piece, 
which involved substantial overdub-
bing of synthesizer, percussion, a chil-
dren's choir and effects, eventually 
totaling 44 tracks. In late March, deep 
into the final dub, this was mixed for 
film at Skywalker and CD at Todd-AO. 

RACK AT TM RANCH 
By mid-March, Murphy was back at 
Skywalker to handle re-recording in the 
final dub. Two weeks later, when I 
spoke with Murphy and Wannberg, the 
mix was rolling along, with five of the 
reels completed. But we all know that 
this film is not the last of the story, and 
Murphy is already planning what he'll 
do differently next time. "We talked 
about the possibility of the next one 
being recorded in a larger venue that's 
more of a symphonic acoustic—per-

haps Watford Town Hall or something 
that is more of a concert hall acoustic— 
not much to change the perspective but 
to change the ambient character that 
surrounds the orchestra." 

Oddly, however, this team faces the 
unique challenge of hurtling headlong 
into the future only to arrive precisely 
where they started decades before. 
"How's the thread going to stay put?" 
Murphy muses. "Musically, that's of 
very great interest: How do you start off 
with 95 percent new music in this Star 
Wars movie and wind up at Episode IV, 
the first one we all saw, making sense 
musically?" 

Murphy disappears back into Mix A 
to start reel 6, but his question hangs in 
the air like a lingering whiff of a tanta-
lizing aroma. This musical conundrum, 
which starts to unfold only a few short 
weeks from now, fits seamlessly with 
the movie's story; just one more sub-
plot in the saga. 

Larry the 0 would like to thank Shawn 
Murphy and Ken Wannberg for taking 
time out of an intensely busy schedule 
to offer their insights. And thanks to 
Ellen Pasternack of Lucas Digital for 
arranging it all. 
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It is difficult to intagiih 
what popular music in 
the latter half of the 
20th century would 
have sounded like if the 
electric guitar had never been 
invented. There would have been no Les 
Paul or Jimi Hendrix, no Nashville cats or British Invasion, and Bob Dylan 
would never have been able to "go electric." In fact, the electric guitar might 
be seen as the principal totem of popular culture, with millions of enthusi-
astic fans playing "air guitar" worldwide. Given the omnipresence of the 
instrument, it naturally follows that recording engineers and producers get 
lots of opportunities to record and mix the "six-string." We checked in 
with three engineers—Joe Ferla, David Singleton and Kevin Shirley—to 
see how they do it. 

Three 

Engineers 

Reveal Their 

Tips and Tricks 

JOE FERLA 
Joe Ferla, a 1995 TEC Award nominee, has engineered or produced 
hundreds of albums, including nearly a dozen that have reached the 
Top 10 on Billboard's jazz and pop charts. He's also engineered nu-

merous soundtracks, and live radio broadcasts from Electric Lady 
Studios. His work spans all music genres, but his 

specialty is recording jazz artists, 
among them guitarists 

Bill Frisell, 
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John Scofield, James Blood Ulmer. 
Bobby Previte, Charlie Hunter and Pat 
Metheny. 

What is your general philosophy of 
recording electric guitar? 
Let's assume for the purposes of this 
discussion that we're starting with a 
good guitarist, with a good instrument 
and a good sound at the amplifier. 
Otherwise, there's nothing I can do in 
the control room to get a good sound 
I can improve upon it, but I can't get a 
really great guitar sound. The first 
thing that I do, whether it's with a gui-
tar or another instrument, is go out 
and listen to the source. You don't 
want to hear something for the first 
time after it has passed through a mi-
crophone, a mic cable, a fader and a 
pair of speakers. If there's a really killer 
sound coming out of the amplifier, I'll 
do whatever I have to do to capture 
that sound. 
I have maybe six different ways to 

record electric guitar. It changes based 
on who is playing, what kind of music 
it is, and what mood I'm in that day. 
Sometimes I use a Beyer M88 mic 
through a Telefunken V76 mic preamp, 
to a compressor or a limiter—an LA2A, 
an 1176 or a Fairchild. I recently used 
this combination on a rock band with 
big, distorted, loud guitars, and I was 
able to capture that sound. An alterna-
tive combination is a U67 through the 
Telefunken and a Fairchild limiter. 
That's a real retro sound—all tubes— 
from the '60s. Another technique, 
which I've used on most of the Bill 
Frisell records I've recorded, is Neu-
mann KM84s through old Neve mic 
preamps, and LA2As. 
Speaking of Bill Frisell, last year you 
recorded him playing with Pat Methe-
ny on Marc Johnson's The Sound of 

Summer Running CD. Did you 
record the two guitarists differ-
ently? 
Absolutely. Pat Metheny and Bill 
Frisell are very different, not only 
in terms of their styles but sonical-
ly. Pat's got a very midrange 
sound, produced using four speak-
er cabinets arranged in an arc. 
Rather than miking each cabinet 
individually, we placed two mics a 
few feet away in an X/Y stereo 
pattern. I believe that Bill only 
used one amplifier on that session, 
though sometimes he uses two for 
stereo. He uses one or two effects 
processors connected directly to 
the amp and gets a beautiful and 
pristine sound, which I capture 

using the KM84s. The KM84 is one of 

together in mono or stereo, depending 
on the circumstances, rather than on 
discrete tracks. I'll commit to a sound 
that I get because when I'm recording 
I'm always thinking about mixing, and 
I've always got a monitor mix that I 
think is representative of what the 
record is ultimately going to sound like. 
I like to tweak my reverbs and get a 
good balance. When I'm getting sounds 
on an instrument, I tailor them to 
where I think they should sit in the 
mix, which makes it easier to commit 
to combinations of mics. 
Do you print the monitor mix effects to 
tape? 
I never print reverb or other effects that 
I have added in the control room. If the 
guitarist is using an effect, or a spring 
reverb, I print that to tape I always n-v 

WHEN I'M GETTING SOUNDS ON AN 

INSTRUMENT, I TAILOR THEM TO WHERE 

I THINK THEY SHOULD SIT IN THE MIX, 

WHICH MAKES IT EASIER TO COMMIT TO 

COMBINATIONS OF MICS. 

JOE FERLA 

the flatter condenser mics that Neu-
mann has made, without the peak of a 
U87 and with a better bottom end. It's 
very smooth and warm-sounding. 
What other techniques do 
you use? 
Another technique is to com-
bine two mics, like an SM57 
and an M88. The SM57 has 
that midrange brightness to 
it, and the M88 has a fatter 
sound. I just make sure 
they're in phase and mix and 
match instead of using EQ. 
Yet another technique is 
putting a mic close to an am-
plifier, right on the cone, and 
another two or three feet 
away. 
Do you ever use room mics? 
Usually I don't record guitars 
with room mics because it 
isn't appropriate for many of 
the kinds of music I do. 
Do you record the different 
mics onto discrete tracks, or 
blend them going to tape? 
I mix the mic combinations 

to get the desired sound using micro-
phones rather than EQ or control room 
effects. I'll change a microphone before 
I'll pop an equalizer in. I do a lot of 
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running between the studio and the 
control room. The bottom line is that 
after changing mics a few times, if I 
can't get the sound without processing 
I'll put it in; but I want to make sure 
that I've done the best job that I can do 
with the microphones and the place-
ment. The placement of a mic can real-
ly change things. 
So you just switch mics until you get 
the right sound? 
I think a lot about the session ahead of 
time, and I have a feeling about it be-
fore I begin. If I'm in a Beyer M88 
mood that day, I'll set it up, but if it's 
not working out I'll change it quickly. I 

try to do at least one new thing on each 
session, but if it doesn't work I'll go 
back to what I know will work. I like 
to experiment a little bit and push the 
envelope just as far as I can rather than 
do the same things every day. Trying 
things that I've never tried before helps 
to keep me on top of things. 
Can you give me a couple of examples? 
I used a Coles ribbon mic while record-
ing John Scofield. It's not a likely 
choice for electric guitar, but its a pretty 
fat-sounding mic, and it worked quite 
well on that occasion. Another exam-
ple, also used on a Scofield recording, 
was setting up a Twin Reverb in the 

Warmth, Clarity, Quitilly 
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mix room and using its spring reverb as 
an outboard processor. 
Are there any particular processors 
you like to use while mixing? 
I try to get what I need on tape, but 
sometimes I add compression or peak 
limiting to let the guitar speak, and to 
hear everything that the guitarist is 
doing. I'll also add a touch of EQ if a 
guitar needs to be brightened up a bit 
to cut through an arrangement, or the 
opposite if it needs to be fattened up, 
and some additional reverb. But no real 
tricks for me in that sense. I'm pretty 
much a purist. 
Do you prefer recording to analog or 
digital? 
Analog! There's no comparison. It's 
smoother, and you get tape compres-
sion. I think I hear overtones and har-
monics more on analog than on digital. 
I think there are frequencies that we 
can't hear, that affect the sound of the 
frequencies that we can hear. Digital, 
which cuts off at 20 kHz, doesn't get it. 
Analog may roll off and not be as flat, 
but there is something above 20 kHz 
happening. Analog has more texture 
and nuance and is more realistic. You 
can almost reach out and touch the in-
strument when it's being played off an 
analog tape. Also, these new tape for-
mulas are pretty good. I really like the 
new BASF 900 at +9 dB, running at 30 
ips. Most of what I do is done that way. 
Anything more to add? 
I've also used 414s on electric guitars, 
and that's a nice sound, too. 

DAVID SINOLIVON 
David Singleton has been Robert 
Fripp's engineer since 1989, during 
which time he has recorded and mixed 
Fripp in a variety of contexts, including 
the current "double trio" version of 
King Crimson. Singleton has also 
recorded ProjeKct Four, the California 
Guitar Trio, the Europa String Choir 
and Tony Geballe, as well as remixed 
and mastered several historic live Crim-
son recordings. We caught up with him 
at the UK offices of Discipline Mobile 
Global. 

What is your general philosophy of 
recording electric guitar? 
Recently, I have been recording totally 
DI. In fact, a lot of Robert Fripp's new 
sounds are produced using a Roland 
VG-8 routed to one or more rack effects 
processors, so they don't originate from 
an amplifier. Back in 1989, Robert 
adopted DI recording in principle, but at 
that time his main processor was a 
Zoom, which was not adequate. It's only 
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recently that the technology has caught 
up and the processors sound good 
enough to justify using them without an 
amp. Robert was using a Roland GP100 
preamp, along with an Eventide H3000 
and some other processors, but more re-
cently he's been using the TC Electronic 
G-Force and a new TC unit. We used a 
TC preamp/processor while recording 

miked up and the sounds were 
merged. We did it mostly to cre-
ate air. Somehow a sound that 
moved air just felt better. 
Did you place the mics close to 
the cabinets or try to capture 
some of the room sound? 
We didn't record the sound of 
the room with an ambient mic, 
but the mics were a few feet 
away from the speakers. At Real 
World [where Thrak was record-
ed] we used Neumanns, though 
I usually use Shure SM57s. 
Do you use much processing in 
the mixing stage? 
No, not a great deal, particularly 
on more recent recordings. 
That's mostly because the 
processors have been getting 

better over the last few years. Even as 
recently as two years ago, digital effects 
processors were less successful and 
tended to need help, so we then either 
EQ'd them or added more processing 
to make them more successful. For us, 
panning is probably more critical dur-
ing mixing than effects processing. 
Robert gives very careful consideration 

A STEREO EFFECT CAN BE CREATED BY 

MIMING BOTH THE FRONT AND 

THE BACK OF THE SPEAKER CABINET, WITH 

THE PHASE REVERSED ON THE REAR MIC. 

DAVID SINGLETON 

Pro¡eKct Four, and the DI sounds were 
totally convincing. 

Robert has a great interest in stereo 
placement, so even back when we were 
recording a single amp we attempted to 
create a stereo sound. A stereo effect 
can be created by mildng both the front 
and the back of the speaker cabinet, 
with the phase reversed on the rear mic. 
The one in front naturally gives you a 
sense of where the guitar is, so if it's on 
the left and the other is on the right, the 
guitar will sound as if it's toward the left. 
It gives you a much more present and 
genuine sound. In fact, the phase con-
fusion is actually helpful. Later, when 
King Crimson did Tbrak, Robert's 
sounds were generated from his rack 
and DI'd, but then the stereo sound was 
sent to a pair of Vox AC30s, which were 

to how the guitars are panned, and to a 
certain extent the panning comes first, 
before moving on to EQ and level. In 
the '80s King Crimson, Robert and Adri-
an Belew's interlocking guitars both 
had stereo signals, and they were typi-
cally panned one of two ways. Usually 
one would be panned hard left and 
about half-right [3 o'clock], and the 
other panned hard right and about half-
left [9 o'clock]. They met in the stereo 
field, with each going beyond the cen-
ter. Other times they were panned al-
most, but not entirely, hard left and 
right 
What about cabinet emulators? 
Robert uses the onboard emulators in 
the processors. In fact, when going 
back to some older tracks that were not 
printed all that well to tape, we used 
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MUSIC AND PAGING SYSTEMS 

Your customer will never know what you've done, 

they'll only know it sounds good Itme's family of Comm, rial 

Processors is your best choice in quality audio processing for 

these and rrxany other applications: 

• Restaurants 

• Nightclubs & Bars 

• Retail Stores 

• Factorie ,. 

• Offices 

• Hotel & Convention Centers 

• Aerobic Studios & Fitness Centers 

• Museums & Attractions 
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demanding projects requiring background and foreground 

music with paging. Features include: 

• Mic/Line Paging Inputs 

Stereo Line Level Inputs 

• Automatic Priority 

Override of Page 
and Program Audio 

• Independent, Fully 
Adjustable Ducking 

• 7-band Program Eguilization 

• Expandable Outputs for 
Zone, Page or Program 

• Wired Remotes for 
Source Selection/ 
Volume Control 
and Page Assignment 

• Stereo and Mono 
Zone Distribution 

• Adjustable Signal 
Detect Thresholds 

• Exceptional Audio 
Quality 

Doesn't your next project deserve the reliability 

of Rane Contractor products? 
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Radial 
THE t WORLD'S FINEST  

When MIX said "Clear Winner" 
we went one step further and 
lowered noise by another 6dB 

When RECORDING said "Platonic 
Ideal of Di's", we devised a scratch 
testier durability R, , 

11.111.11.111.1O 

•••• P. 

IDV 
• Active Class-A 
• Ultra-low noise 
• Rechargeable 

When El) said "no-compromise" 
we added a rugged protective 
carry pouch ú lone 1996 

When BASS PLAYER said "sounds 
just like This bass" we figured this 
is exactly what a DI should do 

Bass Player October 1998 

IDI 
• Jensen Equipped 
• Zero-phase deviation 
• Completely passive 

When PROFESSIONAL SOUND said 
"remarkable-clean transparency" 
what could We say... 

Professional Sound August 1997 

When CANADIAN MUSICIAN said 
"it sounded like I put new strings 
on the bass" we smiled 

Canadian Musician 1996 

When ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN said 
"you won't find anything out there 
offering better performance" 

Electronic Musician November 1998 

We said 'Thank You" 

Radial 

o 
Radial Engineering 

#114-1585 Broadway Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 2M7 
Tel: (604) 942-1001 Fax (604) 942-1010 

radialeng.com 

just the cabinet emulations in the 
GP100 to improve the sound. A lot of 
the time what they're doing is really an 
EQ function, but we used them quite 
successfully when we were processing 
live recordings of King Crimson shows 
circa 1984, when both guitars were 
recorded fairly poorly. 
In the studio, do you record to analog 
or digital or both? 
Both. For King Crimson we usually 
record to 2-inch with Dolby SR; that's 
our favorite. I think that analog tape 
helps when you are using a lot of these 
digital guitar sounds. 
By overdriving it a little to get tape 
compression? 
That's right. The digital guitar sound 
recorded to an ADAT is much less sat-
isfactory. 
Anything else? 
Things have actually become a bit bor-
ing for me using the DI approach, but 
these things tend to go in phases. For 
example, Adrian Belew is currently 
going in the opposite direction and 
using digital amps that allow you to 
preset lots of different sounds within 
the amp. So, there's sure to be more 
fun around the comer. 

KIVIN SHIRLIIY 
Kevin "Caveman" Shirley's many produc-
tion and engineering credits include 
Aerosrnith (Nine Lives), Journey (Trial by 
Fire), Dream Theatre (Falling Into Infini-
ty, Once in a Livetime), Silverchair 
(Frogstomp) and the Black Crowes (By 

Do you have a general philosophy for 
recording electric guitar? 
The source is the most important ele-
ment in the guitar sound, so there has to 
be a good sound coming out of the am-
plifier. After that, the recording proce-
dure for me is simply capturing that 
sound. Microphones these days are de-
signed to capture sonics as accurately as 
possible, so all you need to do is put a 
mic up in front of the amp and the rest 
of it should be a piece of cake. 
Do you ever record guitar directly 
without an amplifier? 
No, I don't do any direct recording. Ac-
tually, it's not true that I haven't done 
any direct recording; when I did Jour-
ney's Trial by Fire, Neal [Schott] record-
ed all of his parts direct using a Marshall 
tube preamp. But Neal's got a different 
sound, a more processed sound. 
How about room mies? 
I like the sound coming directly out of 
the amplifier, and I like it to be as up-
front as possible. Too much room 
sound can make a guitar sound sort of 
cloudy and less well-defined. 
Do you have any favorite mies? 
I always use a Shure SM57 and a Beyer 
M201 in a 90-degree position. The 
Beyer has more bottom end, and the 57 
has a nice, crisp top. I just balance 
them up, making sure that the phase is 
perfect, then I give them a little com-
pression, usually with an 1176. If I need 
to tweak the EQ at all I'll use a 
Drawmer 1961 tube equalizer. 
Do you print effects? 

I LIKE THE SOUND COMING 

DIRECTLY OUT OF THE AMPLIFIER, 

AND I LIKE IT TO BE AS UP-FRONT AS 

POSSIBLE. TOO MUCH ROOM SOUND CAN 

MAKE A GUITAR SOUND SORT OF CLOUDY 

AND LESS WELL-DEFINED. 

KEVIN SHIRLEY 

 410116,  

Your Side). Shirley describes himself as 
"definitely old-school rock" when it 
comes to recording, preferring to have 
everyone play live at the same time. We 
reached him at Avatar Studios in New 
York, where he spends much of his time. 

I think that if a guitarist is going to use 
effects they should go through the amp 
and be recorded as part of the sound. I 
don't print any additional effects that 
don't originate at the amplifier. 
Do you employ track doubling or any 
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US. 
(And only Ls) 

Learn to Mix with the 

world's biggest educator in audio and multimedia 
104'i...elm—ill coming to America, and when it comes to the WOW! 
.111"Ofactor - it is hard to compare anything to the v . 

Net 1/1/SAE Institute of Technology. 

For three very simple reasons. 

is 

First, there are 27 SAE Institutes in 14 countries around the world. Our 
students have an impressive graduation rate leading to a high percentage of them 
obtaining professional employment. Only SAE makes it possible for 
students to transfer between any of our schools. Imagine starting in the US, 
moving on to London, Paris, Munich or even Sydney! It's all part of the better 
SAE education system. Currently there are over 12.000 stadents at SAE! 

Neve 4FI and SSL G+ consoles 

in all cur US Institutes 

(The E:udio standard) 

Read this tine again! 

(Total pctical. 

education) 

YOU. 
(And only you) 

Second, we teach the whole person. Our practical curriculum is designed for the 
individuai student, we have more studios and facilities than any other audio or 
multimedia school. Our programs are standardized throughout the world, each SAE 
Institute adapts its courses to Ft in with local market need;. There is no chance 
of a class of 30 being taught mixing in cramped conditions - not at SAE! 

Third, we offer fully recognized qualifications, with our accredited Sound 

Technology Diploma"",the Multimedia oroducer Diploma, the Bachelor of 
Arts ( Hopors)* degrees in Recording Art and Multimedia Arts that lead 
to Masters and Doctorates. Graduates of SAE have the opportunity of a   
paid internship with the Walt Disney * Corporation. Our programs are 
industry recognized and \Nicely 'e;pected since 1976. 

For more information and a free 'color catalog calll any of these centrm of educational excellence: 

New York Campus 269W 40th Street NY 10018 Tel 0212) 944 9121 Fax ( 212) 9,44 123 E-mail: saeny@cybernex.net 

Nashrille Campus 7 Music Circle North TN 3'203 Tel 1-877-272 8346 
London Par s Singapore Sydney Athens Auckland Zurich Milano Siockholm Hamburg Rotterdam Am,terdam Munich I3eneva Me.bourne Frankfurt Vienne 

Tel: 1-877-27 AUDIO 

' In exciLsh,e educatibnal association with 

MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY - LONDOM 

INSTITUTE 

www.sae.edu 

* Ln cooperation in sound engineering' vigil 

.Cr 

Entertainment 
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Dienecsor 
MODEL EL8 • Classic Knee Compression 

/-&- •/- • 

Distressor— - — 
OMNI ROUCTS114 

Isn't it time you got yours? 
Classic and Vintage Compressor Emulation 

Programmable analog warmth and distortion 

"An exquisite compressor makes it's mark in sonic history and then 
remains in demand for history.The Fairchild 670 the Ure11176 and 
LA - 2A and the RCA BA6A are among the chosen few.With the release 
of the EL8 Distressor, another name is added to the list." 

dip Pe vie 

"Once in a while a product comes along with 'classic' written all over it. 
And in a certain sense of the word, this product is a classic already." 

-Barry Cleveland, Mx Madam 

New options and upgrades available! Call for details. 
For info or dealer location contact Wave Distribution (973) 728-2425 

or visit www wavedistribution com, 
Hand wired and calibrated in USA by Empirical Labs Inc 

Built by people who take audio as seriously as you do 

other special tracking or mixing tech-
niques? 
It depends on the band. I really like that 
AC/DC style of tracking, where you 
have two distinctly different guitars on 
each side; I really love that. I'm mixing a 
Little Steven album and he pretty much 
doubled up everything exactly, which 
gives kind of a big, broad mono sound, 
which is very powerful. I really don't use 
a lot of tricks when I'm mixing. 
Are the guitar sounds on Dream The-
atre's Falling Into Infinity mostly Just 
coming from the amp? 
Well, John [Petrucci] is an incredible 
guitar player, and very few people can 
do what he does. I just mixed a Liquid 
Tension Experiment album, and John's 
playing is amazing. On Falling Into In-
finity we used different techniques to 
get different sounds, but there were 
no studio effects really; all of the 
sounds originated at the amp. We'd 
just try to get different sounds at the 
source. You should have seen it when 
he was in there: We had about ten 
Mesa/Boogie amplifiers in combina-
tion, a whole wall of Boogies, and we 
just tried different amps all the time. 
We tried small ones, big ones; it was 
really a lot of fun. 
Do you prefer to track to analog or 
digital? 
Oh no, I can't stand digital, although I 
must say that some of the new 24-bit 
digital converters are sounding really 
good. I like to track to analog and get 
some of the tape compression. I find 
that it tightens up the bottom end and I 
like that. 
Do you print pretty hot? 
Pretty hot, yeah. When you stand in 
front of a Marshall amp when it's crank-
ing you get that low end that makes 
your gut want to drop out the bottom 
of your pants. The only way to really 
capture that is to tighten up the bass, 
and I find that tape saturation does that 
really well. 
Is there anything else that you'd like to 
add? 
No. I think that engineering is one of 
the most overrated professions of all 
time. I mean, given the fact that micro-
phones are developed so incredibly to 
capture nuances in sound, all you need 
to do is stick them up and record. I 
know that's not very technical. 

Barry Cleveland is the editor of the Mix 
Master Directory and the Recording In-
dustry Sourcebook, in addition to engi-
neering, producing and playing guitar 
in the improvisational quintet Cloud 
Chamber. 
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YOU CAN W ITH 1 liii YAMAI IA D24. 

The Yamaha D24 delivers multitrack recording for film, video and radio onto digital 

media with phenomenal clarity. And then the D24 lets you stretch or compress tnat 

perfect audio without changing pitch, so you can fit the soundtrack to your time 

limitations. Plus you can cut, copy and paste audio to and from any 

point on the disc with 0.1 frame accuracy and zero quality loss. All for 

just $3499 MSRP. (What else would you expect from the people that 

made d.gital mixing affordable?) You can't do any of that with your 

tape-based recorder. For more information on the Yamaha D24, contact a Yamaha 

Commercial Audio Dealer, call (800) 937-7171 ext. 643, or visit our web site. You can 

do that—and you should. 

(11M,IM. 

Annie 
ProFessaonal Digital Audio 

www.yamaha.comtproaudientlex.htm 
.1999 Yamaha Corporation of Americ 66000mPoethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, 1:A '10620 

D24 records io urtolly 
inceseuctity. MO 
(Magneto astical):Pscs 
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THE MIX INTERVIEW 

BLONDIE: STILL DREAMING 
DEBORAH HARRY, CHRIS STEIN AND PRODUCER/ENGINEER 

CRAIG LEON TALK ABOUT THAT RARE REUNION THAT WORKED 

S
—.1 eventeen years between al-

bums is an eternity in the 
pop music world, yet half a 

minute into the first track on 
Blondie's greatly anticipated re-
union album, No Exit, it feels as if 
the group never left. The hard ska 
beat, the aggressive guitar, the 
wheedling, semi-cheesy keyboard 
and the distinctively smooth vocal 
of Deborah Harry announce that 
the band are intent on picking up 
where they left off. The famously 
eclectic group still refuses to be pi-
geonholed: No Exit contains invigo-
rating slices of driving pop ("Maria," 
"Nothing Is Real but the Girl," 
"Under the Gun"); the Bach-meets-
metal hip hop-inspired title track 
(featuring rapper Coolio); a slick 
but still trashy girl-group cover (the 
Shangri-Las' "Out in the Streets"); 
dreamy ballads ("Double Take," 
"Night Wind Sent"); a cajun-style 
waltz, complete with sawing fiddle 
("The Dream's Lost on Me"); a 
smokey hep-cat jazz tune ("Boom 

Craig Leon at Abbey Rood Studios, London Penthouse, 

November 1998 

Boom in the Zoom Zoom Room"); 
and, to end the album, a mesmeriz-
ing bit of aural voodoo that sounds 
like it might have been written by 

L to R: Jimmy Destri, Deborah Harry, Chris Stein and Clem Burke 

Dr. John ("Dig Up the 
Conjo"). All in all, it's quite 
a pastiche of styles, but 
still unmistakably Blondie. 

"Blondie is the epito-
me of what a pop group 
is supposed to be," com-
ments Craig Leon, who 
recorded and produced 
No Exit some 20 years 
after he helped produce 
their debut, which re-
mains one of the great 
works of the early new 
wave period. "They do 
what they want, and it still 
sounds like them. They 
never stood still long 
enough to be boxed into 
one style." 

The Blondie reunion in-
cludes four members from the old 
days—Harry, guitarist Chris Stein, 

BY BLAIR JACKSON 

keyboardist Jimmy Destfi and the 
incomparable drummer Clem 
Burke. A host of other musicians— 
most notably bassist Leigh Fox and 
guitarist Paul Carbonara— fill out 
the sound on the album. The song-
writing duties were shared by the 
group members and a few out-
siders, such as Romy Ashby and 
former Go Go Kathy Valentine. So 
far, ihe album and promotional 
tour have been received warmly, 
especially in England, where 
Blondie has always had a huge and 
rabid following. In fact, the first sin-
gle there, "Maria," entered the UK 
charts at Number One. Three live 
cuts recorded on their fall '98 UK 
tour appear as powerhouse bonus 
tracks on No Exit: "Dreaming," "Call 
Me" and "Rapture." The album was 
cut at Stein's home studio, at Elec-
tric Lady and at Chung King, all in 
Manhattan, with Leon engineering. 
Leon mixed eight tracks at Abbey 
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THE MIX INTERVIEW 

Road in London (where he has lived 
since 1986); the remaining six were 
mixed at Encore Studios in L.A. by Mike 
Shipley. The live tracks were recorded 
by James Birtwistle in the BBC Live 
Music Mobile and mixed by Randy 
Nicklaus. 

In early March, I talked to Debbie 
Harry, Chris Stein and Craig Leon about 
the making of No Exit, about Blondie's 
earlier work with Platinum producer 
Mike Chapman, and about what the fu-
ture may hold for this still-creative and 
endearing band. 

How did you hook up with Craig Leon 
again? Twenty-two years has to be one 
of the longest gaps between records for 
a band and producer. 
Debbie Harry: When we were tossing 
around ideas and his name came up, it 
just seemed natural. Here was a guy 
who worked well with us in the past, 
and since then he's done a lot of inter-
esting, chancy stuff. So we figured, if 
we're having a reunion, we might as 
well have a real reunion. 

Chris Stein: He's really diverse, and 
that's part of what we liked about him. 

He's done classical and rock 
and folk and Prodigy and all 
this other stuff. He's ver} 
open-minded and into experi-
mentation, like we are. He's re-
ally a very far-out guy, very 
futuristic and a modem thinker. 

Jimmy and Clem had worked 
with him in the interim, and then 
when I talked to him, he said all 
the right stuff. We had a long con-
versation, and it seemed like 
everything he said about how we 
should approach the project made 
sense; we were on the same page. 

Craig Leon: I'd worked with 
Clem on a couple of projects in Eng-
land, including some successful pop 
records—with Mark Owens and a solo 
album by Steve Hogarth from Marillion. 
But I've stayed in touch a bit with all of 
them through the years, and every once 
in a while various members of the band 
would say, "You know, one of these 
days we're going to go back in and do 
it like it was in the old days, when Chris 
had a loft in the Bowery and we'd work 
up a few songs and go in and cut 'em." 
This has been going on for years—I'd 
hear it maybe once or twice a year. But 
this time there was a management corn-

pany involved, 
and I started getting calls from 

everyone saying it was happening. 
Originally there was a different vi-

sion for it. I believe it was going to be a 
greatest hits package plus a few new 
tracks. Mike Chapman was going to do 
a track or two, and I'd do a track or two 
and even somebody else might do a 
track or two, covering the spectrum of 
the different sounds of the band, and 
something radically different. Then that 
kind of fell by the wayside so we fig-
ured we'd start working on something 
to see what we could get, to see if we 
could come up with any tracks at all. 
And it just evolved over time into sort-
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call 800-854-2235 for fromediate•  clever/ from our factory 

For over 52 years, Carvin has been delivering the high-
est quality gear at the most affordable prices. The 872-
832 & 1272-832 systems are prime examples. These 
versatile mixer & speaker packages are ideal for both 
rehearsal & live performances. The heart of the system 
is the 700-watt CX872 or CX1272 stereo power mixer. 

They offer 8 or 12 channels with XLR mic & line inputs. 
3 band ch EQ. effects & monitor sends with stereo pan 
& level controls. The master section features two 9 band 
graphic EQs which can be spilt with the dual 350 watt 
power amps to drive four8 ohm main speakers & four 
8 ohm monitor speakers. The onboard stereo 24bit DSP 

processor offers 16 premium effects from extended echos 
to lush reverbs. The 832 high power 15" speakers are 

made from lightweight poplar plywood covered in 
Duratuff IlTm. Deep bass punch with crystal clarity is what 
youll get from these tuned ported enclosures! The 
system package also includes two quality CM50 mics 
with 20 XLR & two 50' speaker cables. 

The 7222 monitor package comes with two 722 12" 
monitors featuring light-weight poplar plywood & two 
50' cables that hook right into the mixer. Add a couple 

of SS20 speaker & MS12 mic stands & you're ready to 
tackle the big jobs with plenty of power and superb sound. 

For delivery to your door, call 800-854-2235 & give the 
system a real workout under our money-back trial period 
or visit one of our California stores. As always. our prod-
uct consultants are available to help with any questions. 
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872-832 System $117195 
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THE MIX INTERVIEW_ 

ing through a lot of tracks and turning it 
into an album. 
Did you have a vision of the produc-
tion going into the record? It's more 
stripped-down than a lot of the later 
Blondie records. 
Harry: That's definitely a big difference. 
We worked it up bit by bit and made 
decisions as we went, but I, for one, 
had done three solo records that 
weren't as thick, and I think it was a 
natural way for us to go. 

Stein: Another thing Craig brought to 
the record that I really liked was a cer-
tain minimalism. The old stuff is very 
dense, wall-of-sound with layered gui-
tars and lots of doubling and all that, 
and by comparison this is a very mini-
mal record; the most like our first album 
in terms of the technique. I guess there 
are a couple of doubled vocals, but not 
much, and I don't think there are any 
doubled guitars at all this time. 
What is Red Night Recording, where 
some of the album was cut? 
Stein: That's my basement studio. I have 
an old MCI console, and we brought in 
an 02R and the Otan RADAR and some 
older outboard mic pre's, nothing too 
extensive. We demo'd the whole record 
with drums here, with just a few micro-
phones, and did basic tracks. We'd do 
these basics where we'd have the song 
finished in a day or two. We also did 
overdubs and everything here in the 
house on a demo version. 

Harry: With the RADAR we got to 
demo the whole album and get a sense 
of the flow of the record. We got to lis-
ten to basically a scratch version of the 
whole thing, and then we redid it. 

Stein: We went to Electric Lady and 
redid the basic tracks with bass, guitar, 
drums in their rooms, which have such 
a nice sound. In some cases, we redid 
the other instruments, in some cases 
not. Then we came back here to my 
studio and did a lot of overdubbing and 
refining. Then, toward the very end we 
went over to Chung King and did some 
work there. 

Leon: Basically, I showed up with 
my own equipment that I've been using 
here in Britain. Blondie is the ultimate 
band that works in sound bites and 
very short loops. Even when they were 
doing things analog back in the old 
days, they were doing things in loops, 
but live. So now we have a really good 
piece of digital equipment that I use a 
lot, the Otani RADAR, which became 
my master recorder on it. And that en-
ables you to do sequences of human 

live base material, so I thought it would 
be ideal for them. 

Harry: I think we did it smartly. 
Chris' studio is not the most comfort-
able place, but we certainly had a more 
relaxed atmosphere and the clock was-
n't running, so to speak. It was a place 
we were used to; we've all done things 
there over the years. And with someone 
like Craig doing it all digitally, it was a 
really good way for us to work every-
thing up quickly and to know which 
way were going with it, and, franldy, to 
save some money. This was the first 
record we'd done digitally. 
What were the original demos like? 
Harry: Most of them were just music. To 
me, demos are usually just musical 
ideas; brief outlines, sketches. I know 
that these days record labels like to hear 
a close-to-finished piece before they 
even consider using a song, but we've 
never worked that way. We're sort of 
old-fashioned in that we really like to 
go in and develop things as a group, 
taking our time. Someone like Chris 
might come in with a really firm idea on 
a melody line or chord changes and a 
feel and bass lines and so on. But then 
when we actually get to doing them, 
they evolve with the input of everyone. 
Or sometimes they don't evolve; it de-
pends. 

Leon: The way Blondie works is the 
lyrics and vocal lines come last, so 
everything is done pretty much in terms 
of tracks first. When I came to New 
York in February of last year, some of 
the songs were in really great shape 
and some of them weren't. Some of 
them evolved from being little sketches 
into being something else. They weren't 
demo'd in any organized fashion. I'd 
heard various tapes of all different kinds 
of ideas, but I think there was only one 
song, "Under the Gun," which is one 
they'd tried with Mike Chapman years 
ago that was pretty together. But even 
that mutated into something totally dif-
ferent. They had an incredible amount 
of musical ideas, particularly Chris and 
Jimmy. 

What would happen is they'd start 
with keyboards and a guide click. We 
actually rehearsed the band in Chris' 
basement, and I recorded that live to 
the RADAR and we found all the tem-
pos and all the arrangements. We 
worked up the songs live, and I 
chopped them around a lot in the 
RADAR to get the structures right. You 
might have a 22-minute jam, and then 
we'd turn the best bits of that into 
something. Rather than doing it with 
analog takes in the studio and cutting it 
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together, we arranged it all first and 
then went down to Electric Lady and 
cut the final arrangments to the click 
tracks we'd done at Chris' studio. 

So at Electric Lady we did the bass 
and drums to the guide keyboard and 
click, loaded all that back into the 
RADAR, chose the best takes from Elec-
tric Lady, and then I'd put together 
what could loosely be called Take One 
and Take Two from about 20 takes. 
And then Take One or Two would be 
what we put in the RADAR as the ver-
sion. We'd get the basic track we really 

liked edited all together in the digital 
domain, and then to get the sound of 
tape compression, which you can't get 
any other way, I'd send it over to a 
Studer [multitrack]. Then we transferred 
it back to the RADAR later to work on 
overdubs. 

Stein: The RADAR is capable of 
putting very inspired performances 
down because if something is a little out 
time-wise, you can fix it. Plus you can 
do all the cut-and-paste, so if you get a 
really great guitar part, you don't have 
to play it a hundred times; you can 
move it around and have the same part 
for every verse if that's what you want. 
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Is there a sense when you're working 
up material that a certain kind of song 
or sound is "Blondie"? 
Harry: When you get us together in a 
room, we sort of become Blondie, if 
you know what I mean. So that wasn't 
really an issue. But we wanted it to be 
eclectic and a little strange. We tried to 
have a lot of variety. 

Stein: I just always hear Debbie in 
my head, and then I hear Clem's style; 
that's pretty much how that works. 
Jimmy would probably tell you the 
same thing. 
I always thought Clem was the great 
underrated drummer of the new wave 
era. 
Stein: He's a spectacular performer. He 
has a tendency to get emotional about 
his playing and will speed up at the 
high point of the song, which some-
times drives the bass player crazy, but 
it doesn't bother me much. 

Leon: Clem Burke is one of the best 
drummers ever. They're all better play-
ers now, of course. And actually the one 
who's grown the most is Debbie. She's 
had the experience of working with the 
Jazz Passengers and various other out-
side projects, and she's seriously pro. 
She was always there giving her opin-
ions. But her specialty is taking a vibey 
track and then coming up with an in-
credible vocal line on top of it. Some-
times she'd iron that out with Chris, 
sometimes with Jimmy. It depends on 
who wrote the basic core of the song. 
Did you mike Clem's drums any differ-
ently than you had 20 years ago? 
Leon: It's almost identical. Clem likes to 
go for the classic British sound. 
Well, he was the new wave's answer to 
Keith Moon. 
Leon: He was! So we miked him the 
way we would usually do here at Abbey 
Road. And we used the standard Elec-
tric Lady big drum sound, which I guess 
goes back to Eddie Kramer. And that is 
basically a lot of room: two 87s at about 
floor level; a 47 on the kick, believe it 
or not—that's an old British technique— 
and then a Beyer 88 on the snare and a 
451 on the bottom; and 421s around the 
toms and a C24 overhead. 
The first couple of Blondie records had 
this sort of live punk aesthetic, and 
then Mike Chapman came in... 
Stein: Right. The first two records were 
made the way most people make 
records, which is you go in and you 
play like a band and you do a few 
overdubs and that's it. Then, when we 
got to Chapman, it was like school's 
out; we really spent a lot of time on the 
records we made with him. 
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How did that relationship come about? 
Stein: He came around to see us at the 
Whisky [in and he liked us a lot 
and he seemed to "get" what we were 
doing. Phil Spector came to see us and 
wanted to produce us. That was in one 
of his manic periods. We went to his 
house one night, and he was waving a 
.45 around. Anyway, that relationship 
never went anywhere. 
I remember when I was writing for 
I3AM in the late ' 70s we had Chapman 
on the cover dressed as General Patton, 
at his insistence. 
Harry: Exactly! He 
knew himself. He had 
a good sense of humor 
about himself. 

Stein: Yep, that was 
him all right. He was 
amazing, though. At 
one point he had 
something like three 
different Number One 
hits three weeks in a 
row, with us and "Hot 
Child in the City" [Nick 
Gilder] and something 
else. He had some-
thing like 40 Number 
One records; it's in-
sane! 
So his autocratic style 
didn't bother you? 
Stein: No, because he 
never tried to write for 
us. He just tried to pull 
the best performances 
out of us. For me, he was a total influ-
ence in production and just general mu-
sicianship and learning about being 
patient and the value of repetition. Be-
cause in any artform, you have to re-
peat yourself, and it's always a 
challenge to do something a hundred 
times and to make the hundredth time 
as fresh as the first. 

Harry: He was pretty much of a dic-
tator, but he had all this credibility as 
the popmeister—the tunemeister—and 
we learned a lot from him working on 
those records. Even though they were 
considered very "pop" by some poeple, 
they were still pretty adventurous. 
Obviously it was a good enough rela-
tionship that you kept it going for sev-
eral records. 
Harry: Oh yeah, he's a really charming 
guy. Even though he worked us pretty 
hard, we still had a lot of fun. He was 
always cracking jokes, and every once 
in a while he'd whip out a bottle of 
tequila or something for us. He knew 

how to make records, and he liked 
working with bands. He's the kind of 
producer who worked well with bands. 
You guys did a one-off with Giorgio 
Moroder for "Call Me." 
Stein: Moroder was like the exact op-
posite of Chapman. He didn't want to 
do hard work at all. A lot of what's on 
that record are parts that he replaced. 
They're parts that we played and then 
he just replaced them with his guys 
rather than having us bother refining 
them. 

Harry: He had done a lot of nice 
things. The soundtrack for Midnight Ex.-

L to R: Chris Stein, Clem Burke, Deborah Harry and Jimmy Destri 

press, and I loved the Donna Summer 
track he did; that was beautiful. He was 
a totally different kind of producer than 
Mike Chapman. He was really in con-
trol of what came out on the final 
record. We would go in and each of us 
would play parts that we liked, and 
then he would have them completely 
redone, incorporating some of those 
ideas. It was more like the producer-as-
creator, which is not the way we were 
used to working. He's not really a 
"band" producer. 
Blondie was one of the first new wave 
bands to cross over into dance music, 
and I recall it being quite controversial 
at the time because there was a real 
breech between the two camps. 
Harry: That's right. We took some shit 
for it. A lot of our contemporaries were 
very put off by that and shocked and so 
on, but I didn't really see the difference 
in a way. It was our take on that thing, 
and it certainly didn't sound like every-
thing else that was coming out in the 

dance clubs. It sounded like us, and it 
had a more aggressive feeling and more 
guitar action in it. Looking back, it 
seems silly that anyone was shocked by 
it, but they were. 

Stein: Those dance songs were so 
much more difficult to make than regu-
lar rock 'n' roll! If you did a song like 
"Heart of Glass" today, with MIDI, if 
you could come up with the parts, you 
could put that together in a few hours. 
But at the time we made it, it took us 
something like two weeks. It was all 
manual, all played around one little 
synthesizer pulse track and a rhythm 

machine part. The 
bass drum took like 
three hours—Chap-
man insisted that every 
single beat had to be 
exactly right. The gui-
tar part was done with 
tape delay and it took 
hours and hours, mak-
ing sure the pulse of 
that was perfect. 

Harry: You can't 
imagine how hard it 
was to do that me-
chanical feel and be so 
precise, manually. It re-
ally was a labor-inten-
sive record. That's the 
way Mike worked; ac-
tually it's the way most 
people worked in 
those days. He was a 
real precise person, 
and he liked every-
thing to sound very 

clean. We worked really hard for him, 
and I think it paid off. 

Leon: He brought them into the 
realm of competitive commercial disco, 
and things like that, and that wasn't my 
forte at the time, to say the least. I've 
since grown to really like dance music 
and have done a lot of things in it, from 
Jesus Jones to hardcore techno stuff like 
Super 2. 
When you work with a producer, be it 
Chapman or Leon, do you tend to be 
very vocal about your own ideas? 
Stein: I'm not afraid to speak my mind. 
But I'm also open to other people's 
ideas. You have to be to be in a band. 
That's what a band is if it's working 
right. Craig and I were very close on 
this project [No Exit 

Harry: It depends on the project; it 
depends on the song. On some things I 
know exactly what it should be, and on 
other things I listen to other people's 
ideas and judgments more. With the 
earlier Blondie records, I really didn't 
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MIX INTERVIEW 

want to be involved in production deci-
sions. At this point, with the more min-
imal approach, I find it more to my 
own sensibilities and I tend to have 
clearer ideas about what I'm after. 
You worked with Nile Rodgers and 
Bernard Edwards on Koo-Koo, Deb-
bie's first solo album. What can you 
say about their production style? 
Stein: They weren't as rigid as Chap-
man. They tried to be, but they didn't 
quite get there. Later, I tried to remix 
one of those tracks, and I was amazed 
at how much Tony Thompson's rate of 
speed changed even though I thought 
it was so solid at the time. I couldn't 
sync it up with anything. 

Harry: Oh God, that was hysterical! 
They were very funny. It was a good 
collaboration. It came out about six 
months before "Ebony and Ivory," and 
at that time I don't think Chrysalis really 
wanted me to break off from Blondie; 
they really wanted Blondie to continue, 
so they really didn't push it very much, 
and they didn't make much of the fact 
that it was a collaboration between 
black artists and white artists, which at 
that time wasn't done very much. The 
fact that it was Chic and Blondie I think 
was kind of brilliant. I'm very proud of 
that record. 
On the new album, is a song like "Dig 
Up the Conjo" pretty much the way it 
was conceived, or did it evolve as it 
was recorded? 
Stein: That evolved. Jimmy had some-
thing he did on the Kurzweil as the 
basic track, and then we threw the gui-
tars on it. You know what it is? It's like 
the groove for that Beatles song, "To-
morrow Never Knows" [off Revolvel. 
That's what we were thinking of. Then 
the vocal melody changed it a bit, gave 
it that Eastern feeling. 
I really like the layered vocals. Were 
those pans preconceived or did they ap-
pear as the song developed? 
Harry: It started with just the lead vocal, 
and then I wanted to try something un-
usual to make it sound more eerie. So 
that's what the harmonies do. In spite 
of its dark side, there is a certain levity 
about that song. 

Leon: I like that song a lot. It's sort 
of psychedelic. Clem wanted to to do 
something with a British psychdedelic 
feel, so that's what that turned into a bit. 
Jimmy had the original concept for it, 
but Clem came in with the groove. 
Was "The Dream's Lost on Me" con-
ceived as a cajun country tune? 
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Recording Professionals. 

Exhibits will be in the fields of Recording Studios, Mastering. 
Audio Post & Project Studios 

All the leading brands will be represented and Recording 
Technology 99 will be the first opportunity in the UK to 
see many new products announced at AES Munich and 
Frankfurt shows. 

Recording Technology 99 will also feature live presentations 
and seminars on topics of immediate importance, including 
Mixing for Surround and the implications of DVD and MP3 
to the recording industry. 

Recording Technology 99 is a unique opportunity to meet 
the people who develop and drive the new technologies as 
well as to network with your peers. 

professional studio recording 

personal project recording 

When : Friday 25 & Saturday 26 June 1999. 10am-6pm. 

Where : Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street 
Islington, London. 

SAVE ES PRE-REGISTER NOW 

Admission : £ 10 Pre- registered, £ 15 at the door, 
or by Exhibitor Invitation. Student groups by arrangement 
Admission is FREE to registered APRS members. 

Recording Technology 99 - The Recording Industry 
Event of the Year. 

Promoted by APRS - In conjunction with the Studio Accord & the 
Association of Post Production Studios (APPS) 

PRE REGISTER BY PHONE : 01923 6906e 
OR. ON-LINE : www.aprs.co.uk 

post procuction auGiD 

5.1 surround mixing 

film scoring & dubbing 

• 
the future of 

-e cording is her€ 

THE BUSINESS DESIGN CENTRE, ISLINGTON, LONDON UK 

Exhibitors. +44 (0)1494 883163 +44 (0)1923 690645 info@aprs.co.uk www.aprs.co.uk 
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THE SECOND BRITISH INVASION 
UK TECHNOLOGY IN THE U.S. LIVE SOUND MARKET 

ILLUSTRADON: JACK DESPOC HER 

W
hen The Beatles played 
their last concert, at San 
Francisco's Candlestick 

Park in 1966, the equipment list for 
the show could have been written 
on the back of an envelope. The 
mics were Shure SM56s, the speak-
ers were modified Altec A-7s pow-
ered by Altec 1569 80-watt tube 
amplifiers, and McCune Sound's 
Mort Feld mixed the show on one 
or two Altec 1567 five-input rotary 
pot tube mixers. By modem stan-
dards, the sound system was a 
bare-bones setup—no monitors, no 
graphic EQs, no delay lines, no dy-
namics processors and no effects. 
More noteworthy, from a modem 
perspective, is the fact that the 
sound system did not include any 
equipment made by a UK-based 
manufacturer, unless you count the 
Vox guitar amps onstage. 

Today, British-made audio gear 
is ubiquitous, and there are few, if 
any, concert sound systems that do 
not include components from the 
UK. The inventories of most U.S. 
rental companies contain signal 
processors from British-based com-
panies such as BSS, Drawmer, 
Klark Teknik and XTA. Dozens of 
top live sound engineers regularly 
specify Amek, Midas or Soundcraft 
consoles. And Martin Audio and 
Turbosound are names that feature 
in any serious discussion of the rel-
ative merits of loudspeaker systems. 

The list goes on. Cadac mixers 
have been a fixture on Broadway 
since they were first specified by 
Starlight Express sound designer 
Martin Levan in the early '80s, and 
a Cadac M-Type monitor console is 

BY CHRIS MIME 

currently touring the world with 
the Rolling Stones. Allen & Heath 
mixers and Tannoy loudspeakers 
commonly appear in contractors' 
bids throughout the wide-ranging 
fixed installation market. And new 
British companies spring up each 
year, eager to win a slice of the 
largest and most competitive live 
sound market in the world. This ar-
ticle will attempt to trace some of 
the events and personalities that 
changed the status of British pro 
audio manufacturers in the U.S. live 
sound market—from no-shows to 
serious contenders. 

WHO CAME FIRST? 
It is now rather difficult to define 
which British audio manufacturer 
first became successful in the U.S., 
but Soundcraft could well be the 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 110 
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COLIN FAIRLEY AND 
HELIOSCENTRIC STUnIOS 
Producer/Engineer's New Home 

Is a Project Room That's Gone Commercial 

W
hen Mix first got word that Chris Difford (with 
Glen Tilbrook, chief songwriter and singer in 
Squeeze) and Elvis Costello had set up a studio, 

called Helioscentric, in the English countryside, that 
sounded pretty interesting. And that was before we 
found out that the studio is managed by the fine pro-
ducer/engineer Colin Fairley. 

Fairley is an alumnus of '70s-era Air Studios who 
went freelance in the early '80s. He's mainly known for 
his work with some of that decade's coolest pop artists, 
including the Fabulous Thunderbirds, Nick Lowe, Elvis 
Costello, Echo & The Bunnymen and General Public; 
these projects began coming his way through the con-
nections of his then-manager, the infamous Jake Riviera. 
Subsequently, Fairley has worked on numerous interna-
tional recordings, and for a time he managed The Power 
Plant and Maison Rouge studios. 

For the past year, Fairley has managed Helioscentric, 
a commercial facility that was first conceived as Difford's 
writing studio. With a brand-new (not just rebuilt) He-
lios console and repeat clients such as the Pet Shop Boys 
and Paul Weller, the studio seems to be one of England's 
more exciting new music rooms, and Fairley's extensive 
experience with all kinds of studio work is a huge asset. 
We got the chance to speak with Fairley in March about 
his career, and his new job. 

Above: Colin Fairley at the new, hand-built Helios console; below: view of 

the rear of the control room. 

How did you first get into professional audio? 
I began my career as a professional drummer with sev-
eral bands in the late '60s and 70s,   

records. In the end, I started to enjoy the 
recording process more than the live side of 
being in a band. My whole outlook 
changed when we were making an album 
with producer Andy Johns. We had record-
ed two takes of this particular song, and 
Andy preferred the first one, and I said to 
him, "That's a pity because the drum fill 
going into the solo section is much more 
happening on the other take, Andy." To 
which he replied, "That's okay. I think we 
can do something about that. Why don't 
you all go down the pub for half an hour 
and leave me to it," which we did begrudg-
ingly—not! When we came back and lis-
tened to. the song, to nay astonishment, 
there was my happening drum fill in the 
take that Andy preferred. Of course, he had 
edited the multitrack. I could not get my 
head around how he had achieved this, not 

knowing anything about the recording process. I just 
thought this was sheer magic! From that moment on, I 

was hooked. I became a real pain, 
touring the world and making BY BARBARA SCHULTZ —CONTINUED ON PAGE 104 
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FACILITY 

SPOTLIGHT 

ROCKFIELD STUDIOS 
More Than History 

fr o call Rockfield Studios (Monmouth, Gwent, 
Wales) historic might 

be accurate, but it doesn't tell 
the whole story. This leg-
endary facility is said to have 
been the world's first-ever 
residential studio when it 
opened for business in 1965. 
And it has certainly hosted 
sessions for some of the rock 
'n' roll era's most popular 
artists. In addition to the stu-
dio's first hit recording, Dave 
Edmunds' version of "I Hear 
You Knocking," Rockfield 
has been used over the years 
by Rush, Queen, Iggy Pop, 
Robert Plant, The Pogues, 
Paul Weller, Simple Minds, 
The Damned, Echo & The 
Bunnymen, The Waterboys, 
XTC, etc., etc. 

However, like other truly 
venerable facilities such as 
Abbey Road and Olympic, 
Rockfield has continued to 
evolve and to attract cutting-
edge artists. For example, 
during a 12-month period 
from '96 to '97, Rockfield 
sessions resulted in five UK 
Number One albums, by 
Oasis, Ash, Black Grape, The 
Charlatans and the Boo 
Radleys. 

Rockfield is still owned by one of the original 
founders, Kingsley Ward, who started the studio with his 
brother, Charles, as a place to record their own group. 
Now the studio is run by Kingsley Ward and his daugh-
ter Lisa, who handles all bookings. Though it has, obvi-
ously, grown since its earliest days, the studio still resides 
in its original location. "Rockfield was developed by con-
verting redundant farm buildings without the help of any 
design consultants," Kingsley Ward recalls. "We have al-
ways relied on our own ability for acoustics. To this day, 
Rockfield relies on natural acoustics to capture the sound 
of musicians." 

The facility consists of two main studios, The Quad-
rangle and The Coach House. Each offers a very large 
main live room (28x19 and 26x14 feet, respectively); an 
additional good-sized live iso room (The Quadrangle in-
corporates two iso booths); and   
four natural echo chambers with an 

Above: the Quadrangle Studio control room; below: the Quadrangle 

main studio. 

up to 3.2-second reverb time. 
And, of course, over the 

years, the facility has amassed 
a tremendous selection of 
equipment. Each control room 
is equipped with a 60-input 
Neve VR console and JBL 
4350 main monitors. Both stu-
dios offer a variety of Studer 
A820 24-track, 2-track and 2-
inch recorders with Dolby SR. 
There's also an extensive list 
of outboard gear from AMS, 
Klark Teknik, Yamaha, TC 
Electronic, Tube-Tech, Draw-
mer, Orban, Eventide and 
others. And the studio is par-
ticularly proud of its vin-
tage Neumann microphones, 
which include two U67s, five 
SM2 stereo mics and two 
KM56s. There are also many 
newer choices from Neumann, 
AKG, Sennheiser, EV, Shure 
and Beyerdynamic. A three-
person maintenance crew 
works full-time during week-
days and is on call in off hours 
to keep all the gear in shape. 

Each studio at Rockfield 
also offers its own accommo-
dations. The Coach House 
includes a seven-bedroom 
house with all modem conve-
niences, including satellite TV 
and whirlpool bathtubs. The 

Quadrangle includes three self-contained apartments, as 
well as half a dozen more rooms with bath. Among their 
key personnel, the facility owners list their head chef, 
Jim Woods, whose staff can provide three meals a day 
for hungry artists. 

The Wards have also extended themselves into pub-
lishing and artist promotion, and Kingsley Ward says he 
now spends a good deal of time in the States promoting 
those interests. He also says that he's "contemplating a 
retrofit within the next few years." 

So, Rockfield continues to attract the big names and 
to break records, decade by decade. "More than 1,000 
million recordings from Rockfield have been sold 
worldwide," Kingsley Ward says, "which is more than all 
the other residential studios in the UK put together." 

For more about Rockfield Studios, visit www. 
demon.co.uk/studiobase/rock-

BY BARBARA SCHULTZ field. 
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O Graduate Programs in Sound & Music Production and in Sound & Music Technology are offered in Europe 

Study music and producfion 
Study music and tecn 'n Europe noiogy 

HKU (Utrecht School of the Arts) is one of the largest 

schools of Fine Arts in Europe. 

Its faculty of Art, Media &. Technology specializes in the 

areas of Music Technology, Audio Design, Audio Visuals, 

Animation, Image Tcchnology, Interaction Design and 

Diehl Media Design. Its student body consists of 71:30 

students in both the B.A.- and M.A.-programs. The 

School also hosts M.Sc., M.Phil. and Ph.D. programs in 

Music Production and Music Technology. 

The B.A.- and M.A.-programs offer a specialized 

curriculum which is project- oriented and works with 

production teams. The student will work with other 

team members who will be from the same and /or 

different areas of music, art, media & technology. 

Depending on knowledge, skills and experience 

students are admitted to the B.A.+ M.A.-programs 

of 2 years (90 weeks) or the extended M.A.-programs 

of 19 months (69 weeks). In both cases the first part of 

the curriculum is tailored to each individual student 

depending on knowledge, skills and experience. 

The students train to be competent in two areas 

(e.g. composition gr, production or sound design & 

technology). The programs are interdisciplinary and 

team-oriented and require self-reliance and self-

motivation of the students. 

o Students work with the latest technology and 
state-of-the-art equipment. 

O The faculty are professionals who actively work in 
the field and teach only one or two dpis per week. 

o Earnyour B.A. and M.A. while doing 
industry driven projects 

O Participate in production teams made up 
of American students 

0 Interact with production teams of European 
students 

Why Europe? 

Europe offers diverse educational and artistic 

opportunities and interesting travel opportunities. 

The M.A.-programs were developed in co-operation 

with seven other leading European Art & Technology 

Institutes in Barcelona, Helsinki, London, Mallorca, 

Paris, Portsmouth and Stuttgart. 

Why the Netherlands? 

the Dutch have a history of innovative educational 

thought and flexible curriculum. The programs are 

taught completely in English and the majority of the 

population speaks English. 

Why HKU? 

The faculty, facilities and student body at HKU has 

established an outstanding reputation for high quality 

work and placement within the art & technology 

community. 

CIRCLE 1*(162 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Projects? 

Each student is involved in specific music technology / 

production team projects, interdisciplinary media team 

projects and at least one individual project. 

Projects in 1998: music and sound design for dance and 

drama; sound design for all kinds of interactive systems; 

cd-roms and intranet applications for music education; 

music and sound design for film, animation and 
documentary; sound design and production for TV and 

radio; research into musical expression for analysis and 

digital implementation; sound design for national 

(sports) events. 

How to apply 

If you are interested in a graduate degree in one of the 

fastest growing fields in the heart of Europe's broadcast 

media center then please contact 

info@lunt.hku.n1 or browse http://www.hku.nl/ma/ 

for more information on the programs and admission 

procedures. 

info@kmt.hku.n1 www.hku.nl/ma/ 

HKU, Faculty of Art, Media & Technology, 

PO Box 2471. 1200 CL Hilversum, the Netherlands 

Utrecht School of the Arts 
Faculy of Art, Media & Technology 
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—FROM PAGE 101, COLIN FAIRI 

asking him questions at e‘ cry given 
moment. 
We did some more recording after 

that with the great She! Talmy. He was 
totally inspiring. He had the great gift of 
bringing the best out of a musician 
without you even knowing it. I don't 
mind admitting I have tried to model 
myself on Shel for years. After working 
with Shel, I decided this was the career 
I wanted, to be a record producer. 

The inspired advice he gave me 
when I approached him to fulfill this 
newfound ambition was to learn about 
the technology first, i.e., become an en-
gineer. This was 'round about 1974, 
when studios started to use 24-track 
and the first Neve computer system was 
developed, Necam. I also called Ken 
Scott and Andy Johns, who both gave 
me the same advice. So now it was 
down to finding a job in a studio. 
Where did you end up working? 
The A&R guy at Charisma Records, the 
label I was signed to, knew the book-
ings coordinator Patti Nolder at the 
world-famous Air Studios, gave her a 
call and within an hour I had an inter-

Helioscerrtric is built into an old shed on Chris Difford's properly. 

view. Some guy had not turned up, and 
I got his slot. 
I planned to stay at Air for about 

three years but ended up being there 
for eight. It was the luckiest break of 
my life. The famous Sir George Martin, 
Geoff Emerick, Bill Price, John 
Punter...the list of talent is endless. It is 
a known fact that 90 percent of engi-
neers who were trained at Air during 
that period have gone on to be highly 
acclaimed engineers and producers. A 
fantastic learning experience. 

What did you work on while you were 
at Air? 
Geoff Emerick was the guru of engi-
neers at Air, and I was lucky enough to 
become his assistant for 18 months, 
working with such diverse artists as 
Gino Vanelli, Robin Trower, Gallagher 
and Lyle, Split Enz and many more. 
When did you go from being Emerick's 
assistant to a first engineer? 
I became a fully fledged engineer not 
long after that, cutting my teeth on so-
phisticated jingles and the like, record-
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Turbosound speaker systems Flashlignt Floodlight 1-11Light 
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ing orchestras, brass, everything you 
can imagine. There were no samples at 
that time to speak of. It was an excel-
lent way to learn, to achieve the best 
sound you can possibly get in a very 
short time. You had to record, overdub 
and mix, all done in three hours, less 
sometimes. 

Like all house engineers in good stu-
dios, you start to develop a reputation 
and build up relationships with artists 
and producers. I did a lot of work with 
producer John Punter, working with 
artists such as John Mellencamp—John-
ny Cougar back then—Judy Tzuke, 
Japan, Sad Cafe, etc. Also, hit producers 
Clive Langer and Alan Winstanley, who 
were producing Number One records 
with Madness, Teardrop Explodes, 
Dexy's Midnight Runners, etc. 
And then you went freelance. 
Yes. In 1981 or 82, I was approached by 
Jake Riviera—a legend in his time—for 
management, which I gratefully accept-
ed, and I entered the daunting world of 
the freelance engineer. Within a week of 
being freelance, I was asked if I would 
like to go to Austin, Texas, to work on 
an album with Nick Lowe, who was 

producing the Fabulous Thunderbirds. 
Nick and I hit it off straight away and be-
came good friends. That album was one 
of the best and most enlightening expe-
riences of my recording career so far. T-
Bird Rhythm is still one of my favorite 
albums. Here was a no-nonsense, shit-
kicking band. It was " 1,2,3, go!" and if 
you were not in Record, you had missed 
it. It's an extremely raw-sounding record, 
all done live except for the odd backing 
vocal. Tough as old boots. 
I gained quite a bit of credibility 

from T-Bird Rhythm and continued to 
work with Nick on his own albums. We 
worked on three altogether. I think 
Nick is one of the most underrated 
songwriters of his ilk. Another great 
chap and a very funny man. 
Did you meet Elvis Costello through 
him? 
Yes. Nick and I did the Blood and 
Chocolate album together, another 
unique experience. Nick called and in-
formed me that Elvis wanted to record 
the album with a P.A. in the studio be-
cause it felt and sounded so good in re-
hearsals. I thought, this is a long way 
from the Air school of recording, but 
damned exciting! 

So there we were in the famous 

Olympic Studio One with the original 
hand-built Dick Swettenham Helios 
console and 3M M79 multitrack. It's one 
of the greatest-sounding rooms in the 
world, totally natural-sounding with a 
short decay time. We set up the band 
as they would appear in the final stereo 
image: drums center at the back of the 
room, bass center at front, keyboards to 
the left and Elvis' guitar to the right. 
Each member had two P.A. monitors in 
front of him, and Pete Thomas, the 
drummer, had one large drum monitor 
either side of his kit. 
I thought we would have tremen-

dous phase cancellation problems, but 
we didn't. Everything had so much air 
around it. It was wonderful. Everything 
was miked up as per normal, but be-
cause of all the spill leaking through the 
monitors, I ended up using very few 
mics. I can't say this technique worked 
for every song, but the tracks that had 
the space in the arrangement worked 
like a dream. 

The best example is the song "I 
Want You." The vocal performance sent 
shivers down my spine. The mix used 
on the album is the original monitor 
mix 30 minutes after we cut the track, 
warts and all. Pure magic. This to me 
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was what recording was all about—the 
moment! I am convinced this perfor-
mance from the whole band was 
achieved because of this unusual studio 
setup. Elvis is an innovator. Every day 
in the studio with him is a unique ex-
perience, as with all great artists. He 
never stops working at his craft, and 
you have to keep up with his pace, 
which can be daunting, but so creative. 

The Blood and Chocolate album 
generated more work for me personally 
than any other project I have worked 
on. It was highly acclaimed by the crit-
ics and people throughout the business, 
and I became known as a guy who 
could capture on tape the true sound of 
a band. I started to produce and engi-
neer a lot of young, inexperienced 
bands, some of which I had success 
with such as The Bluebells, General 
Public and Echo & The Bunnymen. 
Then we didn't hear from you for a 
while. 
In the late '80s, early '90s, computer-
based music became the fashion. It left 
me cold, I'm afraid. I just couldn't feel 
it. A producer friend of mine, Robin 
Millar, called and asked if I would be 
interested in managing his studios for 
him, namely Power Plant and Maison 
Rouge Studios, which I did for three 
years with a combined staff of 28 peo-
ple. Unfortunately, they went into liqui-
dation, due to a combination of lack of 
proper finance and extremely high in-
terest rates. This was also true of sever-
al other established studios in London. 
I then received several offers to pro-

duce artists from other countries, mostly 
Spain and Japan. I spent most of '97 
remixing and remastering three Rory 
Gallagher albums after his untimely 
death, searching through hundreds of 
old multitracks for unreleased "gems." 

In '98 I became the manager of He-
lioscentric Studios, which is now my 
passion. Here I have recorded a solo 
drum project called Drumbaba with 
Gilson Lavis, Jools Holland's drummer; 
a Spanish artist called Jaime Anglada 
signed to Virgin Spain; and I'm working 
on a solo project with Chris Difford. 
The studio is now busy with outside 
clients, with artists like Paul Weller be-
coming regulars. 
And now you're also back working 
with Costello, on the studio. What is his 
involvement in the facility? Is he just 
an investor? 
No, it is not just a financial thing. He 
has been extremely busy with the 
Bacharach collaboration, but he plans 

to record here in the near future with 
the Brodsky Quartet and Steve Naive. 
Did either owner take part in the de-
sign or equipment purchase decisions? 
Chris Difford had a lot to do with the 
interior design of the studio. 
Tell me about the new console. I didn't 
know anyone was building new Helios 
desks. 
We have a totally new 32-channel He-
lios console with separate 48-track 
monitoring designed and built by 
Courthouse Facilities and Cyril Jones, 
formerly of Raindirk Audio, with Dick 
Swettenham as a consultant. He's the 
original Helios inventor. It's got all dis-
crete electronics made to military spec, 
with the original 3-band EQ. 

The console came about when 
Chris [Difford] wanted to have a home 
studio and he had the chance to pur-
chase the original Helios modules from 
the old Island Studio desk, plus some 
more modules from a 12-channel He-
lios desk specially built for Alvin Lee. 
The two were put together to make 
one desk, but the engineer who in-
stalled it had got the power supplies 
all wrong and cut some very important 
corners. I was asked to come down 
and try the desk out and found all 
sorts of distortion and mismatches 
going on and, because I am not a very 
technical engineer, I suggested they 
call in an expert, namely Tony Arnold 
of Courthouse Facilities who deals in 
restoring Ampex tape machines and 
vintage desks. He corrected the mis-
matches and got it all working to a 
point but suggested we start again, in-
stalling oxygen-free cable and the like 

to cut down the noise, etc. Then we 
started to have problems with all of the 
old modules, and it came to a point 
where the desk was unreliable. 

Tony suggested, " If you like the 
sound of the Helios module so much, I 
can build you a desk using Dick Swet-
tenham's original drawings." That is 
precisely what we did, along with Cyril 
Jones of Raindirk Audio. 
I love the sound. It is warm, punchy 

and extremely defined, very natural-
sounding. I like to use as little EQ as 
possible when recording. I tend to 
change the mic to suit the sound, not 
the other way round. Musicians come 
into the control room and tell me it 
sounds exactly like it does in the room, 
which to me is a compliment. It is old-
school, yes, but all the current bands' 
musical references in this country are 
from the old school. An acoustic guitar 
sounds like a Martin or a Gibson. 
Drums sound like drums, with all the 
air and transients retained. 
What other equipment e in there? 
The main monitors are Genelec 1038As. 
Multitrack machines are Ampex 1200s, 
16- and 24-track. There's an Otani 
RADAR 24-track hard disk system, a 
good selection of vintage valve mics, 
Vac Rac, valve mic preamps, Massen-
burg EQ, vintage Audio and Design 
parametric EQ, UREI black 1176 com-
pressors, TI. Audio valve stereo com-
pressors, dbx compressors, vintage 
BX20 spring reverb, and a Roland 
Space Echo. The equipment has all 
been designed and purchased with one 
word in mind: Definition. 
And the studio itself? 

OE D OLYMPIC 
MID SUITE 
Olympic Studios added 
a mix suite this year for 
engineer/producer Mark 
"Spike" Stent. Stent, who 
has been based at Olympic 
for a decade, has worked 
with U2, Spice Girls, Man-
sun, Hole, Bjeérk and more. 
The new suite is equipped 
with a 72-channel SSL 4000 
G console (transferred from 
Studio 3 when that room was upgraded to an 
80-channel G+), Genelec monitoring and 
Studer A820 multitracks. Also included are 4.8 
tracks of Pro Tools with Pro Control and 

Stent's own outboard collection. The suite 
was designed by Sam Toyoshima and will be 
available to outside clients when Stent is not 
using it. 
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11-iirez 
ultra lovv distortion bass and impact that give new TRM8 

definition to your mixes - no ma:ter how diverse or dynamic 

Hafler monitors all use proprietary drivers that we design and 
build to work in perfect harmory with tieir 
built-in electronics. Hafler moni:ors don't 
use high frequency compression, so you get 

real dynamic range at levels well over 120dB. 

24d8 per octave electronic crossovers 
are digitally designed to ensure seamless 

performance from low to high. And Hafler's 
ultra-rigid sixth order enclosure5 ensure that only 
music reaches your ears. 

Hafler monitors will deliver mixes that 

are right on, with sound quality translat-

ed perfectly every time. One listen, and, 
you'll get it. 

I ,•••,ina. 

planer There's a buzz on the street... Hafler's the one 

use. And there's good reason. 

Hafler has been building reference studio amplifiers 
for over 23 yea rs. Innovative technology and forward 

thinking have always been the difference between 

Hafler and everything else. Patented technologies 
like trans•nova and Diamond that provide a simpler 
gain path; for lower noise and distortion. 

Technologies that have made Hafler the music pro- TRM6 

fessional's choice in studio amplifiers for ears. Technological 
advantages that no one else has. 

these same technologies are part o' the 
Hafler TRM Series. Two near-field monitors - TRM6 
and TRM8 - are built to give you the purest music 
you can get out of a package their size. Two sub-

- monitors - TRM 1 Os and TRM12s - provide 

It's the buzz. 

IN HEM. 
Eli RINI. flatlet 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE --"1 

The studio is housed in a converted 
barn, down a private English country 
lane on Chris Difford's property. We 
have two rooms. The main room is 
about 1,000 feet square with a high, 
wood-paneled ceiling and wooden 
floor with a concrete square in the cen-
ter, which makes for a solid drum 
sound. There's lots of natural daylight 
and a soundproof booth with a fabu-
lous mural painted on the back wall. An 
American engineer working here told 
me the room was just like one of the 
rooms at Bearsville Studios, where I 

have never worked, but I have enjoyed 
some of the sounds recorded there. 

The pink room is basically a pro-
gramming room with a 32-channel 
Mackie desk. The Otan i RADAR 24-track 
hard disk system, I must say, sounds 
extremely good, considering! We have 
Pro Tools and all sorts of synthesizer 
goodies. The Pet Shop Boys are regu-
lars in this room. 
Do you do a lot of the engineering on 
projects, or are you strictly a studio 
manager? 
I am still available for projects, though 
clients do bring in their own engineers 
and it works quite well. I also have a 

All speakers great and small 
The purest sound 

If you are searching for aural enlightenment 
then your quest is over. There is now a 

source of the purest sound 
that will exceed your 
highest expectations and fit into 
your studio. 

The awesome HM415 is the 
top of the range 4-way active 

system weighing 2458kg (590Ibs). The 
cabinet houses four 380mm ( 15") bass 
drivers, a unique 170mm (7) rigid INC 
Foam domed low mid and custom soft 
dome high mid and tweeter. The power is 
provided by 5 Quested AP700 amplifiers 
which are capable of producing over 
5,000 watts rms. The result is a system that 
produces an SPL of well over 130dB, 
capable of stunning transients, is Rat down 
to 25Hz and is suitable for the largest 
control rooms. 

But, in our wisdom we offer Quested 
pure sound right across the 18-speaker 
range, all the way down to the F11. 
Whilst the F 1 1 may seem meagre 
abngside the HM415, compare it with 
other similar sized powered speakers 
then you will see its 11kgs (24Ibs) starts 
to look impressive as does its 150 watts 
rms, then go further, listen, and really be 
impressed. 

Call us now on (608) 251 2500 
and you will be fulfilled. 

CIEZEEE13 

pure soun 
Q.usa inc., 462 North Baldwin Street, Madison, WI, 53703 

Tel: (608) 251 2500 Fax (608) 251 3158. e-mail: brianequested.com 

staff engineer here named Patrick 
Moore. 
Any other special services the studio 
offers? 
We have an extremely amicable 
arrangement for accommodation with a 
local hotel. It has eight rooms, three of 
which are circular—even the beds and 
the duvets are. It has a bar and restau-
rant, with an atmosphere you just can't 
buy. The two brothers who run the 
hotel are music buffs and men of the 
world and not afraid to partake in the 
late-night jollification. It's an extremely 
friendly and relaxing place to retire after 
a hard day's work, and it is a five-
minute drive from the studio. We are 
very close to the sea, too, and can 
arrange diving excursions, windsurfing, 
boat trips, fishing, etc. 
I would also like people to know 

that at Helioscentric, musicians will be 
taken care of by musicians who know 
the rigors of making an album. 

- FROM PAGE 100, THE BRITISH INVASION 

leading candidate. Founded in 1973 by 
Graham Blyth and Phil Dudderidge (an 
ex-public school boy who had earned 
his touring stripes with Led Zeppelin), 
the company's first product was a 16x2 
mixer built into its own flightcase, the 
Series I. For reasons now lost in the 
mists of time, Soundcraft opened its 
first U.S. office in Kalamazoo, Mich., 
but soon moved to Torrance, Calif., 
where Southern California sales rep 
Wayne Freeman was joined by Betty 
Bennett (now the owner of Apogee) 
and Shane Morris (who went on to de-
sign the Paragon monitor console for 
All). 

"The Sgundcraft Series IS [successor 
to the Series became the meat and 
potatoes of the smaller club and rental 
systems," recalls Freeman, who attrib-
utes some of the success of the British-
made mixing consoles in the U.S. 
market to the lack of viable domestic 
products. "Most of the mixers then in 
use by U.S. rental companies were ei-
ther relatively unsophisticated broad-
cast mixers or had been made by the 
companies themselves." 

Soundcraft's next product, the Series 
II, became popular both as a live sound 
desk and as a multitrack recording 
board. "The personal, or project studio 
market was booming, and by the early 
'80s the 800B had become a staple of 
the touring scene," says Freeman, high-
lighting Soundcraft's habit of marketing 
its 8- and 16-bus consoles as suitable 
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What's Your Secret Weapon? 

«lc? 
Rob Chiarelli at Enterprise Interactive 

The Cabin, Burbank, CA 

Rob Chiarelli has mixed records for Will Smith, Michael Bolton, Janet Jackson, Ray Charles, 

T. Q. and many others. His secret weapon for reverb and multieffects? The Alesis Q20. 

"The Q20's delays and reverbs are amazing, but for me, the key is that you can store complex chains 

that would normally take three or four other devices to create. My Q20 does it all. Since I put them 

in my rack, I've used them on vocals, keys, organ and guitar for every mix I've done." 

For more information on the Alesis Q20, visit www.alesis.com or call 800-5-ALESIS. 

PROFESSIONAL 20- BIT MASTER EFFECTS 

e 020 is a trademark of Alesis Corporation. 
Alesis Corporation 1633 26th Street Santa Monica CA 90404 800-5-ALESIS wwwalesis corn 
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for both recording and live applications. 
This product strategy had a weakness, 
however—the resulting designs were 
very heavy. "I remember dragging a 
Soundcraft Series 3 into the balcony of 
the New York Palladium," recalls Don 
Pearson of UltraSound, who was then 
touring with Hot Tuna. "The thing was 
about the size of an AT! Paragon. It was 
a struggle." 

Despite their weight, Soundcraft con-
soles were popular, especially among 
the engineers working with the endless 
parade of British bands that toured the 

U.S. as the live sound business entered 
its first major boom period. British-based 
sound rental company Electrosound 
went so far as to commission six custom 
Soundcraft boards designed to its own 
specifications. Delivered in Elec-
trosound's distinctive blue livery, the Lab 
Q consoles are generally remembered 
as the "Santana" boards and are easily 
recognized by their fluted chrome end 
pieces, which would now be character-
ized as retro. Much of the Lab Q design 
was revisited in the subsequent Sound-
craft Series 4 console. 

If Soundcraft was the first UK com-
pany to cross the Atlantic, then Klark 

Musician's Friend 

FREE 
Catalog!4 

all 1-800-776- 73 and get the BEST 
music gear catalog in the business CREE! 

YES! Rush me the next 3 editions of 

Musician's Friend 0321 

#111k Ism 

Join hundreds of thousands of satisfied musician's in receiving the 
#1 music catalog, absolutely free! CALL: 1-800-776-5173, Subscribe online at: 

www.musidansfriend.com or mail this coupon to: 

Musician's Friend, Dept. 76-006 • P.O. Box 4520 • Medford, OR 97501 

Teknik was not far behind. Now cele-
brating its 25th anniversary, the Ger-
manic-sounding company was actually 
founded by Phil Clarke, an Englishman 
who emigrated to Australia as a young 
man and, after returning to Britain, set 
up a manufacturing business. The com-
pany started out making portable car 
wash equipment but soon branched 
into audio. In fact, the company's first 
professional audio product, the Leevers/ 
Rich 2-track tape recorder, is commem-
orated in the company's logo as a styl-
ized tape reel. Phil Clarke's younger 
brother was a musician and had spent 
some time in London's Decca Duplica-
tion Services; it was Terry Clarke (now a 
principal in the British amplifier compa-
ny Me) who came up with the design 
for a graphic equalinr, which was first 
shown in the U.S. at the 1976 Billboard 
Disco show. Also attending the show 
was a young and ambitious sales rep 
named Jack Kelly, and within a few 
years Kelly had developed an enviable 
and apparently insatiable market for K-
Ts graphic EQs. 

Recalling those days, Kelly, now the 
owner of pro audio distributor Group 
One and a principal of XTA, attributes 
the success of the K-T brand to the 
product's aesthetic appeal and roadabil-
ity. "It certainly wasn't the price," he 
laughs, noting that competitive products 
from U.S. manufacturers tended to be 
designed for the decidedly staid broad-
cast market. One company that was not 
deterred by the British product's price 
tag was Electrosound, which ordered 
150 K-T graphic EQs in the familiar light 
blue, with "Electrosound" engraved on 
the front panels. 

THE EUSTON CONNECTION 

Though most pro audio companies 
have made custom products at some 
point, few can claim to have been as 
flexible in that area as console manu-
facturer Midas. Started in the early 70s 
by Jeff Byers, Midas originally made 
transistorized guitar amps and cabinets 
before moving on to designing and 
manufacturing complete sound systems, 
including speakers, amps and mixers. 
But Midas got out of the amplifier busi-
ness after developing a 4-channel, 
1,000-watt amp called "the Brick," 
named for its considerable weight and 
unlovely appearance, and instead con-
centrated on developing high-end cus-
tom boards for both live and recording 
applications. 

By the mid-'70s Midas was firmly 
established, with an enviable list of de-
manding and discerning clients, includ-
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Chuch Ailey 

on BASF tape 
"I've worked in digital for a good deal of my 
career, finding it a better alternative to noise reduction or 

high-output analog tapes. The tapes seemed a bit harsh to 
me. Then I ran. across BASF SM 900 analog tape. I love 

that warm bottom end and the tape compression you can 

get by pushing it. SM 900 holds up. I've been mixing to it 

for archiving purposes as well as for its sound. A tape's 
stability over time is definitely something to consider." 

Chuck Ainlay has recorded such artists as Trisha Yearwood, Vince Gill, 

George Strait, Wynonna and Reba McEntire during his 20-year career. His 
recent credits Include the Dire Straits reunbn album On Every Street, as well 
as several Mark Knopfler solo albums and mcvia soundtracks. 

EMTEC Magnetics 

Distributed in North America by EMTEC Pro Media, Inc. US 1 888-285-5551,ext.15 Canada 1-800-817-4471 
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STUDIO MASTER 

maxima 

SM 900 
maxima is a 

high-output analog 
tape designed specifically 
for multi-track recording and 
mastering, with extra wide 

dynamic range, low noise and 
low print through. 

or visit our web site at www.emtec-usa.com 



With Acoustic Systems' 
modular sound isolation 
panels inside the walls a 
studio has more than a 
pretty face; it has great 
bone structure. 

Designers can so remarkable 
things with studio cosmetics, 
but only when good design 
rests on a strong acoustical 
foundation, do you get a 
great studio. 

Acwuc...5itiErVIS 
mommullit 

iiiiiiiwww.acousticsystems.com concrete can 

MI MU 800-749-1460 14111V— 'd "" Awe in 12 inches of wall thickness. 

Metal panels 
stop more noise 
in four inches of 
panel width than 
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Have you ever seen such CF heavenly DAT? 

Do you think the I3i9 Grndywiolet  keep it?  
o 

THE DAT STORE INTRODUCES THE PCM-R500 DAT RECORDER 
eatunns 

o He'll have a devil of a time taking it back! 

o 

0 

SONY S LEGENDARY 4D.D. MECHANb17 1117714 DIRECT DRIVE MOTORS, SUPER BIT MAPPING 
RECORDING, MULTIPLE AN4LOG P/C/TAL INS AND OUTS, ... ANDA IOC/SHUTTLE WHEEL! 

ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE DAT STORE: COMPACT DISC RECORDERS • DIGITWAUDIO TAPE RECORDERS • DIGITAL 

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS • HARD DISK RECORDERS • MINIDISC RECORDERS • BLANK MEDIA AND ACCESSORIES 

2624 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD • SANTA MONICA • CALIFORNIA • 90403 
PHONE: 31 0.828.6487 • OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 A THRU 61 eA AND SOME SA1URDAYS • FAX: 310.828.8757 
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ing Pink Floyd and Supertramp. Midas 
boards were also being specified by live 
theater sound designer Abe Jacob for 
such successful and influential produc-
tions as Cats and Evita. But Midas was 
very much a "cottage industry," and 
when David Solari (now president of 
amplifier manufacturer Cyberlogic) 
joined the company, his main task was 
to bring some order and rationalization 
to the company's product line, which 
tended to branch off in new directions 
whenever a client ordered a custom 
input module or console design. It was 
some years before Midas could even ap-
proach the production levels of Sound-
craft; by that time Wayne Freeman was 
selling as many as ten consoles a month 
in the U.S. 

One early feature of Midas' consoles 
was a built-in crossover, then a fairly 
mysterious device. As active crossovers 
became necessary for the new three-, 
four- and five-way active sourel systems 
gaining popularity in the UK, Midas de-
signer and partner Chas Brooke started 
making the MCS100, a stand-alone 
crossover that found a ready market. A 
new company, Brooke Siren Systems 
(BSS), was founded in 1979 by Brooke 
and Stan Gould, and its first product 
was the MCS200 modular crossover sys-
tem. BSS was soon represented in the 
U.S. by Jack Kelly, who faced some ini-
tial resistance from sound system rental 
companies. After all, Kelly not only had 
to deal with the "not invented here" 
syndrome, but he also had to promote 
new audio products imported from a 
country not known for its high-technol-
ogy manufacturing skills (a perception 
that Phil Clarke had implicitly acknowl-
edged by choosing a company name 
that implied a German engineering her-
itage—Klark Teknik). 

Wayne Freeman, who spent some of 
his early days at amplifier manufacturer 
BGW, is unflinching in his assessment. 
"The British products sounded fabu-
lous, but the power supply designs 
were a weakness," he says. Though un-
reliable power supplies were certainly 
a nuisance for owners of some British 
consoles, the design flaw was absolute-
ly fatal in an amplifier, and no British 
amplifier manufacturer has yet made 
much of an impression in the domestic 
live sound market, let alone in the U.S. 

BINS AND SHAVERS 

British speaker companies, on the other 
hand, have been among the most suc-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 228 
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Test- drive Me world's first 
Diítou/Mícrophoire,,,. 

You have entrusted your life's work to the crystal clear world of digit.il 

recording. Don't stop where the sound begins! Go digital at the 

with the MCD Series of digital recording microphones. 

I:1 
1:1 

I:1 
I:1

 ):
1
 14 
14 24 bit A/D conversion 

Total self- noise of - 120dB 

Word clock synchronization built-in 

Gold vapor, true condenser capsule 

Linear frequency response 

Customized equalization curves available 

Proprietary TrueMatchT" " look ahead" DSP prevents the AID 

converter from overloading, eliminating digital clipping 

AES/EBU digital output from the microphone 

II C 

Digital recording with all the speed bumps removed. Our MCD Series 

of digital microphones allow you to move into the fast lane of digital 

recording. Simply set the levels and -capture your sound without fear 

of digital clipping 

eve away with °me aed we pay for /be as./ 

for more erforetation 
1.800.293.4463 
e-mad: salesUSA0beyerdynamic.com 
56 Central Ave., Farmingdale, NY 11735 

MPD 200 Power Supply 

Purchase an MCC. 100 

or MCC) 101 in 1999 

and vve will send you a 

$25.- pre-paid gas card 

to thank you! 

Contact beyerdynamic 

for further details. 

VayearSr--ji 
ans 

fre*1 

beyerdynamic... fide/lee ' 

beyerdynamic)))) 
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KEVIN KILLEN 
ON RECORDING PETER GABRIEL, ELVIS COSTELLO AND MORE 

ii
th i( evin Killen has worked with 

some of the most brilliant 
artists in pop music. His di-

verse discography is evidence that 
he's an all-around type, with the 
ability to go with the flow of an 
artist's vision while still keeping 
both feet solidly on the control 
room floor. That discography con-
tains at least one indisputable mas-
terpiece—Peter Gabriel's So. He's 
done five albums with Elvis Costel-
lo, including the much-lauded The 
Juliet Letters, and he's engineered 
and mixed for U2, Marc Cohn, 
Shawn Colvin, Jane Siberry, Sam 
Phillips, Bryan Ferry, Lindsey Buck-
ingham and Kate Bush. His recent 
work has included mixes for the 
chart-topping The Book of Secrets 
from Loreena McKennit, and for 
Spirit, Jewel's latest CD. 
A resident of Manhattan who 

was born in Dublin, in person 
Killen evinces the characteristically 

Irish trait of understatement—a 
kind of bottom-line practicality that 
doesn't allow for the attaching of 
undue importance to matters. But 
under that practical surface are 
some other characteristics common 
to the Irish: passion, a sense of 
humor, a highly literate sensibility, 
and an innate understanding of 
magic and romanticism. 
When Mix visited with him to 

share a cup of tea at his home on 
New York's Upper West Side, he 
was taking a break from mixing for 

Columbia artist Kim Sozzi and 
recording and mixing for Sophie B. 
Hawkins' latest. 

How's the New York studio scene 
these days? 
There are a lot of great rooms still, 
but when I first moved here there 
were more. There was Power 
Station, CBS, RCA, A&R, Skyline 
Studios—a lot of those big tracking 
rooms don't exist anymore, and it's 
a shame. I think Hit Factory has the 
biggest room in the city now, and 
there's also Clinton, which is a 
good, big room with an old Neve 
that's great for orchestras. 
Do you like to work on older 
equipment? 
Well, I love the way the old Neves 
sound, and I also like a lot of the 
new equipment—the Capricorn 

BY MAUREEN DRONEY 

console, the new 3348 HR ma-
chine, and I've been using Pro 
Tools when it's necessary to re-jig 
the tracks. I like technology, but it 
has to be for the right set of cir-
cumstances—not just to say, 'You 
have to use this because it's what I 
always use.' The old gear definitely 
has more personality, but the new 
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Music to your ears 

FIVEK1I R  

Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000 
Soundcraft US 1-615-360-0471 

No endorsement implied 

In-ear monitoring places special demands on a 

monitor mixing console. The FIVE Monitor is 

perfectly equipped to respond. A choice of 26 or 

34 bus versions and frame sizes up to 60 

channels provides up to 17 stereo or 34 mono 

mixes. And, for added flexibility, a press of a global 

button is all that's required to configure a pair of 

outputs as stereo, also converting the send controls to 

operate as level and par'. 

As part of the Soundcraft Series FIVE family, sound 

quality, reliability and familiarity can all be taken for 

granted. So for a monitor corsole capable of taking the 

most sophisticated in-ear set-up in its stride, FIVE 

Monitor will be music to your ears. 

www.soundcraft.com 

e Soundcraft 
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stuff allows you to do things you could-
n't possibly have done ten or 20 years 
ago. It's a great thing to be able to take 
five different drum performances, ma-
nipulate them and get the best without 
ending up with a track that feels stilted. 
You can do that now and still keep life 
and integrity in a performance. 
I don't think of Dublin as being much 
of a recording center before U2—how 
did you get into the business? 
I started in Dublin in 1979. The 
traditional Irish music scene 
was actually pretty healthy at 
the time, with The Chieftains, of 
course, and Clannad. There was 
also Thin Lizzy, the Boomtown 
Rats... 
I was in Trinity College 

studying sciences, but very in-
terested in music, and a friend 
of mine told me there was a 
studio in town looking for a 
trainee. The studio was called 
Lombard, and the studio man-
ager was this crusty old charac-
ter named Pat Murphy, who 
asked, `Why do you want to 
work in the studio business? It's 
late hours, the pay is lousy, you 
drink way too much coffee and 
you don't get much sleep.' I 
said I thought it was interesting 
work, and he decided to give 
me a job based on the fact that 
he liked the jacket I was wear-
ing, which was my father's. 
Oh, come on. 
No, he told me afterwards it re-
minded him of something he 
wore in the '40s, so he thought I 
must be okay. Think of it— 
some stupid thing like that and I started 
working at a studio, and I stayed almost 
two years. It was a jingle house in the 
morning between nine and one and 
then an album project studio between 
two and midnight. At the time the 
punk/new wave explosion was hap-
pening in England, and everyone want-
ed to be in a band, so the studio let us 
bring in bands for something like 100 
dollars a night for everything. Of 
course, we'd stay up all night and work, 
and within six months I was already en-
gineering. 
How did you get to Windmill Lane? 
I worked with this one jingle writer 
over a couple of months. One morning 
I did a session with him, and that after-
noon he went down to Windmill Lane 
to work on another session with Brian 
Masterson, the chief engineer. When 

they finished he asked Brian to run off 
a transfer of what we'd done that morn-
ing and, as Brian was doing it, he was 
listening, and he asked who the engi-
neer was. The client said, "Oh, it's 
Kevin up at Lombard who's actually 
quite good." I got a call the next day, 
saying there might be an opening. 

It was the best studio between Lon-
don and Dublin, and I thought it would 
be a very good move, so I went and 
stayed for close to four years. I had to 
go back to doing assisting. hut the 

Kevin Killen and Bryan Ferry 

longer I stayed, the more engineering I 
did, and I got to work on some great 
projects. 
What was it like to work with U2 back 
then? 
It was great fun. At first it was mostly 
assisting, then more engineering as time 
went on. The War record was the first 
record I worked on with them, and we 
did the whole record in six weeks with 
Steve Lillywhite. The days were really 
long, and it felt like this little communal 
project that everybody was in togeth-
er—you felt that you were part of 
something special. And working with 
Steve Lillywhite was an incredible ex-
perience. He had great energy in the 
studio and was the perfect producer for 
them at that point in their career; he re-
ally helped to shape it. 

At the end of four years it was, "Shall 

I stay a full-time staff person and work 
in a small market or should I move 
somewhere else?" That was 1984. My 
boss, Brian, encouraged me to spread 
my wings and consider moving—being 
Irish in London wasn't a big advantage, 
so I thought I might come to New York. 
And I came over here, not having a job, 
not knowing whether I would stay, not 
really knowing anybody. I just threw 
caution to the wind. It was difficult—it's 
not an easy transition to come from a 
different country. Even though it's Eng-

lish-speaking it involves 
proper working papers, 
things like that, although it 
wasn't as strict then as it is 
now. 
But even before you got es-
tablished in New York you 
found yourself back in the 
British Isles. 
Yes, Daniel Lanois was to 
be producing an album for 
Peter Gabriel. They were 
going to record in what 
was actually a cow shed on 
Peter's property near Bath, 
England, and originally 
Daniel thought he'd bring 
an engineer in for the mix. 
He knew I'd up and come 
to America, so he thought I 
had the courage to tackle 
the task. Once they got 
going on the project they 
called me to come over 
and help record as well. 
A cow shed. 
Yes, the worst thing is that 
it really was very cold. 
When I arrived there 

were two analog 24-track 
machines, a Studer A80, 

and a Studer A80 shell that had been 
modified by a local electronics wizard, 
with its own audio cards and transport 
controls. A month before I arrived, as 
Dan explained it to me, and the day be-
fore the band arrived for basic tracking, 
Peter had installed a synchronizer to link 
the two machines, and somehow the 
two machines weren't talking to each 
other properly. The stock Studer had an 
FM card and the modified Studer had a 
DC card, and the synchronizer thought 
they were both FM cards, so there were 
incorrect pulses being sent to the sec-
ond machine. The way Peter was work-
ing, he had a demo of each song with 
piano, maybe a Prophet pad and a Linn 
drum machine, that he would put up on 
the B machine, which was the modified 
machine, and he would play that to the 
musicians in the studio. They would 
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"This product deserves its status as an indus-
try standard, and is highly recommended." 

—The Tapeless Studio 

"Incredible price,performance ratio." 

— Game Developer 

"A host of new high-end features add 
more flavor to an already delicious 
cake ... The real-time MIDI effects are 
totally new and very cool." 

— Electronic Musician 

"Those who've used Cakewalk (Pro 
Audio) for years will appreciate the new 
tools and features and will wonder how 
they got along without them." 
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Pro Audio 8 is available worldwide. 

Visit www.cakewalk.com 
or call 888-CAKEWALK. 
Cakewalk is a registered trademark, and Cakewalk Pro Audio and 
the Cakewalk logo are trademarks of Twelve Tone Systems, Inc 
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-The addition of non-destructive gain 
and pan envelopes, non-destructive 
MIDI effects, flexible mixer console 
and 24-bit/96 kHz sampling rate 
make Cakewalk Pro Audio a bona fide 
production powerhouse." 
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MIX MASTERS 

then play along with that in their head-
phones, and record all their parts onto 
the A machine. They'd also copy some 
parts across from the demo to the A ma-
chine. They'd do a couple of takes, say 
on "Sledgehammer," and instead of 
leaving the demo reel up on the B ma-
chine they would take the first set of 
performances and put that bit on the B 
machine, so the musicians could then 
hear that in their headphones along 
with the demo rhythms—all that infor-
mation was getting transferred across to 
the A machine along with the second 
set of performances. And they kept 
doing that, so they could constantly ref-
erence quickly back to a part they'd just 
played. 
They were recording new takes while 
hearing the previous ones, and run-
ning two machines all the time. 
Yes, and what happened was that the 
two machines were slipping ever so 
slightly. With each pass the problem got 
compounded, so that when you took 
tape one, and locked it up to tape six, 
they drifted. Add to that the fact that 
Studer A80s are notoriously unreliable 
at the front and back of the reel, and it 
made for a real mess. There were parts 
of each performance that you simply 
couldn't sync together. 

But they had all these great perfor-
mances, and it became my job to corral 
them together. Dan and Peter sat down 
and built up lists of what they wanted 
to get, say from tape six to tape one on 

the same song, and we planned to 
somehow edit these pieces together. 
I arrived around the end of May, and 

the first part was getting familiar with 
the songs. There were musicians com-
ing in during the day, and Peter was 
working on vocal ideas, so we had to 
try to isolate a performance that would 
be the master track of the song, and 
somehow keep tracks open so that we 
could edit in the pieces that we wanted 
from other takes. Late at night, after 
Peter had left, we'd work on retrieving 
the tracks we needed. 
The musicians were overdubbing to 
parts that weren't _final? 
Yes, but with Peter—and this is proba-
bly true to this day—you're never really 
sure of what the final part is going to 
be, because he's constantly writing the 
lyrics, and seeing what will work. 
Sometimes he'd come up with a great 
lyric, and there'd be some part that did-
n't work with the vocal—so we were 
constantly changing. 

Finally, I decided the best way to 
proceed would be to edit the multi-
tracks into a more structured form and 
put it on one tape machine that we 
knew was reliable. In New York I'd 
used the Mitsubishi 32-track, and I pro-
posed that we should get one. Then I 
set about editing whatever needed to be 
done—if there were four reels per song, 
I would have to do the same edits on 
each reel and hope they all were good. 
The process of getting stuff back from 
slave reel number five to master reel 
number one involved sometimes lining 

VE VIA HILO SELECTED CREDITS 
CO-PRODUCING/ 
ENGINEERING/ 
MIXING 
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Harbinger 

Elvis Costello 

Kojack Variety, 
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So 

MIXING 

Jewel 
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The Book of Secrets 
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U2 

The Unforgettable Fire, 

Under a Blood Red Sky, 

War 

Bryan Ferry 

Bête Noire 

Patti Smith 

Dream of Life 
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up the 2-inches and flying between 
them manually, bit by bit. In July we got 
an AMS sampler with 14 seconds of 
sampling time, so we could actually 
sample four or five measures of music 
and fly it in that way, which helped. By 
September we had everything over to 
the 32-track machine. 
But when you mixed you ended up 
locking three machines anyway. 
Yes, Peter felt that some things sound-
ed better coming off the analog, partic-
ularly certain percussion elements, and 
he was right. But then, we never really 

sat down and mixed, you see. Most 
records get broken down into peri-
ods—pre-production, tracking, over-
dubs, the mix. With Peter, we never 
really entered into those phases. We 
were always mixing. So by October, 
we'd put up a mix, with whatever over-
dub had been achieved that day, and I 
would always store the mix on the SSL 
and take down documentation. Then, 
at some point we'd decide, "That's a re-
ally good reference for that track," and 
from then on we'd always reference 
back to that particular mix. So, if all of 
a sudden we were having background 
singers come in, we'd recall the mix 

— 112.11 

A music store is a great place to buy your 
musical instruments. But sophisticated 
recording equipment like workstations, 
tape machines and high end signal 
processing are not the forte of music 

stores. Never has been, never will be. 

At EAR, professional audio for 
recording, production and sound 
reinforcement has been our 
speciality since 1977. We offer 
expert advice from veteran 

professionals in the industry and sell 
professional audio equipment at 

nationally competitive pricing. 

This business means more to us 
than just a quick sale. We're here for 
the long haul. 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
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Digital Multitrack 
Audio-Video/Workstations 
Recording Consoles/Mixers 
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and do all the patches, crosspatches, 
etc., so that they would hear the best 
possible interpretation of the song. By 
the time the album was "mixed," the 
mixes had already been going on for 
three or four months. And, of course, 
the patchbay was a mess. You couldn't 
see anything. 
Do you remember how you recorded 
Peter's voice? 
We used a tube 47. Peter always main-
tained that he'd used a handheld 57 in 
the control room on his previous 
records. Dan and I were skeptical, so 
we did a test. We set up a bunch of 
mics, and we blindfolded Peter and had 
him sing into each and tell us which 
one he liked the best. It came down to 
one, and he was sure it was the 57. 
When we took the blindfold off, of 
course it was the 47. 

But there was a funny sound to that 

The old gear 

definitely has more 

personality, 

but the new stuff 

allows you to do things 

you couldn't possibly 

have done ten or 

20 years ago. 

47. It had much more air than you 
would normally expect—very pleasing 
sounding, but not as much bottom as 
you'd expect. We had our maintenance 
guy, Neil Perry, take a look and it 
turned out that one of the cables had a 
little nip in it. It wasn't getting full con-
tact on the shield, and when he recon-
nected it back up it sounded much 
fuller—but the presence that we loved 
was gone. So we rigged up a system 
where we plugged the output of the 
mic into the patchbay, and we took the 
shield off a regular patch cord and used 
a mult of the two things; we brought 
the mic up on two faders to duplicate 
that sound—the regular 47 and the 
dropped shield version of it—and we'd 
balance between them. 
What about the rest of the chain? 
Peter had an old Decca compressor, 
kind of like an LA2A, very smooth, very 
slow. I set it up for a minimum amount 
of compression. I chose not to use a lot 
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of EQ, mostly because I knew we'd be 
dropping in lines further down the road. 
We'd have EQ on the monitor side. 
What outboard equipment did you 
have? 
We had an AMS DMX1580 and an 
RMX16, an EMT 140 plate, and we used 
the studio as a chamber. I recall a Sony 
DRE1000 reverb unit, four Decca com-
pressors, a couple of LA2As, and tape 
slap. Not a lot of outboard—we printed 
effects as we went along. The console 
was very small; I think just 56 in. We 
only had six echo sends, because I was 

using so many of the small faders for 
tape returns, and we had to constantly 
figure out different ways to get into de-
vices. We would often chain effects to-
gether—send a signal to the AMS for 
delay, then out of that into another 
delay, like the Deltalab DL2 with the 
extra delay module that gave almost a 
second of delay time. We'd do a lot of 
things that would shimmer back and 
forth, then come out of that and patch 
into a reverb: By sending one thing you 
could get three effects. 
Did you know you were working on a 
great record? 
We knew it was good, hut I don't know 

,vrpriimmmirnitrfcÉi;¡, . 
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Visit us at www.LawsonMicrophones.com to 
see how others are reliving the magic! 

that we knew it was going to be one of 
those hugely successful records, be-
cause it took ten months and by the 
time we were finished we were just re-
lieved to be done. 
I sent a copy of the record to my 

friend Randy Ezratty in New York, and 
after he listened, he said, "You're going 
to get so much work from this, you 
have no idea." And he was right. The 
So record was very pivotal for me. I'm 
sure without it I would have had some 
success, but that tended to put me in a 
different place. Since then I've gone 
through periods that got a little dry, but 
for the most part people say, "You've 
done that record and you've done this 
record, therefore there's a level of con-
sistency between all your work." Which 
is really what you want people to look 
at—you want them to judge you from 
your whole body of work, as opposed 
to just the last record that you did. 
Your credit on Elvis Costello's The Juliet 
Letters reads "recorded, engineered and 
balanced by..." 
Yes, it really was a capturing of a per-
formance in a room, and I think Elvis 
wanted the credits to accurately reflect 
that. We didn't do any editing between 
tapes, and there were no drop-ins. We 
found a space we thought would sound 
good for the quintet, a studio in London 
called The Church, owned by Dave 
Stewart of Eurythmics, and we set about 
just trying to capture that sound—un-
like some records where you reshape 
the sound of the record or you redirect 
it, perhaps in a direction the artist had 
never imagined going. 

They'd performed the pieces in a 
couple of different venues in London, 
and had settled with a setup they 
liked—two violins, Elvis in the middle, 
then viola and cello—and that's how he 
wanted to do it. But it was such a big 
space, and so live, that when Elvis start-
ed singing he basically drowned out the 
quartet. 
He was using monitors? 
No, he was just singing into the room 
and was still overpowering the quartet. 
So I built a little house with a hutch on 
top using baffles and gobos. The sight-
lines were clear, he was still in the same 
space as everybody else, but his voice 
was more contained from the other mi-
crophones. I spotted a couple of mies 
around the quartet, and a couple of 
stereo room mics and a vocal mic, and 
that was it. I set the balance, then Elvis 
worked the vocal microphone, and if 
the quartet felt something was wrong 
with the balance, they would adjust 
themselves. 
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It was a fun project, because what 
you heard was what you'd be getting 
on the record. You weren't ever think-
ing, "Well, when we put the horns on 
here it's going to be so much better," or 
"When we add drums..." If it didn't 
work as a quintet it was never going to 
work. 

Some people have a hard time with 
that record. They think Elvis stepped 
out of his element and pushed the 
boundaries too much. But that's what I 
love about working with him—he's in-
terested in all kinds of music and he 
wants to explore that. He takes a lot of 
chances. 

It's always a pleasure to work with 
someone like that. You know the record 
is going to be of a certain quality and 
that vocally the performances are going 
to be spectacular, with a certain emo-
tional intensity attached, be it good or 
bad. They are intense records, both to 

I learned from 

Steve Lillywhite and 

Dan Lanois 

to commit to sounds 

and performances 

early on. 

make and to listen to. It's a rollercoaster, 
but at the end of the day you can say, 
"This is a really honest piece of work." 
What mics did you use? 
One was a Calrec stereo Sound Field. 
From the control room you could con-
trol the shape of the pattern—you 
could listen on headphones and decide 
how much of the M/S pattern you 
wanted, and you could turn the angle 
around. Other than that, Neumanns-
67s on the violins and violas, TLM170s 
on the cello, and for Elvis a 47. 
You do your own engineering when 
you produce—it's a big job to do both. 
It is, but there's a rationale that labels 
apply when they're looking for a pro-
ducer/engineer. Some of it's financial, 
because they feel they can get two for 
the price of one, but also they realize 
that part of your production values are 
inherent in the sound you get. 

It's a style. Obviously, I developed 
my craft as an engineer, starting as an 
assistant, progressing through junior en-
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gineer to engineer to producing. I didn't 
start out to be a producer; I just always 
felt that my role was to help make the 
recording the best possible. I did what-
ever it took to make the session go as 
smoothly as possible and to be as cre-
ative as possible. At some point people 
started taking that as an indication that I 
was capable of producing. Making sug-
gestions, trying things out—it was a nat-
ural way to go, and when someone 
offered me a chance to produce I 
thought, "Well, I'll try it." 

Production really is a black art, and 
it seems at labels these days, everybody 
thinks the producer is the most impor-
tant cog in the wheel. But that's not 
necessarily true. A good producer can't 
turn a bad song into a great song. You 
can make it sound great, and get inter-
esting performances, but if the songs 
aren't there, it really doesn't matter. 
I don't produce records back to 

back—I do one or two records a year. 
I'd like to do more, but it's not my dri-
ving ambition to only produce. I do a 
bunch of mixing projects, and some-
times I'll do just straight engineering. 
Like with Elvis and Burt [Bacharach], 

Kevin Killen in the studio, Bath 1985 

where it was just great to be involved. 
So you're more project-oriented than 
role-oriented 
I want to produce those artists that I 
really have an affinity for, because if 
you spend three months in a room 
with somebody and you don't like 
them, its a very long time. 

If it's someone you haven't worked 
with, you have no idea what they're 
going to be like. You have no idea 
what kind of strange behavior they 
might exhibit, or what they might per-
ceive as your strange behavior. You're 
in that melting pot of the studio, and 
the pressure's on to make a hit record, 

ANEVpr 
çgv 411'16 CD 3706P 
Unattended CD Duplication and Printing 

6- Drive / 175 CD-R Capacity 

Simple ONE- BUTTON Operation 

Copies All Current CD Formats 

First System with Pro Audio Compare Mode 

Analog / Digital Audio Import Options 

CD-3706P Is a trademarks of MediaFORM, Inc. 
All other trademarks remain the property of 
their respective companies. 

Automated Spindle Based CD-R 
Copier with Integrated Printer 

WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 
CD DUPLICATORS 
MediaFORM's award winning family of CD-R duplicating 
products continues to provide a wide range of features 
and capabilities. Contact us today for more information 
on these products. MediaFORLI products are sold 
though a world wide network of quality distributors. 

MediaMR1111' 
400 Eagleview Boulevard • Exton, PA 19341 
Phan: 610-458-9200 • fax: 610-458-9554 

Toll Free in the USA 800-220-1215 
email: infoemediaform.com 

web: http://www.mediaform.com 
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At Cirrus Logic we know that when a musician puts heart and 

soul into a performance, hearing a recording made with poor 

quality equipment is a real let down. To ensure that every note 

played reproduces perfectly, our engineers have developed the 

Crystal CS5396 - the first analog-to- digital audio converter to 

break the 120-dB dynamic range barrier. The ( S5396 is 
0100.1..0.0 

IMIF also the first 24-bit AID converter to support the 

emerging 96 kHz double sample rate, so it's perfect for 
PROCESSINO 

multi-track recorders, professional DAT recorders, CD and DVD 

mastering systems and digital mixing consoles. 

Negligible distortion, low noise, and performance that exceeds 

the very best analog audio are also key qualities of the Crystal 

CIRRUS LOGIC 

CS5394 - the AjD converter for applications that require 21-bit 

conversion, up to 48 kHz sampling, 117- dB dynamic range and 104-dB 

TliD+ N. The CS5394 is also pin-compatible with the (35396. 

BENEFIT FEATURES 

CS5394 CS5396 

• High Resolution 24-bit 24-bit 

• Ultra Dynamic Range 117 dB (A-Weighted) 120 dB (A-Weighted) 

• Low Noise and Distortiiin >103 dB THD + N >105 dB THD + N 

• Adjustable Sampling Rates 32, 44.1, 48 kHz 32, 44.1, 48, 96 kHz 

• Internal Anti-Alias Filter Linea, Phase Filter, Linear Pitase Filter, 

>117 dB Stopband Rejection >117 dB Stopband Rejection 

To find out how to bring his recordings to life, call us at 

(8 00) 888-5016 or log on to www.cirrus.com for a free 

product sample. 
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or a successful record—God knows 
what's going to happen. You've got to 
make sure you like the person enough 
to hang out with them for three months. 
What equipment do you own? 
A rack of 1064A Neve mic preamp and 
EQ modules, which I picked up at 
Ocean Way years ago, a TC 2290 and a 
1210, a couple of Eventides, a bunch of 
API 560 graphic EQs, a Manley stereo 
compressor, a bunch of Distressors, 
some mics, a bunch of pedals and 
boxes. I also cart around my own 
amps, speakers and cables. I use 

PURE 
Impedance mode switch for full output 

into 2 or 4 Ohms (AP800 & AP2020) 

DC-fault speaker protection 

Thermal & load safeguards 

Defeatable limiter & ground lift 

Toroidal power supply 

Subsonic filter 

United States 

Yorkville Sound Inc. 
4625 Witmer Industrial Estate 

ProAcs. They're English speakers that I 
use with a Cello amplifier. I got turned 
on to them by Randy Ezratty and by 
Bob Ludwig. 
I also have a little portable SADiE 

workstation, which I really like. I use it 
for flying stuff around or album se-
quencing. SADiE is a great company, 
very dedicated—when I bought the unit 
they convinced me to put a modem 
into it, saying, "Your learning curve will 
be slow in the beginning, you're going 
to make mistakes, and that way you 
can just call us, and we'll call into the 
machine." That's what I did; they would 
call into the machine and I'd be on the 

o 
1200W x2 
• 4Q 

1200W x2 
@ 2Q 

600W x2 
@ 2 or 4Q 

400W x2 
Cd) 2 or 4g2 

POWER 
Switchable mono/stereo/bridge modes 

Superior transient response 

Binding post & SpeakonTM connectors 

Balanced XLR and 1/4" TAS Inputs 

SilentFanni variable speed DC fan cooling 

2 year worry-free, transferable warranty 
(valed In USA and Carrada only) 

Canada 

Yorkville Sound 
550 Granite Court 

other line, and they'd control it from 
their office in Nashville. I was getting a 
tutorial over the phone. 
How would you describe yourself as an 
engineer? You don't seem to be hard 
and fast about anything. 
You can't be hard and fast, because 
every situation is different. Even though 
you may be recording the same combi-
nation of bass, drums, guitars, vocalists, 
there will be something unique about 
that particular combination that you 
won't have encountered before. The 
room, or the performance ability, or the 
instrumentation—you have to be a bit 
of a chameleon and to move around 
and adapt quickly. 

It's easy to go astray. And that's a 
function of the methodology of the 
producer and the recording engineer. 
I learned from Steve Lillywhite and 
Dan Lanois to commit to sounds and 
performances early on. The most im-
portant thing is to make decisions and 
not to leave choices until the last 
minute, because then you're left with 
too many options. And, in the studio, 
when you have to sift through all the 
various permutations it could take two 
days. That drains your energy. It's bet-
ter to commit. 

I'm mixing a project right now that 
has 96 tracks of material. It takes seven 
or eight hours just to sift through and 
get organized; it doesn't fall naturally to 
the fingertips. You're stretched out all 
over this huge console and you can't 
get things condensed enough to where 
you feel like you control the track. In-
stead it's controlling you. You're just 
fighting to get the beast under control 
so you can do your job of making it a 
better record. All you're doing is think-
ing about where that sound is coming 
in, and you're looking at the meter 
bridge trying to find out where these 
tracks are—there's three machines 
synched up and you're thinking, why 
do people work this way? 

So for the most part I work 24-track 
if I can. 
Is there a philosophy that has guided 
your career? 
Well, Daniel Lanois gave me a great 
piece of advice in 1984 during the mak-
ing of U2's The Unforgettable Fire. He 
told me to concentrate on one or two 
disciplines and become an expert at 
them. Rather than be a jack of all trades, 
become an expert at whatever is im-
portant to you. And I'm still trying to do 
just that. 

Maureen Droney is Mix 's Los Angeles 
editor. 

Niagara Falls, NY 14305 Pickering, Ontario L1W 3Y8 
716.297.2920 • Fax: 716.297 3689 www.yorkviiie.com 905.837.8481 • Fax: 905.839.5776 
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Trouble mounting? 
MacOpener" opens Macintosh disks and files in Windows. Instantly. 

Need to open Mac audio files on your Windows PC but can't read the Macintosh disk they're on? 
Then fix the problem with MacOpener. It's the easiest way to share graphics, publishing, audio, video 

or other files between Macintosh and Windows PCs_ MacOpener lets you copy files to and from all 
Macintosh media including lomega Zip and Jaz, SyQuest, optical disks and more. It even lets you 

read Mac CD-ROMs on your PC. No wonder MacOpener is the #1 selling solution for cross-platform 
disk and file access! 

For handling even more file formats, check out Conversions Plus', the 
leading file conversion program. Conversions Plus has all the features 

of MacOpener, plus it translates hundreds of different file formats. 

Open Macintosh files 
and Disks in Windows. 

Instantly. 

MacOpener F 
,44.1W8.. lit Flom BM, • lonwqa lip • tos.» lar • Sii(isest 
kield-C» (8-110kh • Opti,4111k1t • Hai/ Dtive, • ha i4ne 

We're DataViz and we've been solving Mac to PC compatibility 
problems for over 15 years. So come to us next time you have 

trouble mounting. And we'll solve your problem. Instantly. 

For answers to all your Mac to PC disk and file compatibility 
needs, call us at 1-800-270-0C30 Ext 189 or visit our 

web site at http://www.dataviz.com/mix 

DATAI 
Compatibility Instantly. 

Runs on Windows 3.1. Windows 95 & 98.. Windows NT. 

e 
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Of the various audio devices grouped under the heading of "out-

board gear," noise gates are seemingly the least complicated. They 

open, they shut. Unlike EQ and reverbs, gates neither add nor sub-

tract from the signal, and though the gate/expander may be 

thought of as a compressor/limiter in reverse, the audible effects of 

a properly adjusted gate are rarely held to be desirable. All of the 

adjustable parameters on a gate are designed to help make its op-

eration inaudible, or at least unobjectionable. 

The primary function of a gate is as a fix-it tool, yet there are 

some creative applications for gating and expansion. Though most 

commonly used to control leakage in studio and live performance, 

and to mute noisy tracks, gate/expanders can also be used to cre-

ate special dynamic effects. Just as compression can reduce the dy-

namic range of a signal by a selectable ratio, expansion can 

increase the dynamics of a signal. Also, most gates provide a key 

input, which can be used to tailor frequency-conscious gating and 

expansion. This feature enables an engineer to "tune" a gate to 

open on a tom-tom hit while remaining closed for cymbal crashes, 

for example. The key input also allows the attack and decay en-

velope of one instrument to be reshaped by another. Thus, a bass 

track may be "keyed" by the kick drum track, which results in the 

bass appearing to play only in absolute sync with the kick drum. 

An 

Open 

And 

Shut 

Case 

BY CHRIS MICHIE 
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Perhaps due to their specialized nature, there 
are fewer manufacturers of gate/expanders than 
of other signal processing categories. Of course, 
many compressor/limiters also include a gate 
and/or expansion function, as do some EQs and 
even a few reverb devices. But for this article, 
we've concentrated on those devices that are 
solely designed as gate/expanders, and we have 
restricted the list to include only one top-grade 
device from each manufacturer. 

The Aphex Model 622 Expander/Gate incor-
porates proprietary detection circuitry and Logic 
Assisted Gate Circuitry for positive, stable and ac-
curate triggering regardless of attack time. Trig-
ger threshold, attack time, hold time, release 
time, expander ratio and attenuation range are 
fully adjustable. Additional features include para-
metric key input filters with 24dB/octive slopes 
and a key monitor headphone jack that allows 
the key input to be monitored without disrupt-
ing audio output. A dedicated downward ex-
pander mode offers ratios from 1.2:1 to 10:1, and 
there is a switchable ducking mode. I/Os are 
servo-balanced and +4/-10dB operation is rear 
panel selectable. The 622 uses high-quality VCAs 
providing a stated dynamic range of 119 dB, and 
the unit includes a five-year limited warranty. 
Price: $795. 
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Valley Audio Model 451 Gatex II 

The Sixgate'" 6-channel noise gate from ARX 
Systems offers fast, low-noise circuitry and an in-
tuitive, user-friendly layout. Attack time is pro-
gram-dependent—a circuit tracks the incoming 
signal to automatically determine optimum gate 
response—and front panel controls for each gate 
include threshold, depth and release. Each of the 
six low-noise, opto-isolated gates has its own 
sidechainr key input, a hard-wire bypass switch 
and a blank panel above each gate for writing 
gate assignments. VOs on insulated TRS jack con-
nectors are true differential balanced. AC power 
input is via a standard IEC connector, with built-
in fuse and voltage switch. Price: $460. 

The Behringer Multigate Pro XR4400 4-chan-
nel expander/gate has an Interactive Hold Con-
trol that automatically applies a hold element, 
depending on the release time chosen for natural 
fade characteristics. Hold and release parameters 
are also manually adjustable. The unit operates as 
two stereo gates, one stereo and two mono gates, 
or as a three- or four-way linked gate. Akio in-
cluded are parametric sidechain filters with 
sidechain monitor, and level/threshold and gain 
reduction displays. XLR and TRS I/0s are servo-
balanced. Price: $249.99. 

The DR-522 Dual Gate in BSS Audio's Opal 
Series offers a comprehensive array of features 
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including a ducking function. A para-
metric key filter precisely tunes the 
trigger signal, with filter width ad-
justable to a tenth of an octave. A Key 
Listen switch allows quick filter adjust-
ment by ear. A momentary Check Key 
function forces the gate open for mon-
itoring the below-threshold signal. In 
addition to adjustable threshold/at-
tack/hold/release controls, the range 
control sweeps from open to -80 dB of 
gain reduction. An LED signal meter in-
dicates the key signal strength relative 
to the preset threshold, along with a 
two-LED Open-Shut indicator. Auto 
Dynamic Enhancement is designed to 
restore punch when slower attack 
times are selected on transient-rich sig-
nals such as drums. I/Os are balanced 
XLR; the sidechain inserts are balanced 
TRS jacks. Price: $799. 

Part of the dbx 900 Series of modular 
signal processing, the 904 expander/gate 
module incorporates dbx's OverEasy3 
action for smooth onset of gating. Atten-
uation limit, attack and release rates and 
threshold are all adjustable. The 904 fea-
tures a Programmed Latch mode that 
mutes a channel until an above-thresh-
old signal is present. It then latches open 
until reset. The 904 can act as a very fast 
voltage-controlled, below-threshold 

downward expander. It senses the level 
of an input or keying signal and deter-
mines whether the level is below 
threshold. If it is, the signal gets attenu-
ated; if not, it passes at unity (OdB) gain. 
The amount of signal attenuation is a 
function of its own level and the 904's 

decay and range controls, the DS201 
features variable highpass and lowpass 
filters for frequency-conscious gating. 
(Drawmer pioneered the concept of fre-
quency-conscious gating, and the 
DS201 was the first noise gate to in-
clude this feature.) Additional features 

Though most commonly used to control 

leakage in studio and live 

performance, and to mute noisy tracks, 

gate/expanders can also be 

used to create special dynamic effects. 

Attenuation, Limit, Ratio and Threshold 
settings. Additionally, two 904 modules 
can be strapped for stereo operation. 
Price: $299.95 

The DS201 Dual Noise Gate from 
Drawmer is a 2-channel unit that incor-
porates a number of features pioneered 
by Drawmer and not found on conven-
tional noise gates. In addition to com-
prehensive envelope, attack, hold, 

flOISE GATE EillifliffliCTURERS 
Aphex Systems 

818/767-2929 

Web site: www.aphexsys.com 

Circle 201 on Product Info Card 

ARX Systems 

61/39/555-7859 

Web site: www.arx.com.au 

Circle 202 on Product Info Card 

Behringer 

49/21/549-2060 

Web site: www.behringer.de 

Circle 203 on Product Info Card 

BSS Audio 

615/360-0277 

Web site: vvwwbss.co.uk 

Circle 204 on Product Info Card 

dbx 

801/568-7660 

Web site: www.dbxpro.corn 

Circle 205 on Product Info Card 

Drawmer 

805/241-4443 

Web site: www.transaudiogroup.com 

Circle 206 on Product Info Card 

Furman Sound 

707f763-1010 

Web site: www.furmansound.com 

Circle 207 on Product Info Card 

JBL 

818/894-8850 

Web site: wyvvyiblpro.com 

Circle 208 on Product Info Card 

Klark Teknik 

616/695-6831 

Web site: www.klarkteknik.com 

Circle 209 on Product Info Card 

Symetrix 

425/787-3222 

Web site: www.symetrixaudio.com 

Circle 210 on Product Info Card 

Valley Audio 

316/263-9500 

Web site: yyww.galaxyaudio.com 

Circle 211 on Product Info Card 

include a key input for external trigger-
ing, a key listen facility and three-color 
"traffic light" LEDs to indicate gate sta-
tus. Each channel may be used sepa-
rately for gating or "ducking," and the 
unit is stereo-linkable. I/Os are bal-
anced. Price: $735. Drawmer also 
makes the model DS404 ($1,050), a 4-
channel unit that is similar to the DS201 
but adds selectable hard/soft gate 
action. 

The Furman Sound QN-44 Quad 
Noise Gate features four independent 
noise gate channels. Features include a 
threshold control adjustable from "on" 
to +20 and attack time adjustable from 
50 µsec to 50 msec. Release time is ad-
justable from 5 msec to 5 seconds, and 
attenuation is adjustable from 0 to 80 
dB. A Key Input on each channel al-
lows gating action to be controlled by 
external signals, and an LED indicates 
when each gate is open. Additional fea-
tures include ground lift and on/off 
switches. Price is $429 (or $565 with op-
tional XLR balanced I/O). 

The M644 Noise Gate from JBL of-
fers four discrete channels of gating in a 
single-rackspace unit. Threshold, atten-
uation, attack and release parameters 
are all independently adjustable, and 
the threshold control provides an 80dB 
range. External key inputs on each 
channel allow for gate triggering by an 
external source. The unit features wide 
dynamic range ( 115 dB) and features 
both low distortion (THD 0.03%) and 
a flat response from 10 to 40k Hz. 
Switchable subsonic filters guard against 
low-frequency transducer damage. 
Price: $515. 

Klark Teknik's DN514 Quad Auto 
Gate, a 4-channel gate in a single-rack-
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EAR MONITORSj 

Performance. 
• Increased Isolation 
• Extended Response 
• Greater Ambient Sound Reduction 
• Dual Driver Design for Two-Way Precision 

Full Range or Dual Driver Design • Wireless & Hard Wired Systems 
Global Service & Support • Upgrade Pre-Existing Systems 

From The Innovators of The Technology 

Hear what you've been missing! 

FUTURL (877)FSI-EARS 
SONIC 

Outside the U.S. (215)598-8828 
salesefuturesonics.com 

INconrorta-FE) www.futuresonics.com 
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In Your Dream... you're producing 
a session while reclining leisurely on a stack 

of goose—down pillows, surrounded by agreeable 
musicians with golden, perfectly—tuned 

instruments and super models who feed you 
fresh tropical fruits, fan you with palm 

fronds and massage your feet...and any piece 
of professional audio or midi equipment 
you could possibly desire can be rented 
day or night, and delivered to almost 

anywhere in the world and 
in perfect working condition... 

Oh, did we mention we're 

nice people, too, sensitive 

to your tight budgets and 
Dreamhire 

deadlines? Call us on it. 

You'll think you'd died 

and gone to heaven. 
PRO•AUDIO RENTALS 

New York City: ( 212).691.5644 i800.234.536 Nashville: 615.321.5544 (888).321.5544 London: 011.44.181.451.5544 

space chassis, offers extremely low-
noise performance and fast operational 
setup. Each channel has variable thresh-
old and release controls, as well as 
high- and low-frequency filter controls 
for frequency-conscious gating. Attenu-
ation is >84 dB when the gate is closed. 
The unit offers two selectable semi-au-
tomatic attack times, and hold time is 
automatically scaled to the adjustable 
release value. A sync function allows all 
four gates' release times to be synchro-
nized. Each channel offers a key input 
on a TRS connector, and a sidechain 
monitor function simplifies setup. Mas-
ter and channel bypass switches are 
also provided. Inputs are electronically 
balanced XLRs; outputs are unbalanced 
(transformer balancing is optional). A 
tamper-proof front cover is also avail-
able. Price: $ 1,144. 

The Symetrix 562E Windowing Ex-
pander/Gate is a 2-channel unit featur-
ing proprietary Window Advance 
circuitry to optimize the attack enve-
lope by slightly delaying the input sig-
nal, thereby enabling the gate to open 
ahead of the signal's leading edge. The 
562E also includes an Auto Windowing 
function that reduces pops and clicks 
at fast gate settings and yields a natur-
al-sounding envelope. Controls include 
individual threshold/attack/hold/re-
lease controls, plus a pot that deter-
mines gate range (up to 80 dB) or 
expander ratio. Low- and high-fre-
quency filters enable frequency-con-
scious gating/expansion, and a key 
listen facility monitors the key signal 
pre or post the key filter. Front panel 
switches engage the two Window Ad-
vance modes and the external key 
input. LEDs indicate gate action and 
gain reduction (60dB scale). I/0s are 
both XLR (balanced) and TRS (bal-
anced/unbalanced). Price: $579. 

Valley Audio offers the Model 451 
Gatex II 4-channel expander/gate. Front 
panel controls include threshold (60dB 
range), range (up to 80 dB) and release 
time controls. A Program Controlled 
Sustain function automatically lengthens 
release time depending on signal con-
tent. In the single gate mode and in one 
of the two expander modes, the Gatex 
II attack time is a very fast 10 msec. In 
the second expander mode, Program 
Controlled Attack varies attack time 
between 5 msec and 25 msec, depend-
ing on the input signal. A key input 
is switchable from the front panel. 
1/Os are XLR and key input is TRS. Price 
is $699. 
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THE NEW YAMAHA IVISP5 BI—AMP SPEAKERS 

WILL, LITERALLY, BLOW YOU AWAY! 

The jet stream that shoots from the MSP5's vents tells you these speakers are 

powerful. The sound they project is nothing short of astonishing. And the $599 

MSle price per pair ices it—you ABSOLUTELY MUST get these speaKers. 

Inside the magnetically-shielded enclosures, smooth Waveguide 

horns and cual amplifiers—one 27W for the tweeter 

and one 40W for ¡he woofer—create natural, distor-

tion-free sound from 50 Hz to 40 kHz. You get more 

headroom and dynamic range than any other speaker 

in this price range, making the MSP!) perfect for 

monitoring or post-production. And, with a 4-position 

low frequenuy EC switch and 3-position high frequency 

Ea switch, you can tailor the MSP5 output to your own environment 

The Yamaha INSP5. No other speaker can hold a candle to it. So, get to your 

nearest Yanaha Pro Audio dealer and prepare to be, blown away! 

GYAMAHA 
e 999 Yamaha Corporation of America. Pro ladro Products P 0 Box 1600 Buena Park CA 90622 ( 8001 937-71'71 ext. 684 or vé:it us at www.yamaha.cam 
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NEW PRODUCT= 

TASCAM 
PRO DAT RECORDER 
Tascam (Montebello. CA) 
intros the DA-40 profes-
sional DAT recorder, which 
replaces the DA-30 MkII. 
New features include a 
trim control for the analog 
XLR outputs, character 
pack recording and play-
back, two locate points, 
variable Auto ID time set-
tings, auto End ID record-
ing, variable record mute 
time and programmable re-
peat times. Supported sam-
pling rates are 48, 44.1 and 
32 kHz, and the unit will 
record in 16- and 12-bit 
modes. Analog I/Os in-
clude balanced XLR and 
unbalanced RCA; digital 
I/Os are AES/EBU and 
S/PDIF. Price is $ 1,399. 
Circle 327 on Product Info Card 

FOSTEX 8-TRACK 
HARD DISK RECORDER 
The 1)-108 liard disk 
recorder from Fostex (Nor-
walk, CA) offers simultane-
ous recording/reproducing 

on eight tracks and features 
an additional 16 virtual 
tracks and 99 song pro-
grams. Available with a 
variety of removable hard 
disks, the D-108 includes an 
interface for backup to ex-
ternal SCSI devices and also 
supports the .WAV format 
for data transfer to and from 
external DOS-formatted 
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ET1.5R. The 10-amp ET1R 
remains unchanged and 
costs $889. 

recording media. Features 
include a graphical preview 
function for fine editing, a 
six-point edit memory and 
99 locate memories. Digital 
I/Os include optical S/PDIF 
and ADAT connectors; bal-
anced +4 analog connec-
tions are via D-sub 25-pin 
connectors. Options include 
a timecode sync card for 
slaving to LTC, video refer-
ence and word clock. The 
D-108 with removable hard 
drive is $ 1,495. 

ECIUI.7.TECH BALANCED 
POWER SYSTEMS 
Equi="lecli Corporation 
(Selma, OR) re-engineered 
two of its rackmount bal-
anced power systems, re-

ducing their size, weight 
and price. Both the ET2R 
20-amp and the ET1.5R 
15-amp models have been 
reduced from 3U to 2U 
dimensions and weigh ap-
proximately 15 lbs. less than 
previous models. Prices 
have been reduced approxi-
mately 8%, to $ 1,389 for the 
ET2R and $1,189 for the 

Circle 328 on Product Info Card 

HHB CIRCLE 3 MONITORS 
HHB Communications USA 
(Los Angeles) adds the 
Circle 3 to its line of active 
and passive Circle monitor 
loudspeakers. Available 
in active ($895/pair) and 
$495/pair passive versions, 
the Circle 3 combines a 5.5-
inch woofer with a Ferro-
fluid-cooled soft-domed 
tweeter in a 10.6-inch high 
cabinet. The active version 
has two 60-watt amps and 
both balanced XLR and 
unbalanced RCA inputs 
(switchable) 
Circle 329 on Product Info Card 

BENSON 

CONDENSER MIC 
Benson Audio Labs (Mc-
Murray, PA) offers the PC11 
low-cost condenser micro-
phone, a cardioid pattern, 
externally polarized, con-
denser type 
(requires 48V 
phantom 
power). Fea-
turing a low 
mass Mylar di-
aphragm, the PC11 can 
accept SPLs in excess of 
140 dB without distortion 
and has a frequency re-
sponse of 80 to 18k Hz. 
The PC11 is $ 179.90. 
Circle 330 on Product Info Card 

ANTARES 
MICROPHONE MODELER 
Antares Audio Technologies 
(Los Gatos, CA) unveils the 
AMM-1 Microphone Model-
er, a DSP-based unit 
containing precise digital 
models of a wide variety 
of microphones. The user 
simply selects the actual 
microphone in use and the 
desired mic to be modeled; 
the AMM-1 performs the 
necessary processing. In 
addition to containing sonic 
models of current micro-
phone models, the AMM-1 
includes models of the ef-
fects of specific mic options, 
such as low-cut filters and 
windscreens. The mic model 
library is updateable with 
software downloads from 
the Antares Web site. 
Circle 331 on Product Info Card 

AMEK 90981 CONSOLE 
The 9098i Recording and 
Production Console from 
Amek (Nashville) is an in-
line console, available in 
frame sizes from 48 to 120 
mono channels. Optional 
Dual Stereo modules each 
provide two stereo inputs. 
Inputs feature Rupert 
Neve's acclaimed 9098 EQ 
and dynamics processing, 
plus motorized Penny & 
Giles faders for both signal 
paths on each input mod-
ule. Its 48 buses can be 
grouped for LCRS format, in 
addition to an LCRS main 
mix bus. Four additional 

stereo buses allow for 
five-way and six-

way multi-
format sur-

round. 
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PREY! 
There are 16 mono and 
stereo aux buses, with a 
total of 76 balanced mix 
buses. The 9098i's Super-
true" dynamic automation 
system has a redesigned 
user interface with exten-
sive on- and off-line func-
tions. Additional features 
include built-in machine 
control, a high-res TFT 
color screen and a compre-
hensive range of patchbay 
and metering options. 
Circle 332 on Product Info Card 

FURMAN 
MONITOR ROUTER 
The SRM-80 Signal 

Router/Monitor from Fur-
man Sound (Petaluma, CA) 
enables a user to switch 
easily between a console's 
output, up to four stereo 
playback devices (CD, DAT, 
cassette, etc.) and up to 
three pairs of speakers. Bal-
anced XLR connectors are 
provided for Source and A 
inputs and amplifier sends, 
and there are individual 
level controls for each set of 
speakers. B, C and D inputs 
are via RCA jacks, and the 
SRM-80 accepts both +4 and 
-10 input levels. A Source 
Select function allows dub-
bing between the various 
sources (which may be 
monitored on headphones), 
and a 2-channel 40 LED bar 
graph offers both VU and 
PPM modes. Additional fea-
tures include Mono and Dim 
switches and a $79 optional 

remote control. The SR_M-80 
is $399. 
Circle 333 on Product Info Card 

GENELEC: 

DIGITAL MONITORS 

iL ( Natick. \ 1 .!) 
2029A Digital Stereo Moni-
toring System has compact 
near-fields based on the 
award-winning Model 
1029A, analog active 
monitor speaker. Featuring 
internal, low-distortion 
dual amplifiers, the system 
is capable of 110dB peak 
SPLs; a volume knob on 
the right speaker controls 
overall stereo volume. The 
2029A's S/PDIF digital 
input accepts 24-bit word 
length signals, and dynam-
ic range is better than 101 
dB. The 2029As vented 
cast aluminum enclosure 
has a mag-shielded 5-inch 
LF driver; highs are han-
dled by a 3d-inch metal 
dome tweeter coupled to 

a Directivity Control Wave-
guide. Price is $ 1,325/pair. 
Circle 334 on Produd Info Cord 

NEW BEYER MICS 
Beyerdynamic ( Farming-
dale, NY) has introduced 
the MCE 93 condenser 
microphone, a pencil-type 
model featuring a cardioid 
pattern, excellent bass 
response and low-noise 
characteristics. Frequency 
response is 3Ei to 20k Hz; 
max SPL is 139 dB. The 
phantom-powered MCE 93 
is supplied with an elastic 
suspension; a windscreen 
is optional. Price is $599. 
Beyer's M99- is a hypercar-
dioid dynamic mic with 
a two-position switchable 
presence peak. Featuring a 
neodymium magnet system 
and a low-mass Mylar di-
aphragm, the M99 handles 
very high SPLs without 
distortion. 
Circle 335 on Product Info Cord 

SONY OUTBOARD 

ADC/DAC 

Sony Professional (Montvale, 
NJ) debuts the SRP-DC5 2-
channel analog/digital and 
digital/analog converter, 
housed in a single-rackspace 
chassis and featuring a 24-bit 
input stage sampling at 44.1 
or 48 kHz. The unit also 
accepts digital inputs via 
AES/EBU or S/PDIF inputs 
in 16/20/24-bits. Its AES/ 
EBU digital outs are selec-
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HOT Off THE SHELF table to 16/20/24 bits. Dual 
20-segment peak hold 
meters indicate input levels. 
The SRP-DC5 can sync to an 
AES/EBU signal or external 
wordclock at 44.1 or 48 
kHz. I/Os are balanced XLR 
analog and AES/EBIT digital. 

FOCUSRITE COMPOUNDER 
Foeusrite (distributed by 
Group One, Farmingdale, 
NY) debuts the Com-
Pounder dual-mono/ 
stereo-linkable compres-
sor/limiter/gate, the third 
unit in the company's Plat-
inum range processors. 
The unit features low 
distortion, Class A amp 
circuitry, and soft- and 
hard-knee compression 
with a wide range of ratios, 
plus separate limiting 
threshold. A bass expander 
circuit compensates for 
apparent bass loss in hard 
compression and limiting 
situations. The opto 
circuit gate is exceptionally 
quiet and includes an ex-
pander option. Inputs are 
both X1R and TRS, +4 and 
-10dB switchable. A key 
input for triggering the gate 
sidechain is inserted on a 
balanced TRS and may be 
switched from the front 
panel. Price: $899. 
Circle 336 on Product Info Card 

Tascanis Version 3.0 soft-
ware for the MMR-8 and 
MMP-16 modular multitrack 
recorder/player features 
playback support for Akai 
DD-8 and Zaxcom Deva 
files, MIDI Machine Control, 
varispeed and Serial Trans-
port modes and an opti-
mized SCSI driver. The free 
software can be down-
loaded from www.tascam. 
com...Metro Music Produc-
tions has released "The Big 
Red M," a new 99-track vol-
ume in the 3-CD Hat Spots 
collection of 30-second 
music beds. Call 212/229-
1700...CRC Press offers the 
Comprehensive Dictionary 
of Electrical Engineering 
and the AC Power Systems 
Handbook. Call 800;272-
7737 or visit www.crcpress. 
corn...Nemysys Music Tech-
nology has introduced a 512 
voice, 40-gigabyte sampler. 
A fully configured system 
provides 40 gigabytes of 
sampling (expandable to 
72.8 GB), 512 voices of up 
to 4GB in size, and 48 out-
put channels of 20- or 24-
bit audio. Call 310/470-2231 
or visit www.nemesysmu-
sic.com...TC Flectronic's 
UnitY card for the Yamaha 
02R digital console now 

also offers TC's Finalizer 
studio mastering technology 
and 24-bit ADAT/TDIF I/O 
hardware. Call 805/373-
1828 or visit wwvv.tcelec-
tronicusa.com...Prompt 
Publications offers Practical 
Acoustics, an in-depth study 
of the science, by Stephen 
Kamichik. Other available 
books: Simplified Digital 
Signal Processing, Electron-
ic Circuit Guidebook Vol-
ume 5: Digital Circuits and 
the Semiconductor Cross 
Reference CD-ROM. Call 
800/428-7267...For a data 
sheet describing applica-
tions for sound absorbing 
panels in challenging 
acoustic environments, call 
Eckel Industries at 617/491-
3221 or visit www.eckel-
acoustic.com...Sweetwater 
Sound's Total Stereo Session 
Drums CD has been 
remapped for E-mu samplers 
by Alternate Mode. Call 
800/222-4700 or visit 
www.sweetwater.com... 
Net Well Noise Control's 
Fireflex Class A, fire-rated, 
sound absorbing foam pan-
els are designed for wall ap-
plication and are supplied 
in 2x4-foot sheets. Call 
800/638-9355 for free sam-
ples and spec sheets.. Wire-
works TEC256 Multipin 
Cable Tester won a Sound 
Product of the Year/Honor-
able Mention awarded by 
Lighting Dimensions and 
Entertainment Design mag-
azines at the recent LDI98 
trade show.. Independent 
Audio now distributes mics 
from Pearl Lab of Sweden. 
Call 207/773-2424...New 

accessories from Rolls: 
the MX54 Pro-Mix HI is a 
3-channel mic mixer; the 
MX56 Playmate mixes two 
1A-inch line or instrument 
signals, two RCA inputs and 
a single mic input, out-
putting via 'A-inch and RCA 
connectors; the MB15 
Matchbox H converts stereo 
unbalanced signals at -10 
levels to balanced stereo 
line-level signals at +4 
levels, and vice versa. 
Call 801/263-9053 or visit 
www.rolls.com...Take a 
cybertour of the Svetlana 
vacuum tube manufacturing 
plant in St. Petersburg, Rus-
sia. Click on www.svetlana. 
corn...Belden Wire & Cable 
Company has introduced 
three new products in the 
Brilliance* family of cables 
for audio and broadcast 
markets, including a new 
audio snake cable. For 
more information, call 
800/BELDEN-4 or visit 
www.belden.com...The 
1999 CAIG Laboratories Cat-
alog lists a range of prod-
ucts suitable for cleaning 
and protecting electrical 
contacts and connectors. 
Call 619/486-8388 or visit 
www.caig.com...SSL's 
Axiom-MT digital console 
now reads SL 4000 G and 
SL 9000 J Series automation 
data. Channel and group 
fader, and CUT automation 
data from mixes done on 
SL 4000 G and SL 9000 J 
consoles is readable by the 
Axiom-MT, and track lists, 
cue lists and snapshot data 
can be imported from SL 
9000 j consoles. II 
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In our opinion, the best names in the industry 

are professional audio and video contractors 

like you who choose our products again and 

again. In fact, your loyalty is what inspires us 

to design and manufacture innovative equip-

ment that is high- performing and user-friendly. 
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For 15 years, we've worked to provide your 

customers more control and to give you peace 

of mind. A commitment that's paid off. Thanks 

to you, U.S. Audio is hard at work all over the 

world in churches, nightclubs and stadiums 

connecting people with sound. 
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www.whirtwindusa.com 
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AARDVARK 

AARK DIRECT PRO 

Aardvark (www.aardvark-
pro.com) offers the Aark 
DIRECT PRO, a 4-input, 
20-bit digital audio convert-
er for direct recording to a 
PC. Featuring four XLR/TRS 
combo inputs, the unit in-
cludes a breakout box with 
mic, line (+4/-10 dB) and in-
strument-level inputs, a PCI 
host card, plus software and 
connecting cables. Features 
include phantom power, 
20-bit D/A converters and 
a 24-bit DSP that allows for 
real-time DSP effects under 
MIDI control. Supplied soft-
ware includes Windows 
95/98 and Steinberg ASIO 
drivers. Digital I/O is 
S/PDIF; AES/EBU I/O is 
optional. Price: $645. 
Circle 339 on Product Info Cord 

DISCMATIC MULTIDRIVE 

DUPLICATORS 

Discmatic (www.discmatic. 
corn) introduces two new 
standalone CD duplicators, 
the MDX7000 seven-drive 
system (starts at $4,835) and 
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the MDX3000 three-drive 
system (starts at $3,035). 
Both duplicators integrate 
a newly designed SCSI bus 
that allows faster data trans-
fer. In addition, both units 
can copy directly from CD 
to CD and can back up 
information to a hard drive 
during copying; a 4GB hard 
drive is built into both units. 
Also included is Discmatic's 
CD Image Management 
system (including an Audio 
Compilation feature). 
Grcle 340 on Product Info Cord 

EMAGIC EASI 

Emagic (\\ ‘v.emagic de) 
introduces a new standard 
for enhanced audio stream-
ing: EASI, the Enhanced 
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Audio Streaming Interface. 
EASI is a free, cross-plat-
form, public interface—no 
nondisclosure agreements 
are required. EASI, the core 
technology of Logic Audio's 
4.0 audio engine, is plat-
form-independent and 
meets pro audio needs such 
as multichannel support via 
full-duplex operation and 
sample-accurate sync. EASI 
reduces the CPU load by 
taking advantage of hard-
ware accelerator functions 
and minimizing data trans-
fers/format conversions; it 
can emulate important hard-
ware features in software 
and is based on object-
oriented design. 
Circle 341 on Product Info Card 

LEXICON DAW INTERFACE 

Lexicon's (ww w.lexicon. 
corn) LDI-10T analog inter-
face solution for disk-based 
recording systems features 
I/O options, DSP, signal 
routing. and sync and con-
trol hardware for Mac- and 
PC-based audio software 
applications. Features 
include ten simultaneous 
audio channels (eight IRS 
balanced V4-inch and two 
co-ax S/PDIF), switchable 
+4/-10dB input gain, 24-bit 
A/D and D/A conversion 
and timecode input. Retail 
is $799. An optional LX3 
Multi-Interface Adapter 
( $399) allows as many as 

three LDI-10Ts to be linked 
together, providing 24 
channels of analog, TRS 
balanced I/O and three sets 
of S'PDIF 170 
Circle 342 on Product Info Cord 

TC WORKS DYNAMIZER 

SOUNDSCAPE PLUG-IN 

The TC Dynamizer from TC 
Works (www.tcworks.de) is 
a studio mastering plug-in 
for the Soundscape digital 
audio workstation and the 
Soundscape Mixtreme PCI 
card. The TC Dynamizer fea-
tures multiband expansion, 
compression and limiting 
(optimized for mastering) 
with a streamlined graphical 
interface and high-resolution 
level meters with clipping 
counters and peak-hold 
indicator. In addition, TC's 
Look Ahead function allows 
the TC Dynamizer to be 
prepared for sudden anom-
alies in program material. 
Retail: $799. 
Circle 343 on Product Info Cord 

T- RACKS 

MASTERING SOFTWARE 

T-RackS (www.t-racks.com) 
is a suite of software appli-
cations optimized for mas-
tering. Three processors are 
included in this standalone 
application, including a 6-
band parametric EQ, classic 
mastering stereo tube com-
pressor/leveler, and a multi-
band master stereo limiter. 
All processing is modeled 
on classic analog gear and 
is 24-bit, floating-point. 
T-RackS features an easy-to-
use, analog-style interface. 
Retail: $299. 
Circle 344 on Product Info Card 

SADIE VOCALION PLUG-IN 

SAlliE (www.sadie.corn) in-
troduces the VocALign plug-
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in designed by SynchroArts 
for use with the SADiE V3.7 
digital audio editor (the free 
V3.7 upgrade features Mac-
intosh disk support, direct 
import into AudioFile, Ver-
sion 2.0 DDP and real-time 
CD-R bum). VocALign auto-
matically synchronizes two 
audio signals, speeding 
double-tracking and dialog 
replacement. Using SADiE's 
Region Editing facility, a 
user simply selects the 
Guide and Dub signals, and 
SADiE automatically puts 
the two in sync. Price: $999. 
Circle 345 on Product Info Card 

SEER SYSTEMS SURREAL 

Seer Systems (www seer-
systems.com) SurReal sam-
pling/synthesis software for 
Pentium-based PCs com-
bines up to five types of 
software-based synthesis— 
sampling, FM, physical 
modeling, analog and 
modal—and up to 64 notes 
from 16 channels can be 
played simultaneously. A 
simple front panel config-
ures 16 channels for vol-
ume, panning, reverb and 
delay. Each channel also in-
cludes solo and mute func-
tions and a "van" parameter 
edit feature to vary textures 
and tonality for each voice. 
SurReal loads and plays 
standard MIDI file se-
quences and can convert 

General MIDI files to Seer-
Music files for playback on 
the Internet. SurReal works 
with most major sound 
cards and retails at $ 129. 
Circle 346 on Product Info Cord 

GUILLEMOT MAXI 

STUDIO ISIS PCI CARD 

Guillemots (www.guille-
mot.com) Maxi Studio Isis 
($399.99) is a full-duplex 
PCI sound card and audio 
interface package for the 
PC that records up to eight 
channels and plays back up 
to four channels of 20-bit 
digital audio simultaneously 
at sample rates of 32, 44.1 
and 48 kHz. Isis includes a 
64-note polyphonic, General 
MIDI/GS-compatible soft-
ware synth and sampler 
with two LF0s, three 
envelopes, an adjustable 
resonant filter and 4 MB of 
samples; sample memory is 
expandable to 36 MB. Bun-
dled software includes Logic 
Audio Pro Isis, Cool Edit Pro 
SE and Acid DJ. A rack-
mount breakout box has 
eight analog inputs and four 
outputs (all unbalanced, '4-
inch line-level) and optical 
and co-ax S/PDIF I/O. The 
card has a game port/MIDI 
port, stereo line-level input 
and output on 'h-inch TRS 
connectors, and %-inch 
mic input. 
Circle 347 on Product Info Card 

11PGlifIDES ROD PORTE 
Dig,idesign's SampleCell II 
Plus cross-platform PCI 
sampling card features 32 
MB of RAM. Also new from 
Digidesign, the DigiDrive, a 
10,000 rpm, 9GB drive opti-
mized for Pro Tools. Get 
more information at www. 
digidesign.com...AlterMe-
dia's Version 4.0 Studio Suite 
studio management software 
features a streamlined 
booking/billing process, 
enhanced calendar module 
and much more. Visit 
www.studiosuite.com...DAR 
TECH's DART PRO 98 is the 
latest version of its profes-
sional audio restoration and 
recording application. Check 
out www.dartech.com...M2x 
(Minnetonka Master Ex-
change) software from Min-
netonka allows 5.1 surround 
masters to be exchanged be-
tween computers, even be-
tween Macs and PCs. Also 
new from Minnetonka, Fast 
EdDit has been rewritten to 
be a full 32-bit Windows 
application. Visit www. 
minnetonkaaudio.com... 
Event Electronics announces 
Version 5.5 of the DSP•FX 
Virtual Pack suite of real-
time DirectX plug-ins. Now 
included is the StudioVerb 
plug-in. Also from Event, the 
DSP•FX Optimizer plug-in. 
Go to www.eventl.com... 
Line 6's Amp Farm Version 
1.5 features Pro Tools 24 
MIX compatibility, plus five 
new models based on Mesa 
Boogie, Soldano and Match-
less guitar amps. Visit 
www.digidesign.com...Seer 
Systems is supporting the Be 
Operating System; visit 
www.seersystems.com... 
Steinberg announces the 
release of ProSoniq's sonic-

WORX V.2.0 audio software 
for the Mac. Also from Stein-
berg, Studio LIVE from Mix-
Man Technologies. Visit 
www.steinberg.de...Aureal 
Semiconductor announces 
the Web availability of its 
A3D Pro sound design plug-
in for Pro Tools. Check it 
out at www.a3d.com/ 
a3dpro...The EZQuest King 
Boa is a standalone CD-R/W 
duplication system that 
writes up to 14 drives simul-
taneously. Visit www.ezq. 
com...Rocket Network 
(www.rocketnetwork.com), 
a division of Res Rocket 
Inc., will include the Q-
Design (www.qdesign.com) 
music codec in RocketCon-
trol 2 software...Portions of 
Arboretum's Ray Gun and 
Hyperprism technologies 
will be incorporated into 
Adaptec's CD recording 
packages; visit www.arbore-
tum.com or www.adaptec. 
com...Zapex Technologies 
offers Dolby-certified single 
PCI boards for stereo and 
5.1-channel audio encoding. 
Visit www.zapex.com... 
E-mu Systems (www.emu. 
corn) lowered the price of 
Orbitt V.2 and Planet Phatt 
sound modules, to $795 
each.. CD Cyclone intro-
duces the One-2-One CD-
ROM-to-CD-Recorder, a 
standalone unit featuring 
4x speed, SCSI ports and 
one-button operation. Check 
out www.cdcyclone.com... 
FIFIB's new CDR74 silver 
disc CD-R media is said to 
increase reflection ratio to 
greater than 74% Check out 
www.hhb.co.uk...Marcan's 
Discmatic Opal7 CD-R print-
er ($ 1,995) features 1,200 
dpi resolution; drop by 
www.marcan.com for 
details. II 
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MACKIE PRO TOURING SPEAKERS 
THE MIXER COMPANY GETS' SERIOUS ABOUT SOUND REI1VFORCEMENT 

0
 ne year ago, Mackie was completing its plans 
to acquire RCF, a major OEM supplier of 
speakers, horns and drivers to manufacturers 

and touring companies worldwide. Based in the 
Northern Italian city of Reggio Emilia, RCF has, over 
the past half-century, established itself as a leader in 
transducer technology and is a well-known player 
in the European contractor market. From both sides, 
the partnership made sense: RCF wanted to increase 
its investment capital and Mackie needed a high-
technology ally for its entry into the sound rein-
forcement market. 

Concurrently with the RCF acquisition, Mackie 
acquired Fussion Audio, a California-based designer 
of high-performance touring/installation 
systems. Fussion uses RCF components 
and is run by former RCF North America 
marketing VP Marcelo Vercelli. During this 
time, Vercelli met RCF's principal system 
and transducer engineer, George Kram-
pera, a Czech designer who had previous-
ly worked on successful products such as 
Yorkville's Elite line, and RCF's Art Series 
and woofer products. 

Krampera's strength is finding simple 
answers to complex problems, such as 
hum in live performance. "Lifting the 
ground to cure hum is a major problem," 
says Krampera. "One solution I've used 
in Czechoslovakia since 1975 is to place a 
diode across the ground lift switch. The 
diodes are conductive above 15 volts, 
and up to that level, the ground floats. It's an easy, 
low-cost solution, but the difficulty is getting CE and 
UL approval." 

Krampera and Vercelli's collaboration led to the 
Fussion 3000, an active, three-way full-range system 
with onboard 1,500-, 300- and 150-watt amps feed-
ing four 12-inch woofers; a horn-loaded, 8-inch 
cone midrange with phase plug; and a 1-inch HF 
driver on a wide dispersion horn. A matching dou-
ble-18, 3,000-watt subwoofer is optional. According 
to Krampera, one of the secrets behind the 3000's 
ultralow-distortion performance—said to be in the 
0.05% range at full rated power—is the "near-ideal 
relationships you can create between speakers, elec-
tronics and horn designs. 

"We've been working on the intermodulation 
distortion problem," Krampera explains. "Air above 
140 dB is nonlinear, and low compression-ratio 
horns reduce the pressure on the   
cone for lower distortion and better 
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Mackie's Fussion 3000 is a 

1,950- watt, three-way box. 

BY GEORGE P 

intelligibility, even at longer distances." Krampera 
points out that most long-throw designs create dis-
tortion within the horn, and that same distortion is 
what the audience in the back row will hear. "Our 
approach works up to 50 yards away, for up to 5,000 
people, and we're researching a new design that 
works beyond 100 yards. In addition to horn geom-
etry, our IMD solution involves the amplifier design, 
using Trans-FET amps for the mids and lows, and 
low-distortion, double voice coil midrange speakers." 

Another Krampera method of reducing distortion 
is the creation of a near-zero-inductance woofer, 
using a second winding on the pole piece opposite 
the voice coil, resulting in a purely resistive driver 

with distortion around 0.01%—about ten 
times lower than conventional designs. 

The onboard amplification driving the 
Fussion 3000 is a compact, high-efficiency 
design that derives 1,500 watts (into 2 
ohms) from 22 output devices mounted 
on a chassis about the size of a piece of 
paper. However, beyond merely mount-
ing amps inside speakers, the Mackie de-
sign approach is to build active, powered 
systems under electronic control. It's all a 
matter of physics and efficiency, accord-
ing to Vercelli. "What's easy to do elec-
tronically is often difficult to do with 
acoustics, and what's easy to do acousti-
cally can sometimes be difficult to do 
with electronics," he says. "Our ultimate 
goal is to incorporate the technology we 

developed for our Digital 8-Bus console into DSP 
control systems for speakers." 
A recent example of that philosophy is the MAS 

1530 Mackie Active Stage System, a three-way, tri-
amplified (300 + 100 + 100-watt) speaker with on-
board time correction, phase alignment and EQ. 
Combined with the SRS 1500a active 15-inch/600-
watt sub, the MAS 1530 offers a 1,100-watt system 
retailing for $ 1,400. Also recently introduced is 
Mackie's SRM 450/C300 line of composite-molded, 
active speakers. (The ultra-lightweight designs and 
"Darth Vader" appearance made a major splash but 
may have overshadowed Mackie's entry into the 
high-end system market.) A low-profile, wide-dis-
persion, powered 250-watt slant monitor is also in 
the works. All in all, an impressive start for a divi-
sion that's less than a year old. 

Mackie Designs Inc., 16220 Wood-Red Rd. NE, 
Woodinville, WA 98072; 425/487-

ETERSEN 4333; Web site: www.mackie.com. • 



So you need a USB MIDI interface 

for your iMac, G3 or PC? 
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We've got a solution for you. 

.1,5'n fis the new wave in MIDI and MIDIMAN, the leader in MIDI interfaces, has created it's newest MIDI product the 

USB MIDISPORTrm 2x2. The cross platform MIDISPORTrm is a 2 in / 2 out USB MIDI interface with true Plug-n-Play for PCs 

or Macs and requires no external power supply. For more information or to get your hands on a MIDISPORT see your local deal-

er or call MIDIMAN at (800) 969-6434. 

The First Name in MIDI. 

USA: 800-969-6434 • vvww.midiman.net • info@midiman npt • UK: 4-44 1423 886692 • Germany: +49 7941 987000 
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SOL DTRACS DPC-II 
LARGE-FORMAT DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE 

0
 f all the incredible advances 
currently occurring in digital 
audio, perhaps the most im-

pressive of all is in the area of digi-
tal mixers. The advent of low-cost 
digital mixers such as those from 
Yamaha, Panasonic, Mackie and 
others is the most visible, but, with 
the Soundtracs DPC-II, the high 
end is showing the signs, too. 

Long a manfuacturer of analog 
mixers, such as the Solo line and 

handling 160 inputs and 40 out-
puts; a DPC-II with a single fader 
bank and a master section has the 
same functionality as one with 96 
faders. The DPC-II I evaluated at 
Sound Lounge in Manhattan was a 
24-channel (48-fader) surface. 

Each strip of an 8-channel bank 
has two motorized 100mm faders 
for the channel and monitor signal 
paths; each fader is accompanied 
by solo, mute, and automation 

• • , 1 
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the more recent Topaz, Soundtracs 
entered the digital market with 
1997's introduction of its Virtua 
console. Now, the DPC-II shows 
Soundtracs moving upscale for the 
second round, from Virtua's mid-
size profile and five-figure price 
up to the six-figure, large-format 
range of the DPC-II. The DPC-II's 
$200,000 price range is much less 
than most other all-digital large-for-
mat solutions. What do you give up 
for the price? Not as much as one 
would think; high performance/ 
high value is the key to the DPC-II. 

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS 
The DPC-II is available with con-
trol surface configurations of 16 to 
96 faders, in eight in-line channel 
increments (i.e., 16 faders on eight 
channel strips in each bank), but 
any configuration is capable of 

record/play buttons and indicators, 
and an eight-character "soft" scrib-
ble strip. Channel names can be 
any length, but the scribble strips 
show only the first eight characters. 

The two fader sections in each 
channel are treated in the software 
as Upper and Lower layers, with 80 
inputs on each layer. The 96-chan-
nel surface offers 48 faders per 
layer, so accessing the rest of the 
channels in an 80-input layer is ac-
complished by shifting banks hori-
zontally with Left/Right scroll 
buttons in the Master section. These 
buttons not only grant access to all 
of the channels in a layer, but also 
allow any bank to be brought adja-
cent to the master section for con-
venience. On the DPC-H, the scroll 
buttons see constant use. 

MY LARRY THE 0 

Each fader bank also has a TFT 
(Thin Film Transistor) touchscreen 
display, in which channel settings 
are edited, surrounded on three 
sides by rotary pots and switches, 
some of which change function de-
pending on the display; others are 
dedicated to EQ and dynamics con-
trol. A joystick for surround panning 
fills out the hardware in each bank. 

There are several ways to 
switch the display and the shared 
controls between layers, including 
using a hardware View toggle but-
ton located between the two fader 
sections, a section of the touch-
screen or by simply touching the 
desired fader. 

The master section includes two 
TFT displays: The upper is flanked 
by several rows of buttons above 
and below it, and the lower is 
abutted by standard master section 
controls, for monitoring, machine 
control, etc. The upper display is 
primarily used for system configu-
ration, while the lower is for bus 
and output routing, as well as for 
duplicating the display of the se-
lected channel. The ability to bring 
the channel display and controls 
within arm's reach reduces the 
number of times it is necessary to 
leave the sweet spot to make an 
adjustment. Curiously, the knobs 
for the dynamics features are not 
duplicated in the master section, al-
though the EQ knobs are; an un-
fortunate choice. At the bottom of 
the module are eight submaster 
faders, the master fader, rotary 
wheel and trackball. A slide-out 
drawer just below the console sur-
face holds a QWERTY keyboard. 

All of the DPC-II's processing is 
contained within the control surface 
chassis (as opposed to being con-
tained in rack modules), so there 
are quite a few connections on the 
back panel, including four pairs of 
MADI I/O on BNC connectors, 
which connect to the I/O modules; 
word clock in and out (BNC); 
AES/EBU and S/PDIF inputs for 
clocking only (no data is recog-
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Give Yourself An LI n fa it. A dvan tage 

The New KI700 Series 4V A 

No other loudspeaker provides the KF750's level of control in both the horizontal and vertical planes. 

TECHNOLOGY No other one-box system arrays better or provides a more consistent sound field. 

No other array system provides better fidelity. 

No other array system its size can match the KF750's output. 

No other array system that's as powerful is as small and light. 

No other three-way touring system has the KF750's Acoustic Singularity" design that lets it act as a true point source. 

No other array Nystem includes a full range downfill module like the KF755. 

No other array system covers a wider range of venues. 

No other one-box system provides more even coverage from a dead hang. 

No other array system provides greater flexibility. 

No other array system stacks three-high in a truck. 

No other loudspeaker had more user input during its design. 

EAW's KF700 Series. Like no other. 

aEAW 
One Main Street, Whitinsvftle, MA 01588 Tel: 800 992 5013 / 508 234 6158 Fux: 508 234 8251 Web: http://www.eaw.com 

EUROPE: EAW International Ltd., Tel: +44 1494 539090 Fax: +44 1494 539091 

l,AV, is the werldwide technteogicat and market leader in the design and manufacture of high-performance, professional loudspeaker systems. 
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nized at these inputs); SMPTE in and out 
(XLR); MIDI In, Out and Thru; video 
sync in; and RS-422 (for Sony 9-pin 
communications). Finally, there are con-
nectors for the internal PC part of the 
DPC-II, including a modem ("so DPC-II 
can phone home" as Soundtracs jauntily 
describes it) and an SVGA echo of the 
upper master display. And, in spite of 
the pricing, there are useful "mint on the 
pillow" perks such as 75-ohm termina-
tion switches for the video sync and 
word clock inputs, and level controls on 
the SMPTE input and output. 

ROUTING, BUSING AND DSP 

I, 0 to and from the DPC-II is handled 
by a selection of outboard racionount 
modules: analog, AES/EBU, TDIF, 
ADAT Optical or MADI. The analog, 
ADAT and TDIF cards each offer eight 
channels of input and output, while 
there are three AES/EBU cards avail-
able: eight channels of input with sam-
ple rate conversion on each input, eight 
channels of output with no SRC, and a 
card with eight channels each of input 
and output, with SRC on all. 

DPC-II operation focuses around the 

fader section controls and the touch-
screen, although the trackball becomes 
necessary for a great deal of the au-
tomation work. I find well-implement-
ed touch-sensitive control to be an 
extremely intuitive and efficient way to 
work, and the DPC-II's control scheme 
with its touch,,creens and th 

control screen provides simultaneous 

level merging and solo/mute/limiter switching 

for three 5. 1 stems. 

sensitive faders succeeds admirably in 
circumventing, or at least mitigating, 
much of the mental work involved in 
using assignable consoles. 

Once inside the console, input sig-
nals are routed to channels and fader 
sections with the channel touchscreen, 
using a destination-based logic that 
rather than directing an input to a chan-

nel, asks the user to select the channel 
and choose an input for it. Inputs are 
grouped into named categories (e.g., 
"Mic In 9-16," "Digital FX," etc.). It takes 
four touches to assign an input to a 
fader section. In addition to console in-
puts, buses can also be selected to feed 
fader sections. Output assignment is 
similar: Select the destination, then 
choose the source that will feed it. Out-
puts include the main outs or buses. 

This brings us to one cost-saving 
characteristic: The 160x40 configuration 
includes all inputs and outputs. There 
are no additional aux sends or returns, 
group outputs or even monitor outputs; 
all inputs and outputs are drawn from 
the same pool. This engenders a lot of 
flexibility to apportion resources ac-
cording to individual needs or working 
style, but, in some applications, can re-
sult in extra resources being burned. 
For example, the group buses have lim-
iters on them, but no EQ or flexible dy-
namics. If you subgroup a number of 
inputs and then want to EQ or com-
press the group, you must bring the 
group back into channels (which do 
have those features). In this case, both 
buses and channels are being burned 
for the group, in addition to the chan-

Visit our Website: http://www.burlington-ay.com • E-mail: sales@burlington-ay.com 

At Burlington We Have All The Media So You CAN Record! 
Shipped From Stock • Priced Right 

• Immediate Delivery • 3 Burlington A/V Recording Media, Inc. 
106 Mott Street • Oceanside, New York 11572 
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It's 10 O'clock... 

If the equipment you need isn't in your studio, it's probably still at 

Full Compase Our new catalog is out and these guys are ready to hit 

the road! Call 800-356-5844 today or visit www.fullcompass.com! 
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The Xpresa order ethision o Full Compass. 
Cali 800-476-9686 from 7 a.m. W 11 p.m. CST weekdays 
and JO a.m. So 6 p.m. CST weekenest 

@FULL COMPASS 
AUDIO • VIDEO • A/V • LIGHTS 

www.fullcompass.com 

800-356-5844 
608-831-7330 • Fax: 608-831-6330 

8001 Terrace Ave. • Middleton, WI 53562 
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nels used for the member inputs. If 
you're someone who does a lot of sub-
grouping, you'd better do the math. 

Another consideration is how quick-
ly outputs are consumed when work-
ing in surround. For a 5.1 mix, you'll 
want your Main output to be 5.1, at 
least two or three buses that are 5.1, 
and likely solo-in-place, which requires 
the same number of outputs as the 
Main. With three 5.1 buses, that's 30 out 
of the total pool of 40 outputs, not even 
including aux sends. 

Each fader section in a strip features 
four bands of EQ plus highpass and 
lowpass filters, dynamics and a digital 
insert point. The DPC-II offers useful 
flexibility in the EQ: The highest and 
lowest EQ bands can be shelving, high-
pass, lowpass or peaking, and all bands 
offer full 20 to 20k Hz sweep range. The 
EQ display shows each band, color-
coded to the hardware knobs that adjust 
the band. No slacking in the dynamics 
section, either: There are four different 
compressor/gate configurations, three of 
which incorporate the highpass and 
lowpass filters for the channel, remov-

ing them from the EQ section. The com-
pressor has a variable soft knee action, 
meaning the higher the compression 
ratio, the harder the knee. 

The latter capability not only makes 
frequency-sensitive dynamics (such as 
de-essing) possible, but two of the con-
figurations put the filters in the dynam-
ics signal path for frequency-selective 
dynamics (i.e., band compression). The 
selected band is filtered out of the sig-
nal, dynamically modified and recom-
bined with the rest of the signal. EQ 
settings can be stored as presets, as can 
dynamics settings. I found the EQ and, 
especially, the dynamics section to be 
outstanding examples of the DPC-II's 
value for the dollar; features like this 
are powerful at any price. 

Analog input modules provide a 
post-preamp/pre-A/D insert point, 
which shows up in the channel display 
when an analog input has been 
mapped to the channel. Mic preamp 
gain is controlled remotely from the 
console surface. 

All parameters of a channel except 
routing can be stored as a Channel preset. 
All parameters currently on the mixer can 
be stored as a snapshot, and the current 

SOU110111fICS 05-3 DIGITfll C0115011 
Unveiled in prototype form at last month's NAB show in Las Vegas, the DS-3 is 
a new digital console based on the Soundtracs DPC-II architecture, but in a 
smaller-footprint version designed for medium-sized post facilities and "sec-
ond" rooms in larger studios. Some details will change before the final release, 
but as shown, the DS-3 is available in a 48x32 (analog I/O) configuration, with 
24 digital I/Os for inputs and buses in AES/EBU format. 

Standard amenities include 5.1 surround panning and a 32x8 matrix providing 
routing of any combination of channels or stems to the buses for flexible moni-
toring. Supported control protocols include Sony 9-pin, MIDI and all frame rates 
of SMPTE timecode. Other features include 6-band EQ, compressors and gates on 
all channels, and 30-segment LED metering. All communication from the con-
troller surface to the I/O racks is via MADI, while all the console DSP circuitry is 
located close, yet out of the way, within the console stand. The interface follows 
the DPC-II model—although slightly scaled down—with three high-resolution 
touchscreens, 24 moving faders and total dynamic automation of all console func-
tions. The DS-3 is slated for a mid-late summer release. — George Petei\C! / 
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RODE NIII 
True Condenser Valve Microphone 

The New Cold Standard 
1.15" p11-sputtered 
edge-terminated 
diaphraeri 

Gold-pled jacks and 
connec s 

Power su 3ply with 
tube "reliy" indicator 

30' dot ble-shielded 
oxygen tam copper 
multicco€ cable 

Birdcage shockmount 

Custom aluminum 
flight case 

$1199 rISRP 

'40E IN AUSTR 

DISTRIBUTED BY 

EUCIIUNICS 
P.O. Box 4189 

Santa Barbara, CA 93140-4189 

Voice: 805-566-7777 

Fax: 805-568 7771 

E-mail. infoio9ventl.com 

Web. www.e...entl.com 

What gave the best vintage mics their unmistakable warmth and richness? 
On a select few, it was special technology that allowed the diaphragm to be 
suspended in the capsule by its edges. Without a center wire, the capsule 
moves more freely, resulting in super smooth extended !ow frequency response. 

The NTV brings this special approach to capsule design out of the price 
stratosphere and into your studio. And with it you get audiophile-grade 
components, an extra low noise twin triode ECC81 tube, and 2 custom Jensen' 
output transformer. Put it all together, and you have 
audio that is as clean and pure as it is rich. 

Get the new RODE Nit!. 
And prepare to have your 
standards raised. . e 
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studio 
consultants, 
inc. 

321 West 44th Street 
New York, NY 10036 
(212) 586-7376 

PMC Professional Monitors achieve low 
coloration, neutral yet dynamic performance, 
balance at all levels, and high SPL's without 
distortion or compression. These designs 
include the best materials, the best drivers, 
painstakingly designed crossover networks, and 
transmission line loading for the bass drivers. 

PMC has mastered transmission line design-
their speakers provide exceptional, realistic low 
frequency extension in even moderately sized 
cabinets. PMC models range from small to 
very, very large. 

PMC monitors are distributed here by Bryston, 
the premier professional amplifier manufac-
turer. Not coincidentally, PMC and Bryston 
make a perfect match. You've read the reviews; 
in the New York area, call SCI for information 
and a demonstration. 

Aardvark, API, Apogee Electronics, Audix, B&B 
Systems, Brauner, Bryston, Calrec, Drawmer, Gafen 
Systems, Genelec, Great River, Lexicon, 
MediaFORM, Middle Atlantic, Mytek, PIVIC, Prism 
Sound, Rorke Data, Sonic Solutions, SoundField, 
Westlake, White Instruments, Z-Systems and other 
exceptional audio products. 

Equipment, support, and design services for profes-
sional audio facilities and broadcasters—since 1971 

t'FIELD TE= 

configuration (bus structure, monitoring 
setup, etc.) is stored as a Console preset. 
A channel can be routed to buses or 

directly to any output socket. There are 
two kinds of buses: aux and group. 
Aux buses, when selected, use some of 
the assignable knobs beneath the dis-
play, while group buses use the sub-
master faders and, as mentioned, have 
a limiter available. 

Fader groups ("control groups" in 
Soundtracs parlance) can also be desig-
nated. The submaster faders are used for 
the fader group masters when the Con-
trol Groups page is active. Control groups 
are created by making the page active, 
touching an onscreen button to activate a 
Control Group, then simply touching the 
faders that you want to add or remove 
from the group. Fast, simple, intuitive. 

Currently, there is no true stereo 
linking in the DPC-II; no way to set two 
(or more) channels such that changing 
the settings on one—EQ, for exam-
ple—changes the others. Soundtracs 
says stereo linking will be offered in an 
upcoming software version. 

THE MONITOR MATRIX 
The DPC-II's Monitor Matrix system is in-
triguing and powerful. The first step is to 
configure sources and map them to the 
eight Control Room Source buttons. 
Sources are created according to their 
monitoring scheme (i.e., mono, stereo, 
LCRS, 5.1 or 7.1). A signal source is then 
mapped to each leg of that scheme. For 
instance, to create a source called "Main 
Surround," you'd start by making a new 
5.1 source and naming it. Moving to the 
Edit Sources display, you'll find a column 
with buttons for the legs in the configu-
ration (L, C, R, SL, SR, Sub). Click on one 
of these buttons, say C, to select it, then 
select a signal to map to it. Moving far-
ther to the right is a matrix in which you 
can set the routing for this bus in any 
monitor configuration. In our example, 
we would likely route C to the center 
channel in any surround configuration, 
to L and R in stereo, and to L for mono. 

Once the control room sources are 
set up, the three Output switches must 
be defined. Rather than simply being 
three different speaker switches, the 
Output switches are complete monitor-
ing configurations, including the ability 
to have a calibrated output level and to 
toggle sources on/off when selected. 
Similar to the sources, an output is de-
fined by its monitoring scheme, then 
each leg is assigned to a speaker out-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 231 
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$6 9 9 .99 
Only Crate Pro Aucfio gives uu iaure. 

The new SPA1400C will operate with up to 660 watts in stereo 

at 2 ohms or up to 1320 watts mono-bridged at 4 ohms. They 
feature two variable-speed fans and a massive amount of heat 
sink to keep cool in the most demanding situations. 
The SPA1400C includes a built-in 24dB/octave, 2-way 

Linwitz-Riley electronic crossover, giving you the flexibility to 
feed the upper range to Channel A. while the low range goes 
to Channel 13, or vice-versa. This fully functional 2-way 
crossover is variable up to 2500Hz so you can use it for highs 

to mids as well as for sub-w000fers. Balanced XLR thru jacks 
are switchable giving you the ability to pass the input signal 
out to other amps in your rack pre or post-crossover. In tie 

"post" (or crossover out) mode.. the XLR thru jacks will reflect 
the same crossover setting allowing you to send those signals 
to other amplifiers. So if you've set channel A for your high 

frequencies. then the channel A thru jack sends only those 
frequencies. 

SPA1400 

5%99 
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Additional Features of the SPA1400C 
• Built in 24dB /octave 2-way Linkwitz-Riley electronic crossover. 

Variable from 40Hz to 2.5kHz 
• Assign lows to channel -A" and highs to channel " B" or vice-versa 

• 12dB /octave Variable low cut filters 

1= per channel w/ defeat switches 
• XLR Male "Thru" connectors selctable pre/or post crossover 

• Outputs assignable below or above crossovers point. 
• Parallel Mono Switch 

(Signal paralleled after crossover out) 

With your purchase of the SPA1400C, you have saved: 
• Buying an external crossover 
• Buying extra patch cables 
• A rack space 

Savings totaling more than S200.00 all in one very convenient package! 

Crate Pro Audio 
1400 Ferguson Ave. • St. Louis, MO 63133 • www.crateamps.com 
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FIELD TEST 

ASHLY PROTEA 
24-BIT DIGITAL EQ 

T
he Ashly Protea 4.24G is a 
rackmount digital equalizer 
featuring four independent 

channels of 'A-octave graphic 
equalization, plus high and low-
pass filters, full-featured limiters 
and delays on each channel. Its 28 
sí-octave filters are on ISO frequen-
cies from 31 to 16k Hz, allowing 
15 dB of cut or boost, with a Q of 
3.2. The filters' behavior and inter-
action are similar to the analog fil-
ters in Ashly's successful GQX 
equalizers, from which they were 
mapped. In addition, the Ashly 
uses 24-bit, 48kHz delta-sigma A/D 
converters with 64x oversannpling, 
and at its heart is the 80MI-Iz Mo-
torola DSP56303 processor. 

The Protea 4.24G is smartly 
packaged in a two-rackspace chas-
sis that is less than nine inches 
deep. (Rear connections include 
balanced XLR and TRS inputs and 
outputs.) The front panel features 
a brightly backlit LCD screen, sur-
rounded by an arrangement of 
keyboard-style controls: Below the 
display are 28 pairs of keys for cut-
ting or boosting individual EQ fil-
ters; these are also used for 
adjusting the parameters of the 
other functions. (For example, 
pressing both keys associated with 
a frequency flattens that filter.) As 
adjustments are made, a corre-
sponding picture of a fader on the 
display moves up or down. 

To the left of the display screen, 
menu keys page through each 
channel's four audio functions, and 
they provide access to a second 

page of global parameters that ad-
dress metering, MIDI, security and 
user preferences. There are three 
levels of password-protected secu-
rity: All Access, Presets Locked and 
Full Lockout. The metering screen 
shows the input and output levels 
of all four channels in dBu. Each 
channel also has a front-panel bi-
color LED to indicate signal at 0 
dBu and clipping at + 19 dBu An-
other LED shows whether that 
channel is muted, and a third LED 
on the other side of the channel 
select indicates the channel being 
operated. Four Bank keys are used 
when multiple Protea units are 
chained together in larger systems, 
allowing up to 16 channels to be 
controlled from a master unit or 
from the remote. 

Each of the Protea's four audio 
functions can be bypassed individ-
ually. The high and lowpass filters 
are 24 dB per octave, affording a 
high degree of roll-off and allow-
ing them to serve as crossovers in 
special situations. The limiter has 
adjustments for threshold, ratio, at-
tack and release; metering of gain 
reduction and output level is 
shown in the display. The delay is 
adjustable in increments as small 
as .02 millisecond, with up to 341 
milliseconds available, also given 
in feet and meters. In addition to 
the obvious applications aligning 
FOH delay and zone speakers, this 
delay could also be used to syn-
chronize the arrival from floor 

CY MARK PRINK 

monitors with that of the sidefills 
or even the side lobes of the 
mains. Though not all the Protea's 
audio functions are needed all the 
time, having them available may 
occasionally eliminate the need for 
additional processing and afford 
additional refinements'. 

The 4.24RD Remote is nearly 
identical to the front panel inter-
face and duplicates most of its 
controls. It communicates using 
MIDI over a pair of XLR cables 
and, like the main unit, can con-
trol up to 16 channels of process-
ing. It gets its power through the 
XLR cables, which can run up to 
1,000 feet long. I used a 6-conduc-
tor shielded Protea cable from 
Rapco; it travels across the stage 
and coils better than two mic ca-
bles taped together. Because the 
Protea communicates using the 
MIDI spec and has MIDI connec-
tors, it can also be controlled using 
third-party devices; the parameters 
are available on continuous con-
trollers 1 to 40. 

The Protea processors can also 
be controlled from a PC with Win-
dows95 software that is supplied 
or can be downloaded from the 
Ashly Web site (www.ashly.com) 
for free. Using RS-232, the comput-
er communicates from a serial port 
to a 9-pin D-connector on the Pro-
tea's rear panel, over a cable that 
can be up to 50 feet long. Settings 
can be edited offline, archived on 
the PC and printed out. Ashly of-
fers two other Protea products— 
slave units, either 2 or 4 channels 
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L === 
(the 2.24GS and the 4.24GS, respective-
ly)—that have the same DSP function-
ality without front-panel controls and 
can be controlled from a main unit, the 
remote or a computer. They provide an 
economical alternative for building larg-
er multi-unit systems or for installers 
who don't want to give full control to 
operators. 

The Protea has 128 presets that can 
be given names up to ten characters 
long. Each contains the settings of all 
four audio functions for a single chan-
nel. The Protea also has 50 scenes, 

with each scene assigning a preset to 
each of up to 16 channels; a library of 
presets designed for specific combina-
tions of vocal mics and wedges can 
allow a monitor engineer to get a rig 
up and running quickly. I kept these 
monitor presets in the 30s and 40s lo-
cations. The Protea is also useful for 
FOH applications, so another library 
for main speakers in locations 50 to 69 
was useful. Because there are applica-
tion overlaps between FOH and mon-
itors for delay speakers and sidefills, 
having presets for all of a company's 
inventory in memory is beneficial. Set-
tings for the P.A. in specific rooms 
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Excellence 
Since 1987 the M-1 mic preamp has been impressing artists, engineers and 
listeners around the world. Typical comments: "Whoa!" "Even the producer 
could tell the difference." The audio circuitry is simple, elegant and superior: 

•Jensen JT-16-B mic-input transformer, Jensen's best mic-input model. 
If you thought transformers were a compromise, you haven't heard this one! 

•990C discrete op-amp provides extremely low input noise, excellent 
output characteristics and superior sonic performance. Class-A operation. 

•tio coupling capacitors in the signal path. Capacitors degrade the signal. 
Transformerless circuits need them. Cheaper circuits use them. Not the M-1. 

lu-1 LED meter option (shown) provides great metering where you really need it. 
•Jensen JT-11-BMQ line-output transformer option (Jensen's best). 
•Al I push-buttons are LED backlit, dimly when off, brightly when on. Channels and 
options can be added later. Much more. 15-day rial period. Experience excellence 

VISA 

THE JOHN HARDY COMPANY  

P.O. Box AA631 
Phone: 847-864-8060 Evanston, IL 60204 

***** 
Ask about the 

Jensen 
Twin Servos 

990 mic preampl 

Fax: 847-864-8076 

could be kept higher up, in 70 to 100. 
Locations 101 to 116 were used for 
specific monitor layouts, allowing pre-
sets to be called up, customized and 
named for individual bandmembers' 
mixes. Thus, a scene built from these 
working settings would immediately 
recall a snapshot of the stage's EQ. 
Presets 121 to 128 or 1 to 16 could be 
used for the support acts and written 
to other scenes. 

Operating the buttons while watch-
ing the screen took a little getting used 
to, but having the remote's interface 
identical to the main unit shortened 
the learning curve. While it's not quite 
as swell as the expensive remote fader 
heads that other manufacturers offer, 
for the price of a fancy moving-fader 
remote you can now buy this entire 
programmable EQ system. There's 
nothing like standing at the mix, talk-
ing into the mic and making the ad-
justments right there. The ability to 
save all the settings and then turn it 
over to another engineer is also price-
less. And how many times have you 
been shortchanged on time to proper-
ly EQ because of circumstances be-
yond your control? The benefit of 
being able to call up an EQ preset 
confidently is that less barking "one, 
two, one, two" is required, and you 
can quickly move on to the next item 
on the agenda. Did I mention that you 
can copy the settings of one channel 
to another with a couple of key 
strokes? 

With the pro net price of the 4.24G 
at $2,000 and the 4.24GS slave at 
$1,400, it can be cheaper to put togeth-
er a Protea system than using Ashly's 
GQX analog graphics, and it takes up 
only a third of the rackspace. A 2-chan-
nel system can be created by combin-
ing the 2.24GS slave ($950) and the 
remote ($850), with the remote sliding 
into a single-space shelf and both units 
taking up two spaces. 

As a system, the Protea offers an af-
fordable, flexible platform solution for 
a wide range of applications (from in-
stallations to touring to one-offs) and 
can be tailored to the needs of individ-
ual users while adding convenience 
and expertise. The only problem may 
be having enough inventory so that en-
gineers won't fight over them. For 
those who favor parametric EQs over 
graphics, the folks at Ashly are working 
on other products, as well. 

Ashly Audio Inc., 847 Holt Road, 
Webster, NY 14580; 716/872-0010; fax 
716/872-0739. Web site: www.ashly. 
corn. 
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FIELD TEST 

DACS MicAmp 
MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 

T
he exhibit floor of an AES 
show is hardly the place to 

  judge the quality of a mic 
preamp, but Lew Frisch of Com-
prehensive Technical Group 
(CTG) of Atlanta did just that at 
AES last year. Standing at the 
DACS booth, Frisch was attempt-
ing to listen to the coloration of 
this new mic preamp when he 
heard something else. What was 
that? Then he realized that he was 
mindlessly fumbling with change 
in his pocket—the DACS MicAmp 
was picking it up through the mic 
at a distance of 15 feet, cutting 
clearly through the noise of the 
show floor. Frisch asked that a unit 
be sent to him as soon as possible. 
Two months later I had a session 
coming up with Bill Shafton, a 
wonderful acoustic jazz guitarist 
from Los Angeles, and asked 
Frisch for recommendations on 
mic preamps for the session. He 
insisted I try the DACS MicAmp. 
along with a Grace Designs 201. 

Founded ten years ago in New-
castle, England, by Dr. Douglas 
Doherty, DACS (Digital Audio & 
Computer Systems) was estab-
lished to build custom audio elec-
tronics. One of DACS' "standard" 
(non-custom) products, the Mic-
Amp is a 2-channel, ultra-low-
noise design, based on discrete 
components. 

The face of the unit's single-
rackspace chassis is purple and 
features three red knobs for each 
channel's controls. This mic pre 
does not get lost in a rack of gear! 
Gain is set in seven 6dB steps 
from +20 dB to +62 dB, and a 
0-10 dB trim control with a 21-
mark scale provides for accurate 

repeatability. 
Other features include a gentle 

two-stage bass roll-off filter and tri-
segment LED meters with a bright 
overload LED that stays on for a 
few seconds after overload occurs. 
There's also a phase reverse toggle 
switch for each channel. The rear 
panel has a set of XLR inputs for 
phantom power and another pair 
of XLR inputs for non-phantom 
power requirements, as well as 
XLR outputs. 

British manufactu 

Digital Audio St 

Computer Systems 

debuts a new 

2-channel, low-

noise mic preamp. 

Shafton and I had five days to 
record and mix five songs for his 
upcoming CD and spent the best 
part of the first day finding the 
right mics (Neumann 11M 103 & 
KM184, with a Groove Tubes 
MD3a and EquiTech E200) and 
testing mic pre's. Along with the 
Grace 201, a favorite among many 
acoustic artists, and the new 
DACS, my studio has a pair of 
Neve 1272s and API 312s re-
worked by Brent Averill, and a 
D.W. Fearn tube mic pre. Each 

BY ELIOTT JAMES 

preamp had its own color and flat-
tered the acoustic guitar, and each 
was exceptional with its own tex-
ture, except for the DACS: When 
using the DACS, it sounded as if a 
cover had been taken off the mi-
crophones. Thankfully, we were 
rolling tape during the tests and 
could go back and recheck our 
immediate reactions—there was 
still no doubt about it. 

Transparency is a word used 
often to describe some higher-end 
mic preamps, and the DACS has 
exactly that: No color, no en-
hancement, just the pure, clear 
sound of the instrument. When 
listening to the tape, each mic pre 
was clearly different in its tone, 
but you didn't have to have gold-
en ears to be startled by the clari-
ty of the DACS MicAmp. At a 
retail price of $2,150 for two chan-
nels, it's not for the budget studio 
but is certainly priced in line with 
other high-end mic preamps. I 
plan to add one to my studio rack 
soon. 

Not one to be overly impressed 
by specs, I rely on my ears when 
evaluating a mic pre. That said, the 
specs are very remarkable for this 
unit (check out the DACS Web site 
for more info), and the sound is 
absolutely clear and faithful. High-
ly recommended. 
DACS is distributed in the 

U.S. by Independent Audio, 43 
Deerfield Road, Portland, ME 
04101; 207/773-2424; fax 207/ 
773-2422. Web site: www.dacs-
audio.co.uk. 

Eliott James owns Wateree Studio 
in Atlanta. Visit him at www.eliott-
james.com/wateree.htm. 
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Now Available At Your TASCAM Dealer 

With digital arid analog I/O, word clock, and a menu driven environment, TASCAM's 
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SUM)HOLM SL6.5w AND MAWS 
STUDIO MONITORS WITH STEREO SUBWOOFERS 

A
Ithough Sundholm may not 
be a familiar name in pro 
audio, Conrad Sundholm, 

the company's president/chief de-
signer is hardly a newcomer to the 
industry. He founded Sunn Musical 
Equipment in the mid-1960s and 
later started Biarnp Systems. Several 
years ago, Conrad's son began a 
recording studio and asked his fa-
ther to help him pick out some stu-
dio monitors. They auditioned a 

wide variety of market offerings, 
and, disappointed in what they 
heard, Conrad took on the task of 
designing a pair of affordable, yet 
high-quality, studio monitors. The 
SL6.5w and SL10/s are the result. 

The system is based around the 
SL6.5w, a two-way, full-range moni-
tor with a 6.5-inch polypropylene 
cone LF/MF driver and a 1-inch 
dome tweeter set back into a conical 
waveguide. The latter provides wide 
dispersion with the added benefit of 
placing the voice coils of the two dri-
vers into acoustical alignment. The 
25-pound, 15.5x10.5x11.5-inch cabi-
net is front-ported, and the drivers 
are arranged in min-or-imaged pairs. 
Retail is $795/pair. 

Complementing the SL6.5w 
monitors is a pair of SL10/s sub-
woofers, each featuring a front-fir-
ing 10-inch LF driver in a 

Lab linolusis: Sundholm Acoustics 51.61u Monitors 
by john sc hat fur and Rob Baum 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The Sundholm SL6.5w cabinet is a bass-reflex design with a flared 2-
inch diameter port on the baffle. The cabinet is constructed of Yi-inch-
thick MDF with a speckled granite paint finish. The woofer is recessed 
and flush-mounted onto the baffle with t-nuts. The tweeter is recessed 
one inch into the baffle, secured by wood screws and topped off by an 
MDF waveguide, which acoustically aligns the two drivers. There is an 
MDF cross-brace inside the cabinet, between the woofer and tweeter. 
Fiberglas insulation is on five of the six internal surfaces, but not com-
pletely covering each surface (which may explain the minor spikes in 
the tail end of the time response at approximately 4.2 and 5.1 millisec-
onds on the impulse response graph; see below). 

The 6-inch woofer appears to be sourced from Vifa. It includes a 
1(4-inch-diameter voice coil. The formed curvilinear polypropylene cone 
has a half-roll rubber surround, which is more environmentally stable 
than a typical paper cone with a foam surround, and is topped off with 
a soft rubber dust cap. The 3.5-inch-diameter flat spider is mounted to a 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 162 

On-axis and 30-degree off-axis frequency 

response. Off-axis response smoother than 

On-axis-

Distortion vs. frequency: Distortion generally 

remains under 0.5%. 

THD+N = \ trace, 2nd harmonic = ) trace, 

3rd harmonic = J trace. 

e 

OL.3 

JOS 

Impulse response shows time coherence 

between woofer and tweeter, and a 

damped overall response. 

Spectral contamination test compares a 

series of input tones (tall spikes) to speaker 

output. The resulting nonlinear distortion 

products show low self-noise (around 50 

dB down). 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 
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VERYWHERE 

Call 1 800 57 SONIC for a dealer near you 
or visit our Web site at www.sonicfoundry.com 
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virtual: www.earthwks.com 

postal: box 517 Wilton NH 03086 

32x11.5x15-inch (HxWxD) enclosure 
with dual front ports and an internal 
crossover for driving the system using a 
single stereo power amp. The passive 
subs are priced at $ 1,295/pair. (Also 
available is the SL10/ps, the 200W pow-
ered version, retailing at $ 1,795/pair.) It 
should be noted that the SL6.5w's are 
full-range monitors and can be used ei-
ther alone or with the subs, allowing the 
owner to start out with the mains and 
add the subs as necessary. 

The Sundholm system provides sev-
eral nice touches. The subwoofers' 32-
inch-high enclosures double as stands for 
the SL6.5w monitors, placing the acoustic 
center of the top cabinet at approximate-
ly 44 inches from the floor, a near-opti-
mal height for seated listening in the near 
field. The subs include four padded feet 
for each SL6.5w, designed to acoustically 
decouple the top monitor from the sub. 
Each SL6.5w monitor also includes a soft, 
dense-foam plug that is inserted to block 

the port when the monitor is used with 
the subwoofer. This allows the 
SL6.5w/SL10/s combination to do double 
duty, as an extended-range system in the 
studio, or used separately—perhaps with 
the top units filling in as a portable near-
field set when the engineer travels to an-
other studio. 

The rear panels of all the speakers 
include recessed cups with gold-plated, 
five-way binding posts and large-diam-
eter holes to accommodate (10/12 
AWG) heavy gauge wire. And speaking 
of wire, the SL6.5w monitors are 
equipped with removable straps and an 
extra set of inputs to handle bi- or tri-
wiring applications. Setup requires little 
more than connecting the subs to your 
power amp and the monitors to the 
subs. However, the speakers are not 
magnetically shielded and should be 
kept at least 15 to 18 inches away from 
computer and video displays. (Sund-
holm informs us that a shielded version 
of the SL6.5w will be available soon.) 

The Sundholm monitors do require a 

-FROM PAGE 160, LAB ANALYSIS: SUNDHOLM ACOUSTICS SL6.5w MONITORS 

black, cast-aluminum frame, which in turn is secured onto a .22-inch-thick top 
plate. This unshielded design uses a 3.56-inch-diameter, .67-inch-thick ceramic 
magnet. Male terminals allow for both .205-inch and . 110-inch connectors. 

The Vifa tweeter has a 1-inch-diameter soft-dome diaphragm made from 
treated polyester cloth mounted onto a 4-inch-diameter plastic faceplate, which 
is covered by an MDF waveguide. The conventional motor structure (top plate, 
magnet, back plate/pole piece) is unshielded, but the pole piece is vented into 
a damped, sealed plastic enclosure to lower the tweeter's resonant frequency, 
as well as reduce reflections and cavity resonances. Terminations are dual male 
.110-inch connectors. 

The crossover features two pairs of gold-plated, five-way binding posts with 
straps, allowing full-range or bi-amp operation. The binding posts are mount-
ed onto a plastic terminal cup. Inside the enclosure, the crossover components 
are soldered point-to-point, arranged neatly onto a Masonite board. 

ACOUSTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

This monitor possesses a fairly flat frequency response. Aside from a 14-octave-
wide peak centered at 700 Hz, the frequency response varies only ± 1.5 dB from 
100 to 20k Hz. During the last octave, 10 to 20 kHz, there appears to be some 
comb filtering, probably attributed to the minor discontinuities of the MDF wave-
guide and tweeter faceplate. The off-axis response is surprisingly smooth. From 
700 to 20k Hz, the sensitivity rolls off 10 dB at a nearly constant slope. 

The Sundholm's impulse response is fairly well-damped except for the two 
minor spikes spaced about 0.9 milliseconds apart, probably due to internal 
cabinet reflections. The woofer and tweeter appear to align in time due to the 
physical offset of the tweeter. 

Due to the quality of the Vifa transducers, the distortion response is fairly 
low. The distortion measurement was taken around 85 dB and shows that the 
system maintains below 1%, with just a few data points over 0.5%. The spectral 
contamination reveals that the self-noise of the speaker is around 50 to 55 dB 
down from the input signal. 

John Schaffer and Rob Baum are test engineers with Menlo Scientific, an in-
dependent acoustic lab based in Berkeley, Calif. For more on testing method-
ology, visit www.mixonline.com. 
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Protea The incredible new Protéa Digital Equalizer from ASHY is like nothing 
Mill11111111111111111111 you've ever experienced for live sound, permanent installations, or 
even recording. It completely redefines the possibilities of equalization with four independent channels of 
28-band, 1/3-octave equalization, accomplished in full 24- bit digital resolution. Its simple, push-button 

interface is as close to analog as you can get, while maintaining 
unprecedented control over all parameters via a high-resolution 

LCD display which provides immediate visual 
representation of all functions. Need to adjust a 
frequency? Press the button and watch the fader move in 
real-time on the LCD display. Plus, it provides built-in 

Optional 4.24RD Full- Function full-function compressor/limiters, time-delay alignment 
Remote Contrai with Display 

functions, high and low pass filters, and much more, all fully 
programmable and storable. Whether you operate it from the front- panel, from the available full-function 
remote (Which works from up to 1000 feet away with an ordinary mic cable or snake), or via the free 
Protéo System Software for Windows , you won't 

ASH1/ um 
believe the control and quality the Protéa ° fiords • ifl r ti,:l 
you. We've even designed it to grow with you, Art,: ri. --,  

with 2- and 4-channel digital equalization slave • .71 i.---1 

units available for expansion of up to sixteen 
channels of precise, reliable digital equalization. Optional Slave Units in Two (2.2465) or Four (4.2465) Channel Versions, 

Which Can Operate Independently, are Controllable From The Master, Remote, or 
Never has digital equalization been so easy to use. a Computer to Greatly Expand Your Possibilities 

Power Amplifiers.. Graph.c Equalizers • Paramettiic Equalizers • Criossoverts • Remote-Controllers • Mixers • Signal Processors 

ASH LY Ashly Audio, Inc. • 847 Holt Road, Webster, NY 14580-9103 Toll Free: 800-828-6308 • Tel: 716-872-0010 • Fax: 716-872-0739 • http://www.ashly.com 

InternationalAgents: E&E Exports, Inc., 17922 Sky Park Circle, Suite P, Irvine, CA 92714 • Tel: 714-440-0760 • Fax: 714-440-0766 
In Canada: Gerraudio Distribution Inc • Toll- Free Tel: 888-462-8346 • In Mexico: Comercializadora Gonher S.A. de C.V. • Tel: 52117116-82-00 
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fair amount of power (150 to 250 watts 
recommended), and while not overly 
sensitive to the amp used, will quickly 
spotlight the flaws in a low-quality amp. 
I began with the SL6.5w speakers alone, 
sans sub, powered by a Bryston 4B 
amp, which offered plenty of punch 
and ample headroom. Listening to a CD 
I produced of a brass quintet (plus trap 
drummer) playing 19th-century dance 
pieces, the quality of the Sundholm 
monitors was easily discernible, from 
the midrange smoothness of the trom-
bone and French horn, the snap of the 

trumpet and piccolo trumpet, to the 
crisp reproduction of the snare and 
cymbals. The low-end balance (in this 
case mostly tuba and double-headed 
kick drum) was even and right, extend-
ing well below 60 Hz. At no time were 
the highs shrill, overextended or brittle. 

The tweeter waveguides create a 
fairly wide dispersion pattern with a 
comfortably wide sweet spot. The HF 
reproduction remains constant to about 
20° off-axis, after which the top end 
rolls off sharply. The imaging was ex-
cellent, providing a clear impression of 
the soundstage, allowing the engineer 
to hear changes in stereo mic place-

The coolest little 76-input mixer in the world 

cool sounds to play with, 

Couldn't you use a few more input channels? 

XTRAMIXcxi It's pure. Pure enough for:  
76 Total inputs: 
20 stereo input channels 
3 stereo effects returns 
8 stereo line returns 
2 stereo aux returns 

18 Output buses: 
3 subgroup buses 
3 effects buses 
stereo program with 
monitoring buses 

8 Bus assign 
on all channels r 

Digital-quality 
specs make this 
the quietest small 
analog mixer in 
the world: 

.0037% 
Output distortion 

6Hz to 154KHz 
Freq. response 

-95 dBu 
Residual noise 

speck 
electronics 

Rolling Stones Babyface 
Elton John Randy Newman 
Prince Ian Underwood 
U2 Hans Zimmer 
Pearl Jam Freddie Ravel 
Billy Joel David Kahne 
Julio Iglesia Mark Mancina 

retail $42-1-
speckdirect S2990 
www.speck.com 
760-723-4281 FAX 760-723-3294 
341 E ANarado Street Fat/brook, CA 9202 
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ments and techniques clearly. 
Attaching the optional subwoofers 

to the system opened up a new dimen-
sion, bring the LF response down to a 
thumping -3dB down point in the 38Hz 
range. The subs' cabinet volume is in 
excellent proportion to the 10-inch 
woofer's requirement, and placing the 
LF driver toward the top of the enclo-
sure allows for proper coupling with 
the drivers in the top box, and helps 
prevent standing waves between the 
floor and the ceiling. And although 
bass energy tends to be nondirectional 
in nature, a dual subwoofer system 
goes a long way toward eliminating hot 
spots and providing even LF coverage, 
even in a smaller control room. 

In studio sessions on rock, jazz and 
pop material, mixes made on the 
SL6.5w's monitors translated very well 
to playback on a variety of other speak-
ers, ranging from top-end audiophile 
systems to cheap boom boxes, and just 
about everything in between. 

The response was natural and un-
hyped, which is a marked difference 
from many low-cost monitors that may 
add a couple "marketing" bumps to 
make them sound "better" in the ex-
treme frequency ranges. Retailing at 
$795/pair, the SL6.5w monitors are an 
excellent value; add in the subwoofers 
and you have a system that can hold its 
own against monitors costing much 
more. Anyone seeking a versatile mon-
itor system with realistic reproduction 
should check these out. 

Sundholm Acoustics, Box 68794, 
Milwaukee, OR 97268; 503/794-2661; 
fax 503/786-1550. Web site: www. 
sundholm_acoustics.com. 
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FE SAIL 
Real World Education 

Degrees In 
Recording Arts • Show Production/Touring • Film/Video • Interactive Media • Game Design 

The only thing more impressive than our facilities is our long list of successful graduates. 

''Full Sail has been a strong force that has opened a lot of doors for me. 

I believe im Full Sail, so much so that I have sent three family members there. 

I wouldn't be where I am today without my Full Sail education. " III 

DERRICK PERKINS 
Producer / Songwriter / Programmer 

Credits: Co-Producer/Programmer, Stevie Wondbr's Grammy Award-winning single " For Your Love". 

Motion picture and television credits include: Get on the Bus, Jerky Boys, VIP, Walker, Texas Ranger. 

800.226.7625 www.fu I Isail.com 
3300 University Boulevard • Winter Park, FL 32792 • Financial aid available to those who qualify • Job placement assistance • Accredited by ACCSCT 
,11998 Fait Se.i Recorders. Inc. All righta reserved. The terms "Full s.ir• and "Full Sad Real World Eduranr." are rw,tti, wry., mar 1,..Ind the term "The Power OF Media. The Knowledge To Use It" Is a servIce mark of Full Sail Recorder,. Inc 
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CLM DYNAMICS EXPOUNDER 
STEREO DYNAMIC EQUALIZER 

it
r l he Expounder, from Scottisl I 

company CLM Dynamics, is 
an analog stereo/dual mono 4-

band parametric equalizer with 
stereo high/lowpass filters that ex-
pands the traditional role of EQ with 
a few clever and powerful twists. 
Housed in a sizable (three-rack-
space) chassis, the Expounder may 
be intimidating at first glance, but is 
usable immediately after a quick 
read of its well-written manual. 

The rear panel has balanced MR 
1/Os with separate +4dBil or -10cIBV 

level switches. The front panel PPM 
responding LED meter has a peak 
holding circuit that indicates when 
output levels reach 0 dB or higher. 
With radical equalization, the unit's 
internal headroom can be exceeded, 
and in such cases, each channel's 
±15dB input gain controls come in 
handy. Also, peak LEDs on each 
equalizer section illuminate when 
levels reach +12 dBu or 12 dBu be-
low clipping—another useful touch, 
as CLM recommends driving the Ex-
pounder "fairly hot" to maximize per-
formance and signal-to-noise ratio. In 
Bypass, the output LED's read the 
input level (clever) and should nor-
mally peak around +4 to +6 dB. 
A Master Enable switch is a 

non-hard-wired/non-relayed by-
pass switch. When switched to 
Bypass, the audio signal goes 
through the input unbalancing cir-
cuit (two op-amps) and then an 
output balancing circuit (two op-
amps), so the Expounder must be 
powered on to pass audio. 

TRACKING FILTERS IN USE 
For this review, I checked out the 
Expounder on pre-recorded mixes 
and on individually recorded 

tracks from a multitrack master. As 
I suspected, a first-time user (such 
as myself) requires some necessary 
"fiddly" time with this deep and 
comprehensive equalizer. 

Each channel of the stereo Ex-
pounder has a sweepable highpass 
(marked Lo-Cut) filter and a lowpass 
(labeled Hi-Cut) filter with either 12 
or 24dB/octave roll-off. These are 
two single pole filters in series, 
placed in the feedback loop of a 
2108 op-amp (from THAT Corpora-
tion), with each filter providing up to 

12 dB of attenuation. According to 
designer Allan Bradford, the phase 
shift is linear with frequency, and by 
the time the phase has shifted by 
18o; the attenuation has reached 35 
dB below passband, and conse-
quently, the only thing affected is the 
steepness of the slope, and ultimate-
ly, the amount of out-of-band rejec-
tion. But whatever the reason, I 
found the high and lowpass filters to 
be smooth, non-ringy and surpris-
ingly full range: The highpass goes 
from 15 to 16k Hz while the lowpass 
sweeps from 75 to 24k Hz. (Check 
these first if you have no sound 
coming through the unit!) 

In Expounder's Track mode, the 
filters dynamically follow the ampli-
tude of the audio source. This 
tracking action has a fast attack and 
release nature—the better to exact-
ly "trace" the amplitude shape of 
your audio source. Tracking makes 
it possible to use a higher frequen-
cy setting (in case of a highpass 
rumble filter) than you would with 
regular, fixed highpass filters. When 
rolling off low frequencies (such as 
air conditioning or traffic rumble) or 

BY BARRY RUDOLPH 

high frequencies (tape or guitar 
amp hiss) the filter's action is less 
noticeable, as the filter "opens and 
closes" predicated on level and 
takes advantage of the psychoa-
coustic masking effect (when a 
louder sound covers up a quieter 
sound at the same frequency). 

Using this feature extensively 
for electric guitar amp noise and 
for stage floor rumble, I found that 
the filter shuts like a noise gate 
when there is no sound. In addi-
tion, the filters each have a switch-
able resonance control that intro-
duces a resonant peak of up to 12 
dB at the selected cut-off fre-
quency. Resonance is usually only 
found on synth filters; perhaps it is 
a holdover here from Allan Brad-
ford's analog synthesizer designs. 
Including it here makes the Ex-
pounder a one-of-a-kind box. At 
maximum settings, the Res control 
stops just short of oscillation and 
adds a noticeable whistle to the fil-
ter's action. The result is difficult to 
describe exactly, but it reminds me 
of a high-quality envelope filter 
that tracks perfectly. This effect 
works wonderfully on very dy-
namic individual tracks such as 
rhythm guitars, drum loops or 
more frequency-coherent noises 
such as percussion tracks, techno 
or industrial type sounds. 

FOUR-BAND EQUALIZER 
The four band sections are labeled 
LF, LMF, HMF and HP. Like the two 
filter sections, all four sections have 
their own individual Enable or By-
pass switch. The LMF and HMF sec-
tions are fully parametric, while LF 
and HF have a choice between two 
fixed Q's. The bands are all overlap-
ping, with the HF section covering 
almost the entire HMF section. 

The LF section is continuously 
variable from 40 to 300 Hz. A Bell 
switch changes the section from a 
shelving EQ to a bell-shape EQ. 
While in Bell, the Slope button al-
ters the bell shape from 6 to 12 
dB/octave. You can boost or cut 20 
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CD 
WE JUST CHANGED THE RULES 

Thought you couldn't afford a fully loaded. professional CD 

recorder? Well HHB just changed the rules. The !;tunning new 

HHB CDR850 combines cool looks, a great sound and a budget 

friendly price with all the features you need for serious studio 

use, easily accessible from the front panel via a straightforward 

menu system. 

The most comprehensively equipped 

CD-R in its class, the CDR850 uses 

both write-once CD-R discs and 

CD-RW rewritables, and makes 

recording a one touch operation, 

thanks to four easy record modes, 

auto copying of CD, DAT, MD, DCC and DVD track starts, and a 

built in sample rate converter. 

Things are equady impressive round the back, where you'll find 

XLR balanced and RCA phono analogue inputs and outputs, 

coaxial and optical digital I/0s, plus an additional AES/EBU 

digital input. And peace of mind comes as standard with a full 

12 month parts and labour warranty, and the build quality 

you'd expect from a world leader in CD-R. 

So if you thought you couldn't afford a fully 

loaded professional CD recorder, get down 

to your HHB dealer today and check out 

the new CDR850. 

Developed specifically for professional audio use, HHB CD-R media sets the standards for performance. compatibility and archival security. 

Pictured left to right: HHB CDR74 Silver, HHB ::DR74 Gold and HFIB CDR74 Gold P ( printable) disc!.. Also available: HHB CDR Bulk (not pictured). 

HHB Communications USA LLC • 1410 Centinela Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025-2501, USA 
Tul: 310 319 1111 ax: 310 319 1311 . E-Mail: sales@hhbusa.com 

HHB Communications Canada Ltd 260 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 4L5, Canada 
Tel: 416 867 9000 . Fax: 416 867 1080 E-Mail: salesebbcanada.com 

HHB Communications Ltd • 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK 
Tel: 0181 962 5000 • Fax: 0181 962 5050 E-Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk 

http://www.hhb.co.uk CIRCLE #113 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 



FIELD TEST 

dB—an enormous amount, so there is 
a "/3" button that divides the range 
by three (about ±6 dB) for finer, more 
subtle control. The Dynamic switch 
expands the dynamic range of the 
frequencies selected in the LF section. 
Up to 5 dB of extra dynamic range is 
possible, with quick attack and release 
expansion. This effect only works for 
positive values or boosts of LF; I was 
hoping the effect could also be subtrac-
tive or inverted, so that a selected band 
of frequencies would be attenuated fol-
lowing the increased level. The Track-

ing mode will punch up any bass instru-
ment or drum much differently than a 
regular equalizer: When I tried using 
only a slight boost, the Expounder em-
phasized the fundamental frequency of 
a bass guitar without woofing out the 
rest of the instrument's sound. 

The LMF section covers from 200 to 
2k Hz. In this section, a Variable Q con-
trol changes filter shape from 0.7 to 1.5, 
which is not high enough Q for certain 
tone sculpting. However, you can boost 
or cut ±15 dB or use the "/3" button for a 
range of ±5 dB. The Notch button 
changes the entire section into a notch 
filter with a maximum depth of -30 dB. 

ler 
Euro Disk 
All Manufacturing In-House 

• CD Replication In Bulk 
(minimum is only 100 CDs!) 

• Retail-Ready CDs with Graphics 

• 7"/45 & 12" Vinyl Records 

• Cassette Duplication 

• Graphics Design & Printing 

Why deal with brokers when you can work 

directly with our factory and save? You can 

rely on our 20 years of experience to get 

your project done right and on time! 

Best Service...Best Price...Period. 

Free catalog or quote: (800) 455-8555 

EUROPADISK LTD 
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013 (212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966-0456 

http://weiopadisk.com Major credit cards accepted. 

The Q in notch mode is not tight enough 
for removing very small bands of fre-
quencies with surgical precision; howev-
er, I made good use of this section to rid 
hurtful fiequencies from a guitar track. 

The HMF section ranges from 1 to 
8k Hz. Like the LMF section, all the 
same features are here and the two sec-
tions overlap well for good coverage of 
the middle frequencies. But I could see 
reasons for full overlap between the 
LMF and HMF sections (or two identi-
cal sections), and I wouldn't mind if 
one of these sections had the track-
ing/dynamic feature and a higher Q ca-
pability as well. Using the LMF and 
HMF sections together will give you the 
most options when bumping up or 
carving out important midrange sounds. 

Like the LF section, the HF section 
has switchable bell/shelving, the same 
two bell shape choices and dynamic 
tracking. HF covers from 1.5k to 20k 
Hz. Dynamically tracking in the high 
frequencies increases detail, clarity and 
brightness. This is good for stereo 
mixes or for more attack on percussive 
instruments with loads of boost avail-
able if you need it. 

DYNAMIC LINKING 
The Expounder is stereo-linked by way 
of Dynamic linking. The link function 
works when the tracking mode on the 
highpass and lowpass filter sections are 
used in one or both channels. There are 
two linking buttons: Ch 1>2 means 
channel 1 modulates channel 2, Ch 2>1 
means channel 2 mods ch 1, and if you 
push both buttons, the Expounder will 
sum Left + Right and subtract 3 dB and 
use that for the side-chain tracking con-
trol signal. This ability is important to 
prevent image shift when dynamically 
processing a stereo sound source. An-
other use for this feature is for a special 
effect where frequency and amplitude 
of one audio source (in channel 1) 
would modulate the spectral content of 
another audio source (in channel 2). 

At $3,300, the Expounder is a non-
computer-based answer to more com-
plex filtering and equalization needs. 
Whether used as a problem solver, spe-
cial effect or dynamic enhancer, the unit 
is a fine addition to any studio's out-
board rack. 

CLM Dynamics, distributed by PMI 
Audio, 23772 Madison Street, Torrance, 
CA 90505; 310/373-9129; fax 310/373-
4714. Web site: www.piniaudio.com.• 

Barry Rudolph is an L.A.-based record-
ing engineer. Visit his Web site at: http:// 
home.att.net/-brudolph. 
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BREAKTHROUGH 
CONSOLE PERFORN1ANCE 

Uncompromising audio performance 

Powerful configuration flexibility 

Exceptional value 

Crest Audio's X-Series delivers exceptional audio quality with the most 

versatile application tailored feature set of any console in this price- range. 

Whether you're an individual user or your business is contracting, corporate/industrial or 

touring sound, there's an X Series console perfect for your application. Each X-Series 

model exemplifies the technological expertise and engineering insight developed and 

refined in our V12 console. 

These low-noise, very low phase-shift consoles are heir to twenty years of Crest Audio 

console design and live sound experience. X-Series consoles are versatile, rugged, 

reliable, affordable and feature-rich. 

X-Series...high-end console performance within reach. 

Three application-teamed models 

X8— two versions to satisfy a variety of eight bus applications 

X4— performance excellence in a four bus console 

X Monitor—optimized for dedicated monitor mix applications 

www.crestaudio.com 201.909.8700 Paramus, New Jersey 
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DBX DDP 
DIGITAL DYNAMICS PROCESSOR 

I
I he last couple of years have 
seen the birth of several cost-
effective, all-in-one digital dy-

namics processors loaded to the 
gills with algorithms for tracking, 
mixing and remastering. dbx's DDP 
Digital Dynamics Processor breaks 
an astonishingly low price point 
($599, plus an extra $ 199 for the 
digital I/O option), while boasting 
pro features such as balanced ana-
log I/O, 24-bit converters and digi-
tal throughput with dithering. My 
aching Visa card begged me for 
further investigation. 

GETTING TO KNOW YOU 
"lbe It, raLkmoiintable 1)1)1> offers 
a plethora of processing algo-
rithms, including compression, lim-
iting, expansion/gating, de-essing, 
and 3-band parametric EQ. Both 
dual-mono and stereo-linked oper-
ation are supported. 

The rear panel offers both XLR 
and 14-inch TRS connectors for bal-
anced analog I/O. The digital I/O 
option adds both AES/EBU and 
S/PDIF I/O to the rear panel. But 
there are no word clock connec-
tions, so multitracking with more 
than one unit in the digital domain 
is not feasible. Analog and digital 
outputs are always hot, but you 
must switch between analog and 
digital inputs. MIDI In and Out/Thru 
connectors facilitate MIDI Program 
Changes, parameter control and 
bulk dumps/loads. The AC cord is 
detachable. 

The front panel sports 16 but-
tons for accessing the different al-
gorithm chains, parameters and 
utilities (plus a bypass button for 
the digital processing), and a data 
wheel for programming. A gener-

ously sized LCD screen shows a 
wealth of info, including the pro-
gram number, chain configuration 
of processing blocks, parameter 
values, digital I/O and gain reduc-
tion metering, stereo link status, 
threshold indicators for each 
processor in the chain (nice!), and 
a graphical representation of your 
current dynamics or EQ setup. 

Four wide-ranging analog I/O 
gain knobs accommodate both +4 
and -10dB line levels without a sen-
sitivity switch. As we'll soon see, 
this is not necessarily a good thing. 
The knobs are detented, allowing 
repeatable settings. The two eight-
segment meters above the gain pots 
can be independently switched to 
show either analog input or output 
levels for each channel. 

Digital input level (-12 to +12dB 
range) is set via the Utilities menu. 
There is no dedicated control over 
digital output levels. But, you get 
simultaneous temporary peak-hold 
and average metering in the digital 
domain. The sync source may be 
set for internal crystal, AES/EBU or 
S/PDIF, and the sampling frequen-
cy to either 48 or 44.1 kHz. 

I'M IN CHAINS 
The learning curve for the DDP is 
much steeper than it needs to be, 
due to an applications-driven de-
sign philosophy geared toward 
semipro users. There are 50 facto-
ry programs, along with 50 RAM 
slots for user programs. A program 
consists of separate (or linked) 
left- and right-channel "setups" 
such as the factory Bright Snare 
and Low Strings that suggest pre-

BY MICHAEL COOPER 

determined EQ and dynamics set-
tings for specific applications (as if 
that's possible). Many of these set-
ups use the same algorithm chains 
and differ only in their parameter 
values. When you save a program, 
you're only storing the algorithm 
chain configuration and not any 
parameter values—you must also 
save a "setup" in order to store pa-
rameter values. 

Thankfully, a default setup is 
provided for each and every chain 
configuration, for those who wish 
to start with parameter values set 
to zero. But professionals will 
cringe at the tedium of having to 
title and store the algorithm chain 
in addition to the parameter values 
for that chain, especially because 
you can't change the order of the 
processing blocks in the chain, so 
you're always naming essentially 
the same thing. And because our 
industry's convention (outside of 
MI products like synths) is to 
name only programs, there's a 
danger that confused users will 
not label each setup with a unique 
name and will unintentionally 
overwrite all parameter values for 
all other programs that share that 
setup name! 

The algorithm chain order is: 
EQ, gate, compressor, de-esser, 
limiter. But some setups omit one 
block, and you can always turn off 
individual blocks in a chain. Ver-
sion 1.3 software adds three algo-
rithm chains that include dither, 
which you can set to 16-, 20- or 
24-bit word lengths. The dither re-
places the de-esser (so you can't 
use both simultaneously) but, of 
course, is placed at the end of the 
chain. 
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HANNAY HEELS, a better way to work. 

Hannay Reels 
The reel leader 

When it comes to handling mobile audio/visual equipment for live events and concerts, speed is everything. You have to set up 

in no time, and tear down even faster. With Hannay AV and AVX Series cable reels, you won't waste time trying to gather up or 

untangle miles of unmanageable cable. These rugged steel reels are specially designed for your sound and lighting cables. For 

maximum transport and storage efficiency, all of our audio/visual reels are stackable. 

So you can save valuable time and space, and extend the life of your cable at the 

same time. Call today for a Hannay dealer near you: 518-797-3791. 

Hannay audio/video reels 

are available from these 

distributors: 

CABLErEK ELECTRONICS, LTD. 
114 1585 Broadway 

Port Coguitlam, BC V3C 2M7 
Canada 
Phone: (604) 942-1001 

Fax: (604) 942-1010 

CLARK WIRE & CABLE 
COMPANY, INC. 
1355 Armour Blvd. 
Mundelein, IL 60060-4401 
Phone: (847) 949-9944 
Fax: (847) 949-9595 

NALPAK VIDEO SALES, INC. 
1937-C Friendship Drive 

El Cajon, CA 92020 
Phone: (619) 258-1200 
Fax: (619) 258-0925 

PHOTOMART CINE/VIDEO 
6327 South Orange Ave. 
Orlando, FL 32809 
Phone: (407) 851-2780 
Fax: (407) 851-2553 

RAPCO INTERNATIONAL INC. 

3581 Larch Lane 
Jackson, MO 63755 
Phone: (573) 243-1433 
Fax: (573) 2434384 

TOWER PRODUCTS, INC. 
4 High Street 

P.O. Box 397 
Saugerties, NY 12477 
Phone: (914) 246-1324 

Fax: (914) 246-1757 

WHIRLWIND MUSIC 

DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
99 Ling Road 
Rochester, NY 14612 
Phone: (716) 663-8820 
Fax: (716) 865-8930 

LACK ELECTRONICS 
2514 Charming Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95131 
Phone: (408) 324-0551 
Fax: (408) 324-1110 

ZACK/JOSEPH 
ELECTRONICS 

8830 N. Milwaukee Ave. 
Niles, IL 60714 

Phone: (847) 297-4200 
Fax: (847) 297-6923 

NEMAL ELECTRONICS 
INT'L INC. 

12240 NE 14111 Ave. 
N. Miami, FL 33161 
Phone: (305) 899-0900 

Fax: (305) 895-8178 

BROADCAST 
INTERNATIONAL GROUP 

8880 N.W. 20th St., Ste. N. 
Miami, FL 33172 
Phone: (305) 599-2112 

Fax: (305) 599-1133 

HANNAY REELS 
553 State Route 143, P.O. Box 159 Westerlo, NY 12193-0159 Phone: 518-797-3791 Fax: 1-800-REELING www.hannay.com 
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FIELD TEST 

ANALOG PUNCH 

The DDP places dbx's Type IV- Con-
version Process, which is essentially a 
soft clipper with noise-floor enhance-
ments, before the A/D converters. 
Available only on the analog inputs, the 
clipper allows you to hit the DDP with 
a very hot signal without fear of gener-
ating digital "overs." 

The clipper's threshold is set at 4 dB 
below the top of the A/D's input range. 
Unfortunately, you can't bypass the 
clipper and there is no makeup gain for 
the clipper itself, resulting in an output 
approximately 4 dB below full-scale. 
You must therefore increase the digital 
compressor section's output gain to 
bring your digital output up to 0 dBFS 
(a 1:1 ratio is offered if you don't want 
additional compression). But when 
using the unit's bypass button to do 
A/B comparisons, you lose the 4 dB of 
makeup gain, making comparisons dif-
ficult at best. A bypass provision for the 
Type IV clipper would solve this prob-
lem, but the extra analog circuitry re-
quired would raise the price of the 
DDP considerably. 
On the positive side, the clipper 

sounds great on rock, country and 
blues, giving you a hotter, punchier 
sound. As one would expect, however, 
it's not appropriate to use on classical 
music, solo flute pieces and the like. 
I also found the DDP's analog input 

sensitivity to be set too high for pro 
levels. You must attenuate pro levels 
approximately 8 to 12 dB to get inter-
nal digital input levels down into the 
nominal range of the unit, degrading 
signal-to-noise in the process. Semipro 
users who work in the -10dBV range 
can enjoy proper gain staging with the 
unit. 

Because I couldn't bypass the Type 
IV clipper, it was impossible to isolate 
the A/Ds to evaluate their performance 
on full-scale input. That said, the ana-
log front end is clear and present, if a 
tad too present. There's a noticeable 
glare to the sound, but the performance 
for the money is outstanding. 

DIGITAL PROCESSING 

'fhe DDP 3-band parametric EQ could 
stand to be more flexible, offering only 
1/3-octave ISO frequencies and no shelv-
ing capabilities. However, the Q range is 
broad enough to handle both broad-
band tonal shaping and notch filtering 
(again, provided the problem sits right 
on an ISO frequency). Unfortunately, the 
EQ sounded cold and thin to my ears. 

The EQ can be inserted in the 
DDP's sidechain for frequency-con-
scious dynamics processing. However, 
the sidechain is global, serving the 
gate, compressor, limiter and de-esser 
at once. This all-or-nothing approach, 
along with the EQ's bell curve charac-
teristic, limits the EQ's sidechain appli-
cations. Lowpass and highpass filters, 
or shelving EQ, would be more ser-
viceable for frequency-conscious gating 
in particular, and the DDP is not al-
ways successful in this application. 
However, the DDP's gate performs 
well for general-purpose downward 
expansion and gating. 

Included in the EQ section is dbx's 
TSE-, or Tape Saturation Emulation, 
process. TSE provides a logarithmic 
mapping of the input to the output at 
the top of the unit's headroom, plus a 
choice of four variations of tonal shap-
ing. To my ear, the darker settings take 
away air and detail and the brighter set-
tings make the sound more brittle and 
icy. Arbitrary tonal shaping isn't my cup 
of tea, and I suspect that most pros 
doing critical recording will want to 
turn the TSE off and use a good multi-
band equalizer to fine-tune their tracks 
and mixes. Hobbyists may appreciate 
the instant gratification that the tonal 
variety provides. 

All of the DDP's dynamics proces-
sors have access to dbx's Transient 
Capture Mode, or TCM7TCM delays the 
audio signal, by a user-programmable 
amount, from 0 microseconds to 3 ms. 
This gives the dynamics processor a 
chance to react before the attack of the 
sound, giving in effect an instantaneous 
attack time. TCM is global, so it is ap-
plied simultaneously to all dynamics 
processing. 

The compressor, gate and limiter all 
offer a wide range of parameter adjust-
ments. I especially appreciate the fine 
increments in the ratio and threshold 
values. However, there are so many 
steps for attack, hold and release that a 
fresh glass of milk can go sour before 
you scroll from one end of the range to 
another! For example, do we really 
need 110 steps between .1 ms and 200 
ms compressor attack time? No matter 
how good the quality, I worry about 
the data wheel wearing out a couple of 
years down the line with so much spin-
ning required. I've seen it happen too 
many times on all sorts of gear. 
When set up with care, the DDP's 

compressor can handle percussive ma-
terial with broadband spectral content 
without pumping. Using low ratios and 
high thresholds, the sound is clean and 

transparent. At .1 ms attack time, how-
ever, the compressor sometimes dis-
torts on transients, even with long 
release times. 

Both hard-knee and OverEasy® com-
pression are offered, the latter providing 
a range of ten progressively softer 
knees. Auto and manual compression 
modes are also included. Where heavy 
compression is required, manual control 
of attack, hold and release times is a 
must. Auto mode, as well as harder 
knees in manual mode, can cause very 
noticeable pumping. 
I was not impressed with the DDP's 

limiter, which offers only a .1 ms mini-
mum attack time, leading to routine 
transient overshoot. The limiter 
pumped noticeably when pressed to 
deliver only 4 to 6 dB of gain reduction 
and, even with moderate to long re-
lease times, tended to distort on per-
cussive transients. When using the 
DDP's A/Ds, my recommendation is to 
turn off the limiter and stick with the 
Type IV clipper, a much better per-
former. 

The DDP's de-esser was a pleasant 
surprise. While remastering a folk 
album with the DDP, I found that the 
de-esser reduced sibilance on a female 
vocal without pumping or leaving 
"holes" in the mix, an impressive feat. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The DIM' performs well with moderate 
amounts of digital processing and slow-
er attack and release times. But for 
more rigorous applications, the DDP is 
probably not the best choice. 

The analog Type IV clipper sounds 
great and is, in my mind, the DDP's 
best feature. But the fact that you can't 
bypass the clipper limits the unit's use 
as an A/D converter mostly to applica-
tions involving popular forms of music. 
And, because of the analog inputs' high 
sensitivity, I would not use the DDP in 
critical recording situations, where pro 
levels are standard and signal-to-noise 
is of paramount importance. The DDP 
is best suited to the semipro engineer 
or hobbyist who deals strictly with pop-
ular music. For this type of user, the 
DDP's attractive pricing and numerous 
features add up to a fair value. 

dbx, 8760 South Sandy Parkway, 
Sandy, UT 84070; 801/568-7660; 
fax 801/568-7662. Web site www. 
dbxpro.com. • 

Michael Cooper is the owner of 
Michael Cooper Recording, located 
outside the small resort town of Sisters 
at the base of the Oregon Cascades. 
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There are a few things you'll 
miss with the Opal Series 

Like noise, distortion, lack of headroom, 
limited facilities, and no pedigree..... 

I
t's obvious that the better you protect your sound, 

the better your mix will be. When you buy an Opal 

Series Drocessor by BSS Audio you 're getting not 

only the best in audio quality, but a heritage and 

proven track record that has benefitted artists, sound 

companies, studios, broadcasters, tneatres and clubs 

the world over. 

From this pedigree, BSS engineers have brought you 

a range of products designed to solve your sound 

problems without adding either impurities or 

complexity in operat'on. And by exploiting the latest 

advances in component technology and 

manufacturing techniques, we can now bring you this 

thoroughbred processing power for less than you 'd 

think. Don 't miss out on an Opal - call your BSS 

Dealer or Distributor for more information. 

Audio Processing 

with things missing 

SEE US AT NAMM BOOTH #W739 

BSS Audio, Linkside House, Summit Road, Potters Bar, Herts, England EN6 3JB 
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1707 660667 Fax: +44 (0)1707 660755 e-mail: info@bss.co.uk Internet Site: www.bss.co.uk 

BSS Audio USA, hrarman Pro North America, Inc, 1449 Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37217 USA 
Te!: ( 615) 360 0277 Fax: ( 615) 360 0480 
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TECHNOLOGY 
SPOTLIGHT 

TC W ORKS SPARK 
DIGITAL AUDIO 111ASTEeNG EDITOR FOR MAC OS 

A
fter years of creating top-selling plug-ins for 
Pro Tools, VST and DirectX formats, TC 
Works has taken the next step with Spark"; a 

comprehensive set of audio editing, processing and 
mastering applications for Mac OS. 

Spark works with any ASIO-compatible sound 
card (or Pro Tools via Direct I/0)—with up to 24-
bit/96kHz resolution—and supports AIFF, SD2, 
QuickTime and .WAV files, as well as file export to 
an Adaptec-format playlist for CD burning. The sys-
tem can also load audio data directly from a CD-
ROM drive. Loopmeisters will appreciate Spark's 
support of Roland, Kurzweil, E-mu, Yamaha and 
Alcai samples. VST plug-in support is standard; TDM 
plug-in support will be offered in a future version. 

INTERFACE BUILT FOR SPEED 
To provide quick access to files and signal process-
ing, Spark is divided into two main windows: 
The Browser View pro-
vides waveform editing, 
play listing and project 
file management; Master 
View offers master level 
controls, real-time signal 
processing and an innov-
ative FXmachine". effects 
routing matrix. Spark's 
two-window approach to 
divide the production 
process makes for speedy 
operation, but users are 
not boxed into a struc-
tured system: The inter-
face is easily configurable 
via movable borderlines 
to provide exactly what 
you want to see. Addi-
tionally, all files, FX, 
playlist and window settings can be saved as a Pro 
ject file for recall at any time. 

The Browser View combines the file database, 
audio editor and playlist into an integrated workspace, 
with all editing tools right in front. Any file can be in-
stantly previewed by simply hitting the Play button, 
which also brings up a waveform in the editor screen. 
Here, the user again has the choice of working with 
single or multiple waveform windows. The Play List 
offers drag-and-drop creation from the File View, with 
variable crossfades. The Transport window has a 
cation display, tape recorder-style con-
trols and a jog,/shuttle wheel for CY OM 

Spark allows users to arrange/resize screens as necessary. 

The FXmachine routing is shown at lower left. 

varispeed, scrubbing and timestretch operations. 
The Wave Editor's advanced features include on-

the-fly marker placement (even during record!), 2x/4x 
play for audio searching, a variety of offline processing 
(normalize, reverse, gain change, sample rate/bit depth 
conversion, fades and crossfades) and real-time ±25% 
time stretch and pitch conecion. Offline time stretch is 
also available, providing slightly higher quality and the 
ability to define changes in BPM, seconds, SMPTE 
frames or beats/bars. And when recording files, up to 
two plug-ins can be applied to the input signal. 

MASTER VIEW 
The Master View provides all master controls, includ-
ing high-res PPM and phase metering, a display of 
consecutive clips, CPU performance meters, integrated 
dither select (8/16/20/22-bit, uncorrelated) and access 
to the FXmachine signal processing matrix. One of 
Spark's most powerful features, FXmachine is a simple 

to use, real-time system 
routing up to four parallel 
streams with up to five 
VST-compatible plug-ins 
on each stream, offering 
fast and flexible effects 
routing for sound design, 
creative manipulation or 
mastering applications. 

Included with the sys-
tem is Spark: Native CL, 
a TC-quality dynamics 
processor with a single-
band compressor/limiter, 
optimized for mastering. 
Although Spark: Native CL 
comes at no charge, this is 
no "stripped-down" pro-
cessor; it offers full input, 
output and gain reduction 

metering, a visual histogram level distribution display 
and independent attack/release/threshold/gain make-
up controls for the limiter and compressor sections. 
(The compressor also adds soft-knee switching, out-
put gain and ratio controls.) As a bonus, Spark: Native 
CL can be used independently with any VST-compat-
ible application, such as Cubase, Logic or Vision DSP. 

Spark is slated to ship this month and 
will be priced at $499. For more information, 
contact TC Works, 790-H Hampshire Road, 
Westlake Village, CA 91361; 805/373-1828; fax 
  805/379-2648. Web site: www. 

OR« PUTIRUN tcworks.de. 
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Even before the lights go down and the 

first note is played, professionals demanc 

Electro-Voize X-Array— concert sound 

systems. Equipped with EV's exclusive 

Ring Mode Decoupling (RMD1 technology, 

the speaker arrays deliver excepticrital 

vocal clarity while projecting extraordirary 

ot.tput This groundbreaking design v.r-

tually aliminates the reflected standinG 

For a complete. 

in-depth technicall 

overview ohthe 

U-Array — system. 

contact us and 

'we'll send feu 

or new CD-ROM. 

wave interference that plagues every 

other horn-loaded coaxial design. So, 

if it's good enough to meet the 'Demands 

of the largest touring acts in the world, 

it's the only choice for any verue, fixed 

or staged, when the best availab e sound 

is required. Give us a call to find out 

where you can witness the K-Array 

system 1 irsthand. 

Electro-Voice 600 Cecil Street Buchanan. MI 49197 616/695-6831, 800/234-6831 www.electrovoice.com 
Commur,cations, Inc. 
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By Anne E i cke berg 

The pairing of Marilyn Manson and Hole was sur-

rounded by controversy from the get-go. Unofficially 

dubbed the " Beautiful Monsters" tour by Hole bassist 

Melissa Auf der Maur, the package set out on a 

40- city journey, only to " crash and burn." Nine 

shows into the tour, Hole announced their 

departure, then Manson injured his 

ankle so severely that several 

shows were canceled. Mix caught 

the sixth and seventh shows at the 

Cow Palace in San Francisco and 

the Arco Arena in Sacramento, 

Calif., before all hell broke loose. 

THE DOPE SHOW 

Marilyn Manson put on a spectacle. The stage • 

set included a cross made of televisions, which 

was set on fire, and a huge, flashing "DRUGS" sign. 

Pseudo-Fascist iconography was draped behind a priest's 

pulpit—nose-thumbing that infuriates ultra- conservatives but 

appeals to the band's young, freaky followers. Fueling its controver-

sial imagery, the bane generates a roaring blend of industrial rock, with a 

nod to glam and a snide take on goth. 

47* %UV ISA 



Courtney Love 

(L to R) Jim Staniforth, Electrotec system tech; 

Jacques Von Lunen, FOH engineer for Hole; 

and Brad Mod ix, FOH engineer 

for Marilyn Manson 

Maxie Williams, monitor engineer for Marilyn Manson 

Michael Prowda, monitor engineer for Hole 

Photos By Steve jerminps 
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Front of house engineer 
Brad Madix has been with 
Marilyn Manson since the 
band's October theater tour 
and has worked with Elec-
trotec and its Crown-powered 
V-DOSC speaker system for a 
long time. "The V-DOSC soft-
ware makes for an easy tran-
sition," says Madix. "The 
bump up to arenas changes 
the lighting and stage show 
more than the sound." Each 
day Madix and system tech 
Jim Staniforth use range-find-
ing binoculars to measure the 
venue. Then they plug the di-
mensions into the V-DOSC spread-
sheet in order to pinpoint exact cover-
age angles and determine the numbers 
of cabinets to be flown. The side ar-
rays, flown six to eight deep depend-
ing on the venue, are used to help 
produce a stereo image for people 
seated on the sides of the arena. 

"Because the V-DOSC system is 
pretty predictable about how its going to 
throw into the room, we can decide if 
we're going to go ten-deep or 12-deep," 
explains Madix. "We play with the an-
gles before we even start putting it up." 
Madix also uses Metric Halo's Spectrafoo 
and EAW SMAART Pro software pack-
ages for acoustic measurements. 

The Marilyn Manson show feels 
and looks chaotic, but Madix stresses 
that this is one of the few bands he's 
worked with who didn't need help 
getting their live sound together. 
"They know what they want," says 
Madix. "They give me carte blanche as 
far as how I accomplish it, but when 
we talked about how something 
should sound, it's about how it came 
off on the record." 

The 35 inputs from the stage are 
routed to a Midas MA console at FOH, 
which Madix selected because he 
loves the EQ and because its scene 
recall function allows him to change 
effects sends and routing easily during 
the show. Many of the band inputs are 
dedicated to Manson's arsenal of mics: 
an Audio-Technica headset (73a mic 
through a ATN T75 transmitter) he 
uses while skittering around stage on 
very tall stilts and crutches, a Shure 
wireless Beta 58 and a slew of wired 
Shure Beta 58s, which he regularly de-
stroys during the show. Monitor mixer 
Maxie Williams has a collection of 
damaged mics that have been split 
open or sport exploded capsules. 
"Manson respects me enough to not 
throw the wireless into the crowd," says 

Marilyn Manson onstage 

Williams, who acknowledges Shure for 
keeping the tour stocked with re-
placements. 

Even when he's not trying to kill 
the mic, Manson's vocals can be a 
challenge. "Because the vocals are 
often distorted and/or covered with 
some strange effect, I have to be real-
ly careful to keep the high end of the 
vocal mic clear so that the untreated 
vocal has a bandwidth that can cut 
through," says Madix. "Also, I have to 
pay attention to the low-midrange in 
the vocal, because low-mids tend to 
get pretty cloudy in arenas. I limit the 
vocal using a UREI 1178 and then I 
use a BSS901 dynamic equalizer, 
which allows his voice to be bright 
without getting too abrasive and ducks 
out the low-midrange when it tries to 
pop out. Also, I use a BBE Sonic Max-
imizer across the vocal subgroup, 
which helps the vocal and the vocal 
effects cut through." 

Vocal mics aren't the only ones that 
get smashed. The entire stage is at risk, 
and it's common for the band to trash 
everything at the end of a set. Because 
of this, both bass and guitar go through 
Hughes and Kettner DIs only. Madix 
"stereo-izes" John 5's heavily effected, 
mono guitar signal by running it 
through a Harmonizer. 

Drummer Ginger's two kicks are 
miked with Shure SM91s, and Madix 
uses a Ddrum trigger clamped onto 
each rim to trigger a big low-end (50 
to 60Hz) sample for the house mix. A 
pair of Audio-Technica 23HEs pick up 
the snare top, with AT4053s on the 
snare bottom, hi-hat and ride. Shure 
SM98s are used on the toms and 
AT4050's for overheads. "I actually get 
a lot of sound out of the overheads--
more than a lot of bands I've worked 
with," comments Madix. 

The keyboardist, Pogo, runs his in-
struments through an onstage mixer. 

1 
o 

According to Madix, Pogo has 
put much time and effort into 
programming, including some 
very dramatic stereo panning. 
"I simply take the output of 
his mixer direct and insert 
Aphex Dominators on the left 
and right to really define the 
dynamic range of the key-
board parts," says Madix. "Re-
gardless of the sound he 
plays, or the level that comes 
out of the mixer, I can sit his 
parts right in the mix. 

"The entire band is 
distorted," Madix continues. 
"You have to find a place to 

stick everything in the mix so they 
don't wipe each other out. At some 
points, it's supposed to sound like one 
big thing, but you still need to define 
the beginning of one and the ending 
of another. [I try to] find places in the 
bass where it'll react to EQ in the 
midrange, some 1k to punch up the 
bass, maybe pull some of that out of 
the guitar and put something a bit 
higher on the guitar so that it cuts 
through." 
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make his job a lot easier. 
"Manson now has every-
body in his ears except 
background vocals, where-
as in the clubs I may've 
had just vocals in the floor 
wedge with guitar. Now 
Manson's hearing a lot of 
everything—drums, guitars, 
D88 left and right—and I 
run a mono SPX900 reverb 
and a 5565 mono delay on 
him. He's not much into re-
verb, so I just dampen his 
vocal a little so he doesn't 
sound like he's in a little 
box by himself. We get 
along a lot better now." 

Hole 

AROUND THE HOLE STAGE 
Though Hole's stage setup is Spartan 
compared to Marilyn Manson's, their 
sound is full-on. FOH mixer Jacques 
Von Lunen strives to blend Hole's post-
punk rock/L.A. pop mood swings into 
a powerful squall. Courtney Love's 
petulant attitude, whisper-to-scream 
singing style and occasional aggro gui-
tar strumming attract a lot of media at-
tention and teen fandom, but the wall 
of sound can be attributed to founding 
member Eric Erlandson's guitar playing 
and songwriting abilities. 

Erlandson plays through two true 
stereo pairs onstage—one set by Mesa 
Boogie, the other by Matchless—and 
all four cabinets are miked with 
Sennheiser 409s. Erlandson controls 
his two racks of various effects with 
his own switching system, so Von 
Lunen concentrates on adjusting over-
all EQs and levels in the more rever-
berant rooms. "I don't do anything 
else to the signal," he says. "I assign 
the four mics to one VCA master so I 
can change the balance of the whole 
guitar sound to the rest of the band 
from song to song." 

Love made the transition to a Shure 
wireless on this tour, singing into a 
Beta 58A capsule. Bassist Auf der Maur 
just switched from an Audix 0M5 to 
0M6 vocal mic, and Von Lunen is 
pleased with the improved off-axis 
rejection. Both vocal inputs are run 
through Summit mic pre's, Klark 
Teknik EQs and Antares Autotune au-
tomatic pitch correction devices. "It's 
just great because, unless you're the 
most seasoned performer, you're never 
going to be pitch-perfect," explains 
Von Lunen. "You know, bad room 
sound, running around and all that. 
With Autotune that problem's solved." 

According to Von Lunen, visuals 

are important for Hole, and the band 
"don't want the stage looking like a 
music store." All but four mics are 
mounted, and there are no high-flying 
drum overheads—the pair of AKG 
414s are only three or four inches from 
the cymbals, almost pointing at drum-
mer Samantha Maloney. "It would be 
nice to have a pair up high," says Von 
Lunen, "but this configuration is great 
for eliminating spill from guitar amps." 
A Shure B52 gathers the body of the 
kick drum, and an SM91 adds in a 
"silky top end." Around the kit there's 
a Beta 57A on snare, AKG 451 on hi-
hat and 460 on the ride cymbal. After 
some A/B'ing, von Lunen switched 
from Sennheiser 504s to Audix D4s on 
the toms. "For this kit, at least, it works 
great," he says. "The toms are really 
present; you can hear them through a 
wall of guitars." 

Love's guitar setup is rock-simple, 
says von Lunen—one effects pedal 
and a Boogie amp and cabinet, miked 
offstage. Auf der Maur plays her bass 
through an SVT810 cab and a reissue 
of the old Ampeg B15, powered by 
Ampeg SVTs. Von Lunen loved the 
sound of the B15 and tried miking it, 
but had to crank the mic so high it 
picked up everything else onstage. He 
reverted to a combination of Country-
man DI and a D112 on the 8x10 cab, 
which help the bass cut right through. 

IN-EAR MISSIONARY 
Autotune may help the vocals out 
front, but monitor mixer Michael 
Prowda gets them going in the right 
direction by weaning the group away 
from wedges and into in-ears. Love, 
Auf der Maur and Maloney are all on 
Ultimate Ear UE5s, though each still 
relies a bit on wedges, mostly for 
"feel." Erlandson sticks with a couple 
of wedges and the sidefills, which in-

e 
1 

dude three V-DOSC cabi-
nets plus three Electrotec 
single-18s per side. 

Prowda experimented 
with different outboard 
gear, adding a Summit mic 
pre and Tube-Tech tube 
compressor for Love's vo-
cals. "The Summit is cool," 
he says. " It has this little 
overdrive function where if 
she's screaming it distorts a 
little bit and gives the illu-
sion of loudness." The 40 
inputs on the Midas XL3 are 
all in use, thanks to audi-
ence mics and several 
stereo effects returns. Prow-

da's station mirrors Marilyn Manson's. 
"The outputs from my Midas that go to 
the sidefills and wedges have to get to 
the amp racks onstage left," he explains. 
"The most expedient way of doing this is 
to go through Maxie's console via the 
Group Sub ins. I have Maxie bypass his 
graphic EQs on those mixes and am able 
to he independent of his EQ settings." 

YOU TAKE THE LOW ROAD, 
I'LL TAKE THE LOW-MID ROAD 
At FOH, Von Lunen's Midas XL3 sits 
next to Madix's XL4. Von Lunen is 
using 25 inputs from the stage and 
seven stereo returns. The effects are 
"standard stuff," says Von Lunen—Lex-
icon 480, TC 2290, two Yamaha 
REV5s, a Yamaha SPX90 for some dis-
tortion patches, 12 BSS compressors 
and eight Drawmer gates. 

At show number six, Von Lunen 
was still getting used to the V-DOSC 
system. "I'm liking it a lot better than 
at the beginning," he admits. "I am im-
pressed with the control of it, the pat-
tern; there's no reflections from the 
roof, and that by itself is really nice. It 
definitely takes a different approach. 
You have to be very careful about EQ 
and phasing and things being panned 
a certain way. It's really important, and 
sometimes it's hard to keep track of 
during a fairly wild live show." 
When the lights went down in the 

boxy arenas, the engineers rose to the 
challenge. Both bands sounded good 
enough to get the goth/indie-dressed 
kids dancing and singing along, at 
least when the two camps weren't 
trading insults and hand gestures. Too 
bad the rest of the country won't get 
to experience the uneasy yin-yang of 
Hole and Marilyn Manson. • 

Anne Eickelberg is a Mix editorial 
assistant. 
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LIVE SOUND 

LOLDSPEAKER TRENDS 
THE STATE OF THE ART OF 

SYSTEM DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 

lice upon a time, \\lien 
there were only a handful 
of large-scale loudspeaker 
system manufacturers, en-
terprising sound companies 
typically built their own 
speaker cabinets, loading 
them with the drivers and 
electronic components best 
suited to the budget and in-
tended application. As in all 

the best business models, supply expanded to meet 
demand, and, once system manufacturers had enough 
orders on hand, economies of scale in both produc-
tion and R&D tended to outweigh the perceived bene-
fits of custom systems. Today, a manufactured system 
from a recognized supplier offers a sensible alternative 
to home-brew solutions, and a wide array of profes-
sional-quality off-the-shelf speaker systems are now 
available at a variety of price points. 

With the plethora of manufactured systems available 
today it's worth stepping back to survey current trends 
in loudspeaker system design. A major influence on 
current system design is the computer. Now more af-
fordable and versatile than ever, computers and asso-
ciated measurement and manufacturing technologies 
have been used to advance the design and manufac-
turing process. Another irreversible trend has been to-
ward compactness. Increasingly tight budgets for live 
productions, which must nevertheless satisfy artists' 
and audiences' appetites for greater production values, 
encourage efficient system designs that take up less 
truck and hanging space. 

AMPS IN SPIAKIRS 
Recently, some speaker manufacturers have developed 
self-amplified, modular, full-range subsystems that re-
quire only AC power and a line-level input signal. 
There are several benefits of self-powered designs. The 
material costs of amp racks are eliminated, and consid-
erable space can be freed up, both in the truck and at 
the venue. Since amplifier/speaker load characteristics 
may be very closely defined, integrated amps and 
processors may be optimized for specific drivers. The 
cable runs within an integrated system are, of course, 
very short, which can greatly simplify the design. 

Gain differences, amp flavors and connector in-
compatibilities are virtually eliminated in self-powered 
systems, simplifying the cross-rental of inventory. Indi-
vidual control of each speaker via line-level processors 
allows levels, frequency response and delay times to 
be individually manipulated for greater deployment 
flexibility and array optimization. 

grade to a self-powered speaker system must face the 
problem of recycling a large part of their older, nonin-
tegrated inventory. It may make more financial sense 
to sell off a used P.A. in its entirety, rather than simply 
relegating old cabinets to the back of the shop to be 
slowly stripped of drivers, castors and connectors. 

There's also the problem of re-engineering the 
sound system infrastructure. Though speaker cables are 
eliminated, line-level signals and AC power now must 
be distributed to each cabinet. With amplifiers integrat-
ed into speakers, adjusting individual channels often 
goes from inconvenient to impossible, so manual vol-
ume controls are eliminated, reinforcing the push to-
ward control and monitoring solutions for amplifiers, 
along with distributed processing. The hope for a uni-
versal standard for computer control by the end of the 
century may lead us to the Holy Grail of a self-equaliz-
ing sound system. 

Several speaker manufacturers already make tradi-
tional amplifiers along with processors for their own 
products, and many leading amplifiers have provisions 
for onboard processing. Since self-powered products 
compete directly with traditional amps, it would be sur-
prising if many amp manufacturers didn't already have 
competing designs on their drawing boards. How long 
can it be before off-the-shelf speaker-mount amp mod-
ules become available for proprietary builders? 

MORS POW» 
Over time, increasingly powerful amplifiers have 
forced transducer manufacturers to rise to the chal-
lenge. The materials and geometry of the voice coil, 
magnet and motor assemblies of transducers have re-
mained unchanged for decades, with minor refine-
ments offering incremental advances in power 
handling. Ferrofluid, which changes the thermal prop-
erties of the voice coil, has been widely accepted as a 
tool for increasing transducer power handling. The in-
troduction of neodymium magnets has produced some 
weight savings, and better adhesives, formers, cones 
and coils have gradually increased power handling in 
professional products. 

Recently, the introduction of a double-voice coil 
topology in several successful speaker products has 
created interest from not only buyers of manufactured 
speaker systems, but also those who use transducers 
in their own proprietary systems. The idea of using 
dual differential voice coils goes back nearly a half-cen-
tury to the days when power-handling in speakers was 
not a big concern. An AES paper by Doug Button de-
scribes how, by designing a magnet with dual gaps of 
opposing flux and using twin differential voice coils, 
  power handling is doubled or 

Of course, companies that up-
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TOUR 
PROFILE 

LAURYN HILL LIVE 
Hip Hop Superstar Hits the Road 

I
auryn Hil: was only 15 years old (and working part-I 
time as a soap opera actress) when she got togeth-
er with high school classmate Wyclef Jean and his 

cousin Prakazrel "Pras" Michel to form The Fugees. Their 
careers took off with the 1993 release il their debut 
album, Blunted on Reality, and their follow-up, The 
Score, went on to sell more than 17 million units and 
won two 1996 Grammy awards, for Best Rap Album, 
and for Best R&B Performance by a Duo or Group with 
Vocal for their cover of the Roberta Flack classic "Killing 
Me Softly." 

Last fall, Hill releasxd The Miseducation of Lautyn Hill 
and it was an instant favorite with critics and fans, soaring 
to the top of the charts. On this, her first !•eplo endeavor. 
Hill not only showcases her vocal talents but demonstrates 
writing, arranging and producing abilities, infusing hip 
hop and rap with intimate '70s-style soul and reggae. 

Hill recently embarked on a world tour to support her 
album; Mix caught up with the West Coast U.S. leg at 
the Bill Graham Civic Auditorium in San Francisco at the 
beginning of March, when the hip hop sensation was 
still celebrating her success at the Granary Awards—ten 
nominations and five awards (Album of the Year. Best 
New Artist, Best R&B Song. Best R&B Album and Best 
Female R&B Vocal Performance) for Misiducation. 

The low-key mood of the show prelude. a stirring 
sing-along accompaniment to a recording of Bob Mar-
ley's classic "Redemption Song," immediately gave way 
to excitement as Hill and her 16 backing musicians, two 
Dis and MC launched into a dynamic two-hour set, fea-
turing performances of Hill's solo material, sprinkled 
with lively renditions of '70s soul   
classics and a few Fugees hits. 

(L to R) FOH engineer Meaux Windhorst, FOH mixer "Commissioner" 

Gordon Williams and system engineer Greg Hancock 

SPONTANEITY IS KEY 

The show is improvisational, and the set changes from 
night to night; keeping up with the musicians is a tough 
job. Front-of-house mixer "Commissioner" Gordon 
Williams, who joined the tour after mixing Miseducation 
(he, too is basking in the Grammy glow), explains his 
free-form approach to mixing the performance. " It's 
more like arrangement, and it's spontaneous," he says. 
"I never mix the show the same way any night. I 

couldn't even tell you what I do 
BY SARAN JONES —CONTINUED ON PAGE 186 
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ALL ACCESS 

Before heading out on the road for a summer tour 
of arenas and sheds, Tom Petty 2, The Heartbreakers 
were back in San Francisco for a seven night stint at 
the famed Fillmore Auditorium. As well as playing 
songs from their new album, Echo, along with many 
old favorites, Petty also gave the fans a treat when 
he played a few tunes during the final two nights 
with special guest Bo Diddley. 

Bo Diddley with Tom Petty 

"Because of space constraints at the FOH position, I'm using a Gamble 
EX while here at the Fillmore," says FOH engineer Robert &oval. "How-

ever, I'll probably be using a Midas XL4 or a new Heritage 3000 on the 

tour. The drive rack contains BSS Varicurves, TC Delays and an Avalon 

opto-comp/limiter which I use across the mix bus. The delays are used 
to time-align the P.A. system with the back line. Time alignment is very 

important in a room this size, especially for dynamic mixing, because it 

gives you the ability, in terms of fader moves, to be very quiet or very 

loud without it appearing to move the stage volume in and out of the 
mix. This show is an absolute study in dynamics—it goes from a whisper 

to a roar in a heartbeat—so to make something really time coherent for 

the audience is very important. lam using SMAART to do all the P.A. 
tuning and time delay setting and running real time FFTs during the 

show." After some debate, Scovill decided to use the Fillmore's house 
P.A., a Meyer system, for the Fillmore dates. Electrotec is providing a 

V-DOSC P.A. system for the summer tour. 
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"My take on mixing this band is that the whole show revolves around 
the vocal," says Scovill. "If that part of it is happening, if it's clear and 
intelligible, the rest of the mix easily falls into plate. Tom uses a Shure 

5/057 mic for vocals, which he's been using ever since I can remem-

ber; while getting a vocal sound out of that mic is one of the more 
challenging things I have ever attempted, I am amazed some nights at 

what I do get out of it. I'm pretty excited about using these newly re-
leased Purple Audio 1176 reissues—the UREI 1176 Blackface LN has 

been a staple of the audio industry and my arsenal for years, and 
Purple Audio is reissuing them part for part. They're fantastic—I use 

them primarily on Tom's vocal and all the acoustic guitars. This 
bond's influences are heavily rooted in the late '50s and '605 as for 

as their approach to guitars, amps and sounds, yet it is portrayed n a 

contemporary format that is really powerful. It's eery refreshing, and I 
try very hard to be true to that at FOH. Also the shows are very 
'loose' in terms of format and require a developed sense of where the 

songs are at a given moment and where they are going. I really have 

to be on my toes, and a lot of my moves are based on watching visu-
al cues between bandmembers; I relate these to musical cues, which 
in turn relate to mix moves. It is a wickedly cool ;ymbiosis betweei 

band and mixer when it is really happening." 

"For guitars Tom's got a Flying V, Gibson 335, 

fender Telecasters and Gibson acoustics," says 

Alan "Bugs" Weidel, who is the tech for Pecty, 
bassist Howie Epstein and guitarist/keyboardist Scott Thurston. "Scott plays Stratocasters or a Les Paul, and a Gibson or 

lakamine for acoustic. Howie uses either a Fenaer or a Danelectro. For amps, Tom uses a Fender Bassman sometimes with 
the Leslie, and sometimes he uses a Vox AC30.1:or foot pedals he has an Ibanez tube Screamer, a Boss digital reverb 

delay, a Red Llama overdrive, Vox wah-wah pedal and a Tremulator. Howie uses an Aguilar with SWR bot-

toms, and Scott has an AC30." 
Steve Winstead, guitar tech for Mike Campbell, says the guitarist has with him a Blond Bassman, a tan 

Fender AC30, a custom model 250 and a Princeton reverb. 'Mike uses a custom audio electronic switching 
system with one-in, eight-out, four loops, a Roland SD3000 delay and Danelectro outboard pedal effects, 
which he just started to use. He's really hot on the Daddy-o nowadays. As far as other effects, his custom guitar 

has tremolo, reverb and distortion in it, as well Mike also has a Vibratone, which gets the sounds you hear when 
they play the song 'You Don't Know How It Feels." 

"I've got a Midas XL3 board with me," says monitor engineer 
Brian Hendry. "My amplifiers are Crown Microtech 3612s that 

we use with the PIP card as a crossover in them-3,600 watt bot-
tom end, 1,200 top end; they're the best. We use Drawmer gates 
and compressors on drums, and for Tom's vocal insert a Klark 

Teknik DN27 and a Summit leveling amplifier. Tom uses one in-
ear monitor; he doesn't want to be completely isolated, but it 

helps him with pith. He doesn't take his mic off his stand, so 

when he's standirg there in front of his wedges I bring his 

wedges up as loud as normal and then bring in the rear to fill; it 

really enhances everything—you don't even notice it's in most of 
the time. When he moves off to the sides there's enough backline 

that bleeds straignt into it, without bringing the mix into it. Also, 
with just one ear bud you don't need to bring in overhead mics, 
etcetera. As opposed to an overpowering big rock mix; this is 

more refined, moc-e dynamic; I've been able to cut back a lot of it 

and just enhance the actual music. 

"Tom uses 575 for the guitar amps; for drums we use an 88 

and a 91 for the kick drum and Audio Technica mics for rack 
toms and overheads, which 

are Neumann compatible. 

About the only new addition 

to Tom's area is some MXR 
pedals; otherwise he and 

the band have been pretty 
consistent." 

Techs Steve Winstead (L) 

and Alan "Bugs" Weidel 
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—FROM PAGE 183, LAURYN HILL 

from time to time, because it's all how I 
feel, whether I put a delay on, or bring 
something up, or pull something back, 
or pump the system on a certain part of 
the song, or turn it down so the crowd 
can hear the vocal more—it depends 
from night to night. 

"[Lauryn] really operates on impro-
visation; she's very inspired, she may 
hear something that day [that she wants 
to play]," continues Williams, who, as 
an example, recounts a discussion with 
Hill earlier that afternoon, when she 
was considering learning Tony Ben-
nett's "I Left My Heart in San Francisco" 
for the show that night. She decided 
against it. 

"It's really exciting because you 
never really know what may happen or 
change at the show," says Williams. 
"But at the same time, if you're not real-
ly on top of all that's going on, it could 
be very difficult, because you've got 16 
people going at once and you have all 
these open microphones and so many 
things happening that if everyone's not 
in sync, it could be disastrous. The gui-
tar player's playing acoustic, then he's 
switching to an electric; the bass play-
er's playing a different bass, the percus-
sionist is going from timpani drums to 
wind chimes—as dynamic as that." 

It no doubt helped that Commisioner 
Gordon also mixed the record and that 
he has an affinity for musicians. Produc-
ing, he says, is his first love, and he has 
been producing and engineering pro-
fessionally since his fist album was 
released in 1986. He also has been an 
artist and producer with Motown and 
Sony for most of that time and is cur-
rently doing A&R for Sony. He is also a 
professional DJ. He met Hill three years 
ago, when they both worked on the 
Panther soundtrack. 

"We stayed in contact because at 
the time I was kind of in the hip hop 
scene," he says. "I started doing a lot of 
work at Sony—I mixed Will Smith's 
Men In Black—and I came back in con-
tact with Lauryn, and she asked me to 
come in the studio with her and work 
on her record. She really wanted to in-
corporate the live instruments with a lot 
of the electronic stuff; we were both 
sort of figuring things out as we went 
along." The album took just over a year 
to complete, and when they were near-
ing the end of the project, Hill began 
talking with Williams about him accom-
panying her on tour. He had much the 
same studio-live relationship a few 
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Monitor engineers Rick McSorley (L) and Vish Wadi 

years previously a ith hits-One. 
But the game is much different on-

stage than in the studio, and Williams 
had his own adjustment period during 
the first couple of shows, mostly in deal-
ing with mics, "just being able to keep 
the vocal above the music in certain 
places where you have to play loud. Es-
pecially with a lot of hip hop, it's a lot 
of low end and just a lot of driving the 
system hard, and when you have open 
microphones and you're driving a sys-
tem like that, you stand to get a lot of 
feedback. Once I got a technique being 
able to work that, that was fine. Like a 
DJ, where he's at line level, and you can 
turn the DJ up as kind as you need to 
turn it up. But he's right next to the 
drummer, or the saxophone player, who 
has an open mic on his horn." 

TOOLS FOR 

MANAGING THE SOUND 

Sound for the tour is being provided by 
Dallas-based Showco; Showco system 
engineer Gregory Hancock (who joined 
the tour after stints with Reba McEntire, 
Limp Bizkit and, most recently, Third 
Eye Blind) talked about the mid-sized 
system being used on this theater tour: 
"We're carrying what is actually a the-
ater Showco Prisms rig," says Hancock. 
"We're only carrying 20 Prism enclo-
sures, but we're carrying a large sub 
complement-12 Prism subs. We have 
13 BFM600 Showco a edges and an ad-
ditional ten Prism SRM wedges, and we 
also have four Prism underhung; 
nearfield enclosures. We have 17 musi-
cians onstage; we are doing mostly 
2,300- to 3,200-seat theaters, so it's very 
tight, very demanding" 

The front-of-house rack is equipped 
with outboard essentials: dbx 160s, 
Drawmer 201 gates, dbx 903 compres-
sors/904 gates. Effects include Yamaha 
SPX90s, Eventide H3000s, Lexicon PCM 

42, Roland SDE3000 and a Summit 
TLA100 tube compressor. Williams says 
he uses effects sparingly, and those he 
applies vary from night to night. "I have 
basic reverbs that I may try from room 
to room, i may fool around with some 
delays on some instruments, on some 
vocals, on parts to accent certain things, 
but there's nothing really that I plan; I 
just kind of keep things ready. Some-
times I don't use anything, sometimes 
the show'll be just straight up. 

"I don't really like too much com-
pression, and [Hill] doesn't like compres-
sion at all," says Williams, who cops to 
using some on the DJ and a bit of light 
compression on the overall system. "If 
you even say that word around her, 
she'll just freak out, because she always 
says that compression feels like it limits 
her voice, it takes away her dynamic 
range. One thing about Lauryn, she does 
go from full voice to a whisper often, to 
a rap—you have that transition." 

Because of her dynamic range, 
Williams says, compression is more 
helpful to him in a live situation than in 
the studio, since he doesn't have the 
benefit of automation. "The console, a 
[Yamaha] PM4000, is fully loaded. I'm 
at 58 inputs, and the whole console is 
full. I have eight subgroups; they allow 
me to just ride overall sections, but the 
compression helps when I can't grab 
something, like the vocal—there may 
be a part where she just may sing it dif-
ferently tonight than she sang it the 
night before. The compression does 
help to hold on to things, but still, I 
don't like to squeeze things too much." 

One particular FOH challenge is 
matching levels during a "duel" between 
the band and DJs spinning records on-
stage. "A lot of times the DJ is switching, 
and every night it could be different 
records," says Williams. "It's not like we 
have a set ci records that are the same all 
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the time. Newer records have a lot more 
pump, more drive than an older record, 
and he may switch back and forth be-
tween a record from the '90s, a record 
from the '70s, a record from the '80s. I 
guess that's where my knowledge of hip 
hop comes in handy, because I know a 
lot of the records, so as soon as he 
switches, I'll know, 'Okay I need to crank 
this one up, or this one needs a little help 
on the bottom, or this one is going to be 
too much, this has a heavy 808 so I need 
to cut on the highpass filter because 
you'll get the rumble from the turntable.' 
So even that is spontaneous." 

CHALLENGES IN MONITORLAND 

\\ hile W illtants Um\ e and come 
alive for the spontaneity, it doesn't 
make for an easy night for the monitor 
engineer. "My hat goes off to Vish 
[Wadi, monitor mixer], because I know 
the advantage for me is knowing Lau-
ryn, and a lot of those musicians I've 
worked with in the studio, too," says 
Williams. "Vish came in as a total out-
sider and had to try to grasp all of these 
things while we were already going be-
cause we had already done six or seven 
shows and rehearsed for months before 
Vish even heard the show. The first 
time he heard the show was at the 
monitor board. And he has like 21 
mixes going back there, so for him to 
lasso that horse is not an easy thing." 

Wadi, who's working on a Yamaha 
PM4000M, certainly has his hands full 
onstage. He had joined the tour a few 
weeks in and was fine-tuning his 
process. "It's kind of hard to lock in 
after four shows; you have to do about 
two weeks of shows [before you come 
up with a blend that can work for all 
the shows]," he says. The bandmembers 
have individual monitor mixes; Hill and 
her three background singers are using 
in-ears, and the drummer has floor 
monitors plus one in-ear. And since this 
leg of the tour is a theater tour, space 
onstage is pretty limited. When asked 
how he manages the sound onstage, 
Wadi says he "keeps fingers crossed. 
I'm using every mix there is on a 4K— 
everybody out there has their own mix. 
We're just trying to get a musical bal-
ance up there." 

For Hill's vocals, "we're trying out 
different mics on her—Shure, also 
Sennheiser. When I came in, I was get-
ting to know her voice. We had a 
[Shure SM] 87 and changed that to a 58." 
Hill tried a Sennheiser for the Grammy 
Awards and has used it since. As for ef-

fects, Wadi is using a minimal amount. 
"There are some effects on the girls, re-
verb for their ear monitors, but [Hill] 
likes it pretty dry. Other than that, 
everybody's got their own effects going 
on in their mix." Wadi says there's noth-
ing fancy; everything is pretty straight-
forward. "I do like using a lot of 
compressors, just to keep the informa-
tion tight. In any show, [the goal is to] 
give the audience what they want, and 
at the same time find control onstage. 
Don't let the stage control you." 

Controlling the stage is probably his 
biggest challenge, but Wadi says that 
even as tour dates are being added at 
the current venues, they are beginning 
to play larger halls, making the show 
easier to manage. "[We're] going in the 
right direction, from tiny venues to 
3,000-seat theaters, to 4,000 seats. We're 
taking one step at a time, getting into a 
groove." 

WHAT MATTERS MOST 

When the show is over and the house 
clears, Williams says, the thing he enjoys 
most about live work is the instant grat-
ification it provides. "As soon as some-
thing happens, the crowd instantly 
responds," he explains. "When you 
make records, you may work on it for a 
few months, or in the case of Lauryn's 
record, a year; and then you have pro-
motion, then the record comes out and 
you have to wait and see what happens. 
It could be a year after you did some-
thing before you see whether people 
like it or not, whereas live, you know 
right away whether they like it or don't. 

"I'm part of what's going on; as 
much as they're doing what they're 
doing up there, it's like the board is my 
instrument—I'm playing it as they're play-
ing it. I can feel it happening directly, and 
then the crowd response." Williams says 
it's important for the crowd to hear the 
records as they are supposed to sound. 
"If it's a record that has a heavy 808 or has 
a lot of low end, and the crowd knows 
it like that, but when it c.orries on it doesn't 
sound like that, it doesn't have the same 
effect. It just doesn't move them the same 
way; that initial adrenaline rush, what it 
does to people when they first hear it, 
when they first feel it, right at the begin-
ning. If something comes on and that ini-
tial impact is not really right, people may 
pay attention but you may lose the crowd, 
lose that momentum. So I like to try to 
keep that intensity all the way through 
the show, so by the time it's over you feel 
like you've just been on a roller coaster; 
you feel like wow, I got what I paid my 
money for, it was a great ride." 
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Don't settle for speakers that are large and unsightly to get the 
directional control you require. Apogee's new family of Linear Array 
Loudspeakers deliver the sound where you need it: to the audience. 
ALA speakers let you focus the sonic energy with astounding 
accuracy and precision, keeping it off walls, ceilings and other 
surfaces that cause destructive reflections. 

Off-axis rejection is equally impressive, allowing sensitive podium 
and lavaliere mics to achieve levels that were previously unheard of. 
The result is greater articulation, clarity and intelligibility than 
ever before. 

A wide range of vertical dispersion patterns can be created quickly 
and easiy, thanks to our flexible riggirg system. And only Apogee 
provides a choice of models to meet any requirement. The ALA-3 
(pictured above) comprises dual 10" cone drivers and dual 1" throat 
horns, and is ideal for theatres, balrocms, houses of worship and 
similar venues. 

The ALA-5 is equipped with dual 15 cones and higher power HF 
drivers. for larger venues ranging from tàeatres to sports arenas. And 
finally there's the ALA-9, a three way, tri-amped system suitable for 
the biggest concert venues, indoors or oat. 

Apogee Linear Array Loudspeakers give you the means to win 
the war against problem venues. Just think of what they'll do in 
the easy ones! 

Call, fax or write today to learn more about this advanced 
technology or to arrange for a demonstration. 

Apogee Sound • 2180 S. McDowell Blvd. • Petaluma. CA • 94954 • U.S.A. 
• Phone —0-7'8.8887 • Fax: —0—.8.6923 
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ALA-5 
Ideal for concerts, 
musical theatre, industrials, theme-
parks, and performing arts centers 

ALA-9 
Designed for rock 
concerts, sporting events, outdoor pag-
eantry and other large scale applications. 



LIVE SOUND 

°HERS 
—FROM PAGE 182, LOUDSPEAKER TRENDS 

power compression is halved while in-
ductance is lowered. 

Significant weight savings are also 
achieved over the traditional speaker 
topology by using neodymium and 
placing the magnet inside the coils. The 
use of neodymium additionally offers a 
reduction in flux modulation, translating 
to lower distortion. Adjusting the spac-
ing of the twin voice coils can provide 
an increase in linearity without adding 
the weight of a longer voice coil. 

COMPOSITE CABINET MATERIALS 

"1" he physical properties of speaker cab-
inets themselves have remained un-
changed the longest. Thicker walls, 
denser hardwood plys and sturdier 
bracing have all been used to minimize 
the efficiency losses caused by energy 
escaping from the back and sides of the 
speaker cabinet, but all these methods 
add weight. For years studios have re-
sorted to concrete construction to elim-
inate resonances in large-format control 
room monitors, but this approach is not 
practical for most portable applications 
or installations. However, materials with 

The National Car Rental Center, home 
of the NHL's Florida Panthers, has a 
new sound system including Community 
CBA/CBS arena loudspeakers. There 
are six main clusters, each comprising 
CBA6060NE mid-high horn-loaded sys-
tems and C13S315 and CBS415 low-fre-
quency cabinets. Four additional comer 
clusters are made up of seven CBS6060s, 
hung without their usual Baltic birch en-
closures in an effort to reduce weight and 
cost...Digital Audio Research's Theatre-
Play sound effects replay and editing sys-
tems are being used by leading British 
theater sound company Autograph for 
the UK tour of the Cameron Mackintosh 
musical Muffin Guerre. TheatrePlay en-
ables triggering of up to eight simultane-
ous effects and incorporates DAR's 
OMR8 8-track disk recorder technolo-
gy...Sound reinforcement for the PACE 
Motor Sports dirt-bike race events was 
provided by G&G Leasing and Rentals, 
a division of Houston, Texas-based 

Ideas Inc. The competition began Jan. 9 
at Anaheim, Calif's Edison Internation-
al Field and will tour the U.S. through 
May 1. The system that the tour is car-
rying includes JBL's lightweight Horn 
Loaded Array (WA) loudspeaker system; 
16 HLA model 4895 array modules are 
positioned on top of an aluminum grid 
in the center of each venue...LA Audio 
reports that its equali7ers/processors are 
being used on tours by Santana (30th an-
niversary tour) and Deep Purple (digEQs 
and EQ231 EQ/dynamics processors, re-
spectively). Both of these productions are 
using L'Acoustics V-DOSC P.A.s...Con-
sultants Boston light & Sound provided 
more than 50 Electro-Voice theater 
speaker system for this year's Sundance 
Film Festival...The Tokyo production of 
the musical The Lion King at the Mai 
Spring Theater is using a new 98-input 
Cadac J-Type console that includes 106 
motorized faders and eight program-
mable dual input channels. 

higher stiffness-to-mass than wood are 
now becoming available, and these ma-
terials can improve performance and re-

duce weight, while also reducing the 
cabinet's resonance so that it acts more 
like a perfect enclosure with all its ener-

WWW.BGW.COM 

The tradition continues.... 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 

SLIBWOOFER SYSTEMS 

BGW Systems, Inc. 
13130 Yukon Ave. Hawthorne, CA 90250 
Phone: (310) 973-8090 (800) 468-AMPS 
Fax : (310) 676-6713 Email: saleselagw.com 
In Canada: 
A.C. Simmonds & Sons (905) 839.8041 

For over 25 years, BGW Systems 
has provided audio professionals 
with dependable, high quality 
power amplifiers. From Abbey 
Road Studios to Zion National 
Park, BGW amplifiers, rack 
mount accessories and self 
powered subwoofer systems 
can be found in the world's 
most prestigious installations. 

BGW offers four lines of 
power amplifiers including 
the Millennium, Performance, 
Professional and Grand Touring 
Series, all designed to handle 
the most demanding audio 
applications at an affordable 
price. 
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BGW's line of self powered 

subwoofer systems, the M2200 

and M1100, incorporate power 

and processing into a quad 

or dual 15" subwoofer cabinet. 

They are the perfect cost 

effective solution for any 

subwoofer application and 

provide an awesome "sub bass" 

experience. 

Call BGW today to find out 

why more audio professionals 

worldwide depend on us. 

Go For The Best... Go For BGW. 

Systems 



VEGA 
U2020 

-11110331111111 

Vegas t 202o wireless microphone systems are ready to 

the challenges ahead. Digital television. Fewer availablt 
IV channels. New interference sources. Mort 

wireless systems on the air every year 

In this tough new wireless environment, a mid( 
choice of frequencies, inununity to interference anc 

rock solid reliability will be essential k 
success. The field-proven U2020 offer 

all this and much more 

Offl". 

le UWE' 

1.0-01 

Ready for the Next IMPIIMUM 

Available in four operating ranges, with 10( 

synthesized channels in each range, then 
is a choice of more than 350 uniqu( 
frequencies in all. The R-2020 Tru( 

Diversity Receiver has overload-resistan 
RF circuitry with a high degre 

of immunity to interference. Anç 
Vega's exclusive Dual-Mode squeld 

technique further reduces the chance 

of harmful interference 

The U2020 also offers the clean 
high quality audio for whid 

Vega is famous, along with oui 
industry-leading service anc 

support. Proven in thousand: 
of installations worldwide 

the U2020 is the systeff 
you can count on wher 

conditions are tough 

EGA 

••••• 

•.•••• ,•••• 

.0 • 
• • 

the Vega U2020, th( 
logical choice for today 
And for the years ahead 

For the dealer nearest you, call (800) 877-1771 
9900 E. Baldwin Place. El Monte, CA 91731 

(626)442-0782 • Fax (626)444  1342 • E-mail vega sales@earthlink.net 
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GOLD LINE 
MANUFACTURED IN U.S.A. SINCE 1961 ir 

Digital Parametric Equalizer 

• DSP Dual Channel EQ with 10 Filters 

per Channel 

• DELAY from 26pSec to 174mSec 

• High/Low Pass and Shelving Filters 

• Affordable at a retail price of $1250 

Box 500 • West Redding, CT 06896 

Phone: ( 203) 938-2588 • Fax: ( 203) 938-8740 

web: http://www.gold-line.com • email: goldline@i84.net 

GOLD LINE 
MANUFACTURED IN U.S.A. SINCE 1961 
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ProPhonÉ2XTM 
Professional hone Monitor 

The Ultimate In Sound Quality, 
Safety and Appearance. 

Dual micro-transducers combine to provide powerful 
bass with clear mid and high frequency reproduction. 

Custom molded and sculpted for maximum 
comfort and appearance 

Optimum isolation from external sounds 

Virtually invisible appearance 

Custom skin tone matching system 

The only audiology network with 
the expertise in hearing conservation 
for the music industry 

Sensaphonics 
Hearin Conservation 

312-432-1714 
660 N. Milwaukee Ave, Chicago, IL 60622 

www.sensaphonics.com 
saveyourears@sensaphonics.com 

gy delivered in the intended direction. 
(It's surprising how often the total polar 
response of a sound system is ignored.) 

Carbon-fiber composite materials 
were originally developed for use in 
aerospace applications where weight, 
strength and rigidity are of paramount im-
portance. Civilian applications of carbon-
fiber composite materials now include 
speaker cabinets that weigh less than half 
as much as similar cabinets built from 
wood. Speakers in non-resonating enclo-
sures provide up to 3 dB more output 
than the same transducers in a traditional 
wooden box, and, because there is no 
energy coming off the back of the speak-
ers, monitor cabinets made from these 
materials are an engineer's dream. 

An extra benefit of carbon-fiber en-
closures is the extremely durable nature 
of the material. There is no need for 
paint or carpeting, and they require little 
maintenance. Though carbon-fiber 
composite cabinets cost at least twice as 
much to build as traditional enclosures, 
the extra output and lighter weight offer 
an attractive payback. 

LINE ARRAYS 

The speaker design archives are littered 
with good ideas whose development 
was limited by the technology of their 
day. Modem electronics, materials and 
manufacturing methods now make it 
feasible to revisit some of these older 
concepts. For example, the positive 
coupling exhibited by neighboring 
speaker components that operate in the 
same bandwidth is well understood. 
Long before efficient horn-loaded de-
signs were developed for touring sys-
tems, speaker manufacturers discovered 
that the combined response of a verti-
cal line of closely coupled transducers 
offered improved performance, better 
than the sum of the individual drivers. 
Many speaker enclosures for public ad-
dress featured this design, and engi-
neers of a certain age will no doubt 
remember the Shure and WEM columns 
that predated horn-based systems. 

As a practical matter, concert engi-
neers soon learned that transducers and 
cabinets arranged in a column behaved 
differently when the same system com-
ponents were piled in a block. This led 
to the common arrangement of drivers 
being aligned vertically, both within 
cabinets and throughout modular 
speaker arrays. Coupling between cabi-
nets has long been accepted as a fact of 
life in concert sound reinforcement. 

Several years ago, a landmark AES 
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paper co-authored by a couple of 
French scientists showed that when ad-
jacent speakers are close enough, the 
array behaves like a single sound source 
having the same shape. This effect is, of 
course, frequency-dependent, which is 
why it has been observed in the low 
and midrange frequencies of many sys-
tems for years. The paper further estab-
lished that this coupling also occurs 
when the total area of radiating sources 
is at least 80% of the total area of their 
arrangement. Practical demonstration of 
the paper's contents can be found in the 
V-DOSC- system. The vertical alignment 
of the tall, thin openings of the unique 
V-DOSC high-frequency wave-guides al-
lows the coupling to extend into the 
highs to match the propagation at lower 
frequencies. The entire array behaves as 
a single sound source, without beams or 
seams, and with well-defined coverage. 

Several speaker manufacturers have 
already taken note of the success of the 
V-DOSC line array and have fielded 
similar systems, while others are work-
ing on designs that have yet to see a 
trade show. (The V-DOSC high-fre-
quency wave-guide is patented and 
cannot legally be a part of other designs 
unless it is licensed.) No doubt there are 
those frantically looking for new ways 
to couple super-tweeters. Old road 
dogs are reminded of the days when 
metal radial horns were stacked up to-
gether in a column. 

This short overview of current trends 
in loudspeaker system design is not 
necessarily a roadmap for the future. 
Though future loudspeaker products 
may incorporate some or all of the new 
technologies outlined above, traditional 
configurations will continue to serve in 
a wide range of applications. Though 
compact, self-powered line arrays made 
of carbon-fiber composite materials and 
including new, higher-powered dual-
coil drivers may offer users a competi-
tive advantage in certain circumstances, 
there will be situations in which the 
most technologically advanced solution 
may also be the most expensive. Suc-
cessful sound system operators realize 
that the decision to purchase new 
equipment must be based on sound 
business reasons, as well as the desire 
to provide the best tools for the job 
Until the return on investment of sound 
systems based on new technologies ri-
vals that of more traditional approach-
es, the best speakers for the job may be 
the ones already in inventory. 

Mark Frink is Mix 's sound reinforce-
ment editor. 

What's the industry saying 
about audio education? 
'Students need to concentrate on the basics of audio...cultivating 
a strong ethic for hard work and attention to detail.., developing 
appropriate attitudes to deal tactfully with people and gain real 
experience in a pressure environment.' 

What can you expect from OIART? 
A solid foundation in theory reinforced with the most hands-on time available 
in Canada. An environment that promotes positive work habits and fosters 
people skills. Lots of time to express your own creativity. An immersion-style 
integrated curriculum completed in 1 year instead of 2-3 years in less streamlined 
programs — without cutting corners — so you can get at it sooner. 

Compare before you choose. 
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Ontario Institute of Audio Recording Technology 
502 Newbold Street, London, ON CANADA N6E 1K6 
Telephone 519.686.5010 Fax 519.686.5060 
Website: www.oiart.org E-mail: inquiry@oort.org 

N ocking Your World 
"From now on, whenever I 

record, I'll be using the 

MSS-10s. I would love to 

have a ton of them." 

—Al Schmitt 

i2=E=Mi 

TRRTECH 
Natural Sound 

Lab 

By Martinsound 

As you read this, MSS-10s are delivering awesome sounds 
for the unreasonably demanding people who make 

monster hits. The MSS-10 mic preamp was created in 
Martech's intense, double blind, high resolution torture 
chamber. As a result, it sounds incredible, even under 

abusive conditions. Call today to arrange an audition of 
pure musical genius. 

1151 W Valley Blvd, Alhambra CA USA 91803-2493 (800) 582-3555 or +1 (626) 281-3555 
Fax +1 (626) 284-3092 www.martinsound.com 

Copyright 1999, Martinsound Inc. Att Rights Reserved 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

DEW Sauna REFORCEMEDI PRODUCH 

QSC PLX 3402 AMP 

QSC (Costa Mesa, CA) adds to its PLX 
Series of amplifiers with the PLX 3402, 
delivering 700 W/channel (8 ohm), 
1,100 W (4 ohms), and 1,700 W at 2 
ohms. The two-rackspace (14-inch 
deep) PIJC 3402 incorporates a QSC 
PowerWave" switching power supply 
and weighs 21 pounds. The PLX 3402 
features proportional-response clip lim-
iters that lower distortion and preserve 
dynamics, while user-selectable LF fil-
ters increase usable power and protect 
speakers. Also featured are XLR and h-
inch TRS inputs, Neutrik Speakon and 
touch-proof binding post outputs. LED 
indicators include a three-step signal 
ladder and true clip, protect, bridge-
mono and parallel input mode status 
indicators. Price: $2,098. 
Circle 314 on Product Info Cord 

PEAVEY IA SERIES AMPS 
IX' Series power amps from Peavey 
Electronics (Meridian, MS) combine 
audiophile-level performance attribut-
es (such as frequency response ex-
tending to 80 kHz) with pro reliability 
and advanced features. Standard 
amenities include Load Fault Correc-
tion (LFC") against abnormal loads; 
Initialization Protection from power-
up transients and failures/careless op-
eration of gear upstream of the amps; 
DC protection; and LEDs for signal 
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presence, clip, LFC and pro-
tection status. The Cobra-Net-
ready IA amps also feature a 
rear-panel ACI" (Amplifier 
Control Interface) bay for 
adding intelligent control 
modules or remote monitoring 
via AmpWare or other soft-

ware. Power output (at 4 ohms) 
ranges from 150 to 600 W/channel. 
Circle 315 on Product Info Card 

EAW SUPERSUB JR 

The EAW (Whitinsville, MA) LA400 Su-
perSub Jr" subwoofer provides 139dB 
SPL peak, 133dB long-term (measured 
at 1 meter) with a frequency response 
of 45 to 250 Hz ±3dB (-10 dB at 40 
Hz). This single-12 unit is based on 
EAW's dual-12 KF940/BH822 Super-
Sub" design, though the cabinet di-
mensions conform to EAW's LA460 
Virtual Array Technology" full-range 
system, which it is designed to com-
plement. Provided with a "towel bar" 
handle and rear-mounted casters, the 
LA400 handles up to 500 watts and is 
supplied with Neutrik Speakon NL4 
connectors. It weighs 125 pounds and 
measures 36x21x36 inches (HxWxD). 
Price is $ 1,084. 
Circle 316 on Product Info Cord 

SABINE TRUE MOBILITY WIRELESS 

Sabines (Alachua, 1.1) True Mobility 
systems are the first wireless units with 
built-in FBX Feedback Exterminator, 
auto de-essing and compressor/limit-
ing. Available in UHF and VHF 
versions, with handheld, lavalier or 
headset mics, the sing,le-rackspace re-
ceivers offer a front panel charger for 
rechargeable batteries. Targeted Input 
Processing automatically assigns the 
right amount of de-essing or compres-
sion to maximize performance. A True 
Mobility feature applies Sabine's propri-
etary FBX circuit to eliminate feedback 
"hot spots" onstage, offering performers 
unrestricted movement. Both UHF and 
VHF systems offer optional front- or 
rear-mount antennae, extension anten-
nae and antenna divider systems. 
Circle 317 on Product Info Card 

EV MS3000 WIRELESS 
The MS3000 UHF wireless system 
from Electro-Voice (Buchanan, MI) 
combines the MR3000 receiver with 
a choice of handheld and bodypack 
transmitters operating on single cus-
tom-tuned frequencies in the 690 to 
720MHz (TV channels 50-55) range. 
Featuring EV's DXN" companding 
circuitry, the MS3000 System delivers 
a signal-to-noise ratio of 104 dB. The 
MR3000 receiver has a rear-panel 
squelch adjustment and balanced XLR 
and unbalanced h-inch outputs. Mic 
choices include EV's N/D767 N/DYM 
dynamic and the BK-1 condenser. 
Systems are priced from $667 (lavalier) 
to $792 (handheld). 
Circle 318 on Product Info Cord 

YAMAHA F SERIES SPEAKERS 
Yamaha (Buena Park, CA) debuts the 
F Series line of high-performance live 
sound speakers. The F12 ($1,049) fea-
tures a two-way, bass-reflex design 
with a 4-inch voice coil, 12-inch cast 
frame woofer and a 2-inch throat tita-
nium HF driver. Power handling is 
1,400 W max at 8 ohms, and integral 
flying hardware is included. The Fl2M 
($1,099) is a floor monitor version of 
the F12. The F15 ($ 1,249) has a high-
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performance, 15-inch 
woofer and 3-inch titanium HF driver. 
The $1,499 F28 subwoofer has two 
18-inch drivers in an extremely rigid 
cabinet (with integrated casters) and 
handles over 4,000 watts fpeak). All 
F Series speakers feature carpet finish, 
steel grilles and handles; a unique 
switching design allows all F Series 
two-way speakers to be hi-amplified. 
Cede 319 on Product Info Card 

YORKVILLE 2,000 W/CH AMP 

Yorkville Sound's (Niagara Falls, NY) 
AP6040 2-channel power amp is capa-
ble of delivering 2,000 W/ch into 4 

ohms. Featuring a toroidal transformer-
based design, the three-rackspace 
AP6040 includes protection circuitry to 
provide DC, load, thermal and breaker 
protection, a user-defeatable peak 
limiter and a "soft turn-on" circuit. The 
unit features ground lift, highpass filter 
and stereo/mono switches, LED indi-
cators and recessed gain pots. Inputs 
are XLR and '4-inch TRS; outputs are 
Speakon SP-4 and binding-post. Price 
$1,799, including two-year, no-fault 
warranty. 
Circle 320 on Product Info Cord 

GEMINI MOSFET AMPS 
Gemini Sound (Carteret, NJ) debuts 
the XPM Series of stereo MOSFET 
amps, two-rackspace units featuring 
recessed front panel controls, steel re-
inforced chassis, toroidal transformer 

and speaker protection cir-
cuitry.. The XPM600 ($599), XPM900 
($699) and XPM1200 ($799), are rated 
at 200 watts, 280 watts and 360 watts, 
respectively. both channels driven into 
8 ohms. In mono bridge mode (8 
ohm), the units are rated at 550, 800 
and 1,060 watts. All XPM Series amps 
operate in stereo, parallel mono or 
bridged-mono modes. Inputs are bal-
anced XLR or Y4-inch jacks; outputs are 
five-way binding post or Speakon. 
Circle 321 on Product Info Card 

MACKIE VLZ SERIES MIXERS 

Mackie Designs (Woodinville, WA) is 
shipping its Compact VLZ Pro 1202, 
1402 and 1604 Series professional 
auclo mixers. All feature new Extended 
Dynamic Range (XDR") mic preamps 
offering 60 dB of gain with low noise 
and excellent headroom. Features 
include switchable phantom power, 
active 3-band EQ on 1202 and 1402 
models (swept mids on the 1604), 
75Hz highpass filter and 60nun faders. 
Prices range from $459 to $ 1,249. 
Grde 322 on Product Info Card 

RADIAL PASSIVE DI BOX 

CableTek Electronics (Port Coquitlam, 
BC. Canada) offers the Radial JDI Mk 
il passive DI box. With a frequency 
response of 20-20k Hz ±0.2 dB, and 
close to zero phase deviation across 
the audio bandwidth, the unit com-
bines simplicity of operation with 
uncolored sound. Protected by a 
recessed front panel, switches include 
a 15dB pad, a 60Hz filter to reduce 
hum, and a merge switch that com-
bines the In and Thru /' I-inch jacks, al-
lowing stereo inputs to be combined 
to mono. The XLR output has a 
ground lift switch. Additional features 
include a Jensen transformer, internal 
Mogami cabling, aluminum case with 
non-slip pad and protective bag. 
Price is $240. 
Circle 323 on Product Info Cord 

PRO CO CABLE ANALYZER 

The Chek 1 2 3 from Pro Co (Kalama-
zoo, MI) is a compact, portable audio 
cable/connector tester that can check a 
cable with only one end plugged into 
the tester. The Chek 1 2 3 outputs 
250Hz, lIcHz and 4IcHz test tones at 
mic or line level, and the 22-ounce 
unit operates for over 60 hours pow-
ered by one 9V battery. VOs include 
pairs of XLR, TRS and RCA connectors. 
Twelve LEDs indicate incorrect con-
nections and shorts. Price is $139.98, 
with three-year warranty. 
Circle 324 on Product Info Card 

BAG END TA5000-C 

TA5000-C trapezoidal loudspeaker 
from Bag End (Barrington, IL) is 
designed to replace the company's 
workhorse TA15, yet with improved 
performance and a lower price. Featur-
ing a 15-inch bass/mid woofer and an 
updated 1-inch exit HF compression 
driver, the TA5000-C handles 200 W 
continuous, 800 W peak and includes 
a passive Time-Align° crossover. Fre-
quency response is 50-19k Hz ±3 dB. 
Constructed from 7-ply poplar ply-
wood, the two-way vented cabinet 
weighs 70 pounds and features re-
cessed handles and a stand adapter. 
Price: $990. 
Circle 325 on Product Info Card 
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From left: Dolly Parton, Linda Ronstadt and Emmylou Harris 

DOM, MEN 
ARO 1.101E 
THE TRIO MAKES MORE 
HEAVENLY MUSIC 

by Robyn Flans 
Linda Ronstadt, Dolly Parton 
and Emmylou Harris could 
hardly believe they were fi-
nally all seated at the large 
Elektra Records conference 
table promoting Trio IL The 
project had been halted in 
1994 near the completion of 
mixing, and the follow-up to 
their successful 1987 album 
had remained shelved until 
now. The specific reasons for 
the delay are still vague, but 
they supposedly had some-
thing to do with the impossi-
bility of coordinating three 
separate artists' contracts and 
schedules. So Ronstadt never 
thought her label would 
agree when she suggested 
they resurrect this record to 
help fulfill her own contract. 

"It was the same mess 
they didn't want to deal with 
originally—different labels, 

different managers and the 
same can of worms all over 
again," Ronstadt explains. 
"Plus, Dolly had taken her 
tracks and put other har-
monies on them, and I had 
taken my tracks and done the 
same thing. But I said to the 
label anyway, Would you be 
interested in our reassem-
bling this record in the way it 
was originally recorded and 
putting it out?' To my com-
plete shock, they said yes." 

"I didn't think it would 
come out until after we were 
dead," Harris says. And Par-
ton adds with a laugh, "It's 
like a good bottle of wine— 
it's been aging. I was so ex-
cited when I got the 
message about the 
record getting re-
leased I'd been 
praying ever since 
we stopped it that 
it would come out 
because it was so 
great." 

Parton's busy 
schedule hadn't 
permitted her to 
attend a few of 
the earliest ses-
sions at the 

homey rural studio known as 
The Site in Marin County, 
where producer George 
Massenburg tracked the ini-
tial sessions. "It's very com-
plicated because you really 
want the vocalist to be there 
when you set up the tracks 
to make sure you're starting 
off in the right direction— 
particularly the key, but also 
the timbre of the track, to 
make sure you're supporting 
the vocal well and to make 
sure the song is being well-
represented," Massenburg 
explains, adding that Alison 
Kraus subbed for Parton on 
"I Feel the Blues Movin' In" 
so they would be sure of the 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 203 
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SHOWING GROWTH 

WITH "STUNT" 

by Paul Myers 
The thing about this record 

is that it was their fourth stu-
dio album. I can't emphasize 
enough how marvelous it 
was to work with guys who 
had reached that level of 
feeling so comfortable in the 
studio that it becomes a 
playground to them. It was a 
lot of fun." 

Producer/engineer Susan 
Rogers is heaping praise on 
Canada's Barenaked Ladies, 
and the album she's discuss-
ing is Stunt, the band's U.S. 
breakthrough release that she 
co-produced last year with 
colleague David Leonard. 
The album has so far notched 
triple-Platinum sales and 
counting, mostly on the 
strength of its irresistible first 
single, "One Week," a song 
with rapid-fire rap lyrics 
that mention everyone from 
LeAnn Rimes to Akira Kuro-
sawa, as well as many of the 
favorite foods of its singer 
and songwriter, Ed Robert-
son. (Ed likes vanilla, "it's the 
finest of the flavors," appar-
ently.) 

Since their debut album, 
Gordon, was released back 
in 1992, the five-man Canadi-
an band—which, in addition 
to vocalist/guitarist Robert-
son, includes vocalist/gui-
tarist Steven Page, keyboard-
ist/guitarist Kevin Hearn, 
drummer Tyler Stewart and 
bassist Jim Creeggan—had 
been steadily building a small 
but vocal cult following in 
America, largely as a result 
of endless touring. Although 
they made the occasional 
dent on radio playlists with 

songs such as -Brian Wilson" 
and "The Old Apartment," 
the band's fortunes turned in 
1996 when, like Cheap Trick, 
Kiss and Peter Frampton be-
fore them, they recorded and 
released a live album, Rock 
Spectacle, which was essen-
tially a live -greatest hits" 
package. When it became 
their first Gold album (it re-
cently went Platinum), Rock 
Spectacle broadened Bare-
naked Ladies' U.S. fan base 
while "warming the bed," as 
record executives like to say, 
for their next release. So, 
upon entering Arlyn Studios 
in Austin. Texas, early last 
year, the sharp-dressed men-
who-would -be-Ladies were 
well aware of the high ex-
pectations placed on their 
first studio album in four 
yews. 

Although Rogers and 
Leonard co-produced the 
album, they didn't actually 
work together, side by side, 
during the process. Like so 
many inventions, their tag-
team arrangement was born 
out af necessity. Approached 
by the band in December 
1997, Rogers had been eager 
to accept the job but, reluc-

tantly, had to pass on it be-
cause of a prior commitment 
to the group Rusted Root. A 
full production was not like-
ly, but if they needed any 
help, she had a three-week 
window of availability to 
offer them. A plan was 
drawn up wherein Rogers 
would attempt to complete 
basic tracking, lead vocals 
and whatever overdubs they 
could muster in 21 action-
packed days. At that point 
Rogers' associate, David 
Leonard (the two share man-
agement), would finish the 
job, including the final mix. 
The team was set. 

As 1998 began, Rogers 
flew to the band's Toronto 
base for four days of pre-
production, during which 
she made a number of sug-
gestions about rhythms, tem-
pos, arrangements and in-
strumentation changes. From 
Toronto, band and producer 
flew to Austin ID begin track-
ing. Rogers used a mere 24 
tracks to record the album 
on Arlyn Studios' API con-
sole, using her favorite tape, 
Ampex 499 2-inch. 

For the most part, Rogers 
captured the basic tracks 

"live-off-the-floor" with all 
the musicians out in the 
room together. To ensure 
that sight lines were unob-
structed, the team made 
good use of Arlyn's three iso 
booths, employing one for 
Heam's grand piano and one 
each for the band's two lead 
vocalists. 

"But if it was kind of a 
loud song," Rogers recalls, 
"we'd go ahead and have the 
singer out in the room with 
the drums and just give him 
a talkback mic to sing into. 
Tyler's such a loud drummer 
that we didn't worry about 
the guide vocal bleeding into 
the drums." 

The fluid and funky bass 
work of Jim Creeggan is at 
the core of Barenaked Ladies' 
sound—an impressive feat 
considering the lanky red-
head's main axe is an electri-
fied double bass, an instru-
ment not associated with 
precise articulation. "Jim's 
double-bass sound is so full, 
with none of the usual clacky 
characteristics that you find 
in a lot of double-bass play-
ers," Leonard says. 

"Jim is something else," 
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 206 
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CLASSIC TRACKS, 

DERESIS‘ "THE HIM 
LIES DOWD 011 
11110f1011111f 
by Tim Morse 
It's not surprising that nearly 23 years 
down the line many people don't real-
ize that Peter Gabriel was once a dri-
ving member of- Genesis. He was not 
only the lead singer of the group but 
one of their primary songwriters. It was 
Gabriel who pushed the band into 
the realm of rock theater, stretching 
boundaries with his multimedia pre-
sentations. The Genesis of the early 
1970s differed radically from the pop-
oriented band that exists today. It was 
a progressive rock band that explored 
strangely surreal musical and lyrical 
frontiers. Their songs were steeped in 
fantasy and populated with strange 
characters such as giant hogweed 
plants, hermaphrodites and aliens from 
outer space. The music was filled with 
uncommon chord progressions, odd 
time signatures and a dramatic imple-
mentation of dynamics. 

At the heart of this sound was key-
boardist Tony Banks, who was respon-
sible for much of the unusual harmonic 
content in their music and was an early 
pioneer of both the mellotron and the 
synthesizer. Although he was classically 
trained, he was one of the few key-
boardists from that era who exercised 
taste and restraint and played mostly 
what was necessary for the song. Gui-
tarist Steve Hackett was responsible for 
creating a haunting, ghostly electric gui-
tar sound that shimmered within the 
music. He easily shifted from aggressive 

Clockwise from lower left: Deter Gabriel, Mike Rutherford, Tony Banks. Steve Hackett and 

Phil Collins 

rock guitar to nimble nylon string 
cal guitar performances. Michael Ruther-
ford also brought an interesting duality 
to Genesis with his thunderous bass 
work and delicate 12-string guitar pas-
sages. Rutherford was also an important 
composer for Genesis, creating many 
memorable guitar riffs. Drummer Phil 
Collins was (and is) considered to be 
one of the finest rock drummers ever 
(though this has been overshadowed in 
recent years by his vocally oriented solo 
pop material). Together these players 
made music that was cutting-edge and 
against the grain of commercial rules. 

The group began as a pleasant di-
version from the private boarding 
school, Charterhouse, that the found-
ing members were sent to for their 
high school education. The original 
group—Gabriel, Banks, Rutherford, 
Anthony Phillips (guitar) and John Sil-
ver (drums)—was actually more of a 
songwriters collective than a rock band. 
They recorded demos with the hope of 
getting other artists to cover their songs, 
and in the process managed to get a 
tape to Charterhouse alum Jonathan 
King, an artistiproducer. King was im-
pressed enough to sign the group to a 
recording contract and christened them 
with the name Genesis. Their debut 
album, From Genesis to Revelation, was 
a fairly undistinguished record with am-
ateurish performances; it sold a pitiful 
500 copies. After King dropped the 
band, they decided to do some wood-
shedding and become professional (at 
which point Silver left and was replaced 

by John Mayhew). Genesis paid their 
dues playing some of the worst gigs in 
the UK before they were noticed by 
Tony Stratton Smith of Charisma 
Records and signed to that label. Their 
sophomore effort, Trespass, was a dra-
matic improvement over their first 
album and contained many hallmarks 
of the early Genesis sound: Gabriel's 
strange stories and passionate vocals, 
Banks' keyboards and the lovely 12-
string guitars of Rutherford and Phillips. 
Unfortunately, Phillips had serious 
health problems around this time (as 
well as overpowering stage fright) and 
left the band. Around the same time the 
decision was made to fire the erratic 
Mayhew and replace him with Phil 
Collins. After an exhaustive search. 
Genesis made Steve Hackett their new 
guitarist and set about recording their 
third album, Nursery Ciyme, which 
clearly benefited from the presence of 
the new members. 

By 1972 Genesis was finally reaping 
rewards from years of hard work. Their 
Foxtrot album was released and is now 
considered to be one of their classic 
recordings. The band became headlin-
ers in Europe and began testing the wa-
ters in showcase gigs in America. They 
were able to capitalize on this momen-
tum with the follow-up album, Selling 
England by the Pound, which featured 
their first Top 20 single "I Know What I 
Like." After a hard year of touring to 
promote the record they agreed to take 
their first extended break before recon-
vening to record the next album. 
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May 1974 marked the beginning of a 
very turbulent time for the group. They 
had all agreed to the idea of a concept 
album and went through the democrat-
ic process of voting on the candidates. 
Gabriel's idea, which was accepted after 
much haggling, was The Lamb Lies 
Down on Broadway, which tells the 
story of Rae!, a young punk in New 
York City who is transformed through a 
surrealistic series of events and adven-
tures. The story is a multilayered tale 
filled with allegory and metaphors, but 
clearly reflects aspects of Gabriel's own 
life. He has said as much: "I'm sure that 
my own doubts and searches were built 
into the story I wrote for Rae!." It was 
agreed that Gabriel would be responsi-
ble for all of the lyrics and the compan-
ion story since his vision was such a 
personal one. 

Once the concept was agreed upon, 
the band decided to live together as they 
wrote the album at Led Zeppelin's infa-
mous home and recording environment, 
Headley Grange. Unfortunately, by the 
time the band arrived, the house was in 
a spectacular state of disrepair. " It had 
been raped," Collins remembered. "By 
that time, rats had become the main oc-
cupants. You'd walk down the hall and 
these rats would slowly scurry across the 
floor. But we spent three months there 
driving each other crazy." 

At this time it was starting to be-
come clear that the band was going 
through a period of personal and pro-
fessional difficulties. Gabriel was being 
lured by William Friedkin, director of 
The Exorcist) to write story ideas for his 
next movie. A film school dropout, 
Gabriel was intrigued by the offer and 
saw this as a major opportunity for 
himself in that industry. However, the 
band was adamant that he couldn't 
take a break to work for Friedkin, so 
Gabriel left the group. Genesis' man-
agement intervened and brought him 
back into the fold, but the seeds of dis-
content were sown. Hackett recalls, "I 
think the band was starting to fall out 
of love with each other. It seemed to 
be disintegrating and then integrating 
again. I got the feeling that everything 
was being held together with cello-
phane tape. And in some instances it 
probably was." 

Despite their problems, the band 
found the music for their album was 
practically writing itself. Quickly it be-
came clear that they had much more 
material than could fit on a single album 
and so they decided to make a double 
LP (thereby doubling Gabriel's work-
load). Generally the group would write 

and rehearse in one room while Peter 
toiled in another working and revising 
the lyrics and vocal melodies. After 
about three months at Headley Grange 
they regrouped at a farm house in 
Glosspant, Wales, to record. Producer 
John Bums was enlisted to work with 
Genesis on this project, and he is re-
membered by the band affectionately 
for being not only a good engineer, 
producer and musician, but for having a 
good sense of humor and being able to 
diffuse potentially lethal situations by 
saying the right thing in a positive way. 

Bums and engineer David Hutchins had 
set up in Wales with the Island Mobile 
Studio, and the group managed to 
record backing tracks in about two 
weeks. The Mobile was equipped with 
two 3M 24-track recorders, a Helios 30-
input desk, Altec monitors and two A62 
Studers for mastering. Although the ini-
tial recording went quickly, Gabriel fell 
behind in his efforts to finish the words 
and melodies. As he recalled, "I had 
very arrogantly stuck my neck out and 
said, 'I've got to write the whole thing,' 
and then I couldn't do it in time." 

Cool Spins 
The Mix Staff Picks Their 
Current Favorites 

Tom Waits: Mule Variations (Epitaph) 
Admittedly, Waits' music is an acquired 

taste. The famously gruff vocals are a 

turn-off to some. And on recent albums 

Waits has often opted for extremely un-
usual sonics—heavily compressed and/or 

distorted growls over occasionally bizarre 
combinations of instruments and rhyth-

mic noises. The first track, " Big In Japan," 
is a doozy, not for the faint of heart: it 
combines a seriously altered vocal, what 

sounds like someone banging on a metal 

washtub, an angular electric guitar line 

and Memphis-style horn blasts. But as is 

always the case with Waits' work, the 

songs (most of them collaborations with 

his wife, Kathleen Brennan) are mostly 

brilliant—the characters vividly drawn, 

the lyric images haunting and evocative, 
and the tunes beneath the sometimes 

ugly exteriors often actually quite pretty. 
The beautifully atmospheric "Hold On" is 

as lovely a song as he's ever written (and 

he's penned some real beauties), and 

there are a number of other gems on this 
consistently strong collection of folkish 

tunes, surprisingly sentimental ballads and 

twisted blues: I particularly like "The 

House Where Nobody Lives," "Pony," 

"Georgia Lee," "Picture in a Frame" and 

the hipster poem "What's He Building?" 

Not for everyone, but a masterpiece 
nonetheless. 

Producers: Torn Waits, Kathleen 
Brennan; Engineers: Oz Fritz and Jacquire 

King; Studio: Prairie Sun Recording (Co-

tati, CA); "Lowside of the Road" record-

ed by Gene Cornelius at Sputnik Sound; 
Mastering: Chris Bellman/Bemie Grund-

man Mastering (L.A.) — Blair Jackson 

Chuck E. Weiss Extremely Cool (Slow 
River/Rykodisc) 

The infamous Chuck E. is back with his 

first full-length album in 18 years. It's 
earthy, smoky rock ' n' roll and New Or-
leans R&B, with enough voodoo to con-

jure Screamin' Jay Hawkins. Weiss has 
joked that no one with over a third-grade 

education can play in his band, because 
his music is so primitive. I don't know 

what that says about the musicians on 

this CD, but they seem perfectly 
matched to Weiss' hot arrangements, es-
pecially the brilliant Tom Waits, who 

plays guitar and sings on the album in ad-
dition to co-producing. Waits and Weiss 

have had a mutual admiration thing since 
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 208 
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The ART 200A is a product of one of 
the most advanced transducer Research 

and Development facilities in the world. 

You may not have heard of RCF, but 

you've definitely HEARD us. For years, 

we've been supplying transducers to some 

of America's most well-known and presti-

gious large-venue speaker companies. We re 

part of the systems in stadiums, arenas 

and touring mega-systems worldwide. 

Now, in addition to putting our pre-

mium drivers in other companies' speaker 

enclosures, we've decided to " come out of 

the cabinet" and let you appreciate RCF's 

advanced technology in person. 

LOUDSPEAKER 

MORE BASS 
CLEANER MIDS 
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LESS DISTORTION 

BETTER BUILT 
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SEE AND HEAR 
THE DIFFERENCE 

The ART 20011 12- in. 2- way 

active speaker kicks butt and takes names. 

Names that start with "J","E", and " P." 

If you looked inside an ART200A, you'd 

see that we use a more robust power supply, 

mount all electronics on a 

single, easy-to-service fiberglass 

circuit board and above all, use 

superior-quality transducers. 

For example, compare the 

relative size of the ART200A's 

low frequency transducer motor 

with that from one of the better-

known active loudspeakers. 

But you don't have to be a techie to 

convince yourself that the ART200A is a 

superior product. Just visit an RCF dealer 

and ask for a side-by- side listening 

comparison.You'll be blown away. 

THEIRS 

Call or circle the response card for a detaiA. 6- page ART200A brochure 
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Nothing is more frustrating than making CDs or cassettes 
and finding out that there is something wrong with your 
master tape. Disc Makers' Guide to MasterTape Preparation 
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The title song for The Lamb Lies 
Down on Broadway began its life as a 
Tony Banks piano piece featuring a 
classically European stylistic device 
where both hands play in the same reg-
ister. Gabriel then created the lyrics and 
vocal melody for the song, painting the 
landscape of New York City in words 
and music. The rest of Genesis added 
their parts to the arrangement until the 
piece was complete. 

One of the most prominent instru-
ments on the song is Mike Rutherford's 
bass. He used a Micro Frets six-string 
bass that he remembered as "one of 
those basses that has tons of character, 
but it's difficult to play. Not only did I 
find that the strings are closer together, 
but I also found that the scale length 
was much shorter." He used a Marshall 
fuzz through an Acoustic amp to give 
his part that biting edge. 

All the guitars were recorded with 
Shure mics. Hackett played a 1957 Gib-
son Les Paul through an HH 100-watt 
amp. To help set the atmosphere of the 
song in New York, he created the 
sound of a fly buzzing by hammering 
notes on the guitar and running DIs into 
a pair of fuzz boxes. For the haunting 
obbligato on the bridge, he used a 
Schaller volume pedal (to clip off the at-
tack of the notes) in conjunction with 
an Echoplex. Collins used a Gretsch 
drum kit with a Ludwig snare and Paiste 
cymbals. The drums were fully miked, 
and there were also room mics. Tony 
Banks played an RMI electric piano for 
the backing tracks and added the grand 
piano introduction when the band com-
pleted the vocals and overdubs later at 
Island Studios in London. Gabriel's vo-
cals were recorded using a Neumann 
U47 (a rnic he still uses). 

The band worked feverishly to get 
the album completed by the scheduled 
release date. A European tour was 
scheduled but was canceled when 
Hackett injured his left thumb. While he 
convalesced the band worked night and 
day mixing the album. Collins recalled, 
"We ended up back in London doing 
the vocals and mixing the album in 
shifts. I'd be mixing and overdubbing all 
night and then Tony and Mike would 
come in and rerun( what I'd done, be-
cause I'd lost all semblance of normalcy 
by that point." 

Although the album, The Lamb Lies 
Down on Broadway, was not a tremen-
dous success when originally released 
(it hit Number 10 in Britain and Number 
41 in America), it became perhaps their 
most respected work and sold steadily 
for many years as the band became 
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more popular. Today, the title tune is 
the only Gabriel-era Genesis that you 
are likely to hear on the radio. The 
band went on to perform the whole of 
The Lamb in concert (as The Who did 
with Tommy) 102 times in Europe and 
America; those shows are fondly re-
membered by those lucky enough to 
have attended one. It was also the last 
opportunity to see Gabriel with the 
band, because soon afterward he de-
parted the group to begin a solo career. 
Fortunately, one of the complete shows 
was documented and is available in the 
recently released box set GeireNI , 
Archive 1967-75. 

—FROM PAGE 196, DOLLY, EMMYLOU & LINDA 

vocal parts and the instrumentation that 
would surround them. "On the first 
record we had some instances where 
two girls would sing their parts and we'd 
end up challenged to invent weird parts 
to make a third part; the second part 
'jumped' so much. It would be almost 
impossible to find a third part." 

Since they weren't able to cut hic 
three voices together, Massenburg says, 
the objective was to make it sound live. 
Microphone choices assisted in the chal-
lenge. "We used several modified U67s 
with sub-micron Stephen Paul capsules. 
I used Mastering Lab mic preamplifiers, 
and GML compressors and equalizers. 
We did do a little bit of tuning vocals, 
but only very reluctantly. Where we did 
it, we did so because we felt it was es-
sential to a beautiful harmony blend." 

Even being the known perfectionist 
she is, Ronstadt says she's as much a fan 
of the Trio's otherworldly vocal blend 
as the people who buy the records. "It 
always takes my breath away," she 
notes. "Me, too," Parton agrees. "It's a 
thrill. And it's not from any place of an 
ego thing. I feel humbled to be on it, 
and when I hear it, I feel so many emo-
tions that I ay." 

"What we didn't have were years on 
the bus and onstage together singing, so 
we learned to phrase together and an-
ticipate each other's phrasing," Ronstadt 
says. "That's what took the time in the 
studio to work out. It doesn't have to be 
perfectly in tune, but we all have to be 
singing to the same pitch center. When 
that happens, it shimmers, and I kept 
looking for that shimmer." 

Though the singers usually have a 
basic idea where each voice fits in the 
triad, it is still a process of trial and error 
on each track. "When we get in the 
room, we try different configurations to 
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figure out what's going to work the 
best," Harris notes. "There are no rules. 
It's just, what is the best thing for the 
song? That even pertains to who should 
sing lead—the song decides it. We 
would bring a song in not thinking in 
terms of, 'Oh, I'm going to sound great 
singing this.' We were thinking of the 
Trio. The Trio becomes an entity, and 
the focus is, 'What facet of the Trio is 
this song going to bring out? What con-
figuration of voices is going to make this 
song shimmer?' I'm sure Dolly didn't 
bring in [Neil Young's] 'After the Gold 
Rush' with the idea that she was going 
to sing lead. She just loved the idea of 
the song. Linda and I felt that Dolly's 
voice was the one that was going to give 
it the most spooky quality." 

"Linda and Emmy always work so 
well together that I totally respect what 
their opinion is on a song, and they 
know how to use me wisely," Parton 
adds. "I brought in 'After the Gold Rush' 
thinking I would be doing the high part 
because they love to hear my high part." 

According to Massenburg, that song 
presented them with one of their biggest 
challenges: "We didn't realize it until we 
had recorded it, but we felt that Neil 
Young's original lyrics had to change. 
Everybody has kids, and nobody want-
- 

ed to say 'and I felt like getting high.' 
'Felt like eating pie' was one replace-
ment suggestion, but that didn't work 
out," he says with a laugh. "And the ref-
erence to 'in the 1970s' was changed to 
'in the 20th century.' We had to do the 
fixes after we had done the vocals, and 
matching up vocals like this perfectly is 
never easy. The other thing about that 
song was that it was really 'outside.' We 
hadn't done anything like that before. 
It's the opposite of a country radio 
record in every respect." 

But the notion of cutting "hits" was 
not a major factor in this project. From 
the get-go, they believed the music 
would probably not be serviced to radio 
(they turned out to be wrong). "We did-
n't have a lot of radio support for the 
first album, either," Ronstadt comments, 
"but we sold a lot of records, and peo-
ple found out via word of mouth. And it 
was the kind of thing where connois-
seurs of acoustic music liked where we 
had taken the tradition. I think when 
you establish tradition in whatever you 
do—I call it hooking up to the ances-
tors—and the music reflects all the peo-
ple who were responsible for putting 
you where you were emotionally, cul-
turally and intellectually, the music be-
comes sacred. The three of us had a lot 
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of that to offer. Dolly, particularly, fo-
cuses it because she is the legitimate 
Appalachian deal. It's music that Emmy 
and I both have studied, admired and 
emulated and done as much as we can 
to capture, but when we have Dolly 
there with us it becomes a great big 
thing because she brings an authentici-
ty to it that is just stunning." 

Massenburg says he found the lack 
of radio concern refreshingly liberating, 
and the production choices reflect that: 
"It's not recorded or mixed the same 
way a radio record would have been. 
With very beautiful voices, it allowed 
us to retain the detail. We didn't have 
to make them too loud or perfectly 
even. They could breathe a little and 
retain some degree of life. When you're 
trying to appeal to radio, you generally 
compress the hell out it, and by God, I 
feel like I'm an expert in that, but here 
we didn't have to do that. All we had to 
think about was making a great record 
with great tunes that would flatter the 
voices. We didn't find ourselves saying, 
'This would sure sound good on radio,' 
or 'We'd better have an electric bass on 
this because we want it to read on 
radio.' We found we made choices for 
the right reasons." 

There was more freedom in the 
choices in instrumentation as well, and 
they were able to give the tracks an 
"old-timey" feel. "What that means is 
the sounds don't have to be saturated. 
The sounds don't have to be huge and 
over-compressed, and the acoustic in-
struments could be delicate and rather 
small," Massenburg explains. "We ap-
proached the first record in a little more 
old-timey fashion—we had more dul-
cimers and David Lindley instruments, 
but we had our share on this one as 
well. Sam Bush was supposed to play 
on the album, but the morning he was 
to leave Nashville, there was a huge ice 
storm. He walked out to go catch the 
plane and fell on the ice and broke his 
elbow or wrist. We very quickly had to 
get a stand-in, who was David Gris-
man. Some stand-in. Among many 
other strengths, he has the best tremo-
lo in the business. He's a great musician 
and has a solid sense of that old-timey 
music." 

"One of the reasons I was so anxious 
for this record to come out was that the 
players gave their best," Ronstadt says. 
"We had the best players of acoustic 
music. There might be others as good, 
but there aren't any better in the world 
that you could find. They would give up 
these beautiful little pearls. There are ex-
quisite little internal harmonies that the 
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fiddle player or the mandolin player 
would play. David Grisman is particular-
ly good at that. He might shadow a line 
of Emmy's or Dolly's that would be a 
melody line and nobody really would 
hear that except us, but it's part of the 
whole thing. The musicians took care of 
that music like it is sacred music, and it 
is sacred music." 

Hiring the musicians was one of 
Massenburg's responsibilities, but he 
says, "The girls have a very clear idea of 
what they love, so I'm there to enforce 
what and whom they choose. If I can 
help by making suggestions, great, but 
I'm there to execute what they want. If 
somebody says, 'That guitar doesn't 
sound very good,' I fix it, fast. Or if 
Linda says, 'I want a Rickenbackee—the 
old Byrds 12-string, which is an awful 
piece of junk that cannot be tuned— 
[guitarist] Dean Parks and I may choose 
a more modem version that actually can 
be tuned. Linda wanted that sound, but 
that's where we might exercise choice. 

"Certainly I'm there to book musi-
cians and coordinate schedules, which 
is a huge job and takes technical, musi-
cal and political chops. My role is to do 
what nobody else wants to do, whatev-
er that is at the time. And I believe that 
is the main role of a producer. It can be 
to make clear what someone else can't 
verbalize, or it may be to order lunch. 
The producer's job is, and always will 
be, to clean up the rear. And I'm proud 
of it," he laughs. "I enhance the artist. 
And I don't want to leave fingerprints. 
There are some producers who like to 
leave a big mark, but I'm the opposite. 
If I change the sound of an act or an 
artist, I'm not doing my job." 

In this particular case, reassembling 
the tracks five years after they had been 
recorded was also part of the job. "We 
had to find stuff in the warehouses," 
Ronstadt recalls. "When we took the 
record apart [both Ronstadt and Parton 
borrowed tracks for solo projects while 
the Trio album was dormant] we all 
changed the harmony parts around so 
they existed on backup reels, but they 
weren't in completed forms. We had to 
find all those reels and reassemble the 
way the harmonies had been and re-
combine them. That was a lot of work. 
Poor George had to track those down. 
He'd play me stuff over the phone and 
I'd go, `No, there used to be a part that 
would go this way,' and it was hard." 

"That happened one or two times 
where I hadn't identified the right cut 
and it was clearly something where we 
had remixed it, so I had to find it," 
Massenburg says. "It was on Sony 9000 

MO discs—unfortunately an obsolete 
recorder—and we just had to find the 
right things, but it was pretty well-docu-
mented. The most we had to do was 
editing. We put it in a Sonic Solutions 
workstation and edited between mixes 
quite a bit." 

Massenburg says, "The track I prob-
ably like the best is 'You'll Never Be the 
Sun.' It's stunningly beautiful, and that 
happened one morning before Linda 
got there. Mark Casstevens played a gut 
solo on it, which he tried to improve, 
but never could." 

"You'll Never Be the Sun' was the 
one that really just kept haunting me 

during the five-year period," Ronstadt 
adds, "and also the mandolin harmony 
David Grisman played on 'When We're 
Gone, Long Gone.' There were things 
where I just felt, 'This record has to 
come out.' The last record the three of 
us made together and this one are the 
projects I have participated in that have 
most fulfilled the goal set. When you set 
out to make a record, you hope that it's 
going to satisfy certain aspirations that 
you have, and these two records really 
succeeded in what we set out to do. 
I've made a lot of records where I didn't 
feel that way. And I probably feel that 
way the most about the ones that were 
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most [commercially] successful. It's like, 
'Ughhh, that sucks!' It's really hard for a 
project to match the dream, but this one 
did." 

"It's a lot easier for me to listen to 
this record than to my own records," 
Harris says. "But I like to listen to this, 
because the Trio is its own entity." 

"Listening to mine, I find all kinds of 
faults and I'm thinking, 'I should have 
done this, I should have done that,-
Parton notes. "But everything is perfect 
on these albums. I'm prouder of the 
Trio albums than anything I've ever 
done." 

-FROM PAGE 197, BARENA10ED LADIES 

seconds Rogers. "He knows the bass 
so well, but, perhaps more important-
ly, he also knows what the song needs 
for bass. He's one of those guys who 
is great in a supporting role; he can 
hear the track and know right where 
he fits in. That's invaluable in the stu-
dio and in a band. We needed some 
string bass on 'When You Dream' and 
'Call and Answer,' and Jim would take 
a cassette of the songs into the next 
room then come back with four or five 
parts written. We just set him up and 
he'd lay down track after track after 
track of these things." 

In addition to the pickups in Creeg-
gan's double-bass, Rogers employed a 
variety of microphones to record his 
parts. "I used a U47 FET," she reports, 
"which is always good on bass of any 
kind, and sometimes a 421. I'd vary the 
position of them depending on what 
part of the instrument we needed to 
pick up, and we would try blending 
that sound with the pickup signal until 
we got the right tone." 

Because the group's pre-production 
window was so small, a couple of 
songs came together once the studio 
sessions had begun, including "When 
You Dream," Steven Page's paean to his 
young son's slumber. The dreamy 
soundscape that adorns the song began 
in the studio with a series of loops 
made from Heam's samples of air con-
ditioners and motor noises. Page then 
added some of his own samples of vin-
tage music boxes. Page then sang and 
played the song on acoustic guitar 
against the looped backdrop. 

In the case of "Some Fantastic," "Ed 
had an idea for wanting to do it with a 
Brazilian rhythm," Rogers recalls. "We 
started by sending Ed and Tyler out in 
the parking lot with these snare drums 
around their necks. It goes without say-

ing that a snare drum is a really loud in-
strument, but you notice it even more 
when it's outdoors because the sound 
really travels. So we had to put a couple 
of towels over each snare, which actu-
ally made them sound better. They 
played the whole song, five minutes or 
something, until the neighbors com-
plained. Then we brought them back 
into the studio and added the other in-
strumentation." 

Speaking of disturbing the peace, the 
boisterous choruses, crunchy guitars 
and crashing drums of "One Week" sur-

My main contribution 

was to put 

more noise and grit 

into the tracks 

and to mix it 

with that edge. 

David Leonard 

prised many of the Barenaked Ladies' 
longtime fans—and the bandmembers 
themselves: It was cast as a small 
acoustic number on their original demo. 

"It was played on acoustic guitar 
with a small drum sound, and it was re-
ally appealing that way," Rogers says. 
"After we had cut the basic track and 
started treating it, we wanted to have 
just a bit of electric guitar here and 
there. Kevin and Ed both came up with 
some great electric guitar hooks, and 
we put on a few different tracks just to 
incorporate all of that. Then I had an 
idea that I wanted a very big sound 
coming from a very small sound source. 
Tim Blunt, one of their guitar techs, had 
one of those tiny Marshall amps, about 
four or five inches high, so we set that 
on a chair, put an SM57 in front of it 
and Ed plugged in his guitar and just 
played. The idea was to sound as if it 
was a guy in his room—it could be a 
guy who couldn't actually play, playing 
along with the record. We had a few of 
those little licks—very tiny but very, 
very distorted—on there. Mainly, they 
were just decorative." 

After completing all the band tracks 
for that song and most of the lead vo-
cals, Rogers handed off the tapes to co-
producer David Leonard, who beefed 
up the tracks during a whirlwind two-
week period at Phase One in Toronto. 

Rogers points to Leonard's layering ex-
pertise, in particular his knowledge of 
what she refers to as "heavy, distorted, 
electric guitar" sounds, for the song's 
final heaviosity. 

"My main contribution," Leonard 
says, "was to put more noise and grit 
into the tracks and to mix it with that 
edge. There's a lot of levity in their 
music, so I thought to put a bit of angst 
into the tones would be a good combi-
nation to give it some bite." 

Making extensive use of Phase One's 
customized Neve 8060 console, Leonard 
overdubbed what he calls the "colors 
and sprinkles." He added backing vo-
cals, lots of percussion and assorted 
synthesizers and, of course, all of those 
big electric guitars. 

The final stage in the album's evolu-
tion began when Leonard took the 
tapes to mix at East Iris Studios in 
Nashville, a studio Leonard favors for 
many reasons, but mainly because of its 
SSL J 9000 console. "I'm addicted to the 
J Series," Leonard says. "The greatest 
thing about East Iris is that when you're 
in the control room mixing and then 
take it to your car or your home, there 
are absolutely no surprises. It never 
changes; it sounds exactly like what 
you're hearing at the mix." 

For processing on the mixes, 
Leonard used a few of his preferred 
pieces of equipment, including his cur-
rent favorite, the SansAmp. "On 'One 
Week,' I ran Ed's voice through it to 
give it more edge and bite, and I love 
them on percussion, too. I'll often re-
amp the bass guitar using the clean set-
ting of the SansAmp. It makes a nice 
amp simulator that doesn't have any 
phase shift like a real amp would. And 
on the drums I always go for that 
boinky snare, probably left over from 
the Mellencamp days with Kenny 
Aronoff. I'll put the snare through an 
API 525 compressor; it really just grabs 
that sound and pulls it out." 

During a mix, Leonard often em-
ploys sidechains to handle what he 
refers to as "frequency dependent" 
compression demands. "I probably 
have a dozen sidechains on every mix, 
which I think is more than a lot of 
other people," he says. "I'll take a mult 
of the sound source that has the aggra-
vated characteristics that I want to com-
press and then drive that into the de-
tector on the compressor. That way, the 
compressor is only reacting to the part 
of the sound that you least like without 
robbing the fullness of the other 
sounds that you do like. As I plug up 
the sounds in a mix, I will mult a num-
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ber of the sounds over to the little 

faders on the right hand side of the 
board and use those equalizers. IT typ-

ically run the whole right side of the 

board as mults of guitars and over-
heads and voices." 

With their first Number One hit sin-
gle, first Platinum album and their first 

Grammy nomination, it's been a year of 
firsts for the Barenaked Ladies. Coinci-

dentally, Stunt is also the first Bare-
naked Ladies studio album to feature 

the prolific input of Kevin Heam, who 
had replaced original member Andy 

Creeggan after the sessions for the third 
BNL album, Born on a Pirate Ship, and 

had previously only appeared on the 
live album. "Kevin is just phenomenal," 

says Leonard. "He has a lot of clever lit-

tle sparkles and ear candy and things 
that really make a mix fun. He did some 
wonderful work on sounds with key-

boards, but also with guitars. He's got a 
whole sampler full of crazy little home-

made things." 
And Robertson, who co-founded 

Barenaked Ladies with Page while the 

pair were at summer music camp over a 
decade ago, is the first to credit Hearn 

as a "major influence," not only on the 
album but on the band as a whole. "For 

the first time," he says, " it was Kevin's 
chance to really put his fingerprint on 

the band, and we couldn't be happier 
with the way it all turned out." More 
than 2 million BNL fans would probably 

agree. 

—FROM PAGE 200, COOL SPINS 

they were sharing a stage in L.A. 20 years 

ago, and Extremely Cool shows where the 

two artists still meet—in these powerful, 

thumping jungle drums, nightclub pianos, 

crunchy guitars and prophetic voices. 

Producers: Tony Gilkyson, Tom Waits, 
George Howard, Mike Hutchinson and 

Chuck E. Weiss. Engineer Mike Hutchinson. 

Studio: John Herron's. Mastering: Jeff Lip-
ton/Peerless. — Barbara Schultz 

Faith Evans: Keep The Faith (Bad Boy) 

With the crossover popularity of female 

R&B/hip hop artists such as Toni Braxton, 
Mary J. Blige and more recently, Lauryn Hill, 
the genre has taken a strong turn toward 

melody. Formerly married to the late 

Christopher Wallace (better known as the 

Notorious BIG), Evans has made a disc that 
shines with Biggy's grooves and her own gor-

geous vocal arrangements, aided by a num-
ber of top-notch producers and engineers. 

Her range is especially impressive on the 
dance-y "Love Like This" and the memorable 

"Caramel Kisses" Puff Daddy lends his voice 

on "All Night Long," but it is the beautifilly 
textured and tastetilly arranged ballads—no-
tably the infectious "My First Love"—that are 

the real standouts. It's difficult to compare 

Evans to other R&B contemporaries because 

sne has truly created her own sound, which 
will no doubt inspire others. A great pick for 

anyone who appreciates melodic and har-

monic symmetry, regardless of genre 
Producers: Sean "Puffy" Combs, Ron 

"Amen-ra" Lawre^.ce, J-Dub, Carl "Chucky" 

Thompson, Richard "Younglord" Fierson, 

Steven "Stevie J." Jordan, Dent (one song), 

David Foster (one song). Recording engineers: 
Joe Perrera, "Prince Charles" Alexander, Tory 
Smalios, Tom Russo. Alex Niehaus, Doug W--

son, Rob Paustian, Tom Cassel, Paul Boutin 
(one song), Tony Black (one song). Mixing En-

gineers: Tony Maserati, Niehaus, Michael Pat-
terson, Alexander, Jon Gass, E'lyk, Black, Jor-

dan. Recording Studios: Hit Factory (NYC), 

Larrabee West (LA.), Daddy's House (NYC), 
Sony Music (NYC), Record Plant (NYC), 
Brandon's Way (LA.). Mastering: Herb Pow-

ers/Powers Sound (NYC) —Jason PM 

Polaris: Music From The Adventures of Pete 8c 

Pete (Mezzotint) 

Since first appearirg with his band Miracle 
Legion in the '80s, Mark Mulcahy has made 

consistently luminous, stirring guitar rock On 
this new release, MJIcahy teams with the 
rhythm section from the last incarnation of 

Miracle Legion (who, these days, perform 

Polaris 
Music from the 
Adventures of 
Pete A Pete 

• 

• 

• 

y Soacc.« ,.. 

with Frank Black) under the name Polaris. 
The band appeared as fictional characters in 

the late, lamented Nickelodeon series The 
Adventures of Pete & Pete, and they recorded 

these Mulcahy-penned tunes over three 
years for the three seasons of the show. De-

spite the fictional guise, there's no mistaking 
the provenance of these songs: Mulcahy's 

warm, inviting voice has a strangely beguiling 

presence and power, and he sounds as good 
as ever here, while the music (at turns quiet 
and wistful or driving and ebullient) is soulful 

in an off-hand way. Loaded with surprising, 

beautiful moments. 
Producers/Engineers: Drew Waters, Tom 

Buckland. Studios: Mill Rat (Providence, RI), 
131 3 (Cleveland). Mastering: Allied Digital 

Technologies (Long Island, NY) 
—Adam Beyda 

Rosie Flores: Dance Hall Dreams (Rounder) 

Some artists do it for love. Thank goodness, 
too, because otherwise talented singer/song-

writer Rosie Flores might not still be making 
beautiful music. Though Flores has never re-

ceived a whole lot of recognition, she contin-
ues to make her sparking countryfTex-Mex 

albums, each more enjoyable than the last. 

This latest release is more singer/songwriter-

ly than Flores' last solo release, Rockabilly Filly, 
though there's still a good dose of honky-
tonk. Standouts are the first track, " Little Bit 

More," and "Bring Ft On." -There are also sev-

eral ballads, where lyrics and arrangements 
are more earnest, but in Flores' capable gui-

tar-wielding hands, and thanks to her 
adorable voice, even the most strident com-

positions sound genuinely sweet 
Producers: Rosie Flores and Ray Kennedy. 

Engineer Frank Campbell. Overdub record-
ing: Rosie Flores and Ray Kennedy. Mixing: 

Ray Kennedy. Studios: Recorded at Cibolo 

Creek Country Club (San Antonio, TX); 
overdubs and mixing at Room & Board Stu-

dios (Nashville). Mastering: Hank Williams/ 

Mastermix (Nashville). —Barbara Schultz 

Ginuwine: 100% Ginuwine (Sony/Epic) 

In the sometimes cookie-cutter world of R&B, 

it's nice to see acts that have unique recipes, 
master chefs at work and the talent to create 
their own name and style. To the innovator's 

list we should add Ginuwine and his latest CD 

release. From party grooves to slow ballads, 
100% covers a gamut of styles. The CD's 

sound is marked by soothing, soulful vocals 

that flow easily over varied instrumental back-

drops consisting of some unique drum pat-
terns, live guitars and even some retro key-
board sounds (clavinets and Mini-moogs). "Do 

You Remember" takes the listener on a 

lover's journey, while "So Anxious" paints a 
picture of some very different emotions. And 

on "Same 01' G," Ginuwine talks about stay-
ing grounded in the face of his new celebrity. 
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The produc.:ion of Timbaland and mixing cy 

Jinmy Doug'ast. create a nice, complementary 

balance between the vocal and instrumental 
parts. This sophomore release should go far in 

3Jilding his aVeady large following. 

P-odt.ces-: Timbaland. Engineer/Mxer. 
1rnmy''Senzisoi-s' Douglass. Manhattan 
Center Studos (NYC). —Mark Hopkins 

Charles Lloyd: Voice In the Night (ECM) 

Here's an al'-sr band that really delivers— 
teno- saxophonist Lloyd fronting the ever-

imaginative double-bassist Dave Holland, 
nimble drumrner Billy Higgins and ECM gui-

tar sialwart1on Abercrombie. The disc cov-

ers a nce range of styles, from boppish inven-

tions ("I-romage") to playful takes on the blues 

C'Pocksad-ul oe Blues"), a dash of Latin flavoring 
("Dorotea's Studio") and the quartet's ethe-
real rendering of Billy Strayhom's "A Flower Is 

a Lovesome Thing" There's a new read ng of 

Charles Lloyd 
Billy He94 ,, 
John Abercromtne 
Dave Holland 

one of Lloyd's most farnous compositions 
from the '60s, the multipart "Forest Flower 

Sunrise/Sunset," and even a version of "God 

Give Me Sirength" by Burt Bacharach arc Elvis 

Coste'lo. Abercrombie' s silvery guitar lines 
mesh wonde-rully witir Lloyd's earthy and sen-

suous tone throughout this live- in-the-studio 

date. The tunes are warm and melody-rich, 

the azmu.phere pleasingly casual. Pass the 
sniler of cognac, please. 

Prockx:er Manfred Eicher, Engineer 

Jame:. Farbe:-, Studio: Avatar (NYC) 
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The Conservatory of 

Recording Arts & Sciences 

is the only private record-

ing school in the entire 
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135 in ifs 
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you're serious about starting a 
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COA 

Richard Thompson (R), with producers 

RobSchnopf (L) and Tom Roderock 

PEVINE 
by Maureen Droney 

Dropped in at Sunset 
Sound's Studio One, 
where I found song-
writer/guitarist Richard 
Thompson in mixing 
his upcoming Capitol 
release with producers 
Tom Rothrock and 
Rob Schnapf. Roth-
rock/Schnapf, perhaps 
best known for th r 
cutting-edge ork 
with artists s ch as 
Beck, Elliott th and 
Foo Fig ers, have 
their o independent 
label I ing Load) and 
we hooked up with 
ompson by Capitol 

A&R exec Kim Buie, 
who had long thought 
that the three would 
make a good team. 

"I've been a big fan 
of Richard's since '81 or 
so," says Schriapf, "and 
I was always very inter-
ested in doing some-
thing with him. Kim 
has been trying to get 
us together for about 
five years, and finally 
the time was tight." 
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"It was a bit like a 
job interview when we 
met at my house," re-
calls Thompson with 
a laugh. "Although 
guess it was more Jile, 
'Who's intervi ing 
who?' I thou it was 
great that ere were 
two of m. I knew if 
I had ailing out with 
one ere was always 
a ther I could work 
,ith! It's turned out 

very well. We made 
the record I wanted to 
make, without trying 
too hard. It was fun, 
and comparatively easy 
to record. We got real-
ly lucky with the musi-
cians—I don't have a 
regular band; it's more 
of an irregular band, 
and this was it: We had 
[drummer and Fairport 
Convention alumnus] 
Dave Maddox and [up-
right bassist/ex-Pentan-
gle member] Danny 
Thompson, with Atom 
Ellis from the [Bong 
Load-signed] band 
Dieselhed on electric 
bass. That's the core— 
and my son Teddy 
Thompson sang and 
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 212 

NY MET 
REP 

Gary Eskow 

Vintage analog contin-
ues to be in high de-
mand in New York 
but savvy clients e 
also looking to te-
grate the sound f clas-
sic Roland s ths and 
Ampeg amps with 
the con ol and possi-
bilitie afforded by a 
hars disk recording en-

onment. New studio 
Stratosphere Sound is 
emblematic of this de-
velopment, offering an 
A room that centers 
around a classic Neve 
8068 console and a 
fully loaded Pro Tools 

Stratosphere partners (from 

rear) Andy Chase, James lha 

and Adam Schlesinger 

Mix Plus system. 
Stratosphere art-

ners include S hing 
Pumpkins guitarist 
James I , engineer/ 
mixer/ s roducer Andy 
Cha, and Adam 

esinger, whose title 
ong from the Tom 
Hanks film That Thing 
You Do earned him an 
Oscar nomination. Lo-
cated in the meat pack-
ing center near the Vil-
lage, Stratosphere is 
large and homelike. It 
feels like your first 
apartment might have 
if a cleaning crew 
came by every other 
day or so. 

"The studio has a 

really relaxed, com-
fortable feel to it," 
Schlesinger says. "It's 
like recording in your 
living room—that is, if 
you happen to have a 
vintage Neve in your 
living room. The place 
developed in a very 
organic way. I write 
and produce, and I 
play bass and guitar in 
two bands—Ivy and 
Fountains of Wayne— 
and I live very nearby. 
Originally, the space 
was where my bands 
worked out ideas. As 
time went on, we 
began talking with the 
previous owners and 
eventually decided to 

take it over." (Smash-
ing Pumpkins band 
members reside and 
record most of their 
tracks in the Chicago 
area, but Iha spends a 
lot of time in New 
York, and he wanted 
to establish a musical 
home here, especially 
for the projects he de-
velops on his own.) 

Engineering consul-
tant John Klett was 
putting the final touches 
on Stratosphere's 8068 
when I met with him. "I 
remember when this 
board first went into 
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 214 



caa 
NASHVILLE 
SKYLINE 
by Dan Daley 

To recap our story so 
far: Nashville's studio 
community found itself 
caught up in the throes 
of a long-awaited con-
solidation. Emerald Re-
cording, flexing some 
pent-up financial re-
sources, bought Master-
fonics out of bankrupt-
cy: Seventeen Grand 
expanded by acquiring 
mid-sized facility Love 
Shack. And both facili-
ties made it clear they 
were still hungry, which 
caused several other fa-
cilities around Music 
Row to spruce up the 
grounds and clear up 
their dance cards. 
Meanwhile, Sixteenth 
Avenue Sound quietly 
closed, as did October 
Studios and a few other 
supporting players. 0 
other fronts, country 
cord labels and m ic 
publishers were do a 
similar dance, ith 
Sony/Tree hand v.g out 
pink slips to riters 
(who bum up lot of 
studio time o demos). 
MCA Reco 'ds—now 
owned by . Canadian 
liquor ma facturer— 
folded th Decca label, 
the firs high-profil 
dosing this year 
year s at least ee 
other abels--inc ding 
Aim» Sounds d Ris-
ing ide—cl ). Then 
th is the b-plot in 

ch C tian labe 
/hose a usiness 

been based till now in 
Nashville, balked at re-
signing musicians union 
pension and welfare 
agreements, with mur-
murs that other cities 
have studios and musi-
cians, too. 

Cue the organ, b 
for a soap comm 

Nashville rem ins 
in motion. It's city 
where everyone 
to know every else's 
business, and he gin-
soaked Gree Chorus 
chronicles d laments 
every ne episode 
nightly d wn at the 
Sunset rill—where 
schaden is a cock-
tail as w-11 as a concept. 
Every , e has an opin-
ion a to what's going 
on d what the next 
pl twists might be, but 
u ike most soap op-

, there's little in the 
y of consensus. 
"I think what we' 

been hoping for a 
time is finally starths to 
happen," says diarett 
Blandon, man ger at 
Ocean Way ashville 
and one o the opti-
mists. "T labels in 
LA. and ew York are 
startin to view Nash-
ville a kind of retreat, 
wh their artists ca 

e great records or 
mpetitive pricesfrith-

out the press res of 
those cities." landon 
cites an crease in 
major-hasch pop, R&B 
and • records being 
ma in Nashville, as 
w 1 as the realization 
y labels' country divi-

sions that the pop mar-
ket offers revenue pos-
-CONTINUED ON RAGE 214 

SOUTHERN/ 

CALIFORNIA 
At The D,yíg Bone (pro-
ducer te Anderson's 
faciliØ in Burbank), 
Dw' t Yoakam re-
co ed two new tracks 
f r his greatest hits 

ckage, due out in the 
fall on Reprise, an 
Scott Joss cut his s 
ond release for ttle 
Dog Records.. ony/ 
Clockwork tertain-
ment artist .Q. mixed 
the track "Summertime" 
with 4gineer Rob 
Chi Ili and assistant 
je Gregory at The En-

rprise (Burbank)... 
Actor John Lithgow 
worked on a new 
swing-influenced chil-
dren's album for Sony 
Wonder titled Singin' 
in the Bathtub in Studio 
D at The Village Re-
corder (West L.A.), 
with producer (and 
jazz keyboardist) Jai 
Winding and engineer 
Ted Blaisdell 

NORTHEAST 
Dream Theatre tracked 

for a self-produced 
Elektra/EastWest re-
lease with engineer 
Doug Oberkircher and 
assistants Steve Re " 
and Bryan Quacyen-
bush at Bear Tracks 
Recording 
NY)...At In 
in Phila 
lapse 
Bru 
alb 

uffem, 
Studios 

1phia, Re-

cords -artists 

ruth mixed an 
(recorded live in 

stralia) with engineer 
'chael Comstock, and 

David E. Williams re-
corded a new EP for 
indie label Ospedale 
Records ... Sevendust 
recorded for their next 
TVT Records release 
(due out this summer) 
with producers Toby 
Wright and Jay Jay 
French at Longview 
Farm Studios (North 
Brookfield, MA),.. 

NORTHWEST 
The Climax Golden 
Twins completed a 
new CD for Japanese 
label Meme at Seattle's 
Gravelyoice Studios 
with co-producer/engi-
neer Scott Colburn... 
Fuse recorded for their 
debut at Studio •D 
Recording (Sausalito, 
CA) with studio co-
owner Joel Jaffe produc-

Jazz pianist Bob James (R) 

recorded his most recent 

release, Playin' Hooky, at his 

Westchester County, N.Y., home 

studio, which is equipped with a 

Sony 33245 24-track, Opcode 

Studio Vision Pro, Pro Tools 4 

and a linked pair of Yamaha 

02R consoles. Outboard includes 

Drowmer compressors, Pultec 

EQs and SPX90s, With James 

at the 02Rs is his engineer, 

Ken Free n. 

ing nd engineering. 
e studio recently pur-

hased an Amek 90981 
console, an ADAT M20 
and a Sony CD burn-
er...At Harasek Audio 
(Seattle) Scott Ross en-
gineered piano record-
ings for retailer Nord-
stroms...Quasi, Satan's 
Pilgrims and Sarah 
Dougher were some of 
the recent acts in at 
Jackpot! Recording 
(Portland, OR), working 
with engineer Larry 
Crane. Also in were Jr. 
High, recording their 
second CD with pro-
ducer/engineer Joanna 
Bolme... Seattle-based 
producer/engineer 
Tucker Martine has 
been working on re-
leases for the Gully 
Jumpers, Jana McCall 
(for Up Records) and 
Julian Priester...Holly-
wood Records artists 
Leftover Salmon over-
dubbed for an upcom-
ing release at Colorado 
Sound (Westminster, 
CO) with producer 
Randy Scruggs, engineer 
James Tuttle and assis-
tant Lome Bregizer... 

SOUTHEAST 
Tree Sound Studios (At-
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 216 
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played guitar, as well." 
Recorded at Capitol's Studio B over a 

three-week period and titled Mock 
Tudor, the CD is scheduled for a June re-
lease. Although not, according to 
Thompson, a "theme record" per se, the 
album does have a leitmotif: It was in-
spired by his recollections of growing up 
and living in '60s to '80s London—hence, 
the title, from the architectural style of 
the row houses that dominated his 
neighborhood. "It's not actually about 
nostalgia," he says. "It's more about the 
things that drive you, the things that, 
years later, can still sometimes make you 
wake at night in a sweat." 

Rothrock and Schnapf are frequent 
denizens of Sunset Sound. "We like 
Sunset Sound because we like the vin-
tage stuff," Rothrock says. "The con-
soles, the couches...and we like API 
consoles a lot. They're American and 
they don't break much. It's kind of like 
driving an old Ford vs. other vintage 
consoles that are more like old MGs." 

The duo also work on an API 
DeMedio console at their private studio 
in Northern California, where Rothrock, 
who attended Humboldt State Univer-
sity, hails from. "It's kind of a retreat 
studio," he says. "We usually do a lot of 
work up there in the summer when it 
gets hot and smoggy in L.A." The idyl-
lic-sounding and "state-of-the-art '70s" 
facility also features a Stephens 24-
track. "We try not to be up there in the 
winter because it's just mud," Schnapf 
adds. "It's in a barn with lots of win-
dows and natural light, on a river, in 
the redwoods by the ocean..." 

The two do their own engineering, 
trading off chores as needed. "Rob and 
I both have engineering backgrounds," 
Rothrock explains, "so there aren't real-
ly defined roles, just a way of working. 
We've been working together, kind of 
exclusively, for ten years, so I'd say we 
have a routine. ["Although it's some-
times hard to figure out what it is," says 
Thompson.] A lot of times it's not dis-
cussed. One of us will be running the 
tape machine and get up and move to 
the other side of the room. The other 
person will walk by, sit down and start 
running the tape machine. There's a lot 
of back and forth that's just understood. 
We're definitely not haphazard, though, 
and it's not a happy-go-lucky free-for-
all. There are defined areas of respon-
sibility, but there's not a defined way 
things have to go down. You can be 
flexible while still being in charge." 

Rothrock and Schnapfs association 
began when both were working at Re-

cord Plant. Rothrock had dropped out 
of college with the goal of finding 
work at a studio; Schnapf had arrived 
in L.A. from Washington, D.C., with his 
band, and when the band broke up, 
he also decided on a studio career. 
"We both ended up working at Record 
Plant on Sycamore within a year of ar-
riving in L.A.," Schnapf says, "not as as-
sistants—they wouldn't let us be assis-
tants. We were making coffee and 
sweeping up. The good thing about 
Record Plant at the time was it had 
Stage M, the scoring stage, and a re-
mote truck, so we both gained invalu-
able, all-around experience." 
How did the two start working to-

gether? "It was Christmas Day 1988, and 
I'd just finished producing a little five-
song indie recording that I'd been 
doing on the side at Cherokee Studios," 

At The RecRoom (L to R): Giorgio Bertuccelli, Michael Skloff, Greg Bissonette, 

Doug Rider, Rocket Ritchotte and Matt Bissonette 

Rothrock recalls. "Record Plant had a 
tradition that there was at least one staff 
member there 24/7, and that Christmas 
I was the guy. Rob dropped by to see 
what poor schmo was stuck there, 
found nobody at the front desk and me 
in a studio with two DAT machines 
dubbing this EP. I had headphones on 
and he kind of scared me when he 
said, 'What are you doing?' I'm dub-
bing this thing I just produced,' and it 
was like 'What? You're the janitor— 
how did you produce something? 'Well, 
I met these guys who had a band, and 
I told them I knew how to record.' He 
listened and said, `This is the kind of 
stuff I'd like to produce!' So I said, 
'Well, I've got time upstairs at Mi-
croplant, and my roommate's got a 
band...' You can't be too fussy in the 
beginning. If a band has some good 
quality about them and there's some-
thing you think you can bring to it..." 

The two continued honing their 
chops in that classic studio tradition 

(seemingly not so prevalent these days) 
of bringing in bands to record on off-
time. "There was a space above the 
main Record Plant called Microplant, run 
by Steve Deutsch, who would let us 
work in there anytime it wasn't booked," 
Schnapf explains. "We'd drag bands in, 
and we started amassing all this materi-
al. We were producing, but it was al-
ways considered just demos, until we 
got sick of that. No one would put the 
music out, and Tom had always wanted 
to have a label, so that was the launch-
ing ground, the birth of Bong Load." 

With Beck's smash hit "Loser" to their 
credit (Beck was signed to Bong Load 
prior to being picked up by Geffen, and 
"Loser" was a Rothrock/Schnapf pro-
duction), one would expect that the 
team would have it made. "It was inter-
esting," muses Schnapf, "the Mellow 

Gold experience. It was kind of a weird 
record, so it's not like our phone was 
ringing off the hook. It was an idiosyn-
cratic record at the time—it still is, actu-
ally—or, well, it's just Beck. But at the 
time I think it confused some people. It 
didn't fit into column A or B, and peo-
ple couldn't really recognize a 
thumbprint of ours. A lot of producers 
have that kind of style imprint, but our 
whole thing is to try to maximize what 
the artist does, and I think that can be 
hard for some people to get." 

"When we're looking for stuff to 
work on," Rothrock says, "we pay most 
attention to the songs. That's why we 
can go from Elliott Smith to Richard 
Thompson to Moby, and hop around 
genres, because we really are just look-
ing at the songs each time—the songs 
and the task at hand. We've been 
lucky, if that's the right word; you meet 
a lot of people who want to be work-
ing in the opposite genre from what 
they're already doing, and we've been 
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able to avoid that. Maybe having our 
own label helps, and also the fact that 
we'll work on something at any level 
keeps us from getting pigeon-holed." 

The duo definitely still enjoys getting 
in on the ground floor with artists. "That's 
the fun part," Schnapf comments. "It's 
cool to be able to find something earl 
on and get to maximize the good things 
about it before all those other agendas 
start to happen. It's like you're in it for 
the right reason, just for the music." 

Working with a seasoned artist like 
Richard Thompson gave some different 
perspectives. "We've worked with a lot 
of young bands," Schnapf says, "and a 
lot of them could learn from Richard. 
He's a master of the craft of songwrit-
ing, and he has a great work ethic. The 
process was very streamlined; it was 
get in there and work, work, work— 
have a good time, but always be pro-
ductive. Then you take a break, then 
you work some more, and when you're 
no longer productive, you go home. As 
opposed to people farting around all 
day and just wasting time." 

Upcoming Rothrock/Schnapf pro-
jects to look for besides Mock Tudor in-
clude Moby's new release (featuring 
some vocal cameos from No Doubt's 
Gwen Stefani), and an album by Sony 
550's buzz artist Carl Hancock Rux. 

In a very convenient Beverly Hills-ad-
jacent location I found The RecRoom, 
where partners Michael Skloff and Gior-
gio Bertuccelli were laying down cues 
for the Friends television series sound-
track. Composer/keyboardist Skloff and 
producer Bertuccelli are a busy team: 
they also score for two other top NBC 
sitcoms, Veronica's Closet and Jesse, as 
well as doing work for film soundtracks 
and TV movies. 

The RecRoom complex is utilitarian 
and comfortable—an industrial-style 
space with concrete floors, exposed 
ventilation ducts and plenty of translu-
cent-shaded natural light, with walls a 
combination of plywood and some 
rather indescribably avant colors (al-
though the amiable Bertuccelli made a 
search for paint cans to pinpoint an ac-
curate name for a certain green I was 
curious about). The control room fea-
tures a Vincent Van Haaff/Waterland 
Front Wall room-within-a-room con-
struction surrounding a Euphonix 
CS2000/3000 console (2000 frame, 3000 
electronics). On the day that I visited. 
engineer Doug Rider was recording di-
rect to Pro Tools the regular Friends' 
band—Rocket Ritchotte on guitar and 
Greg Bissonette on drums, with brother 
Matt Bissonette on bass and Skloff on 
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piano. This rather amazing collection of 
studio cats routinely lays down 30 to 40 
cues in a seemingly laid-back three-hour 
weekly session and has a good time to 
boot. These guys make it look effortless! 

Skloff spent ten years in New York 
working in musical theater, while Bertuc-
celli was producing and engineering, 
working with synthesizers and bands. 
They met when Skloff came to Bertuccel-
li's studio in Hollywood's historic Taft 
Building to record some songs from a live 
performance he was working on. "The 
project never came to fruition, but Giorgio 
and I just sort of stuck together and start-
ed doing a lot of stuff together," he says. 

"I'm self-taught and Michael went to 
Carnegie Mellon for composition," says 
Bertuccelli. "That's kind of what we 
offer each other." 

The RecRoom is a relatively new 
space; the studio design came about in 
part because Waterland Design's offices 
were beneath those of Bertuccelli's stu-
dio in the Taft Building. "After we start-
ed doing Friends about five years ago, 
we jumped around a lot from studio to 
studio," Bertuccelli says. "Finally, it was 
time to get our own space. When we 
first talked to Vincent, the original draw-
ings were of a conventional room. He 
had a 3D rendering on his desk of the 
Front Wall, and we said, 'Hey what's 
that?' We like having open spaces." 

"It's a lot bigger and more fun; that's 
why we call it the RecRoom," adds 
Skloff. " It's great not to have so much 
separation between people. It's the 
best of both worlds—we have this 
great sort of experimental open space 
and the three isolation booths that 
keep us safe when we need to keep 
tracks separate. There are mic panels 
in all the rooms fa drum kit is also set 
up in the high-ceilinged lounge] with 
video link in all those panels, so we 
can potentially record an orchestra 
here when we need to." 

Although Bertuccelli and Skloff have 
for the past few ye-an been concentrating 
on their highly successful soundtrack ca-
reer, they are also branching out—a re-
cent session at the RecRoom consisted of 
three days with Phil Ramone working on 
Barry Manilow's version of "Strangers in 
the Night," and the two have been 
recording material for artists that will be 
released on their own imprint. You'd 
think they'd be too busy, but, you know 
that old saying: "If you want something 
done, give it to a busy person to do." 

Got L.A. news? Fax Los Angeles editor 
Maureen Droney at 818/346-3062 or 
e-mail msmdk@aol.com. 
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White Crow up in Burlington, Vermont," 
Klett says. "They did a number of good 
upgrades to it, including group muting, a 
redesigned monitor panel and associated 
'communications' rack. The monitor-com-
munications upgrade gives the console a 
more flexible cue system and adds bidi-
rectional and simultaneous communica-
tions like the V3 and VR consoles have. 
The producer can lean on the button and 
carry on a two-way conversation. 

"At some point the board made its 
way to Sweetfish, a recording studio up in 
Argyle, New York," Klett continues. "At 
Sweetfish the original Neve patchfield 
was retrofitted with nine new nickel-plat-
ed bantam bays made by Manhattan 
Audio Consultants. That was maybe three 
years ago. Sweetfish wanted to scale 
back, and they sold the console to Stratos-
phere at the end of December 1998. The 
board has GML moving fader automa-
tion—GML has the VME cards now and is 
going over them for us. This board is set 
up with the latest software and a Mac 
front-end for those who don't like the old 
command line interface. There are four 
wild faders for grouping, and all the 
faders are being cleaned and lubed. 

"By the time your article goes to print 
the console will be completely recapped 
using high-quality, low-impedance 
parts," Klett says. "These are actually su-
perior in some respects to the original 
parts. We are checking every amplifier 
for distortion and bias. All the switches 
are being cleaned, reconditioned and re-
lubricated. Whatever switches, pots, etc. 
don't clean up will be replaced—the 
console will be in tip-top shape." 

Being able to work regularly on an 
8068 was a dream come true for 
Schlesinger. "This is really my fantasy 
console. We had an Allen & Heath 
board previously, and I enjoyed that 
board as well, but the Neve is a huge 
step forward. When we were mixing 
our last Fountains of Wayne record in 
Boston, we worked on an 8068, and I 
fell in love with it." Schlesinger's other 
band, Ivy (in which Chase also plays), 
recently finished work on Utopia Park-
way, their second Atlantic album, 
which should be released in the near 
future. (To date, Ivy's best known track 
is "This Is the Day," which received a 
boost when it was used in the film 
There's Something About Mary.) 

Everyone makes mistakes. If you 
sold your Roland Juno 60 synth, don't 
feel bad; so did I. I can't help but won-
der if Stratosphere's Juno 60 once sat in 
my studio. Schlesinger laughs. "Anyone 
who has heard 'That Thing You Do' 

knows that I have a real affinity for '6Us 
music. I also love the early '80s synths 
and effects from that era. We have an 
Arp Omni II, a Moog Prodigy, a Farfisa 
Syntheslalom, as well as things like a 
Roland Space Echo hanging around. 
And no digital guitar amp simulator 
competes with the vintage Marshal JMP 
50W, or the Silvertone Twin Twelve 
and Ampeg B-15 Protaflex amps we 
use when we want that authentic tube 
amp sound." The early century 9-foot 
Steinway also makes an impression. 

Schlesinger knows that tripping 
down nostalgia lane could lead to limit-
ed bookings if this equipment freezes 
out modem technology. "Integrating the 
vintage gear with Pro Tools is a key to 
what we're doing here. I've used Pro 
Tools to track, fly vocals around to cre-
ate arrangements, and automate mixes, 
and it's a tremendous workstation. We're 
upgrading to a Mix Plus system, and it 
will sit right by the console. Of course, 
there are always going to be clients who 
want to stay 2-inch throughout a project, 
and we can accommodate them as well, 
since we have an Otan MTR-90 II." 

Staff engineer Geoff Sanoff s resume 
includes a stint at Sony Records. He 
says that the feel of Stratosphere fits his 
working style. "They make great 
records at Sony, but the corporate envi-
ronment isn't for me. There, every proj-
ect has to be seen in terms of how 
many dollars it can generate. That's 
fine—I respect the fact that it has to be 
that way. Down here we work differ-
ently. Like Adam says, we have a fami-
ly atmosphere going. We're offering our 
clients the best combination of analog 
and digital technologies, but in a looser, 
more relaxed setting. Our connection to 
the Pumpkins opens up doors that 
could one day be very exciting." 

E-mail your New York news to New York 
editor Gary Eskow at scribeny@aoLcom. 
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sibilities that country's current tailspin 
doesn't. Blandon mentions the pop suc-
cess and Grammy nominations of Faith 
Hill's "This Kiss," and producer Hugh 
Padgham's work with Kami Lyle in 1998 
as examples of this trend. However, 
Blandon concedes, projects and produc-
ers like that may have been "a year too 
soon" for Nashville to appreciate what 
they can do for the studio base here. 
"There's a kind of maturity that's being 
forced upon Nashville at the moment," he 
continues. "We're in a zone in between 
the original good ol' boy way of doing 
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things and the cutting edge. Nashville's fi-
nally becoming accepting of change, if 
for no other reason than it has to." 

Josef Nuyens, owner of the Castle Stu-
dios, is less sanguine. "I don't think any-
thing's going to really change in the end," 
he says, "at least not as far as studio rev-
enues are concerned. My long-term pre-
diction is that many of the studios that 
are growing by consolidation now are 
going to break apart five years down the 
line because they won't be able to can-y 
the weight that the cost of these new ac-
quisitions brings with them." 

The same day we spoke, the Bloom-
berg wire carried the news that insur-
ance giants Aegon and Transamerica 
had merged, and the markets reacted 
positively based on the notion that in-
surance companies, which also operate 
under heavy profit margin pressures. 
can better withstand those pressures as 
larger entities. Does the same apply to 
recording studios? "No," says Nuyens. 
who also has an investment business. 
"Insurance companies are buying capi-
tal assets that they can put into mutual 
funds and make dividends on. Record-
ing studios that buy other recording 
studios are buying devaluating assets, 
particularly if they're just buying equip-
ment and not the real estate." Nuyens' 
response, aside from noting that the 
Castle's 35 acres continue to appreciate 
thanks to real estate development near-
by, is to diversify; the studio recently 
created a joint co-publishing deal with 
Warner Chappell Music and is starting 
up an online music retailing operation 
called tappedinto.com. "You can keep 
your studio running, but you need 
other sources that can return profits 
faster to support it," he says. 

Recording Arts owner Carl Tata says 
the, while no one knows what's going 
to ultimately happen in Nashville, or 
even whether the downward trend has 
bottomed out yet, the future will re-
volve around rates. "There's a void out 
there right now in terms of figuring out 
what's going on," he says. "On the one 
hand, the consolidation trend is actual-
ly heartening because I see it as a way 
of controlling rates. On the other hand, 
the record label people I talk to tell me 
that they're looking at two years before 
things turn around. They see what's 
going on with the studios, and they're 
looking to get more bargains in terms of 
rates. I have one major producer com-
ing in who never haggled on rates be-
fore, and this time he's asking for a rate 
reduction. Not a whole lot, but the fact 
that he's asking tells me something." 

Tatz also expects more work to 
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LEARN THE ART OF 
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You can get the practical, real-world skills needed to successfully start your 
career as a recording engineer, producer or studio musician. •Hands-on 
approach, learning by doing *Previous experience not required •Complete 
300 hours of training in less than 2 months *6 studios filled with the latest 
equipment • Small classes, excellent personal attention •Job placement 
assistance *Financial aid available • Low cost, on-campus housing 
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move into producer-owned studios, a 
complaint voiced by other studio own-
ers and managers. But he also believes 
that many more traditional Nashville 
producers prefer to use conventional 
studios rather than spend the time 
needed to become familiar with oper-
ating their own digital equipment. "I'm 
curious about how all this will come 
out," he adds, "but in a way, I want to 
know but I don't want to know." 

In fact, this is a script with no end-
ing but with plenty of dangerous li-
aisons and the occasional pratfall for 
comedy relief. Meanwhile, Aunt 
Gertrude is lying in a ditch on the other 
side of town. And what of John's love 
for Mary? Stay tuned... 

Send Nashville news to Dan Daley at 
danwriter@aoLcom orfax 615/646-0102. 

—FROM PAGE 211, SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 

lanta) had Edwin McCain in tracking for 
his second Atlantic release in Studio A 
with producer Matt Serletic, engineer/ 
producer Noel Golden and assistant 
Shawn Grove.. New Psalm Records 
recording artists Grand Design tracked 
vocals for their debut at Digitrax Multi-
media in Hazard, KY, with producers 
Bernie Faulkner and Wayne Davis...For-
mer Tribe Called Quest member Phife 
worked on a new solo release at Patch-
werk Recording in Atlanta with engineer 
Mike Wilson.. At Crescent Moon Studios 
(Miami) Sony Work Group artist Jennifer 
Lopez (yes, the actress who played Se-
lena) tracked for her debut with pro-
ducers Emilio Estefan Jr., Manny Benito, 
Lawrence Dermer and Randy Barlow. 
Ceasar Sogbe and Freddy Pinero Jr. en-
gineered, assisted by Alfred Figueroa, 
Gustavo Bonnet and Tony Mardini... 
Visom Studios (Lauderhill, FL) recently 
mastered projects for Mariah Carey and 
for Cheyenne...Blackacidisco recorded 
with producer/engineer Rob Tavaglione 
at his Catalyst Recording (Charlotte, 
NC)...Dave Nelson and his band 
worked on a live album and a new stu-
dio album at American Holly Studios 
(Charleston, SC).. Ruthless Records 
artists Forbidden tracked self-produced 
sessions on the SSL 9080J in Studio A at 
House of Blues Studios (Memphis, TN). 
Jimmy Thomas co-produced, Jean Marie 
Horvat engineered and Kevin Page as-
sisted...Knight Recording (New Or-
leans) hosted sessions for Antonio Mi-
randa and the band Venus Envy.. La 
Louisiane Studios (Lafayette, LA) 
wrapped up work on Rod Bernard's 
new CD, out on CSP Records. 
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Lobo Recording 
2103 Deer Park Ave. 

Deer Park, NY 11729 
(516) 242-0266 or (516) 243-2983 

Fax (516) 243-3964 
e-mail: music@loborecording.com 
Imp://www.loborecording.com 

Located 35 minutes east of NYC, 
Lobo Recording is the place to 
achieve your creative goals. 
Recent acquisitions include an 
SSL 9096J, Neve VR 72, Studer 
D827 and Yamaha C7 Grand 
Piano. Other equipment includes 
Amek Angela Hs, Studer A827s, 
A80s, ADAT XTs 64 tracks, and 
an extensive list of microphones 
and outboard gear. Please call 
for more info. 

Quad Recording 
Studios 
723 7th Ave. 

New York, NY 10019 

(212) 730-1035; Fax r212) 730-1083 
http://www.cluadstudios.com 

First Axiom-MT installed in a 
music recording studio. 

• Five State-of-the-Art SSL Studios 
• Axiom MT Digital Multitrack Console 
• Two 9000 J Series Consoles 
• SL4000 G+ with Ultimation 
• 4000E with G-Series Computer 
• Spacious Contol Rooms and Studios 
• Private Lounges, Kitchens and 
Bedrooms 
• Mariah Carey, 'N Sync, Hole, 
Lauryn Hill, Monica 

Artisan Recorders 
Mobile 
PO Box 70247 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33037 

(954) 566-1800; Fax (954) 566-3090 
e-mail: mobile red@aol.com 

For over 20 years, Artisan Recorders 
has been providing excellence in re-
mote recording and broadcast. Along 
with an extensive array of equipment 
in a comfortable aesthetic environ-
ment, our "Mobile Red" studio boasts 
an expert staff of technicians with a 
love of music and desire for perfec-
tion. Recent credits include: "The Big 
Bang" concert series for radio and 
television, ABC's Tom Joyner Morn-
ing Show, Wyclef Jean presents the 
Carnival, Dave Matthews Band and 
many more. When you rock, we roll. 

Studio 880 
829 27th Ave. 

Oakland, CA 94601 

(510) 533-0880; Fax (510) 533-2952 
e-mail: john@studio880.com 

http://www.studio880.com 

The ultimate artist's refuge in a 
discrete location in the S.F. Bay 
Area. Studio 880 boasts the best 
new and vintage outboard gear 
and microphones in a world-class 
environment. At the heart of 
Studio A is an 80-input Otani 
Concept 1 with moving fader 
automation and built-in dynamics. 
Pro Tools 24, 5.1 surround, Foley 
stage and a huge live room are 
just some of the other features 
that make Studio 880 a state-of-
the-art production facility. Please 
visit us at www.studio880.com. 

Visom Mastering 
4987 N. University Dr. 
Lauderhill, FL 33351 

954) 385-9575; Fax (954) 385-9578 
e-mail: visom@mindspring.com 

intp://wwwvisom.com 

Located in sunny South Florida. 
Visom Mastering combines state-
of-the-art equipment (featuring 
Sonic Solutions & Weiss Engi-
neering) with well over a decade 
of experience and customer sat-
isfaction. We offer a comfortable. 
professional atmosphere to work 
in, a friendly and knowledgeable 
staff, and extremely attractive 
rates. For more information give 
us a call and see why clients like 
Sony, Universal/PolyGram and 
WEA put their trust in us. 

pc) 

Dungeon Recording 
Studios 

1954 NE 147th Terrace 

North Miami, FL 33181 
(305) 948-6055; Fax (305) 948-5157 

e-mail: Fender72@aol.com 
hnp://www.dungeonrecording.cern 

Located 15 minutes from the 
heart of South Beach, this three-
room facility features 24-track 
2-inch/32-track digital recording, 
Pro Tools 24 editing and auto-
mated mixdown. The Dungeon's 
two tracking rooms have a wide 
selection of microphones and 
amplifiers, a baby grand & Ham-
mond with Leslie. Whether it's 
record or post production, the 
Dungeon is equipped to handle 
your project. 
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MCMR 
#17 Oakwood Park 

Shelbyville, TN 37160 

(931) 684-6778 or (615) 591-6597 
Fax (931) 684-1410 

This truck is small enough to park 
in the alley by your favorite club 
yet geared to run with the big 
dogs. This mobile has archived 
quality performances with: 'N 
Sync, Beth Nielsen Chapman, 
Wynonna, Tatyana Mi, Shawn 
Colvin, Martina McBride, Elvis 
Costello, Blackhawk, Diamond 
Rio, Sawyer Brown, Alan Jack-
son,Trace Adkins, Collin Raye, 
Deryl Dodd, Phil Keaggy, Mark 
Knoptler, Nashville Chamber Or-
chestra, NPR, CMT, TNN, Disney 
Channel, Tennessee Jazz & Blues 
Society, Ashley Cleveland. 

NPR 
635 Massachusetts Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20001-3753 

(202) 414-2482; Fax (202) 414-3033 
e-mail: rgi@npr.org 

hep://v4ww.npr.orgistudios 

Located in downtown Washing-
ton, D.C., Studio 4A offers a 
spectacular recording environ-
ment well-suited to all music 
genres. Studio 4A, at 2,600 sq. 
feet, is one of the largest record-
ing facilities on the East Coast. 
We offer digital and analog multi-
track recording, an extensive mie 
collection, digital editing suites 
and CD mastering. NPR also 
offers satellite uplinking, fiber 
and ISDN capabilities worldwide. 

GKS Entertainment 
1800 N. Argyle St., Ste. 203 

Hollywood, CA 90028 
(323) 962-2444; Fax (323) 962-3666 

Located in the heart of Hollywood, 
GKS Entertainment premieres their 
new state-of-the-art HDCD SONIC 
MASTERING STUDIO ONE. GKS 
is fast becoming the hottest new 
place for major & independent 
label mastering. At the helm is ac-
complished Senior Mastering Engi-
neer Louis Hemsey, whose radio 
edits include MCA artists Blink 182, 
Tracy Chapman & B.B. King, Sub-
lime, The Murmurs, Semisonic, 
New Radicals and Dada. Mastering 
credits include: Melky Sedek, 
Richard Buckner, Old '97s, DA 
Congregation, Pretty Boy Floyd and 
Little Charlie & The Nightcats. 

Mobile Audio 
Recording Services Inc. 

1000 Alabama Ave. 

PO Box 915 

Sheffield, AL 35660 

(256) 386-7363; Fax (256) 386-0176 
e-mail: mobaudio@hiwaay.net 

Now more centrally located at the leg-
endary Muscle Shoals Sound Studios. Re-
mote recording services for music, video 
and film production. 24/48-track analog 
or digital capability with video interface. 
API console, vintage processing gear. 
Full complement of mies and accessories 
Recent projects include the Cowboy 
Junkies, John Mellencamp, Chris Ledoux. 
Metallica, Beck, No Doubt Blues Travel 
er, Bruce Hornsby, Los Lobos, Mickey 
Hart, Robert Cray and Joan Osborne. 
The Album Network, Westwood One 
and the PBS "On Tour" concert series, 

SSL DIGITAL ANALOG 

AUDIO-VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 

Sheffield Remote 
Recordings 
13816 Sunnybrook Rd. 
Phoenix, MD 21131 

(800) 672-3220 or (410) 328-7260 
e-mail: sheffield@sheffielday.com 

hep://www.sheffield@sheffielday.com 

Sheffield is America's largest SSL 
recording truck. This is not just a 
remote truck, it is a complete 
audio facility. Add to this the 
best crew in the remote business. 
Partial credits include The Gram-
my Awards, MTV Music Awards, 
Live from the House of Blues and 
Aerosmith. 

e r rl 

Premastering 
1501 Powell St., Ste. 1 

Emeryville, CA 94608 

(510) 653-3838; Fax (510) 653-3229 
http://www.cdpremastering.com 

Announcing a great new premastering 
suite in Emeryville. At CD Premastering 
we offer clients great ears, gear and sen 
vice in a package suitable for many bud-
gets. Equipment includes: 24-bit recorder 
for your mixdown, Sonic Solutions, 
Apogee converters, Weiss EQ & dynam. 
les, Electrocompaniet amp, Mitsui discs 
on a Studer CD recorder. Your package 
includes: 3 premaster discs (UV22 dither-
ing) labeled Prernaster Copy and Securi-
ty with a complete CD analysis, error 
check and an incredibly low BLER (<1o). 
We'll also archive your original 24-bit 
files on CD-ROM in preparation for all 
the new audio formats and media. 
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THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX ("24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

Store & Mail Order Hours: 
Sunday 10-5 

Monday thru Thursday 9-7 
Friday 9-1 • Saturday Closed 

On the Web. http://www.bhphotovideo.com 

For All Your Photo, Video, 
Digital Photography 
and Pro-Audio Needs 

FOR A FORE MOIMILY CATALOG CALL 8104474933 212-4444133 OR WRITE 



TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

800 221-5743 • 212 239-7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS 

soo 947-2215 • 212 239-7549 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

DIGITAL MIXERS 

Digital 8 Bus Mixing Console 
Zverything you've been waiting for and more!!! The new digital 8 bus from Mackie tutees great sound quality, 
—full recording and mixdown capabilities, motorized faders and an array of digital hiatu. es geared to take you 
lying into the next century. See for yourself what the entire industry is raving about. 

FEATURES-
• 48 channels of automated compression, gating, ED and delay 
• Built in 3-way meter display keeps you on top of your mix. 
• Built-in meter bridge, 
• Ultramix II automation for complete control, hook up an S-VGA moni-
tor and you'll feel like you spent a lot more money. 
• All functions can be automated, not just levels and mutes. 
Store Ea reverb, compression, gating and even Aux send 
information. 
• Fast SCENE automation allows you to change parameter 
snapshots on every beat. 
• Reads Standard MIDI tempo maps, displaying clock into 
on the built-in position counter. 
• Truly the cutting edge of mining technology. 

e & heybced sold separately 

Panasoru"c» 
WR-DA7 Digital Mixing Calsole 

atop dreaming about your digital future, it's here! The Panasonic WR-DA7 digital mixer tea-
Otures 32-bd internal processing combined with 24-bit A/D and DIA converters as well as mov.ng faders. 
nstant recall, surround sound capabilities, and much more. Best of all, it's from Panasonic. 

FEATURES-
• 32 Inputs/6 AUX send/returns 
• 24-bit converters 
• Large backlit LCD screen displays ED, bus and aux 
assignments. and dynamic/delay settings. 
• 4-band parametric ED 
• Choice of Gate/Compressor/Limiter or Expander on 
each channel 
• 5.1 channel surround sound in three modes on the 
bus outputs 
• Output MMC 
• Optional MIDI joystick 

TASCAM TMD1 CHM 
Digital Mixing Console 

vou want to see what all the digital mixing buzz is about? The NEW TMD100 Iron Tascam vAll have you main' 
& automatin' in no time. It features fully automated Ea. levels, muting, pan-

ning and more in an attractive digital board with an analog 'feel'. 
Your digital future never looked, or sounded, so clear. 

FEATURES-
• 4 XLR mic inputs, 8 1/4" balanced TRS inputs. 
• 20-bit A/D DIA conversion. 64e oversampling on input, 
128x on output. 
• Store all settings, fully MIDI compatible. 
• Optional IF-T01000 adds another 8 channels of TDIF and a 2-
channel sample rate converter. 
• Optional FX-1000 Tx board adds another 4 dynamic processors and 
another pair of stereo effects. 

DIGITAL RECORDING 

lexicon 
Lexicon Studio 

Recording System 

The Lexicon Studio System interfaces with your 
favorite digital audio software for a complete hard 

disk recording package. Supporting both PC and Mac. 
Lexicon Studio can be expanded up to 32 voices from a 
variety of I/O options. For recording, editing, mixing and 
DSP. Lexicon Studio is here. 
FEATURES-
• The Core-32 System PCI-Card is capable of supporting 
32 audio streams simultaneously. It can also be used 
as a time code or clock master or slave. 
• The PC-W Digital Reverb daughterboard attaches to 
the Core-32 providing 2 discrete stereo reverbs. 
• The LDI-12T delivers up to 12 channels of simultane-
ous I/O supporting analog (k4 XLR and - 10 RCA). 
epdif. and ADAT. 
• Direct support of Steinberg Cubase VST and many 

OPTIONS-
• The LOI-165 provides 8 ctannels 044 XLR balanced 
analog I/O. and 8 channels digitally through TDIF 
3 option packages are: 
AES-8. 8 channels of AES/EBU *Mal I/O 
ADT-8. 8 channels of ADAT digitak1/0 and sync 
STC-1. Post option including read and write of LTC. 
read and generate of VITC, IAfindow-burn. Hove 
Sync and a General Purpose Interlace for Wowing 
external devices from the systernt. 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

EFFECTS PROCESSING 

t.c. electronic 
1910..1.1. 4, , Je • • 

Finalizer Express 

The Finalizer Express is a fast and efficient way to turn your mix into a Professional Master! Based upon  'C's 
Multi-Award winning Finalizec Mastering Technology. it 0.1ivers the finishing touches of clarity, warmth and punch 

to your mixes, putting the world of professional mastering vithin your reach.. 
FEATURES— • Optimize overall level with the Automatic Make-Up Gam 
• 24- bit resolution A/D & D/A converters • Extra compression in each band using Emphasis keys 

• Record fades from the built-in Digital Fader er the 
optional TC Master Fader via MIDI. 
• Connections include AES/E8U, S/PDIF, Optical Tushnls 
& MIDI I/0's. 
• High Res LED Metering of I/O & multi-band 'rain 
reduction 

• 16 & 20 bit dithering 
• IC's unique Multiband Comp & Limiter Algorithms 
• Boost and cut over three bands with the Spectral 
Balance Controls 
• Soft Clipping and Look Ahead Delay. 
• Finalize Matrix for 25 variations in style and rate 

M3000 Professional Reverb 

ncorporating TC Electronic's new VSS-3 technology, the 11,13000 is a great sounding, versatile reverb that o t., 
1 use. Combining ultimate control of early reflections with a transparent reverb tail. the art of reverberation is brought 
to a new level. Whether it's a phone booth, cave or concert hall, the M3000 delivers high-quality ambience. 
FEATURES— • Up to 300 user ¡resets in internal RAM and 300 morn 
• VSS-3, VSS-3 Gate. C.O.R.E. & REV-3 reverbs as well using an optional PCMCIA card. 
as Delay. Pitch. ED, Chorus, Flanger. Tremolo, Phase • Dual engine configuration featuring 24-bit A.'13/0/As. 
Expander/Gate, Compressor and De-Esser • Connections include AES/EBU, Coaxial S/PDIF, Opticai 
• 300 high-grade factory presets including Halls. Rooms, Tos-Link/ADAT & analog XLR I/0s, MIDI IN/OUTTIHRU 
Plates. Ambience, Gated Reverbs, and more Clock Sync and External Control. 

lexicon NIPX1 Multi-Effects Processor 

ems! 

The MPX-1 is truly an outstanding multi-effects device. Using Lexicon's Lexchip. it offers outstanding reverb u 
ambience as well as a separate processor for effects fo- awesome power in the studio or on the road 

FEATURES— • 18 Bit A/D: 20 Bit D/A Conversion. 32-bit prrtcessing 
• Intuitive user interface for easy editing, huit-in help. • >90dB of Dynamic Range 
• Balanced Analog I/O (ve & XLR) • Intelligent Sorting by Name. Number. Appleation, etc. 
• 56 effect algorithms • Parameter Morphing 
• Digital Inputs & Outputs (S/PDIF @ 44.1KHz) • Dynamic MIDI« patching & MIDI automatian 

COMPRESSORS 

PreSonus 

Stemming from their pop 
Outer ACP8, the ACP88 
comprises eight channels of 
compression, limiting and 
noise gating for a variety of 
studio applications. It fea-
tures individual side chain for each channel and it s attractive blue anodized tinrslred lets , ou 
show your true sonic colors. 

FUTURES-
• 8 separate compressors/gates with individual con-
trols. 
• Servo balanced or unbalanced inputs & floating bal-
anced or unbalanced outputs. 
• Individual side chain jacks for spectral compression 
and a separate sidechain jack for gate processing 

ACP88 r8 Channel Compressor 

11111111111111 

dID 

• Each channel boasts full gain reduction meter ng 
compression threshold indication & gate open/dose 
• Front panel buttons include hard/soft knoe compres-
sion, peak/auto compression, bypass, (tide range 
and lirk. 
• Link feature uses a unique summing bus for multiple 
combinations of master/slave link setup:.. 

Model 566 
X "Silver Series" Compressor 

The new Silver Series intro- JIIIIF 4 
I doces a 2 vacuum tube cir- ::'1. i ) • e t:-(: Ó' ' l•e> 
cud design making the 566 no CI — . ,....C. —• .,..• • 

ordinary compressor. Loaded 
with features including custo' 
designed analog VU meters 
that monitor tube level. gain reduction. or output levels. Full sidechain functional ty, including sidechain monitor, Cores! 
function allows low frequency material to pass through the threshold without triggering un--nusical compression effets 

FUTURES-
• Hand selected Premium 12AU7 vacuum tubes 
• k4/-10 operation 
• Drive control for a wide variety of great tube effects 

1111111 1111111 

• PeakPlus limiter on each channel 
• Complete sidechain, OverEasy, and Aut.: function 
• Optional TYPE IV Conversion System outputs 
• Separate ve sidechain insert send and retan 
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FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

e 
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800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

"Ma 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com 

, 

HARD DISK RECORDERS 

11 ,(==?Roland' 
VS1680 Digital Production Studio 

The new VS-1680 Digital Studio Workstation is a cow-
1 plete 16 track, 24- bit recording. editing. mixing and 

effects processing system in a compact tabletop work-
station. With its advanced features. amazing sound qual-
ity and intuitive new user interface, the VS-1680 can sat-
isfy your wanderlust. 

FEATURES— 
• 16 tracks of hard disk recording, 256 virtual tracks. 
• 24-bit MT Pro Recording Mode for massive headroom 
and dynamic range. 
• Large 320 x 240 dot graphic LCD provides simultane-
ous level meters. playlist. E0 curves, EFX settings, 
waveforms and more. 
• 20- bit ND D/A converters 
• 2 optional 24-bit stereo effects processors (VS8F-2) 
provide up to 8 channels of independent effects pro-
cessing. 

• New EZ routing function allows users to create and 
save various recording, mixing, track bouncing, and 
other comprehensive mixer templates for instant recall. 
• 10 audio inputs: 2 balanced XLR-type inputs w/ pha-
tom power. 6 balanced ve inputs, and 1 stereo digital 
ieput (optical/coaxial) 
• 12 audio outs: 8x RCA, 2x stereo digital 8 phones. 
• Direct audio CD recording and data backup using 
optional VS-CDR- 16 CD reordin 

DIGITAL MULTI-TRACK RECORDERS 

TASCAM 
DA-88 Modular Digital Multitrack 

The standard digital multitrack tor post-production and 
winner of the Emmy award for technical excellence. 

the DA-88 delivers the best of Tascam's Hi-8 digital for-
mat. Its Shuttle/Jog wheel and track delay function 
allow for precise cueing and synchronization and the 
modular design allows for easy servicing and perfor-
mance enhancements with third-party options. 

FEATURES— 
• 1:48 minutes record time on a single 120 min tape 
• Expandable up to 128 Tracks using 16 machines 
• User- definable track delay 8, crossfade 
• Shuttle 8, Jog capability 
• Auto punch with rehearsal 

• SMPTE, MIDI and Sony 9-ein sync capability 
• Options include RC-808/8413 Remote Controllers, : F-
88AE/IF-885D digital interfaces, MU-Series meter 
bridge, MMC-88 MIDI machine control interlace, SY-
88 Sync Card 

DA-38 Digital Multitrack for Musicians 
Designed especially for musicians, the DA-38 is an 
8 track digital recorder that puts performance at 

an affordable price. It features an extremely fast 
transport, Hi-8 compatibility, rugged construction, 
ergonomic design and sync compatibility with DA-88s. MEE 

ALESIS 
ADAT M20 20-bit Digital Audio Recorder 

The M20 represents Alesis commitment to meeting 
the high-standards of world-class audio engineers, 

producers, studio owners and high-end video and 
film post production studios. A new professional 
digital multi-track, the M20 records 20-bit for out-
standing sound quality. Combined with a host of 
production features like SMPTE/EBU, the M20 is a 
powerful tool. 

FEATURES— 
• SVHS Recording format - up to 67 minutes recording. 
• 18-XLR connections (9 in and 9 out) as well as a 56-
pin ELCO connection. 

• 24-bit. 64x oversampling recording. 20-bit. 128X over-
sampling playback 
• Digital I/O 
• Includes LRC remote and a digital cable. 

ADAT XT20 Digital Audio Recorder 
The New ADAT-XT20 provides a new standard in audio 
I quality for affordable professional recorders while 
remaining completely compatible with over 100.000 
ADATO in use worldwide. The 0120 uses the latest ultra-
high fidelity 20-bit oversamphng digital converters for 
sonic excellence, it could change the world. 

— - FEATURES— 
' • 10-point autolocate system 

• Dynamic Braking software lets the transport quickly 
wind to locate points while gently treating the tape. 

• Remote control 
• Servo-balanced 56-pin ELCO e.onnector. 
• Boit-in electronic patchbay 
• Copy/paste digital edits between machines. 

ADAT LX20 Digital Audio Recorder 
Toe most affordable ADAT over made, the new LX20 features true 20- bit recording at a price you won't 

Oelieve. Compatibility with all other ADATs and digital consoles, the 1120 provides the same sync options 
• digital inputs as the big brother XT20 at a lower price point. 

CD RECORDERS 

Fostex 
CR200 Professional CD Recorder 

The Fostex name is not all this CD Recorder has to 
I offer. The CR200 features S/PDIF I/0s, balanced 
XLR analog input, 5 record modes as well as a full 
function remote. A great choice for burning CDs in 
any studio or home recording environment. 

FEATURES-
• Converts any input signal to CD 44.1kHz standard 
• Uses both Professional and Consumer CD formats 
• S/PDIF Inputs and Outputs for versatile interfacing. 
• AES/EBU In. XLR Balanced Ins. Unbalanced Ins 8 Outs 
• 5 Record Modes. Records To Red-Book Standards 

• IDs Recorded Automatically 
• Durable Platter Mechanism Resists vibrations 
• Full-function Remote Included 

STUDIO DAT-RECORDERS 

TASCAM 
DA-45HR Master DAT Recorder 

The new DA-45HR master OAT recorder provides true 
24-bit resolution plus standard 16-bit recording capa-

bility for backward compatibility- making this the most 
versatile and great sounding DAT recorder available. With 
support for both major digital I/O protocols plus the abili-
ty to integrate the machine into virtually any analog envi-
ronment, the DA-45H0 is the ideal production tool for 
the audio professional. 

FEATURES— 
• Word Clock 
• 24-bit AID and 20-bit D/A with dither 
• XLR balanced and RCA unbalanced analog I/O 
• AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O 

• Word Sync ln/Thru 
• Alphanumeric data entry for naming programs 
• Independent input level adjustment capability 
• Output trim for XLR balanced analog output 
• Optional RC-D45 Remote Controller 

• 

The SV-3800 8, SV-4100 feature highly accurate and reli-
I able transport mechanisms with search speeds of up to 
400X normal. Both use 20-bit D/A converters to satisfy 
even the highest professional expectations. The SV-4100 
adds features such as instant start. program 8 cue assign-
ment, enhanced system diagnostics, multiple digital inter-
faces and more. Panasonic DATs are found in studios throughout the world and are widely recognized as the most 
reliable DAT machines available on the market today. 

FEATURES— 
• 640 Oversampling A/I3 converter for outstanding 
phase characteristics 
Search by start ID or program number 
• Single program play, handy for post. 

SV-3800 

• Adjustable analog input attenuation. +4/-10dBu 
• 1./R independent record levels 
• Front panel hour meter display 
• 8-pin parallel remote terminal 
• 250x normal speed search 

Fostex 
D-1 5 Pro Studio DAT Recorder 

The new Fostex D-15 features built in 8Mbit of RAM 
I for instant start and scrubbing as well as a host of 
new features aimed at audio post production and 
recording studio environments. Optional expansion 
boards can be added to include SMPTE and RS-422 
compatibility, allowing the D-15 to grow as you do. 

FEATURES— 
• Hold the peak reading on the digital bargraphs with a 
choice of 5 different settings 
• Set cue levels and cue times 
• Supports all frame rates including 30df 
• Newly designed, 4-motor transport is faster and more 
efficient ( 120 minute tape shuttles in about 60 sec.) 
• Parallel interface • Front panel trim pots in addition to 
the level inputs 

D-15TC ik D-15TCR 
T.,, D-15TC comes with the addition of optional 

chase and sync capability installed. It also includes 
timecode reading and output. The D-15TCR comes 
with the further addition of an optional RS-422 port 
installed, adding timecode and serial control (Sony 
protocol except van-speed) 

SONY PCM-R500 
ncorporating Sony's legendary high- reliability 40.D. 
I Mechanism. the PCM-R500 sets a new standard for 
professional DAT recorders. The Jog/Shuttle wheel 
offers outstanding operational ease while extensive 
interface options and multiple menu modes meet a 
wide range of application needs. 

FEATURES— 
• Set-up menu for preference selection. Use this menu 
for setting 106, level sync threshold. date 8 more. 
Also selects error indicator. 
• Includes 8- pin parallel 8 wireless remote controls 

• SBM recording lor improved S/N (Sounds like 2/Dot) 
• Independent (JR recording levels 
• Equipped with auto head cleaning for improved 
sound quality. 
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TUBE MICROPHONES 

SOLIDTUBE 
TUBE MICROPHONE 

The SOLIDTUBE combines 
the best of solid state and 

tube technology to provide a 
"warm" sounding microphone 
suitable for professional 
recording applications. 

FEATURES— 
• Large diaphragm condenser 
• Integrated pop screen sur-
rounds the capsule, reducing 
excessive pop noise 
• ECC 83 ( 12AX7) vacuum tube 
which provides perfect transfer 
characteristics 
• Includes elastic shock mount 
• Low-cut switch, Ground lift switch 

*aucliolechnica. 
AT4060 

CombIng premium 40 series 
engineering and vintage tube 

technology. the AT4060 delivers 
a versatile and competent studio 
microphone. Low-noise and 
high SPL capabilities make the 
AT4060 a premier vocal mic as 
well as strings, guitars and other 
demanding applications. 

FEATURES-
• 20 - 20600 Hz free response 
• Dual gold-vaporized large 
diaphragm elements 
• Includes the AT8560 power supply. AT8•1-17 shock 
mount. rack mount adapters and case 

MICROPHONES 

SitUalE 
KSM-32 

The new KSM32 side-
' address microphone fea-

tures an extended frequency 
response for open, natural 
sound reproduction. Suitable 
for critical studio recording 
and live sound production. 
Shure steps up to the plate 
with another classic. 

FEATURES-
• Class A. transformerless preamplifier circuitry for 
improved linearity across the full frequency range. 
• Exceptionally low self-noise and increased dynamic 
range necessary for highly critical studio recording. 
• 15 dB attenuation switch for handling high SPLs. 
• Switchable low-frequency filter to reduce vibration 
noise or to counteract proximity effect. 
• Great for vocals, acoustic instruments, ensembles and 
overhead miking of drums and percussion. 
• SL model also features an elastic shock mount which 
greatly reduces external vibrations. 

BPM 
CR10 

'land-crafted in East Berlin, the BPM 
I ICR10 Studio Condenser Mic features 
a full frequency response for competi-
tion against the best of the best. 

FEATURES-
• 1" Gold diaphragm 
• Suitable for most guitar and vocal 
recording applications. 
• Includes Custom Aluminum Road 
Case. XLR-cable, wind screen and 
elastic suspension 

• 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

SAMPLIIM 

S5000 & $6000 Studio Samplers 
A kai is proud to 
Mannounce its next gen-
eration of samplers with 
the introduction of the 
S6000 and the S5000. 
Building upon Akai's leg-
endary strengths, both 
machines feature up-to 
128-voice polyphony and 
up-to 256 MB of RAM. They use the DOS disk format and .WAV files as the native sample format allowing stan-
dard PC .WAV files to be loaded directly for instant playback - even samples downloaded from the Internet into 
your PC may be used.And of course, both the S6000 and S5000 will read sounds from the S3000 library. 

FEATURES— 
• OS runs on easily upgradeable flash ROM. 
• 2x MIDI ln/Out/Thru ports for 32 MIDI channels 
• Stereo digital I/O and up to 16 analcg outputs. 
• 2x SCSI ports standard 
• Wordclock connection 
• Optional ADAT interface provides 16 digital outs 
• .WAV files as native sample format 

S6000 ONLY FEATURES— 
• Removable front panel display 
• User Keys 
• Audio inputs on both the front and rear panel alloy, 
you to wire the S6000 directIo into a patchbay from 
the back and override this connection simply by 
plugging into the front. 

E-mu Systems, Inc. 
E6400 Professional Sampler 

The e-6400 from EMU feature an easy inter'ace that makes 
sampling easy. Automated futures like looping, normaliz-

ing and more allow you to flexibly create your own sound 
palettes or access any of the 400 sounds provided on 2 CDs 
for unlimited sound creation. It is upgradeableta 128MB of 
RAM (4MB standard) and features 64 voice prlyphony, 8 bal-
anced analog outputs, SCSI, stereo phase-lochea time com-
pression, digital re-sampling and more. A dream machine. 

MIC PREAMPS 

Focusrite Green 3 "Voicebox 

The Voluebox MKII provides a signal oath of exceptional clarity and smoothness for mic recordirm. combining 
an ultra- high quality mic amp, an all new Fecusrite ED section optimized for voice, and full Eacerite dynam-

ics. The new MKII now includes a line input for recording and mixdown applications. 

FEATURES-
• +48V Phantom power, phase reverse, and a 75Hz 
high-pass filter. 
• Mute control and a true-VU response LED Degraph 
are also provided 
• Includes a Mid-Parametric band with contfols espe-

-rhe DBX 586 Vacuum 
I Tube Dual Mic Preamp 
uses hand selected and 
matched premium 12AU7 
vacuum tubes ensure 
ideal characteristics for a 
warm, distortion free signal path. Custom designed analog VU meters monitor tube level insert path or output 
levels well Line/Instrument and mic inputs make the 586 versatile enough to use with 'virtually any input source. 

FEATURES-
• Mic or line/instrument inputs on each channel. • 3-Band ECI with sweepablefrequency 
+4/-10 operation. • Optional TYPE IV Conversion System outputs 
• Drive control for a wide varety of great tube effects • Separate ve insert send/return on each channel 

cially designed to enhance vocal characteristics 
• Single balanced Class A VCA delivers law distortion 
and a S/N ratio as low as -96dBu 
• Dynamics section offers important voice processing 
functions such as compression and de-cooing com-
bined with a noise reducing expander. 

586 Vacuum Tube Mic Pre 

JOE MEEK VC1 Studio Channel 

The Joe Meek Studio 
Channel offers three 

pieces of studio gear in 
one. It features a trans-
former coupled mic pre, 
compression and a pro-
fessional enhancer together in a sleek 2U rackmount design! 

FEATURES- • Extra XLR input on front makes for easy patching 
• 48V phantom power, Fully balanced operation • Compression In/Out & VifiCompression meter 
• Mic/Line input switch • Enhancer In/Out switch and enhance indicator 
• Hi ,h ass filter for witb lare dia hr,i • Intarnal Fn....or supply 115'730V AC 

CIRCLE # 147 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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MONITORS 

M6000/S 
Studio Monitors 

The KRK M6000/S are 
designed for close-field 

monitoring. A smooth fre-
quency response in a com-
pact size make these units 
portable and efficient. 

FEATURES-
• High power handling 
• 62Hz - 20kHz, ±3d8. 
• Compact and portable 
• Low distortion 
• Smooth frequency 
response 
• Custom Gray finish. 

Hafler 
TRM-8 

Powered Studio Monitors 
of Pro Audio Reviivis PAR Excelerce Award 

V V in 1997, Hafler's 
TRM8s provide sonic clari-
ty previously found only in 
much more expensive 
speakers. They feature 
built-in power, an active 
crossover, and Haflers 
patented Trans•nova power 
amp circuitry. 

FEATURES-
• 45Hz - 21kHz, *2dB 
• 75W HF, 150W LF 
• Electronically & 
Acoustically matched 

HR1324 
T hese new close-field 
I monitors from Mackie 

have made a big stir. 
They sound great, they're 
affordable, they're inter-
nally bi-amped. "What's 
the catch?" Let us know if 
you find one. 

FEATURES-
•150W Bass amp, 100W 
Treble amp 

"Full space, half space 
and quarter space place-
ment compensation 

•Frequency Response 
39Hz to 22kHz. ± 1.5dB 

'TANNK3Y 
Reveal 

The latest playback monitor 
from Tannoy, the 

Reveal has an extremely 
detailed, dynamic sound 
with a wide. flat frequen-
cy response. 

FEATURES-
• 1" soft dome high fre-
quency unit 
• Long throw 6.5" bass 
driver 
• Magnetic shielding for 
close use to video mon 
tors 

• Hard-wired, low-loss crossover 
• Wide, flat frequency response 
• Gold plated 5-way binding pus, (- 1r1,1,1nrs 
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THE FAST LANE 

—FROM PAGE 20, ABUSING 

The questions of lighting the 
booth—how to shield, how to dim and 
so on—were dealt with properly: no 
lights. But that's what proprioception is 
for, isn't it? Playing in the dark? Actually, 
enough light gets in through the win-
dow. 

As over-the-top as this is, I can now 
record any guitar, including old soap 
bar and other non-humbucking pick-
ups, with no hum or buzz at all. And 
PAFs sound incredible. 

WHY DO SOMETHING 

SO EXTREME? 

llom, many tunes have you printed the 
guitar that sounded pretty good—and 
was pretty quiet—instead of that 
hacked-up old Strat that sounded per-
fect but was too out of control to deal 
with? Or you did print that Strat but did-
n't let the player set the volume and 
tone knobs where he really wanted to 
(and where it would have been the 
sweetest) because there was just too 
much hum and noise? I won't even talk 
about where you made him leave the 
pickup selector switch. 

For "clean" work, the absence of 
hum while playing in this metal room 
opens up the overall feel more than 
you would imagine. No more sterile 
and cottony noise gates or expanders. 
Yup. That old gold-top Les Paul will 
open its heart and sing with new detail 
in a room like this. 

And for full-tilt, ear-bleeding rock, 
well, you won't believe the difference! 
You know the hell that breaks loose 
when you turn your old Twin up 
enough to get that wonderful-horrible-
saturated-overdriven distortion you 
dream about at night. You probably 
take it for granted by now, knowing 
that you are going to have to take artifi-
cial measures to deal with the buzz. 
Maybe you've never even heard what 
that Wall-O-Sound is like without the 
ever-present Flood-O-Hum. 

Actually, I know you are used to it. 
Almost every CD I get with overdriven 
guitar tracks has the same symptoms. 
The way the guitar is recorded and 
mixed, and even the way it's played, re-
veals the same preoccupation: hide the 
hum. Without the hum, there is so 
much more creative freedom. More 
freedom to EQ, to compress, to place in 
a mix. More freedom to hold a chord 
way into the tail, where it would other-
wise degenerate into 60Hz motorboat-
ing mush. 

Second, the less obvious and much 
less expensive: Though active guitars 
don't really interact much with the 
audio cord or the amp front end, all 
the older (and many newer) passives 
certainly do. And vintage tube amps 
definitely interact with the guitar's 
pickups. 

But it starts even before this. Each 
pickup's impedance, resistance, capaci-
tance and resonance all happily interact 
with the other pickup's, and the two or 
three pickups are often wired in crazed 
combinations of series and parallel by 
the selector switches. And then there is 
the "phase" switch. Add to this the gui-
tar's "tone" control circuitry (almost al-
ways an insane mix of unpredictable 

I can now record 

any guitar, 

including old soap bar 

and other 

non-humbucking 

pickups, with no hum 

or buzz at all. 

interactive and reactive components: 
capacitors, resistors, chokes, electro-
mechanical delay lines, aluminum foil, 
silver paint, chocolate chip cookies and 
anything else they had on the bench 
when they designed the things), and 
you start to see the complexity of the 
issue. 

Any and all components in a circuit 
will interact unless isolated with an ac-
tive gain stage. And here we have ten 
crazed pickup wiring combinations, 
multiplied by whatever the phase 
switch does (50 combos now?), multi-
plied by the effects of each volume and 
tone pot—reaching 2,000 discernible 
combos, if not more. All interacting, all 
ready to interact with whatever's seen 
next. And that, friends, is the guitar 
cord. 

So you have to use the highest-qual-
ity, largest-diameter, lowest-capacitance 
cord you can find or build. If you can 
get one with braid and foil shielding, 
get it. If you want to go to the trouble 
of building a special one, use top-grade 
balanced wire, solder the hot lead to 
the tips, the cold lead to the sleeves, 
and the shield to the cold lead—on one 
end only! Leave the other end of the 

shield unconnected and insulate it so it 
can't accidentally touch the cold or hot 
leads inside the jack cover later (like in 
the middle of the best guitar solo you 
have ever heard). 

Make sure to choose a twist pitch 
that is right for your location (you do 
know that the hot/cold lead twist pitch 
should be different for 60Hz and 50Hz 
countries, right?). Make several of these 
things, in 6, 12 and maybe 20-foot 
lengths. 

Choose the shortest cord you can 
get away with. All passive guitars inter-
act with all cords, but the shorter the 
cord, the less the interaction. And the 
higher the cord quality, the less the in-
teraction. Try the cord both ways. Yes, I 
know that you shouldn't have to do 
this, but in the real world, your guitar 
might be quieter with the soldered 
shield end in the amp, or it might be 
quieter with that end in the guitar. 
Now you have done all you can do. 

Of course, all this assumes that you are 
after that hard-earned sweet sound of a 
totally passive chain like the old days. 
It assumes you want to have as much 
guitar-to-amp interaction as possible. 

Oh, yeah, and keep the following 
two things in mind. First, most tube 
amps have slightly different circuitry 
on each input, so try every input for 
the best possible combination of 
sound and lowest artifact level. Sec-
ond, turning the guitar down 20 dB 
and the amp up 20 never gives you the 
same results as doing the inverse. The 
same level, yes, but not the same 
sound. I know you knew, but maybe 
you just forgot. 
On the other hand, you can avoid all 

this silliness by putting a line amp in the 
booth three feet from the guitar. Unpre-
dictable interaction will disappear, but 
along with it goes any hope of captur-
ing that sweet organic warmth and rich 
character that could be yours if you 
went the high road 

IN CONCLUDING PART 1 

I am aware that parts of this column 
may be a bit esoteric to some of you, 
and other parts may seem obvious to 
others. Well, take what you want and 
leave the rest for the next guy. Depend-
ing on which group you fit into, you 
will either be happy or horrified to 
learn that Part 2 has the truly crazed 
stuff in it. 

SSC's main instrument is guitar, and 
he has built several solid bodies from 
scratch. This is something he recom-
mends that you do not do. 
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—FROM PAGE 28, GEORGE MARTIN 

was when he learned to play chess." 
Ringo again: "I was lucky to be in a 
band with three frustrated drummers. 
They could all play drums, but each of 
them knew only one style." 

On "Being for the Benefit of Mr. 
Kite," John wanted to bring in a real 
steam-driven calliope, but Martin found 
out that, besides the nightmare of hav-
ing such a contraption in the studio, cal-
liopes weren't played by hand but were 
programmed, like player pianos, using 
punched cards. "Just for us to make a 
card punch so that we could tell it what 
we wanted to play would have taken 
forever," he said. So instead, they built 
up the sound using a foot-powered har-
monium, Lowrey and Hammond or-
gans, with long-suffering roadie Mal 
Evans puffing away on a bass harmoni-
ca. Martin played the fast organ riffs 
with the tape running at half-speed— 
"As you all know," he told the crowd, 
most of whom did know, "it makes you 
sound bloody brilliant." And while Mar-
tin and engineer Geoff Emerick were 
pulling off the legendary cut-up-the-
tape-throw-it-in-the-air-and-reassemble-
it-at-random trick, "John was like a kid 
in a candy store." 

At one point, "A Day in the Life" 
had 24 bars of empty space in the mid-
dle of it. "You can hear a little alarm 
clock at the end of the 24 bars, which 
let us know when to come in," he said. 
"I asked what they wanted to put in 
there, and they said, 'Let's have a sym-
phony orchestra.' I said, 'Okay, what 
will they play?' and they said, 'Anything 
they like.' They didn't understand that 
symphony musicians can't play any-
thing unless you put music in front of 
them." Martin sketched out the charts 
for the players, telling them, "Don't lis-
ten to the chap next to you. If you're 
playing the same note he is, you're 
playing the wrong one.' All their lives, 
they'd been told to try to play as one 
man—in a few minutes, The Beatles 
changed all that." 

After the "orchestral orgasm," the 
first idea was to have "a giant 'hummm,' 
like a Tibetan chant. I can't tell you 
how pathetic that sounded." The giant 
piano chord that they ended up with re-
quired three of them to play at the same 
time, and then to hold their breaths. "At 
the end of it, the amplification was 
turned up so high," Martin said, "that if 
anyone of us had coughed, it would 
have sounded like a bomb. 

"I was a little worried we were tak-

ing people too far with this album," he 
told us. "But the head of Capitol 
Records in the U.S. came by, and I 
played him 'A Day in the Life,' and he 
was absolutely gobsmacked. 'I never 
heard anything like it,' he said. I knew if 
we had him, we'd got it." 

And the multitude of faces on the 
album cover? They were a logistical 
nightmare—not just setting up the 
photo collage, but getting permission to 
use the likenesses of all the people on 
it. Remember, this was long before the 
Internet, and people still felt they had a 
right to their own images. "EMI insisted 
that we get clearances for all of them, 
but they wouldn't do it themselves. So 
Brian hired his old assistant to make the 
phone calls and letters. Leo Gorcey, an 
actor who had been in the Dead End 
Kids, wanted $500, so we painted him 
over. Mae West wrote back, 'What 
would I be doing in a Lonely Hearts 
Club?' So we got the four of them to 
write her a letter expressing their admi-
ration for her, especially for her having 
spent ten days in jail for obscenity, and 
she relented. Think about how much 
that letter would be worth today—cer-
tainly a lot more than the $500 Gorcey 
wanted!" 

By the time you read this, Sir George 
Martin's tour will be over, but some 
10,000 people will have been privileged 
enough to experience it. We all owe 
more to this man than we can possibly 
express, and this tour was a reminder 
of that. But it was also his way of giving 
something back to the audience (or a 
very small segment thereof) who al-
lowed him to pursue such a brilliant ca-
reer. And my way of thanking him is to 
let him have the last word: 

"Music, I was told, was a nice thing 
to be able to do, but it wasn't some-
thing sensible people tried to make a 
living at. To me, it didn't seem any 
more hazardous than flying for the 
navy [which he did in World War II]. I 
always followed my gut feeling, 
whether it was whether I should go 
into music, or should I sign this band 
or do this film. And it's always worked. 
If you're a gambler, and you always 
bet the favorite, you end up losing 
money. If all you care about is statis-
tics, you might as well be in the insur-
ance business." 

Paul D. Lehrman, whose wife shook 
hands with John Lennon in 1964, 
is editorial director of Mix Online 
(www.mixonline.com). An earlier ver-
sion of this piece appeared on that Web 
site. 
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—FROM PAGE 98, BLONDIE 

Stein: Yeah. That was a song I did a 
demo for on one of those little Roland 
pocket sequencers. Clem had been talk-
ing about doing a 3/4 song, and I had it 
already sketched out. At this point 
we're thinking of doing a more straight-
ahead country-rock version because no 
one ever crosses over into country from 
rock; it's always the other direction. 

Harry: Chris had wanted to do a 
waltz piece. That's one that's pretty 
much the way he brought it to us. 
"Out in the Streets" is a nice slice of girl-
group pop, with those cool backing vo-
cats. 
Harry: That's a song Ellie Greenwich 
[and Jeff Barry] wrote for the Shangri-
La's. Ellie has worked with us through 
the years. We thought it was sort of 
apropos today because of all the gang 
stuff going on. But it's such a beautiful 
piece of music. It's actually a song that 
Blondie has been doing since 1974. I've 
been doing that song for a long, long 
time. 

Leon: "Out in the Streets" was the 
first demo I ever heard from Blondie, 
when I was working at Sire way before 
I got involved with them. 

For the backup vocals on the album, 
we'd usually fit those in after the lead 
vocal was done. Sometimes we'd leave 
gaps for them. There were also some 
parts that were done on keyboards 
originally that were taken off and re-
placed with vocal lines. There was a lot 
of chopping and changing all the way 
to the end, including replacing some of 
the basics. 
What's the story with "Boom Boom in 
the Zoom Zoom Room"? Debbie, was 
that influenced by your work with the 
Jazz Passengers? 
Harry: Clem came in with this idea that 
we should do a little swing thing; he 
was thinking about the Jazz Passengers. 
The lyric was from a story that Ronnie 
Catrone told me; it's just a crazy thing. 

Leon: We were going for a sort of 
murky, kind of lounge-y sound that was 
almost like a cross between something 
on an old Doors record and jazz, and 
even elements of the first Suicide album 
I did—that's partially what Clem was 
looking for with the strange hi-hat thing 
going in the background. So that's what 
the track was, and then Debbie came 
up with an incredible jazz melody on 
top of it. 
Does being on the road with Blondie 
feel nostalgic, or does it feel like a new 
thing? 

Harry: It's a little of both. We know 
each other so well and yet this is defi-
nitely a new era for us, a fresh start. A 
lot of our old friends and fans are 
showing up, which is great, and also 
teenagers—kids who never saw us 
years ago. 

Stein: It's really mixed. It's great—I'm 
meeting a lot of young girls! [Laughs] 
Can you play obscure Blondie tunes or 
do you feel an obligation to pretty 
much play the hits? 
Stein: We pretty much stick to the 
crowd-pleasers. A few years ago, I 
wouldn't have wanted to do that, but 
now I'm seeing everything through 
fresh eyes and so it doesn't bother me. 
There are so many young kids out there 
who have never seen us perform be-
fore, so it's nice to be able to play the 
songs they might know. I'm even feel-
ing kind of sentimental about some of 
the old stuff myself. We're playing four 
songs from the new album right now; 
we'll probably work up seven or eight 
before it's over. 

Harry: I enjoy playing our hits. 
They're all pretty good songs. They\ c• 
enriched my life, and there's a certain 
personal satisfaction you get from that 
kind of acceptance. People love these 
songs. We're entertainers. I'm happy to 
sing them. "Rapture" is a lot of fun to do. 
"Dreaming." I like them all. Obviously, 
there is a lot of other material we could 
do, and on my solo tours I did some 
Blondie songs that were a little more ob-
scure, like "Cautious Lip" and "Rifle 
Range," and I enjoyed doing those. 
Do you see No Exit as the first in a 
series of new Blondie albums? 
Harry: One would hope so, but honest-
ly I guess it depends on business. If the 
record sells, it will warrant us doing an-
other. I'd like to do another one, try 
some different things. Maybe we'll do 
something that's a little more unusual 
next time; I really can't say what it will 
be. Maybe we'll do something like 
Metal Machine Music [Lou Reed's infa-
mously unlistenable noise record]. Who 
knows? 

Leon: I really hope they do another 
record. From what we've been talking 
about, it'll probably be something that's 
radically surprising. This record [No Exil] 
is to establish that, yes, Blondie is still 
in existence and they can still sing and 
play great. But the next one...well, 
we've discussed all kinds of things. It 
could be pretty out there. I hope so! 
[Laughs] 

BlairJackson is the executive editor of 
Mix. 
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—FROM PAGE Ii,, WI BRITISH INVASION 

cessful in the world, and at least two— 
Martin Audio and Turbosound—owe a 
large part of their international follow-
ing to their early success in the U.S. 
Formed in 1971 by Australian David 
Martin, Martin Audio initially manufac-
tured just one product: the compact 
folded bass horn known worldwide as 
"the Martin bin." Sold exclusively 
through the London-based sound sys-
tem design company Kelsey Morris, the 
Martin bin became the foundation of 
most British P.A. systems of the time, in-
cluding the much-admired Pink Floyd 
system, which was large enough to be 
rented out for festivals when the band 
was not using it. (For several years 
Roger Waters' onstage bass rig consist-
ed of Martin bins and JBL radial horns.) 

Because Midas shared space with 
Martin Audio in a mews near Euston 
Station in London, the two companies 
were often associated in the minds of 
customers; many live sound engineers 
still swear by the "Midas-Martin" sys-
tems that resulted. Supertramp's sound 
rental company, Delicate Productions, 
was one of several U.S. companies that 
committed to the Midas/Martin setup, 
and Martin's midrange horn, dubbed 
the "Philishave" because of its resem-
blance to an electric razor, became a fa-
miliar sight at concerts in the late '70s. 
Other famous Martin products included 
the LE400 monitor, which was intro-
duced in 1972 and eventually sold 
around 10,000 units worldwide, and the 
modular F2 System introduced in 1988. 
More recently, Martin has introduced 
the W8CM and W8CT high output con-
cert systems, and the company has also 
developed a range of products for the 
installation and cinema markets. 

Another British speaker company 
that has parlayed its success in the U.S. 
to a healthy presence around the world, 
especially in Asia, is Turbosound. "If 
we'd just stayed in Europe, it would 
have been much harder to make the in-
ternational sales breakthrough," says 
Turbosound founder Alan Wick. Al-
ready established in the UK live sound 
business as a sound mixer and rental 
company owner, Wick first came across 
the Turbosound name in 1979. Im-
pressed by the sound of the innovative 
system, Wick sold his own P.A. system 
to his major client, The Jam, and joined 
up with Turbosound designers Tim 
Isaac, Tony Andrews and John New-
sham, who were then working out of 
an Army hut near Dorking, Surrey. 

Realizing early on that the U.S. mar-
ket was essential to long-term success, 
Wick opened a sales office in New 
York and began promoting the compa-
ny's newest product, the TMS-3, which 
was first widely heard in the U.S. on a 
Styx tour. In 1983, Wick hired a recent 
college graduate named Daniel Abelson 
to handle U.S. marketing, and by the 
mid-'80s Turbosound was firmly estab-
lished. The TMS-3 went on to sell 4,000 
units worldwide and was soon fol-
lowed by the even more successful 
TMS-4 (6,000 units sold worldwide). 
Turbosound also introduced the world's 
first 24-inch subwoofer cabinet (the 
TSW-124) and continued to upgrade 
the product line with the Flashlight sys-
tem, which arrived in 1991, followed by 
the Floodlight and Highlight ranges. 

Jack Kelly remembers the period 
fondly. "In those days, you could run 
into everyone in the business at the Los 
Angeles Hilton bar during the AES con-
vention," he recalls. "If someone was 
putting together a system, I'd tell him to 
go to Wayne Freeman for a board—it 
happened to be a Soundcraft, but you 
were primarily buying a board from 
Wayne—and to call Danny Abelson at 
Turbosound before buying a P.A. We 
must have sold dozens of systems made 
up of the same basic components—a 
Soundcraft board, Turbosound P.A., 
BSS and K-T processing, and QSC 
amps." But, as Kelly notes, the growth 
of the live sound market spelled the 
end of the freewheeling business cli-
mate. "The business changed in the '80s 
as tour accountants took over," says 
Kelly. "They fixed a ceiling on the P.A. 
rental rates, which haven't really gone 
up in the last 15 years, and started em-
phasizing economy over quality." 

MEET THE SUITS 
A more formal business climate also 
brought about other changes. By the 
mid-'80s the live sound market had be-
come large enough to attract the serious 
interest of Japanese manufacturers. In a 
pre-emptive defensive move, BSS mar-
keting director Nigel 011iff suggested to 
Turbosound's Wick that the two compa-
nies would be better positioned as a 
partnership. BSS and Turbosound duly 
merged in 1986 under the umbrella of a 
company called Edge Technology 
Group Ltd. A year later, EdgeTech 
founded Precision Devices Ltd., a loud-
speaker company, and in 1989 Edge-
Tech was sold to AKG, which was then 
bought by Harman International in 
1994. Harman, originally a consumer hi-
fi and car audio company, already 
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owned JBL when it purchased Sound-
craft in the early '80s and, having 
acquired AKG (along with BSS, Tur-
bosound and Precision Devices), Amek 
and Studer, is now the largest pro audio 
company in the world. 

Because the Harman portfolio al-
ready included JBL, Turbosound found 
itself in competition with its corporate 
sibling, and for some years the latter's 
product development was aimed away 
from concert sound and toward the 
club and installation markets. In 1998, 
after spending several years in the hos-
pitality industry, Alan Wick led a suc-
cessful management buyout of 
Turbosound. Back in the saddle as 
managing director of the company he 
had started, and backed by European 
venture capitalists Investors in Industry 
(3i), Wick is planning a slew of new 
product introductions and fully intends 
to recapture his company's former posi-
tion as a market leader in concert 
sound. It is the kind of challenge he has 
faced before. "In the early days of Tur-
bosound, Electrosound took out a li-
cense on the technology and had a set 
of festival systems made up in enor-
mous flightcases," recalls Wick. "They 
were called Turbo boxes and they 
sounded awful, so when we opened up 
as Turbosound in the U.S., we had a se-
rious image problem to overcome." 

Hannan was not the only company 
that went shopping for UK-based pro 
audio manufacturers. In 1990 the Mark 
IV holding company, which already 
owned Electro-Voice and Altec, bought 
Klark Teknik. By this time, K-T, which 
had gone public in 1984, had also 
bought Miciffl and DDA, so Mark IV got 
all three companies at one swoop. In 
1996 Mark IV was bought out by Green-
wich Street Partners and has now been 
merged with Telex to become Telex/ 
EVI (it may have been during this transi-
tion that K-T's hyphen was finally laid to 
rest—the hyphen had been appearing 
and disappearing in company sales ma-
terials for years). However, the British 
partners were not entirely happy in 
Buchanan, Mich., and, though very 
much part of the Telex/EVI organiza-
tion, the Klark Teknik Group is now 
headquartered back in Britain. 

Similarly, Martin Audio was acquired 
in 1990 by TGI, a holding company that 
also owns the Tannoy and Goodman 
loudspeaker companies. However, 
though David Martin stayed on under 
the new management, he went missing 
in late 1992 after a confrontation with 
his partner in a non-audio business ven-
ture. Martin's body was never found, 

but his former partner was arrested and 
convicted for his murder. 

MORE TEA, VICAR? 

'I his brief history ut British-based man-
ufacturers in the U.S. live sound market 
is necessarily selective and even sim-
plistic. The influence of the British 
sound system rental companies that op-
erated in the U.S. in the '70s—TASCO, 
TFA/Electrosound and Malcolm Hill, for 
example—should not be underestimat-
ed, nor should the influence of such 
successful and equipment-intensive live 
acts as Supertramp and Pink Floyd be 
ignored. These organizations, and oth-
ers like them, brought dozens, if not 
hundreds of British sound engineers to 
the U.S., resulting in a cross-pollination 
of ideas and techniques that has en-
riched the professional and technical 
vocabulary of both communities. The 
British may not be able to teach the 
Americans how to make tea properly, 
but the "Teabags" have at least shown 
that they can design and manufacture 
quality audio gear for live sound. 

Most would agree that the U.S. live 
sound business will never be quite as 
exciting, freewheeling and potentially 
profitable as it was during the first two 
decades after The Beatles stopped tour-
ing. But there will always be room for 
new products that offer otherwise un-
available functionality, are sonically su-
perior, or are just more fun to use. And 
success in the U.S. market is a fair indi-
cation of a product's viability world-
wide. As Turbosound's Alan Wick stated 
in a recent telephone call from England. 
"The U.S. is the most competitive mar-
ket in the world, so if you get it right 
over there you can flourish anywhere." 

• • • 

The author would like to thank the 
following for their help in preparing this 
article: Danny Abelson and Alan Wick 
of Turbosound, Chas Brooke and Nigel 
011iff of Quantdrop, Bill Calma of TGI 
North America, Lyle Dick of A-1 Audio, 
Wayne Freeman of Amek, Clive Green 
of Cadac, David Bissett-Powell and Rob 
Hofkamp of Martin Audio, Jack Kelly of 
Group One, Ted Leamy of Electrotec, 
George McKechnie of BSS, Don Pear-
son of UltraSound, Smoother of Deli-
cate Productions, and David Solari of 
Cyberlogic. 

In 1976-77, Chris Michie could have 
been found mixing on a Soundcraft 
Series II. Acts whose sound was therebi 
impmved included Blondie, Tom Petty 
& The Heartbreakers, The Jacksons, 
Neil Sedaka and Dolly Parton. 

INC. 
001111 

Sound Isolation Enclosures 

Recording • Practicing • Broadcasting 
etc. 

Various Sizes 

Tel: 423-585-5827 • Fax: 423-585-5831 

Website: www.whisperroom.com 

116 S Sugar Hollow Rd Morristown TN 37813 USA 
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Albmrs owe 
Neotek Élit 

"Simple, very clean signal path. 

The Élite is like a direct line 

between microphone and tape 

machine. It sounds great." 

-Steve Albini 

Available With 

iomate 

meet,' 

Available On 
Both Paths 

, Engineering 13v I 

NEOtek 
Console Desna% 

Team 

By Martinsound 

(800) 582-3555 or +1 (626) 281-3555 
1151 W Valley Blvd, Alhambra CA 

USA 91803-2493 
Fax +1 (626) 284-3092 
www.martinsound.com 

Copyright 1999. Martin,ound I 1( Rlohts Reserved 
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lour Passport to 25,000* 

Latin American Recording 

and Scud Professionals 

N0 
other Spanish-language magazine delivers 

equipment information and in-depth applications-

oriented coverage of this caliber on the following topics: 

RECORDING 

SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

AUDIO FOR FILM/VIDEO 

MUSIC PRODUCTION 

More than 25,000* copies of Mix-Edición en Español are distributed 

bi-monthly to live sound and recording professionals, aspiring pros and 

musicians in virtually every country in Central and South America, plus 

Spain and Spanish-speaking regions of the United States. 

kiliEilicián en Español 
For .1ftertising Information fall 

Dan Hernandez, Advertising Director: (510) 653-3307 

'Publisher's Own Data (includes newsstand single copy sales) 
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—FROM PAGE 152, SOUNDTRACS 

put. A definable, switchable insert point 
is available for each output, enabling 
easy pre/post encoding comparison. Fi-
nally, the sources are mapped to the 
outputs in yet another matrix layout. 
Each output can contain a mix of the 
eight sources. Additionally, an output 
can be set up to toggle one or more of 
the sources on or off when it is selected. 

Given that everything in this system 
carries user-definable labels in menus 
that never go more than two levels 
deep, and the whole configuration 
process is conducted using the touch- . 
screen, setting up the Monitor Matrix is 
much faster and easier to do than the de-
scription above would seem to indicate. 

AUTOMATION 

\utomant al in the DPC-II is available in 
an offline edit mode as well as in real-
time recording. The touch-sensitive faders 
allow some excellent options such as 
touch recording (the channel goes into 
Record as soon as the fader is touched) 
and auto-nulling on release (when the 
fader is released, the channel goes out of 
Record and fades from its current posi-
tion to the existing automation level). 

All channel and bus parameters can 
be automated, and automation modes 
can be set for each channel and each 
parameter individually. Standard ab-
solute, relative and update modes are 
present, as well as both snapshot and 
dynamic automation. Missing from the 
DPC-II is one of my favorite automation 
features, where a fader drops out of 
record when it crosses through the level 
from which the move started. Auto-
nulling—or manually nulling by releas-
ing the fader in Auto null and re-
touching the fader to manually null— 
can be made to suffice, but is not as 
good when fast moves, which are diffi-
cult to finish precisely, need to be made. 

Offline editing is done via a graphical 
display that shows control movements for 
multiple tracks or parameters of a track. 
Mutes are shown by color-coding the sec-
tion of the fader automation display, 
which lets you easily see the movements 
that are being muted out. The offline ed-
itor is just about the only major part of the 
console's user interface that requires 
heavy use of the trackball. Where buttons 
are touchable in the rest of the DPC-II, 
they must be clicked in the automation 
editor. Changing from the touchscreen to 
point-and-click operation feels like a rude 
awakening and a step down in ease of 
use; the touch-sensitivity will spoil you 

quickly. Soundtracs plans to make more 
of the automation functions touch-opera-
ble in future software upgrades. Nonethe-
less, the toolset for offline editing is 
thorough and powerful. In addition to 
standard cut/copy/paste/delete stuff, 
there are tools for nudging, fading in or 
out, "joining" (i.e., crossfading) between 
levels, and so forth. 

Only one mix pass is stored in memo-
ry, but up to 99 can be stored to disk. 
(With a few extra steps, another 99 can 
be stored, too.) It is not possible to switch 
between mixes during an automation 
pass, but parts of several mixes can be 
combined by cutting to the clipboard, 
loading a different mix and pasting. 

CONCLUSIONS 

in all. le\ iew circumstances did not 
permit me to do an extended critical eval-
uation of the DPC-II's sound quality, but I 
was able to get a pretty strong feeling for 
its operation and how a session would 
flow. Clearly, a lot of market research was 
done in designing the interface for this 
console, and Soundtracs listened to the 
users. There are many, many small touch-
es and organizational aspects that clarify 
and simplify working on this board. 

For example, the color-coding of the 
EQ bands and knobs is very helpful in 
keeping track of four bands of full-
bandwidth EQ. The system of organiz-
ing inputs and outputs into groups 
speeds routing considerably. 

Consideration of the challenges of 
assignable consoles shows in the way 
the channel display supports layering. 
When one layer is selected, the chan-
nel display has a small area that shows 
the label and a very small level meter 
for the layer that is not selected, en-
abling the user to quickly scan levels 
on the hidden layer without having to 
flip one or all of the inputs. 

The lack of stereo linking is a pecu-
liar oversight. Equally strange is the in-
ability to copy settings (EQ, dynamics) 
from one channel to another. Of course, 
EQ and dynamics settings can be stored 
as presets and then recalled on other 
channels, but that introduces several 
extra steps to a common function. 

Soundtracs takes a novel approach 
to its software version numbering. Al-
though the DPC-II has been shipping 
since last year, and is certainly quite 
functional, there are still features and 
buttons that are present in the display 
but, as yet, unimplemented. Most com-
panies designate the software version at 
a product's release as V.1.0 and incre-
ment from there, but, at the time of this 
writing, the current software version for 

the DPC-II is 0.84. Soundtracs says that 
Version 1.0 will represent a full imple-
mentation of their feature specification, 
including the stereo linking feature 
mentioned previously. Version 1.0 is 
expected to be released this summer. 

All in all, I absolutely love the touch 
features of the DPC-II, and Soundtracs 
has done the finest job I have seen in 
creating a mixing console that takes the 
greatest advantage possible of touch-
sensitivity to increase ease-of-use on a 
programmable control surface. This, 
combined with the price, feature set, 
footprint and quantity of inputs and 
outputs, puts Soundtracs squarely on 
the map as a player in the large-format 
console sweepstakes. The DPC-II offers 
extensive facilities, ease of use and af-
fordability. If you are considering a 
large-format console, I strongly recom-
mend starting with a close look at the 
DPC-II. You may need to go no further. 

Mix would like to thank Sound 
Lounge in New York City for graciously 
offering studio time on its DPC-II for 
our evaluations. 

Soundtracs USA, 200 Sea Lane, 
Farmingdale, NY 11735; 516/333-9100; 
fax 516/333-9108. Web site: www. 
soundtracs.co.uk. 
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500 1-COLOR CHROME CASSETTES $595 REORDER: $385 
INCLUDES: 1000 I-COLOR INSERTS (500 extra for reorder)R COMPOSITE NEGS 
FROM YOUR CAMERA-READY ART • NORELCOBOX • UP TO 11 MINUTES PER SIDE 

1000 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTES $899 REORDER: 5750 
INCLUDES: 2000 4-COLOR INSERTS ( 1000 extra for reorder) FROM YOUR 
PRINT-READY FILM (in Robes yea) • NOREICO BOX • UP 1012 MINUTES PER SIDE 

jot' 

500 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTE SINGLES $529 REORDER: $275' 
1000 4-COLOR CHROME CASSETTE SINGLES $779 REORDER: $500' 

INCLUDES: 2000 4-COLOR 0-CARDS FROM YOUR PRINT-R(ADY FILM (in Rcinbo's spers) • 
UP TO 8 MINUTES PER SIDE Using extra 0-cards from stock 

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE: CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER • TEST CASSETTE • APEX PRINTING ON CASSEM • SHRINK-WR4P) 

IN-HOUSE CO, VINYL & CASSETTE REPLICATING 8, PACKAGING — ASK FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE! 

T onA•RoT 
Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley St. • Santa Monica,CA 90404 • (310) 829-3476 • A m 
Fax, ( 110) 828-8765 • www.rainborecords.com • info@rainborecords.com I nrw 

IRA 
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pAIMI =SWUM 
ELECTRONICS 8. MORE 

• MICROPHONES 
• MIC STANDS 
• CABLES 
• HEADPHONES 
• RAW SPEAKERS 
• POWERED MIXERS 
• PA SYSTEMS 
• CABINET & RACK 
ACCESSORIES 

• STAGE 
_IGHTING 

• MIXERS 
• POWERED AMPS 
• SHOCKMOUNT RACK 
CASES 
• HORN DRIVERS 

Visit our Web Site: 
www.parts-express.com 

ASK ABOUT 
OUR WHOLESALE 

PRICING PROGRAM! 

gi'L 1-800-338-0531 FREE 
725 Pleasant Valley Dr.. Springbcro, OH 45066-1158 
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX 513/743-1677 
E-mail: sales parts-express con Source Code EMM 

1-000-3313-0531 

CLEAR SONIC PANELS 
Now More 
Transparent 
Than Ever! 

Effective & Portable 

Volume Control 

& Separation! 

For a free brochure call 

1-800-888-6360 
clearsonic.corn 
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ANCHOR Your Speakers 
With 

Sound Anchor Stands 

SOUND ANCHORS is your first choice when it 

comes to speaker stands for your studio. We have a 

complete range of designs to fill any speaker stand 

requirements. 
The Large Adjustable Stand in this picture fea-
tures adjustable height and tilt. It is designed to 
support mid to large sized monitors safely. There is 
also a special version of this stand designed to sup-
port video monitors 

Sound Anchors Inc. 

Phone/Fax (407)724-1237 LL \\., 01111(1111C1111r, 
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CD and Cassette Prices 
That Are Out Of This World! 

CD Packages indude: 
PMCD 8: Glass Master 
2 Color On CD Printing 
Full Color 2Page Booklet 
And Much More... 

rr U CiO MPACT 

n 
DIGITAL AUDIO 

CD's Cassettes 

Call Toll Free 500 $1075 $506 
1-800-928-3310 1,000 $1637 $752 

American Clients: No Tax * No Duty * No Problem! 
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1000 CDs $689 
with 3 Color Label 

Fu" CD1lbixt 

CD Replication 
DigitalBinTapeDuplication 
Graphic Design & Film 
Printing & Packaging 

CD Small Runs 

Packages 

1000 CDs $975 
Gloss Mostei Ing 

3 Color Imprint - Jewel Box 
Shrink Wrap - Fast Turnaround 

"m•,;.;-.-.1il 

_J 
Aeetwood Multi _Medin, Inc. - I 

800 353-1830 (781) 599-2400 www.fltwood.com i .Jr-11 
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AKG Elam 250e/C12/C12a/C12b/C24/C28/C61/460/422/451; AC7D1;ADR COMPEX; 

ALAN SMART C111+2; Attic Big Reds-604e; MIS RMX16/158(Ts; 

AMEK Angela/Hend/Motz/Remb; API 325; AUDIX 35102/AM6-17/30x4 discrete cnsl: 

B+K 4011; COLES 4038 new/used. CALREC pg15/1061/1161/AM6-17: DOLBY SRIA racks; 

EAR 660; ECKMILLER Eq; FAIRCHILD 660; FOCUSRITE ISA115/130 dynamics/215; 

HELIOS discrete eq/pre; 30x24 console; IRT/EAB 12x2/8x2 tube mixers; 

KLARK TECH On780: LANGEVIN AM16/259a eq; MCl/Sony ..1H24 mint: 

NEVE CONSOLES 

BCM10/8058/8068NR60/80 series 36x24/5116 36x24/5301 Brdcast 20x33114; 

NEVE MODULES 1064/1073/108-01084/31105/33114/33314/2298e/32254e/3415: 

NEUMANN 

U47/LI48/M49cons pr/M249/UM57/UM70U64prilU67pr/Tele U67/U87/582/ 

KM53/54/56pr./84/85/86/CMV563/SM69fet/Leipzig 7151; 

PULTEC HC3F; RCA BA6A/BA31/BA1A; FtANE GE60/ME15/AC22; 

ROLAND SH325 Banger; Scheopp 221b/CMS1U; SSL 4048/4056/80 input e/g...; 

STUDER A800A000-4300/5500hr/820 2100hr/A80mkIV-800 hr-narrow. All mint. IN STOCKIl 

TELEFUNKEN V72/76N76sN76m/77/78/v672/v676A.V695eq; 

TRIDENT 3x A range w-rack/85/980/B range consoles. UREI 565/1176 sIvr-blk/LA3/LA4 

.,--.•-vv-vintagebring-com irtIrcioenvirttagelcing-ccem 

phone (31131) fgkeS-0645 fax (31a) sbe4-3.338 
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REAL TEACHERS. REAL EDUCATION 
"The responsibilities of the 

recording engineer are man\ 

To be the best, you need to 

learn them all." 

MICHAEL MCKF RN 

Dr I-
I 

4 

MUSIC TECH 
MUSICIANS TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER 

Associate Degrees and 

Diploma Programs in 

Recording • Production 

Filmsconng 
Also 

Guitar • Bass • Voice • Drums 
Brass and Woodwinds 

Keyboards • Business 
Songwriting 

1 - 6 1 2 - 3 3 8 - 1 7 5 
1 - 8 0 - 5 9 4 - 9 5 0 0 
www.musictech.com 

304 N Washington Ave 
Minneapolis, MN 55401 
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FREE CATALOG or CUSTOM QUOTE 

Compact Disc Replication 

Cassette Duplication 

Complete Packages 

Digital Mastering 
deal direct 
and SAVE Graphics and Printing 

11Hile4iN 
THE U _ 516 244 0800 

You'll Hear and Feel the Difference 
www.Canu,..music.corn 
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Class A Vacuum Tube Signal Processors 

MDP-1 Stereo Mic/DI Preamp 
OCL-2 Electro-Optical Compressor/Limiter 

6386 Variable Mu Limiter (same tube as the Fairchild!) 

(908) 665-9333 VISA/MC 
www.pendultunaudio.com Pendulum LI i 0 
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1.800.58243472 
WHOLESALE Lik^.UFACTURING GUIDE 

' 

Spinner World Wided,„ 
1000 

Bulk C 

package'à000 

-Spinner World Wide Disc is pleased to announce its merger with Healey Disc Manufacturing 

to offer you even BETTER services at LOWER prices'!!-
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WORLD MEDIA GROUP INC 
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THIS IS IT..."THE BOSS IS GONE" RATE 
COMPACT DISC — CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

LOWEST PACKAGE PRICE IN THE INDUSTRY 
TIRED OF SEARCHING FOR THE BEST PRICE? 

TIRED OF TRYING TO UNDERSTAND ALL OF THE SMALL PRINT? 
CALL HOLLY TODAY. LET HER JUGGLE THE DETAILS FOR YOU 

CHECK OUT THESE 
PACKAGE PRICE 

THESE PRICES WILL BE DISCOUNTED 
IF YOU HAVE ELECTRONIC FILES 

FOR YOUR GRAPHICS. 

500 CASSETTES 
1000 CASSETTES 
500 CD's 
1000 CD's 

= 955.00* 
= 1320.00* 
= 1556.00* 
= 2036.00* 

WHAT'S INCLUDED IN THIS PRICE...EVERYTHING! 
EVERYTHING FROM GRAPHIC DESIGN TO PACKAGING TO FREIGHT. OVER-RUNS INCLUDED. 
IF YOU GET A BETTER PACKAGE PRICE, SHOW US WHAT YOU GOT AND WE WILL BEAT IT! 

!MINIMA/lb 6737 E. 30th Street, Indianapolis, IN 46219 
Phone. 317/549-8484 • Fax: 317/549-8480 

-woïaï,jeorsA me«. me sales@.worldmediagroup.corn • www worldmediagroup.com 
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CD 
LABELING IL 
PACKAGING 
FROM YOUR  
DESKTOP! 

DESIGN • PRINT 
APPLY • PACKAGE 

e 

N 
Media Labeling Products 

KIT INCLUDES 

• REMO 2000 CD label Applicator 

• Assortment of Labels and 
Jewel Case Inserts 
• MediaFACE 
• Design Software (PC), Templates ( Mod 
• Digital Background Art for Labels and Inserts 
• Label and Insert Templates for Popular 
Graphics Programs IPC/Mix) 

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL 
COMPUTER ACCESSORY RESEUER 

Also available... 
Other Media Labeling Products for Aso&o, 
DAT, Mini- Disc & Zip 

250 Dodge Ave. East Haven, CT 06512 888-575-3873 203466.51/0 lax 203 466 517E 

www.neato.com 
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s A SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
T.' V ,: nsteuwe ttttt ioe nod clutonio•tioe 

Transform Your PC Into A Powerful 
Spectral Analysis System 

Call To Order 1-800-401-3472 

Fax: 408-378-6847 

inf oCus ou nd tech nolog y.c om 

http://www.soundtechnology.com 

I ott t Sc>1 ut St 13i IVI 

The Best In Test offers a totally new dimension Ill Audio Testing 
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1-800-876-5950 
the aliens have left the building 

/AS 
Don.t trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 
Progressive Music 
o o o ro i Veal S.CUM Avail: VISA & 

master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

(813) 251-8093 

FAX: (813) 251-6050 

Toll Free: ($0l) 4214APE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE: 
Full color Pkgs. with Inserts, from your 

CDr & Film 
500 CD'S 
500 CASS 
1000 CD'S 
1000 CASS 

malsom 
*NEW! 100 CD, RETAIL READY 
PACK ,.(; 1: IN 5 DAYS!!'. $589.00 

& mockup!!!)  

$980.00 
$690.00 

$1275.00 
$905.00 
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VT-2 Dual Channel Vacuum Tube 
Microphone Preamplifier 

Everything you want to know is available at 

www.dwfearn.com 

D.W. FEARN é 610-793-2526 
P.O. Ros 57 • Pocopson. PA 19366 
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tkweggigll 
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DESIGNER CD's , 
virtudy_an shape! 

TAPES, 

888.89 

VI 

MINI CD's 
great for 

singles & demos! 

.909 
w,w,w.medmomaha.com 
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1-800-887-9906 

ZCOPYPRO 
ProfessIonol DupficatIon Systems 

Tower CD-R Duplicators 

Copies 4-28 or more CD-R 

discs per hour 

• Up to 7 discs capacity 

• Standalone 

• Manually loaded 

• Data.Audio.& Multimedia 

CD-Rom 

• 4X CD-R recorder 

689-1200 • Fax (925) 
ypro@copypro com Web: wwvv. 

DREAM NO MORE, the COKpress 
here' Its a CD Recorder, CD 

Player, and CD Copier, all in one 
easy- to-use mach/ne No CMS 

Other_ ..5erviceS at Princeton Disc: 
` 24 Hour Turn-around Diskette or 
CD Duplication. 
Bulk Diskettes and CD-RS. 
" CD Replication 

Copies any CD ( music, SOFTWARE etc.) 
onto low cost CDR blanks. 

* Records analog or digital audio from RCA, 
Coax, XLP, or Optical inputs. 

* Makes "RED BOOK" compliant copies. 
* Copies a 30 minute CD's in 4 _minutes! 
* Automatic sample rate conversion: 32Khz 

or 48Khz to 44.1Khz. 

* 8X Copying NOW AVAILABLE.I. 
from 

PRINCETON 
DIS $999.95 

800-426-0247 
www princetondiskette.com 
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Tair Yuden Sale 
TY Cb-R's available now - including 

White Armor Protection 

White Printables (Fargo-Canivan-Epson)' 

Gold Cb-R's in SpinclieSeewei boxes 

at incredible low prices. 
Call Now APIDC Corporation 

Phone: 1-800-522- APDC (2732) 

(201) 568-6181-apdc@worldnet.att.net 
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Hardware  Research 
COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS 

Rack Mounted Mac"' OS 233 

and Windows NT'" 

workstations 

Fully compatible with 

ProTools' 24 and 

ProTools 24 MIX 

For more info call: 

336-282-8450 

uneu.hardwareresearch.com 

info@hardwareresearch.com 
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WORLD-CLASS, ALL FORMAT CD & DVD 

MASTERING & DUPLICATION 
FEATURING 2 ,4/98 SONIC SOLUTIONS. NEVE. FOCUSFIITE. M ANLEY. STUDER. AVALON. D RAWNIER. G RAM. PRISM, GENELEC . 

El E. W . M E. K. DOLBY ENCODING . 5. I. 7. I. 360 SURROUND. TECMNOLOGY ASSESSMENT & CONSULTING , 

CD S DvD PRE-M ASTERING . NONOISE . FILE & SAMPLE-RATE CONVERSIONS. EDITORIAL ASSEMBLY & 

TRACK SEQUENCE. ADVANCED EDITING , PROCESSING. & FORMAT CONVERSION. AUDIO PROCESSING 

MASTERING ENGINEERS 

TRACE (SONY\ x. ' 
PROVEN PLATINUM PERFORMANCE 

AFFORDABLE RATES - 100 CDs (Sony) $349 
(407) 898-2621 

www.masterla.com 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 274 ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 

S7001e 

WÉessionat 
nf Brook Mays Music Co. 

THE DIGITAL ACIDIC, SPECIALIST! 

CREAMWARE • DIGIDESIGN • SONIC SOLUTIONS • SPECTRAL • ENSONIQ PARIS 
MACKIE DIGITAL • YAMAHA 02R • SONY • TASCAM • TC ELECTRONICS • JOE MEEK 

RDVARK • DBX • FOSTEX • APPLE/PC SALES • AND MUCH MORE! 

214-631-0984 
spunky@cyberrcimp-reet 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 275 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

SONDE® 
The Original 

Sculpted Foam... 
And So Much More 

For years, studio owners have relied on the 
superior performance of SONEe acoustical 
foam. Today, that's just one of the sound 

solutions available from illbruck. 

We offer a complete array of products ranging 
from wall-mount SONEXtextile- fabric panels to 
our Contour." ceiling tiles that offer outstanding 

sound absorption and an elegant look. 

To find out more about these and 
other solutions, call 1-800-662-0032 today. 

illbruck 
1-800-662-0032 

www.illbruck-sonex.com • Phone: 1-612-520-3620 
Fax: 1-612-521-5639 • Minneapolis, MN 55412 

THE STANDARD FOR PROFESSIONAL ACOUSTICS 

Panasonic 4x8s295 
CD-R bundle  

TEAC 
4X12 CD-R 
bundle.. $349 

CD-R bundle... U 
Plextor 8x20 sc49 
Sanyo 8x20 649 CD-R bundle... $  

Jaz 2GB + Yamaha so 
4x4x16 ester, bundle, . il  . ua 

AFFEX CD Color $ 399 
Printer 1440 dpi.... 115 

Yamaha 4x4x16 
CD-R bundle.... 

Dt PLICATORS: 
Replica MediaFORM 

SA1000 1CD-R C05000... 

'449 s989 '5,499 

99e 
also available 
Koh & Mor 

SA3000 3CD-R C03704... 

2,399 S7,499 
SA8000 8C0-R CD 37068 

'4,499 sIgnieà9 

Shimad 
1-888-4-SHIMAD 

LabelMaker $3n toll free 888-474-4623 PH. 650-493-1234 

tor CD's  e www.shimad.com FAX: 630-493-1333 

FOR CO 
DUPLICATION... 

CALL 

CIRCLE AO NUMBER 277 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

DRIVERS: 

> AIRBORNE 

> ATC 

> AUDAX 

> DYNAUDIO 

> ETON 

> LPG 

> MOREL 

> PEERLESS 

> SCAN-SPEAK 

> SEAS 

> V1FA 

> VOLT 

CUSTOM 

COMPUTER AIDED 

CROSSOVER AND 

CABINET DESIGN 

HOW TO BOOKS 

The SM75-150 
3" soft dome 

mid-range by ATC. 
ATC drivers are renowned for their 

reliability and performance. The SM75-150 
combines high sensitivity with extremely low 
distortion and a usable frequency response 

from 300Hz to 4000Hz. 
Contact Solen for more information. 

Call, write, email or fax for 

the Solen '98 Catalog. 

An $8.00 purchase price will be 
charged to non-professionals and 
discounted off the first order 
over $50.00. Businesses and 
professionals may request 
one copy free of charge. 

SOLEN INC. 110 
4470 Avenue Thibault 
St-Hubert, QC, Canada J3Y 7T9 

Tel: 450.656.2759 
Fax: 450 443.4949 
Email: solenesolen.ca 
Web http://www.solen.ca 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 276 ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 
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LETS FACE 

CLASSIFIEDS 
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 
for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers 

bave rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as yell 

as various state /aux. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of adz:ern:semi-ins 

For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530 

---9111111"--

C: Acoustic Products  
en-1 

ARCHRECTUAL ACOUSTICS FROM 

• DESIGN AND CONSULTATION FOR EVERY PROJECT 

- NO MATTER THE SIZE OR BUDGET 

• EXCLUSIVE U.S. REPRESENTATIVES FOR MUNRO ASSOCIATES DESIGN, LONDON 

• ROOM ANALYSIS AND MONITOR SYSTEM TUNING 

• CUSTOM DYNAUDIO/IVIUNRO MAIN MONITOR SYSTEMS 

• CUSTOM WIRING SYSTEMS DESIGNED AND INSTALLED 

• EXCLUSIVE U.S. RESELLER FOR PRE-OWNED SSL 
CONSOLES 

Ti ir sys-rEms COMPANY 
RECORONGSnipos6 • AA...smite,* 

Fun • Posr • Beonocesr .4à 

V ( 781) 982-2600 F ( 781) 982-2610 
www.proaudiodesign.com 

Professional 
IM Audio 

Design 
Inc. 

• Torld-A0 • Luene•rle • ABC TV • Radio • Shore° • Audit. • Enwrap • Sony • Polygram • 

ATURDAY NIGHT FEVER? 

MOgt 
gjeFIÉ 

I 

i.• 

your recording is bad. Don't let 

inaccurate reflections and excessive 

low frequencies give you headaches. 

Take two aspirin and call 

Auratex in the morning! 

Aurale 
ocousfici 1111.11..-

(317) igusre" 
FH (317) 1414711 

1-111-15-WEISE 
irea.malstcsa 
auralneaseilex.cse 

• Warner Woe • JmneaTrylor • Crercy of Srnash.p Purnpla NIMOndO • Aztlen • 811 

o 

Acous-ncsbydb 
...all the others are just brokers. 

1194 Walnut St, Suite 205 
Newton, MA 02161 

617 969-0585 • fax 617 964-1590 
email ob1db@earthlink.net 

Building a project studio? 
Designs from existing plans start at $1,000 per room. 

• Total studio concepts 
designed by creative people. 
• Control rooms, studios 
and turnkey packages. 
• Wiring system design, custom 

cabling Et full installations. 
• Consultation & advice on 
equipment or system choices. 
• Room tuning, noise problems. 
• Existing plans, custom traps. 
• Equipment packages with used 
a vintage consoles, 24 tracks, 
mics E processing available. 

SMALL AFFORDABLE SPECIALS 
Trident 24 28 ch $9k • Neumann U87 $1.8k 
Studer 169 mixer $4k • UREI 813C pr $2k 

Urei 1176LN: S2.1k• 1178: $2.3k • LA3A: $1.1k 
MCI JH24/16/ALIII: $4.5K •AMS RMX16: $a8k 

Alesis ADAT XT $1,150•BRC $650 
Neumann U47 VF14:$6k•Neumann U67: $38k 
AKG C24 $6k•C452EB $600• C12 clone $3 6k 
C414EB Silver: $1.2k • Dolby XP/SR24: $9.5k 
Studer A827: $36k • A820 w/SR/rerrt/loc: $39k 
Studer A800 MKIII: $34k • Sony JR24/ALIII: $a5K 
°tali MTR90 MkIll $18K• Mkt' SISK • MX80 $11K 
Sony PCM3348: $70k • Studer D827: $60K 
SSL 4056G+ ULT: $250k•4048E/G: $60K 
SSL 6064EG: $120k• Trident 80C: $29k 

  Neve VIIV60:$100K•VIIV48:$95k•8038$120K 
New products from Quested.Daking Ne ye  ve  8128 56 GML: $85K•AP1 3224:$40k 

TLAudio•Optifile•Sontec•Alan Smart Building Studios & Keeping 
Trident. Prizm AD/DA& Mastering eqs 'em Alive for 29 years! 

CUITOMI PANEL! 

AND BAff TRAP! 

St grata. - Crertstsliirm 
5. I St...   

Brauner V1.11 • Valve. Mica 
Geoffrey Dakin g Pre-Amps 

Tube Tm Sundholin • akers 

Pacific Quest Group 
Call Marcel toll free 877.221.4063 

www.efn.ore-memel manzeteefn.org 

Acousticsrirst" 
M. 888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control and noise elimination. 

Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

7E%, II I 
l. 11.1=_.. 

SILENT 
SO Nona.n, 4. Northampton, ... wow 

INFO (413) 344•3944 • FAX (413) 3134•2377 

ORDER (800) 583-7174 
info@silentsource.com • vnvwsilentsource.com 

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • AS C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperWedge 
Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoarn 
R.PG Drftusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

L2pBusiness  Portunities  

Seeking finished MASTERS. 
New Age/Celtic, Electronic 
bass/dance for upcoming 
nationally distributed compila-
tions. Submit music to: A&R, 
1791 Blount Rd., Ste #712, 
Pompano Beach, FL 33069. 

SINGERS! and DJs! er 
REE REPORT! _ 
MAKE $1500 
PER WEEK 

PERFORMING 
IN CLUBS 

PRO5INGER5 
NUN PAT 
PO BOX 650, PINELLAS FL 33780 

SOUND EFFECTS 
WANTED 

Company looking for original 
SFX in the following categories: 

extreme weather, animals, sports, 
European, cartoon & 

other. Leave message @I 

(415) 472-3023 

L_ffM your Mill Classified 
5 1 0 • 6 5 3 - 8 1 7 1 

Computer 
Products 

Shimad 
Full line of CD-Duplicators, 

CD-Recorders, CD-Printers 

and CD-R Media 

1-888-474-4623 

_SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 238  

Employment 
Offered 

Audio Power 
Amplifier Engineer 

1-year minimum experience. 
Benefits and incentives. 

Fax resume to 
(954) 217-3965. 

SOUND ENGINEER 
Top Branson, Missouri, theater 
seeks highly qualified sound 

engineer w/strong background in 
FOH & monitor system operation. 

Requires strong exp. w/large-scale 
sound systems. Automation & 
DAW exp. preferred. Send current 
resume & references to: SOUND, 
do Mix Classifieds, PO Box 8845, 
Emeryville, CA 94608. 

Classified Ad 
Deadlines 

May 15, ' 99 deadline for 

JULY '99 issue 

June 15, ' 99 deadline for 

AUGUST '99 issue 

July 15, ' 99 deadline for 

SEPTEMBER '99 issue 

Call Robin Boyce-Trubitt 

1800) 544-5530 

____111111111111MRIni'i__ 
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Employment Offered 

Do Y9Vrnacq 
Sktféetwater Music Sales, Desktop/Web Design 

Sales & Administrative Assistantje'ch 
/SOUND INC. Support & More! Contact Kristine! ; 

MONSTER CABLE' 

Engineering Project Coordinator 

Develop fun stuff for the leader in 
audio/video accessories. Monster Cable is 
looking for a Project Engineer w/2+ yrs. 

exp. in consumer products & retail 
packaging. This is an extremely fast paced 

position that req. an exceptional 
communicator with excellent small project 
mgmt./coord. skills. BOM creation/maint. 
exp. req. Mandarin speaking a big plus. If 
you're throughput oriented let's talk! Send 
resume to: D. Tanaka, Monster Cable, 455 

Valley Dr., Brisbane, CA 94005. fax: 

415/468-0310, 
e-mail: dtanaka@monstercable.com 

Mgr 

Equipment Financing 

I. F 01 Equipment Leasing 
DIRECT LENDERS 

SPECIALIZING IN AUDIO - VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

No Down Payment 

Application Only For Up To $50,000 

New a Used Equipment 

CALL: (800)626 - LFC 1 
V ISIT O UR W EB SITE: http://www.Rci.net 
APPLICATIONS, QUALIFICATIONS, THE LEASE PROCESS 

ALSO APPLY FOR OUR $10,000 CREDIT CARD / LEASE  

t Send your classified ad by e-rfillinixclasseintertec.com 

• I AST. EASY APPRO\'ALS 

• We Specialize in 
\ udiinVisual Equipment 

• No Financials Necessar 

• I rue Lease or Finance 
I case Option 

• 'sett or Used Equipment 

LOANS BY PHONE 

(800)699-FLEX 
24hr. Fax (972)599-065O 

"I1 FLEXLEASE Inc. 
BM COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

Cowin! Us at Our 
Web Address. 

N% ww.flexlease.com 

GREAT RATES 
ON INSURANCE! 

EQUIPMENT ONLY: 
(Worldwide Coverage) 

',45,000 of Studio Gear for $500 
$100,000 of Gear for $750 
5250.000 of Gear for $ 1,625 

(JR ENTIRE PACKAGES: 
(For Recording Studios) 
$100,000 of Studio Gear 

12 Months Unl. Loss of Income 
$1,000,000 General Liability 
$1,000,000 Non-Owned Auto 
Plus Additional Coverages 

for LESS THAN $1,999!  

(800) 800-5880 

A 
YOUR LINK LIVIT 

lNITED AGENCIES INerfirmeran, 

Pasadena, California 

CA. License # 0252636 

IN1'11V.1 -ttited.‘zencics.Cont 

e 
Equipmeirn 
For Sale  

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724-1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE 
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 
SlaNdARd & Custom Models 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2921 

VT-2 Vacuum Tube Mie Preamp 

www.dwfearn.com 

«ID 
D.W. FEARN $ 

1SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2351 

Soundl 
thinkirn _ 
Digital Audio: 

It's What We Do! 

LOOKING FOR 
BETTER SOUND? 

Component-level upgrades for mixing 
consoles, tape machines, mics & all 
outboard gear. Also, high-speed high-
quality mic preamps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818)780-1222 

Fax (818) 886-4012 
httpwwww.audioupgrades.com 

MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY! 
Amazing sounding CAD Max Con 40-Inout Console (Quad Mic 
module) w/25' Mogami snake & (9) TEAC 704H Half Normaled 
Bantam Patchbays (720 I/0's) & in- board Megamix Automation, 
incl. Apple Mac ' ICI (for automation) w/12 Meg RAM, 80 Meg HD, 
external SCSI CD-ROM, Supra Fax 28.8 External Modem & a Sony 
Trinitron Multiscan 15sf. Incl. Flight Case for console. All from Ebn's 
estate in NYC. Asking $ 15k. Also avail. ( 1) 5' & (3) 4' custom racks 
w/flight cases for outboard gear $ 1k ea. 1 pr. Fostex LS3 
Monitors $3,500. Fairlight CMI Series Ill Rev 9 Series III w/16 
voices, 24MB waveform memory, 3x380MB HD's, & WORM drive. 
Incl. extensive sound li-brary & Digital Sample Card. New in 1986, 
s/n CMI 110. Upgraded to rev 8/9 in 1989. Reduced to $7,500. 
Please call: (212) 226-1030 A.S.A.P. 
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HARBOR SOUND 

HUGE SELECTION OF 

USED, VINTAGE & 

NEW GEAR 
Consoles, Mics, Recorders. 

Buy & Sell vintage NEVE & API 
modules, Pultecs, Tube mics. 
New Equipment in stock. 
Credit cards accepted. 

Ph: (781) 231-0095 
Fax: (781) 231-0295 

www.harborsound.com 

PRO AUDIO SALES' 
CONSULTATION' 
INSTALLATION. 

.... • 

'A1I1 il4"na 
phone.M1411373..!.61.61; 
liíe4.01e871$318 

magIchk@bellsouth.net 
www.magicaudio.com 

Every major brand of every-
thing. Millions of dollars of 
musica. gear in stock. ALTO 
MUSIC. Guitars, recording, 

keyboards, amplifiers, drums, 
pro sound, new & used. One of 
the largest selections in the 
country. We ship everywhere! 
(914) 692-6922.680 Rt. 211 
East Middletown, NY 10940 
Ask for Uncle Freddy—He loves ya! 

ANALOG 
AMPEX & SCULLY PARTS 

SEQUOIA 
ELECTRONICS 
Tel (408) 363-1646 

FAX (408) 363-0957 

-THE BEST DEALS ON EARTH -

Your One-Stop Shop for the Best Gear Deals! Open 24/7 

The internet auction marketplace at www.digibid.com  

CIMAllebeUte-
BTLJ11:110 FURNITURE 
Mixt3teltion /CIER 

Custom Cesign 
and 
Modifications Available 

800.332.3393 
FAX 415.3:42.2607 
Wattle U.S. 415.332.3392 
WWW.OMNItiAX.COM P 0 Box 1792 Sausalno CA 94966 

Avadable for 
All Maclue 
8•Bus moats. & 
Eurodask 

Thousands-of 

CNL .5LeSE114).47E1 

(3,00) 

£700 Inducts br 

studio and stase! 

twater 
SOUND INC 

VINTAGE NEVE-1272 PREAMPS with D.I. 
• • 

o 0 41. 4 0 
• o 

$989 Single w/p.s. $1659 Two channel w/p.s. 

VINTAGE NEVE-3405 PRE4MPS with DI (PRE FROM VEVE 1081 EQ) 
5749 Single w/p.s. $1249 Two channel w/p.s. 

VINTAGE API PREAMPS with D.I. (MADE FROM API 312 CARDS) 
$1349 Two channel w/p.s. $499 Plug-in module 

POWERED RACKS FOR VINTAGE APT- PREAMPS AND EQ'S 
$499 6-Module portable $539 6-Module rock mt $799 11-Module rock mt 

fv.e4.4 Áfflal 
ENTERPRISES 

14300 Hortense Street • Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

81878462046 FAX 818 784.0750 
enrvw brentiverill com 

---for sale---

Fairlight MFX3 & Fairlight Mini  
Have all Hardware & Software options. Brand New condition; 

hardly used. PLEASE CONTACT JOHN McGOWAN 
at NATIONAL SOUND 

(212) 564-3434 

ALAN SMART COMPRESSORS 

W ix .LCIERETI 
C-1, C-2, & Multi-channel versions 

available in the U.S. & exclusively distributed by: 
Sunset Sound, Hollywood (323) 469-1186 

Sales: (888) 463-7012 

"DIGITAL, ANALOG OR DIGILOG...?" 
Digital has come of age, and old prejudices are slowly dying. However, 
the best in analog retains the mu:iical edge that is so hard to define 
and impossible to emulate. FUNKY JUNK is Europe's leading analog 
specialist, selling more STUDER, NEVE and other top quality analog 
recorders and con3oles than all the other used equipment dealers 
combined, and ou - expertise and technical support are unrivaled. 
Increasingly we are helping clients in music production, composition, 
post- production and broadcast to combine the best in analog 
processing with their new digital systems, and the way ahead deter-
mines that the best in analog equipment will greatly enhance any 
recording medium. With tube technology by EAR, CHISWICK BEACH, 
TUBE-TECH and others (including originals from FAIRCHILD. PUL-
TEC, etc.) mics fromNEUMANN, AKG, SCHOEPS. BEYER. SENNHEIS-
ER et al and the best in monitoring (ATC, DYNAUDIO. TANNOY. 
etc.). We also manufacture high- quality racks supplied loaded with, 
or ready for, a vaiiety of vintage modules from NEVE, CADAC, 
HELIOS, CALREC, NEUMANN, EMT and other mic pre's, EQs and 
compressors. Fu I details of this, and other aspects of Funky 
Junk, can be found in BAZAAR, our regular in-house magazine 
(free on request), and a full listing of Europe's largest stocks of guar-
anteed used pro audio can be faxed on request or found on our 
new Web site. 

Thank you and Goodnight. 

funky junk, Ltd. 505-507 Liverpool Rd., London N7 8NS 
Telephone: 011 (44) 171-609-5479 

Fax: 011 (44) 171-609-5483 
http://www.funky-junk.co.uk sales@funky-junk.co.uk 

Directors: Mark Thompson, Helen Rider, Stephen Lane, Clive Richards 
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e 
Equipment 
For Sale 

VINTAGE AMEK CONSOLE 
197, . CDA._•;... : A.- I t. LUS 

w/full patchbay. Excellent condition, 
partially recapped, fully operational. 
"Nothing out there sounds as good as 
this! The EQs on this desk are so 
sweet, they'll make you cry!" All inter-
face cabling for mic inputs and 24-trk. 
included. $15k or obo (800) 897-7392 
or Vidlab@aol.com 

OTARI MX-55 T- M reel-to-reel 
with roll cart, mic preamp, cue 
speaker, DOLBY HX Pro, remote 
control, and plenty of virgin 
Grand Master tape. OTARI's 
Best with no wear on it! Call 
Randy (850) 893-3535 or e-mail 
prodj@talstar.com 

www.SOUNDEQUIP.com 

Great Deals On Sound Equipment 
AKG SolidTube—Demc S849 
HHB CDR800— Demo $1,499 
Tascam DA-20—Demo $599 
Toll Free (800) 747-4944 

You are the Expert 
Now be certified 

Program available to become a 
certified Production Equipment, 
Electronic Equipment, Musical 

Instrument Appraiser. 
For info contact: 

American Institute of Electronic  
and Instrument Appraisal.  

9 AM - 3 PM PST 
509-287-2020 

Soundtracs Quartz 
32-chn 64 input w/(V.C.A.) 

Automation, TTL patchbay 48-input 
frame, Smoke-Free Environment, 
Original Price, $34k; MCI Sony 
24-tk Tape Machine w/auto 
locater, $ 25k Comp. Pkg. 

Omar: (212) 489-5262 
Fax: (212) 489-9543 

YOU'RE NOT GOING TO PAY 
A LOT FOR USED EQUIPMENT! 
all us! We list over 400 consol 

100s of speakers, amps, RA. 
e can help sell your used equi 
ent, too! 

• • AMEK Big 44 frame 518k 
• Midas XL250, Pro40, XL348, Call 
• Sonic Solutions editing system $25k 
• AMEK Recall full tour setup from $50k 
Call now for details & FREE catalog 
The Grumpy folks at H.T.I.C.S. 

(610) 865-9151 
Fax: (610)758-9999 

Email: HTICS@aol.com 

suit\epa ilpued 
spnpoid loyq 

peumo-eud BuRepeds 
80f Mes pue sales Jo aim( LL. 

6690- PZ (91.9) :xed 
9690-Z4Z (91-9) :1Ad 

woo•esedetioxeopinesumq•mmArt 
:qemaq uo Jea6 see 

3ONVHOX3 
oicinv SNIA3-18 

("pul .3.\f"S) 

PRO AUDI 

ea a 

• SOFTWARE & HARDWARE SALES 

ase call or visit our website for free catalog 
1.888.718.0300 http://www.bayviewproaudio.com 

Ribbon Micp 

Sales, Parts & Service 

The Best in the World 

Matched l'airs & Stereo Bars 

Coles 4038 
RCA 44s & 77s 

(800) 798-912ID 

Call Wes Dooley 

The Professional Choice 
Authorized sales of pro audio equipment for 

Recording • ENG • Film Sound 
Studios • Broadcast • Post 

Experienced tech support and great prices. 
Coll for our free newsletter, 

turner audio 
(203) 270. 2933 
www.turneraudio.com 

THE MIC SHOP 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 
Mic Power Supplies & Cables 
Bill Bradley (615) 595-1717 

Fax: (615) 595-1718 
Visa/MasterCard 

http://www.micshop.com 

toenn 

lot 2̀  FAIRCHILD? 
Get more of what you want, for less money, with 
the exquisite Fairman Tube Master Compressor. 

650474-1165 www.atmervice.com 

rtt, 

Equipment Appraisal 
Facility Liquidation 

Hamilton Brosious 
Associates 

(800) 423-5499 

How BIG is Yours? 

HARO DRIVES 

CD RECORDERS 

MEMORY CHIPS 

BIG DISC SOUND CARDS 
(954) 749-055% MIDI SOFTWARE 

Digital Audio 
Specialists! 

http://www.bigdisc.com 

SoundBrokencom 
Bringing buyers & sellers together 

(310) 391-1365 
sales@SoundBrokencom 
www.SoundBroker corn 

uvista.com 

DIGITAL MUSICIAN for sale 
Computers Pentium III & G 3 
Desk Top Media Production 

Computer music 
& digital audio software 
MC/Visa/Amex/Ck/M0 

seioneseerols.cxxn • Fax (610) 631-2227 

(888) music 51•(610)631-2224 

NEUTRIK TT CABLES 
$10.99 ... 24" 

3-Yr Warranty! also 12/18/36 

REAN TT BAYS: $269 
Qty discounts - better than SW ! 

NEUTRIK MR- I: $ 134 
HHB ADAT45: $6.89 
GREEN DOT (615) 366-5964 

Masterpiece A/V. Inc. 
Can Ao,00 & Jamey 

For u Wide Selection of New Professional 

ALM110/VD1/30 COCO MoI,o & Accessumes 

Toll-bee (888) 776-2835 
lax (8.50) 354.9057 

hilly/isms w.maslerpieceavcorn 

NEVE 8058 MK I I Configured 28/16/24 Remote Patchbay VU Meters fit-
ted 28 x 31102 Modules 28 x 32431 Routing Module 24 x 32430 Switching 
Module 4 Rev Rms.   

NEVE 8066 Configured 20/16/16 Righthand TT Patchbay VU Meters 
Fitted 20 x 31099 Modules 20 x 32438 Switching Modules 4 Rev Rms.— 

NEVE 8066 Configured 20/16/16 Righthand Tr Patchbay VU Meters 
Fitted 16 x 31099 Modules 16 x 32438 Switching Modules 4 Rev Rms.— 

NEVE VINTAGE CONSOLE Configured 36/16/24 Righthand GPO 
Patchbay Fitted 36 x 1073 Modules 1903 ( 16 Buss Modules) 1922 
Switching Modules VU/LED Metering 6 x 2254A Comp/Limiters (This 
console will shortly undergo a full overhaul and upgrade to customer 
requirements) all work undertaken by Shop Associates (UK) Original 
NEVE Technicians.   

NEVE V3 48 Frame Righthand Patchbay Flying Faders euesendy undergoing 
refine work by met. Associates/.  

We also have in stock 4 ir NEVE Melbourne consoles fitted either 
33114/33115/33122 EQ Modules. Numerous 51 series consoles. 

SSL4056E Fitted G. Series Computer Total Recall Lefthand Patchbay Plasma 
Metering.   

Also in stock 611E Series Modules for 5.5L4000 Series consoles with or without 
total recall. 

NEVE Modules available 1073 I 1064 11066 

 -  KIK.....°(UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY 

PRO AUDIO 

THE 'VINTAGE' NEVE SPECIALIST!! 

Tel, 01932 872672 

Fax:01932 874364 

Tel: ln ional: 

44 1932 872672 

Fax: International: 

44 1932 874364 

Website Address: 

SPROAUDIO.COM 

Ernail Address: 

dio@intone(. cask 

all equipment is owned by A.E.S. Pro Audio we do not broker 
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API, Jensen, etc.... 

252/ 9961 
Finally, pure Class-A, all discrete 

direct replacement J-FET op-amps 

of exceptional musical realism. 

From Millennia Media, Inc. 

1:530-647-0750 www.mil-media.com 
info@mil-media.com 

pro sound 
new. used & vintage recording equipment 

BUY • SELL • TRADE 

Vintage, Tube, Classic, 
Consoles, Tape Machines, 

Mics and Outboard! 

Neve, API, Fairchild, Pultec, 

Urei, Neumann, Studer, 

Manley, Guested & more... 

Co•tomer Satisfaction & Quality G aaaaaa •• cf , 

Phone (978) 744-2001 
Fax ( 978) 744-7224 
MC VISA AMEX 

www.odysseyprosound.com 

OCEAN AUDIO INC. 
SEIM AND BUYS USED EQ171307 SLYCE 19ti2 

LOTS OF RARE OLDS NEWISH STRANGE AND SO« VERY FUNKY PIECES 

UST YOUR UPIVER USED EOURIENT FREE MOOR DATABASE 

THE LARGEST USED EQUIPIIEST lIST5US N. THE {VOR11) 
Phone (310)459-2743 (303)449-8322 

Fax (303) 449-8558 
Email- hadlerd@natOnacom 

Now internet Listings 
http://www.visionwork.comloceanaudio 

FACTORY DEMO SALE 
Distributor-direct prices on Oram 
consoles. The U.S. distributor has 
three demonstration desks to 
sell. All three are new with full 
warranty, but have some very 
minor blemishes from being demo 
models. Now's your chance to 
steal one. 

BEQ832 — $15,990 
BEQ824 — $12,500 
13E02432 — $34,990 

These prices are 25% lower 
than typical street price. 

Call Clay Stahlka for details at 
(219) 432-8176. 

OramUS@mindspring.com 

AMEK BIG 44 by LANGLY 
44-input, 12 bus console, excellent 
condition, fresh supertrue PC 
automation by Amek factory 
tech. Hard-wired with Mackie 
sidecar patchbay, Mogami cable, 
stand, includes 486 computer, 
tech. manual, user guide, Amek 
tech. letter of opinion as to 
condition. $18,500 w/delivery in 
Continental U.S 

Thoroughbred Music/Nashville 
Phone: (615) 860-7475 
Fax (615) 860-7406 

'1#e VINTAGE 
° NEUMANN • NEVE • AKG • STUDER 

VISA 

API • TRIDENT • AMEK • UREI • RCA • EMT • 

Package Deals • New & Vintage Gear • 
Complete Studio Installation/On-Site Console 

Commissioning • Worldwide Shipping • We par 
!-"vM top dollar - FAX us your list • Call for List 

512.338.6777 • www.kdi.com/—stardog 

"A HALFWAY HOUSE FOR THE SERIOUSLY AUDIO ADDICTED" 

Aardvark • AKG • Amek/Langley • API • Apogee • All • Avalon Designs • 138K • Beyer/spl • B_UE 

Dick Brauner • Bryston • Cedar Audio • Crane Song • DB Tech. • Digidesign • DK Audio • Dolby Pro 

MR • Drawmer • Dynaudio • Earthworks • Empirical Labs • Equi=tech • Eventide • Focusrite 
Genelec • GML • Grace Designs • Great River • HH13/Genex • Lexicon • Mackie • Manley/Langevin 

Microtech Gefell • Mytek • Neumann • Nil • Otan • Prism Sound • Purple Audio • Panasonic Pro 
Rorke Data • RPG • Sennheiser • Sony Pro • Soundelux • Soundfield • Summit Audio • Taytrix 

IC Electronics • Timeline • Tube Tech • Tube Trap • Waves • Yamaha Digital • Z Systems 
and many more 

Quality Audio Tracking, Mixing and Mastering Tools 
Sales • Service • Installation • Consultation • Leasing 

STUDI TECH 

9982 Monroe 4407 Dallas, TX 75220 
Phone • ' 14 3Ç8 1111 , 11 vnvw stualotechsupply corn Far 214 358 0947 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 
FAX (415) 546-9411 

da.audio@internetMCI.com 

POWER HOUSING 
YOUR MACIng 08B 

drak STUDIO FURNISHINGS 
(800)427-5698 (573)346-8549 

ARGOSY a rgosyconsole. com 

• EXPANDABILITY 

• MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS 

• IN STOCK. READY TO SHIP 

6386 Variable Mu Tube Limiter 

• • • • MI Mil • • • • 
• • • 

A Modern Approoch to Classic Tube Compression 
• same Soo Control Tube as the ForchIld Ltmlter 
• Class A Sonically Accurate Smgnol Poth 

Pendulum Audio 1908) 665.9333 
sww.pendelemaudincom 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233  

MARQUETTE 
AUDIO LASS 
* RECORDING EQUIPMENT * 

Preamps. Compfl.mtrs. Consoles + more 

'ostont Racking of Vintage Gear 

572, V76, Neve, Calm, Langevin, ECT... 

Phone 1.510) 581-3817 Fax ( 51(» 581-3917 

www.marquetteaudiolabs.com 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

The RACKIT—System 
Modular, stackable oak units 
hold all recording formats 

and equipment 

Free mail-order brochure 
t pleat. mermon Desktop Mot, tt 

Per Madsen Design 
(415) 822-4883. P.O. Box 882464 

San Francisco, CA 94188 

- NEUMANN li.G.B r  — 11111111.311111F—  
- SSL . STUDER NEVE 

http://killergearbrokercorn 
Professional Audio Specialist 

phone (818) 904-9400 fax (818) 904-9444 pgr (818) 999-8970 
ANY GEAR NOT LISTED CAN BE FOUND WITHIN 48 HAS! 

Professional 
(781)982-2600 fax(781) 982-2610 

IM Audio 
357 Liberty St. Rockland, MA 0237L 

Design 
New, Used and Vintage Equipment 

Inc. • Sales • Service • Design • Installation 
SS L 
API 
GML 
AKG 
RODE 
Otani 
Avalon 
Neotek 
Manley 
Lexicon 
Daking 
Focusrite 
Brüel & Kjber 
Tube Tech 
Soundscape 
Soundcraft 
T.C.Electronics 
Dynaudio Acoustics 

...Call for 
complete list of 
new products ›ib, 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALS 
SSL 4096+/Ult • SSL 4056E/G • SSL 6048E/G. SSL 
6060E/0 • Nene VR6OFF • Nene VR48FF• Nene V- III OFF. 
Nene V-I 48FF • Nene 8088-481/0 FF• Sony MXP3036 • 
Amek Einstien 80 Input • Trident 80C 32x24 Auto. 
Trident 80B 32x24 • Trident 24 36x24 • API 32x24 • 
API 3124 micpre's • API 550B • API 512B • Neve 
modules and racks • Neumann U47, u67, M49, 
Km54, Km56, U87, Km84. Studer A800MK111. 
Studer A827 • Studer A80MKIV • Urei I 176, 
I 178, LA3A, LA4's • Telefunken V72, V76 sys-
tems • Tube-Tech LCA-2B, Manley Van-Mu • 
Pultec EQP I A3, EQP I A • Dynaudio Acoustics 
M4's, BM 15, BM6A • AKG C12, C24, C4I4 • 
Lexicon 480L, PCM42, PCM70, 224XL • T.C. 
Electronic M2000, Finalizer • Many other 
items in- stock and available. 
Call for complete list. 

Aar 

gi 
l!rn 4 nlee la • s 

www.ProAudioDesign. 

SSL 
outhorized 
preowned 
console 
soles 

service 
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Equipment 
For Sale 

Open for busines 
24 hours 

http //www mercenary corn 

"thus is not a problem" 

TEL: ( 508) 543-0069 
FAX: ( 508) 543-9670 

(800) 264-6614 
We've got tons of super clean 
used, as well as new products 
from Tascam, Alesis, Kurzweil, 
Roland, Mackie, Genelec, 
Lexicon, Fostex, Yamaha, 
Korg and hund-eds more. 
Discount Pricing and World-
wide Delivery! 69 years in 
business. Trade-ins welcome. Visit 
our new 22,500-sq -ft. location. 
Call. fax or email us today. 
carusomusi@aol.com OR 
sales@caruso.net. Visit us 
at www.caruso.net. Start saving 
money today Call Caruso Music, 
94 State St., New London, 
CT 06320 USA. Outside of 
U.S.: (860) 442-9600. (860) 
442-0468 FAX. 

OKTAVA 
BEST RUSSIAN MICS 

•Mk-012 condenser  $200 
•MKL-100 tube, condenser  $650 
•ML-25 ribbon, phantom $250 

VINTAGE 
BEST GERMAN & AUSTRIAN MICS 

from RUSSIA 

TEL/FAX: 011-7-095-299 1161 

Songuilers•Sludios•Froducers! 
'let SPIN do the "legwork" for you! 
. \ @ Distribution Guides ' Blank Cassettes s,\I 

•Contrcts on Disk " Radio Guides t 
'Agreements 'Labels. J.Cuds . 
*Copyrights 08x10 Photos C'Prs e 
@Levi Books • Skinketrap Supplies 
'Business Forms, IA101, Track Sheets 
I. Low Prices on CD's& Taps Dupes! 

Songwriter Products Ideas & Necessities 
web: www.songwrderpro ilucts.com 
Box 952063, #30, Lase Mary, FL 32795-2063 USA 

sefREEWALOGI(HPIN:ieil 

AMPEX and More! 
• ATE 100 sales & restoration services 

• I/2-inch and NEW I-inch two-track 
mastering conversions with Flux 
Magnetics heads 

• HDV-2 modular tube electronics and 
transformerless1/0 for the ATE 100 

• Transports upgraded for better-than-
new performance and reliability 

• FAIRMAN Tube Master Compressors 

Call Michael Spitz 
650-574-1165 

Fan 650-574-2064 • mu,: atnervice.cso 

A 
r;ERVICE 
,f1MPANY 
AMPEX SPECIALISTS 

PATCH BAYS 
VINTAGE GEAR 

.%,e buy-sell-trade, see our list at 
www.audiovillage.org 

(760) 320-0728 

FREE CATALOG 
• MICROPHONES • STAGE 
• HEADPHONES LIGHTING 
• MIXERS 8 AMPS • SHOCKMOUNT 
• CABINET 8 RACK RACK CASES 
ACCESSORIES • HORN DRIVERS 

PARTS EXPRESS - CALLTOLL FREE 

1-800-338-Q§31 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2321 

EXCLUSIVE FACTORY AUTHORIZED RESELLER 

www.UsedSSLcom 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DESIGN, INC. 
(781) 982-2600 

TRIDENT SERIES 80 
RECORDING CONSOLE. 

32-Ch.; new caps; 
patchbay. $18,500. 
(615) 826-8929. 

00, 

/44 aebt«°e( de/e 

NEVE 
OWNERS! 
Join the hundreds of studios 
worldwide! Transform your 
great sounding Neve into a 
state-of-the-art console by 
installing Uptown's moving 
fader automation! Call for a free 
brochure or free demo disk! 

800-343-3237 
Uptown Automation Systems Inc 
9017-C Mendenhall Cl 
Columbia, MD 2145 
410-381-7970 (phone) 
410-381-5025 (fax) 

- 

r NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Otan i Cl 4032, Yamaha 02R 
API 1200 rack system, Dynau 
Monitors, Alesis ADAT, Tasc 
'DA-88, Sony PCM800, Ot 
Radar 24tk, Pro Tools Ill, 
Digidesign Plug-Ins, Mackie 8-
Apogee AD1 000, Lexic 
PCM80/90, TO Elec. M5000, 
Recorders, API, GML, AD 
Summit, Focusrite, Demet 
Lucas, TL Audio, Neumann, AK 
Microtech, RODE, B&K, Gene) 
Dynaudio. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service/ 
Installation, Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602)267-0600 
http://www.ear.net 

SINGERS! RZI°17 
Unlimited Backgrounds'' 
From 5tsndrd Tapes, Records. & CDs 

with the Thompson Vocal Eliminator.. 
Call for Free Demo Tape. 
Internet http: ltsound.co 11111 
LT Sound • Oept MX-I 

7988 LT Parkway 
Moo,' DDeennssoo//ffooffooLithonia. GA 30058 24 Noc Jed': 

Line (770)482-2485 - En 8 
Best Vocal Eliminator', Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

VINTAGE GEAR PARTS 
Tubes, Wire & Cable, 
semiconductors, ICs, 

pots, switches, relays, caps. 
All your Pro Audio parts needs. 
Retrospec/RETRO-PARTS DIVISION 

ph: (914) 688-7329 

MCI JH636 Console. Purchased 
new by Neil Young for his personal 
studio. 36 I/O modules (x2 in mix), ALL 
w/EQ option & VCAs. (4) "wild" faders, 
24 buses, mic patching, Disk Mix 
automation, 720-pt patchbay. I/O wired 
to Elcos, Mint, Classic Sound, $33,500. 
(415) 626-9777. 

VINTAGE NEVE, NEUMANN 
AND MORE 

WWW.MUSICVALVE.COM  

MUSIC VALVE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
NEW YORK CITY 

SUPERaIGITAI 
The Recording Store 

oves 

MANI,EY 
World's Best Tube Gear 

1-888-79-AUDIO 1-503-228-2222 

www.superdigiral.com 
Super Prices • Friendly Service 

sonicffi) 
world 

quality new and vintage gear from germane 
http //MW thatwurks corm su:ucwurld 

UNITED STATES AUDIO 
UNPRECEDENTED (WNW) 

AUDIO SELECTION 
STUDIO LIQUIDATION 

Ph (818) 887-6600 
Fax (818) 887-4700 

www.unitedstatesaudio.com 

http://wvvw. 

prinialgear.com 
(For guys who 
like playing 

with really big 
knobs all day.) 

(615)248-0007 

THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
, FREE CATALOGUE 

(800) 348-4638 
(5161563-8326, NY 
(516)563-1390. Fax 

Custom or stock sizes. 
Our prices can't be beat! 

Discount Distributors 

R44C 
studio 
ribbon 

www. 
w.esdooley 

com 

626-798-9128 

f h6Ot11MX 0;:à iT1P 
  // w w w . mixonline com 
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Equipment 
Wanted 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

USED ADATS WANTED 
Easy exchange toward a newer 
or different format. Everything 
available. Save THOUSANDS 
when you deal with our 
70-year-old company. UPGRADE 
TODAY. Call, fax or e-mail for 
details. Worldwide delivery. 
CARUSO MUSIC, New London CT 
saleseecaruso.net 

(800) 264-6614 TOLL FREE 
(860) 442-9600 

(860) 442-0463 (FAx) 
http://www.caruso.net 

Instruction 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415) 405-7700. 

7RECORDING ENGINEER 
›.« TRAIN AT HOME 

Eco Horn .S udy practical Irai ing in 

Mull -track Recorchng. Join our su cesslul 
working graduates or build your own studio. 

Career guidance ... Diploma Licensed. 

FREE INFORMATION 

of tmrrica 
614 46th Ave. Suite Al. San Ann.«, Cl 94121 

r Or visit us at wws audioinstitute.com 

  /RTI   

Audio Recording 
Technology Institute 

• Extensive Hands-On Training • 
• Analog and Digital Workstations • 
• Music. SFX Design. Audio Post • 
• Low Student/Teacher Ratio • 
• Placement Assistance • 

• Financing to Qualified Applicants • 
• Located in Beautiful Orlando. Florida • 

lisr 1111 Ipirs1 ins! 

Call (800) 843-4086 

Recording Engineer 
Broadcasting 
Multimedia/Digital/Video/Film 
Radio/TV/Sports/News/DJ/Talk Show 

No experience required! 

On-the-p"o le-training 
in local major Recording Studios & Radio/TV Stations 
Part-time, nies. weekends - Call recorded info line for FREE video 

1-800/295-4433 www.radioconnection.com 

The Midwest's Premiere 

Recording School. 

141 SIC TEY'll 

Associate 
1-80trz:e.!4-9 

fee in Music Production 
nmssieteeteom 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233  

FA 

MIII CRISSIFIMS 11101111! 

Phone: (800) 544-5530 

Fax: (510) 653-8171 

mixclass@intertec.com 

zz to 'four Web Site... 
Web graphics, animation and 

fiteencoding). Streaminemédia 

only $2 per meg/$25 setup2eM€1 

Gall 1-800-96-ROCIOffl 

INCREASE YOUR VISIBILITY 

WINK Get Listed. 

preaudiesearch 
Get Fo:,in .cl. .0111111 

DETAILED LISTINGS OF 
COMPANIES & PROFESSIONALS 

(Check Out 

MIX Online 

http://www.mixonline.corn 

( Maintenance Services & Repairs ) 

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
 

Pro Digital Inc. DAT ADAT DA-88 
COAT Fbeeorder Service Specialists 

* Fast expert repairs 
on all DAT and IVIDM 
brands and models 

* The rIRST, the 
BEST.. over 7000 
digit al recorders 
sery ced! 

*Warranty service on 
most brands! 

*FedEx return shipping 
at UPS prices! 

*Compare our rates 
& turnaround timel 

(610) 353-2400 fti 101 359-0917 u. 
prodigiinc,r dol.( on) 

1U
XX
XX
XX
XX
X\
XX
 

'VINTAGE GEAR REPAIR 
Tubes, Transistors, (yes even 
ICs), Mic pre's, limiters, amps, 
consoles tape machines. 
We repair & restore it alg 

Field service too! 
retrc3specffROUBLE REPORT 

Ph: (914) 688-7329 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

im 
Palatine, IL 

(800) 227-4323 

Check Out tri,?. Marketplace Section for 
Equipment, Dupli( Services, Maint2nance.--

You Name It! 
• STARTS ON PAGE 232M 

Dos FtY.E. Fxs-11 
Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All makes and model. 

• Pip:hem:ed. factory- trained tech, 

*Fast turnaround 

• Repairs, overhauls, parts 

'The DAT W .' 

NXT 
GENERATION 

973-579-4849 FAX 973-579-7571 

Midwest ir X' DigifServi s Inc. 
DAT and DA-88 Repair 
(Chrcagoland Area) 

Professional DAT Service since1985 

Authorized by 
Panasonic, Sony & Tascam 

(888) 809-3309 
Ph: (708) 448-7539 
Fax: (708) 448-7678 

ANALOG HEADS 

• Head Relapping 
• Replacement Heads 
• Precision Alignments 
• 1/7' 2-Track Conversions 
• Custom Heads and Assemblies 

Unsurpassed service for 
over 19 years! 

Prd 

973-579-5773 fax 973-579-6021 
e-mail jrf@jrfmagnetics.com 

WWW: dmagnetics.com 

QUALITY 
SERVICE and REPAIR 

in the Pacific North 'A est 

Factory Authorized for 

Alesis/Panasonic/Sony/Tascam 

and most other brands 

Regional Service Center for 

Denon/Korg/Marshall 

INNER SOUND 
Portland, Oregon 

(503) 238-1955 

inner@teleport.com 

www.inner-sound.com 

ix Classifieds W'W11 

vertising buy in the industry.., 

(800) 544-5530. 
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Musicians 
Services,  e 

Global Groove  
Live drums/percussion instantly 
anytime, anywhere over ISDN 

lines. Need a part/loop? I'll play it 
LIVE! Various kits set up & ready 
to go! For info/credits call Mark 

Arnbrosino (212)255-5080 

arrihro68@aol.com 

Music Products/ 
SoftwareAL 

AKA1MPC60 USERS 
UPGRADE TO 

MPC3000 SOFTWARE! 
LONG SAMPLING TO 26 SEC • 

STEREO SAMPLING • MIDI FILES • 

VOICE RESTART • LOAD MPC3000 

SOUNDS • SOUND COMPRESSION 

DOUBLES MEMORY CAPACITY • 

HIHAT SLIDER DOUBLES AS TUNING • 

4 PAD BANKS • 8 DRUM SETS • 4 FREE 

SOUND DISKS AND MORE • $195 OR 
$44i WITH SCSI HARD DISK PORT 

î DESIGN 

m 415 474-0903 www.RUnnDesign.001 

AX 415 474-1118 SalesORLinnDesign.com 

t- Ne -w . 

Publications 
Eit Books 

Music Industry Contacts 
'Leeks ALL 6 DIRECTORIES 
-Venues 
-8outenti agents ONLY $ 39." 
-tawyor. Allanagers 

-Confine racito 
Over 3,000 /Draws 

Axe.« erevés. 
por sane tor omen a* 

sad check or MA to: 
Perlormer Archives 

P.O Box 380298 
Caliptips, MA02238 

Get Your Music 
Into Film & TV 

AND make $$$ TOO! 
Music Supervisor 
Shows You How. 
ONLY $19.95 

30-day Money-back Guarantee 
CALL NOW 

1-877-332-9555 ext. 32 
Toll-Free 

e 
Recording 
Services 

small ad...big savings 
cd...cassettes...graphics 

(800)801-SONG 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
25 CDRs - S100.00 
50 CDRs - $175.00 
100 CDRs - $250.00 
200 CDRs - $425.00 

From CD or CDR master. Includes CDR in jewel boo 
with text printing on CD label. Add $ 19 (or other digital 
master, $33 for analog master Orders must be prepasd. 
Shipping not included. 

$5.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
Phone (800) 850-5423 
E-mail: info@46p.com 

Visit our Web page at http://www.46p.com 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

Professional 20-Bit 
Digital Mastering. 

State-of-the-Art facility. 
Avalon tube technology. 
CDRs and DATs available. 

Most affordable prices around. 
Call Barry at (615) 771-2627. 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
I. 3.99 100. 2.49 
25+ 349 200+ 2.24 
50, 299 300+ 1.99 

Price Includes, CD - R Duplication. Direct 
Imprinting. Jewell Box. 

Insertion. and 

THE 4th CREATION Shnnkwrapped 
DUPLICATION 

(409) 756-6861 

Better CD/Tape Duplication! 
Premium CDs: As low as $.54 ea. 
Warner Media-Digalog Cassettes 

(Sound more like COO,' 

Creative Sound 

(800) 323-PACK 
www.csoundcor • .com 

Subscription Questions? 
Call (800) 843-4086 

Best Price... Best Service... Period.  

CD REPLICATION 
• Cils in Retail-Ready Packages 
• CDs in Bulk (minimum order only 100 CDs!) 
• Vinyl Records, 7 & 12" - colors available! 
• Cassette Duplication 

Work directly with the factory and 

save! Call for Free Catalog or Quote: 

http://vvww.europadisk.com 

(800) 
455-8555 

Major Credit Cards Accepted 

EUR-o-Pi---xas-Kg LTD. 

CD Replication 
Get signed to a sweet deal you 
can now afford! Our new financing 
programs make it easy to fund 
your own independent release 
- without the help or money from 
a major label! 

No moNty 
No DOWN 

iteloNt-vrootist-,zusp 
No ent. ST viip To 
RELEAS 

000 co é - CD Nov, 
1000 CA 

FULL COLO SSerreS 
F°8 ONLYR 

$ 149.00 
PER MONTH 

CCI FINANCING AVAILABLE 

Call For Complete Details 

1-800-617-3877 
www.superdups.corn 

Superdiips 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

larErtvelotement associates 

CD Singles Special 
• 500 CD's. 2 Colors on CO 
• 500 Window Envelopes 
• layout. Design a Films included 
• Glass Mastenng included 

no iricks no oininecits lull hung US ULU COP 

$559 

Digital Dime Bag 
• 1000 CO's. Jewel Boxes a Over-wrap 
• 2 Color on CD minting 
• 1000 4/1 4 PP folders a 4/0 tray cards 
• Film output 
• Glass Mastering included 

tall color retail ready quick turns 

$1,499 

UNBEATABLE DUPLICATION PRICES 
(888) rubber-8 

SEE OUR AD IN MARICErPIJ10E pg. 235 

When consistency counts 

Choose BASF 

Great tape at great prices! 

o 2732 Bay Road Redwood City, CA 94063 
1-800-272-2591 
http:/lwww.arcal.com 

want a free web page? 
AuoloCD'S6 CD-ROM'S 
MASTERIMC AND DICITAL EDITINC 
Local. CRAPHICS & PRINTINC 
REAL TINE& RICO SPEED CASSETTES 

AND A FREE WEB PACE WMI CD PACKAGE! 

8010-476-82111 
www_monsterx.carn 

Fleetwood MultIMedlo 
1000 CDs from $ 689 

500 Chrome Tapes $715 
"Retail Ready " 

800-353-1830 (781)599-2400 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2331 
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ueltho 
SINGLE SOURCE 

Pg à̀k:e0c) MULTI-SOLUTIONS 

•Spinner World Wide Disc is pleased to announce its merger with Manufacturing 

to offer you even BETTER services at LOWER: 

• II 

CD/CD-Rom 

—• VHS 

--• DVD 

—.Graphic Design 

 • Packaging Solutions 

Call for your FREE CATAL GUE 

www.hecileydisc.com 

TGS 

CD • CD-ROM • CD-R's • Cas elles • Design • Film • Printing 

We are knowledgeable about the duplication process. You'll 
save time and money because we get it right the first time." 

Spring Special - 1000 CD's $769 
Packaged raw with 3 colors on disc 

Many packages available! Call or check us out online for latest pncong 

IMPLOSION PUBLISHING INC. éc-in 
1,000 bulk CDs: YU/U 

1,004 re:ail-recap? $ 1,400 

1-888-323-5431 ,, 
w', , - co', or Prin', Ing on " In 

wl 4 panel, 411 insert and traycard, ALL 
FILMS. javelcase, shruilevrap. be-code Call for our full price list 

& free sonnies. We also 
print postcards & posters! 

25 CDs: yu a 9 24- hr tu, - around in most cases Up to 74 mino, 

Iron you- CO- R. Inciudes bity label and tewe!case. 

Graphic design also available. 50 CDs: $189 Bookletsishrinkerap and other- sue runs available. 

411114tHellílt.seciourr, «11119 
IC) 

•• AUDIO PRODUCTS  

LENGTH 

C.20 C.30 C.40 C.30 C-40 
171.1 

SAM 
00e01.11 .27 
PLUS  

so« 
SA 

MAXILL 

ease 
00100Al 
SUPS. 

ore 
50 CDs for free. 

1-888-39PUNCH 

Order 250 CDs for 11545.00 and well add 

Hurry . We can't do this for long 

www. unchmedia.com/50fre 

FREE CATALOG 

CD-RS, HI-8, 

INC DISKS, S-VII 

MASTERING TAPE 

A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 

NORELCO, SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES 8 SLEEVES 

SINGLE 8, DOUBLE CD BOX et.,• DCC, MOD, DDS2 AND . :i." IN HOUSE DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 
MORE • CUSTOM PRINTED LABELS 8. 1- CARDS • 

.2 
27 

32 . 37.41 .4 

30.35.39.44 49 

32 300141.47 

.31 

-70 C-10 C-90 

it In  

63 .66 

- 56- '"" e:TEDK 

.37 

.33 

52 .67 70 76 ts BASF 

.36.47.56.65.69.80.87 . 8.e A M p Ex 

maxell 
IN NYC 718-43S-7322o 800-221 _6578.24 HOUR FAX 718453-2589 

•andolaudio.coml 
andolaudio@aol.colh 

FREE LABEllS WITH EVERY CASSETTE ORDER 
ROUND EDGE OR STANDARD NORELCO BOXES SO 12 EACH 

CDS Ov\ lire‘e offièi OKI 3usrle-t1 
Now get 1000 CDs, 4 page full-color folder and 
tray card, jewel : ase, assembly ard poly wrap for 

$113994.00 
from CD-ready master and final film supplied 

MUSIC 
MANUFACTUBING 
SiERVIC rn" 
Nkyt just , 1>etter! 

ast,:friendly, reliable service since 1988 

• Promo CDs with NO MINIMUM ORDER 

• FREE WEBSITE with min. 500 order 

MS-4-CDS 
wwiAr.mmsdirect.com 

including Mastering, Design and Packaging for 

your CD, Cassette ancl giv\\11 Record pressing needs 

TIIEWAHE110,S1j. 
Studio Sales & Serviceo 

CD & Cassette Packages 
1000 color CDs from $1,899 

CDRs • DATs • ADATs Rt‘,‘R 
Custom Graphics 

Blank cassettes ( BASF, TDK, Maxellr 

Behringer Equipment 

Warehouse prices 
Call 

800-CUD-TAPE • 800-483-8273 
httpwwww.warenouse-studio.com 

Visa MasterCard Discover 
2071-20mx Emerson St., Jacksonville, FL 32207 
904-399-0424 fax: 904-398-9683 

Sp ilrtri er• 
World_ 
Wici e disc 

•Spnner Mind Wide Disc is pleased to announce its 

mew with Healey Dtsc Manutactunng 

to oiler you even BETTER services al LOWER prices",. 

1.800.835.1362 



I. 

Records Tapes 
CD Serv. 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Spec)alat 

Your music competes with major-label product 
Be certain your sound does too. 

Custom gear, innovative technique, Guaranteed work 

800-884-2576 
Call today for free into Anrm drtmaslenng.com 

• CO/TAPE/0PD DUPLICATION AND PACKAGING 

• GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINT PROOUCTION 
• AUDIO/MEDIA SUPPLIES nfaudio.com 

LOWEST PRICE 
PERIOD!!! 
1- 888- 256- DISC 

• GRAPHIC MIRY 

• IIVS1:11/ MIAOW 

• HIM SERI/ICU 

MMUS 

CD • CASSETTE • Mfg 

Multimedia Inc. 

llu 8011-579-7010tem 
eete 

el"\ie 

11111% • 
• cos 

• QUICK 
• BEST QUALITY 

DIGITAL CASSETTES 
• PERSONALIZED SERVICE 

• TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES 
LOWEST PRICES, CALL US /ASTI 

( 7 2 7 ) 4 4 6 - 8 2 7 3 '» 

Total Tape Services 
639 Cleveland Si / Clearwater FL 34615 

"STI... Trusted Source For Your Recording Needs" 
CD-Rs... as low as $0.80 
CD-RWs... as low as $3.50 

CD Duplicator Units.., as low as $750.00 

• record at 1X, 2X, or 4X 
• throughput/hour: from 4 CDs to 24 CDs 
• great for small or mass production run 

Sit Certified Products Inc. 
(800) 274-3475 *( 510) 226-9074 • Fax ( 510) 226-9918 

W
O
J
'
p
a
4
4
.
1
a
D
!
I
S
'
M
M
M
 

CD's In 
48 Houri 

wrom 
Authoring cassettes 

Serwces 79e 

• Complete Graphic Design • Printing/Packaging 

.59c CD'S ?! 
SEE WIIAT ELSE 
THEM BOYS IS 

lY TO! 

• COMPACT DISCS • VIDEOS • CASSETTES — 

.eastc 

CD REPLICATION 
• Cassette Duplication 
• Mastering & Digital Editing 
• Graphic Design & Printing 
• CDR Blanks 

ESP 
We Anticipate Your Every Need 

1-800-527-9225 
(71 6) 69 I -763 I • Fax (716) 691-7732 

- - - call today. 

Servi,  

• Hastert« - 

-Bee 

• hem le Priem 

• Web Developmeal 

-Maned Os 

(617) 577-0089. 
1112ENIMIET8 
CE(MMICIEECM 

1630 transfers 

cd repl ication 

individual cds 

/multi- media 

digital noise 

reduction and 

restoration 

KYRIC CORPORATION 
100 CDs-5375 500 CDs-$625 
250 CDs-$549 1,000 CDs-$685 

'add $0.25/unit for jewel box 

and shrinkwrap 

(800) 221-0503 www.kyric.com 
Cassettes, Blank CD-Rs and more! 

COMPACT DISC 
ALL SERVICES AVAILABLE 

• Highest Quality • Low Prices 
• Superior Service • Est. 1986 

• Member Better Business Bureau 

•1- )-••,.1,-1:1 11..1- )_" j11«.111_1.:• 
•.1:1):.:-11112;12. 

CD A 10 • CD ROM 
AUDIO & VID 0 CASSETTE 

PRINTING ACKAGING 
EKING • GRAP IC DESIGN 

71.11'JÍ 1..i._11Jii 
MASTERCARD • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS 

500 CDs wi z pc COLOR 
BOOKLET OR 1 000 CDS 

VW JEWEL CASE, 

INSERT YOUR 

BOOKLET AND 

SHRINKWRAP QQQ 
800-401-8273 
BALLISTIC COMMUNICATION 

FREE Guide 
Saves You Time and Money! 

Contact Us Today: 

1 -800-468-9353 
uvvvviLdiscmakers.com 
info@discmakers.com 

---)DISC MAKERS 
EXPECT MORE 

IT'S YOUR BABY 
AEL IÎR. 501 

$8zs.00 
1000 

$1,100.00 

S2,85o.00 

800-DIGIDOC DIGIDOC" www..,,,dici,..c.. lllllllllll 
ARE You GETTING YOUR MONEY'S WORTH? 

FULL-SERVICE MASTERING AND POST- PRODUCTION 

REVOLUTIONARY GRAPHIC SERVICES 

COMPLETE INTERNET DEVELOPMENT AND HOSTING 

DIGITAL BIN CASSETTE REPLICATION 

DIRECT tO METAL VINS MASTERING (H4213CC Vnet) 
CLIENT GRAPHIC PROOFING ON THE INTERNET 

DIGITAL COLOR /REPRESS AND SERVICE BUREAU 

COMPLETE CUETO., RETAIL-READY PACKAGES 
MULTI -MEDIA DESIGN stvincEs ARE AVAILABLE 

VISIT US ON THE INTERNET AT* 

WWW.GATEIVIUSIC.CONI 

The Gate MUSIC Services, Inc. 

leCO/CD-ROM SINGLE 500 CUSTOM CD's 

1-800-655-1625 - 510-558-9045 - F 510-558-9504 

'895 00 

1000 CUSTOM CD's 

'1895.00 

100 I lOgr VINYL 

'895.00 

119500 

—C=3) 
'2195 00 

— 11=1› 

'895.00 

PACKAGES INCLUDE: PACKAGING, MASTERING, 

GLASS MASTERING, FULL COLOR INSERT, 2 COLOR 
PRINTING ON CD OR NNYL, BAR CODE, CUSTOM 

GRAPHIC SZPVICES, FILM, CONSULTATION AND 

MAI NOE. NO WAN COSTS CIT "MISŒLUNEOU$ 

EXPENSES, CALL ABOUT OUR OVO valcInG1 

246 \ l1\. /91/1) 



24 Hour FOX: (718) 369-8275 National Recording Supplies Inc. 

AEROMIX MASTERING 

• digital mastering 

• 24- bit processing 

• world-class sound 

. FREE DEMO 

• digital editing 

• low cost 

• CDR duplication 

• fast turnaround 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-877-843-7060 
www.aeromtx-mastering.com 

CD-ROM 

CD-Audio 

CD-I 

Mixed Mode 

CD-ROM 

Audio & Video 

Cassettes 

, 

Bulk CD's 

600 

Graphic Design 
Relating 

Interactive 

Media 

Slides 

Floppy Disk 

Toll Fires. 1-698-CD SONIC (237-6642) 

CD Sonic Tel: (617) 424 11670 
Fax (617) 424:0657 

THE NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST... 
HIGH BIAS BULK-BUNK AUDIO TAPES 

UNBOXED-UNLABELED 

LENG114 
MTDK 
sityt>gg 
COBALT 

maxell 
nu 

RI BASF 
CHROME 
PWS 

NBASF 
CHROME 
SUPER 

C-10 24 t 25 t 256 28 t 

C-I2 266 27 t 30 t 31 t 

C-20 281 301 31 t 35 t 

C-30 331 36 t 35 t 45 t 't 

C-44 404 45 t 421 58« 

C-62 47 t 50 t 501 68 t 

C-80 561 686 65 t 851 
C-92 62 t 75 t 721 87 t 

C-100 706 83 t 761 951 

ALL LENGTHS AVAILABLE - 1 MINUTE TO 126 MINUTES 

FULL UNE OF RECORDING 
AND DUPLICATING SUPPLP 

(Lowtsr 
POCES 
MST 
.ERVICE 

PI BASF 
TDK AMPEX 31.1 
maxell ,r,NY 

CDR'S - A-DOTS 
MD'S-148mm 
OCC-OATS 

DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 
CUSTOM LABELS AND J-CARDS 

...FROM THE COMPANY YOU KNOW AND TRUST 

Brooklyn, New York 11232 
764 5th Avenue, 04. IS www.nrstapes.com 

e-mail 
In NYC Tel: (718) 369-8273   sales @ nrstapes.com 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

RELIABLE 
"ON HOLD" 
TAPE rit'LA VE RS 

•MAI) in ii XV 
',All Pi( lAI 1.1k 
SAM') I I Al') 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST SF CA 94119 

TEL (41E)221-2000 FAX ( 800) 683-7559 

'.100 nurstvexsip,xxçeacox II 11 se 

Discs. Cassettes, Packaging. 
People an., Accuracy You Can Trust 

e 

amencan 
MANS IF At I ) 121N, 

To discuss /our propect call toll tree 

1 888 442 8994 

SPECTRUM'S 

fastfrack 

INCLUDES: 
• Full color one side front insert card 
• Matching color tray card with color photo 
• Fast Track layout and design 
• One color black print on disc 
• Jewel case and wrap 
• Free harcode 

Full Color CC's... 
Ready In 5 Days or Less! 
From your CD or DAT master 

\i\\ 
Call us for your free Spectrum otters a complete line of 

cus'om CD and Cassette packaces 
brochure at 1.800.334.9328 Call for your quote TODAY! 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-M0-245-6000 
Well beat any price' 695 SHIPP NG • FREE CAT. 
SONY 
-2: le 

.; ow 
E9 

MAXELL 
33 
' 
119 

TDK 
t-

ill 
i9 

FUJI 

- 

TAPE WORLD 22.:SRNG st eeLER. RA 15:,:aire Ere.322.e2T3 
OVER 52. DRPERDIT. SANE DV StiiCANG. NSF 

Posters 5JA 
-L ' jIJJJjj -)21M 
.1:,„/ Free color separation 

15621 943-1515 

CD & CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 
Serving the Lountry with over 25 years of e:rperience. 

The Southwest's premiere full-service manufacturing facility! 

PRINTING • GRAPHIC DESIGN • BLANK CASSETTES 
DIGITAL MASTERING & EDITING • ONE-OFF CD-RS 

RETAIL READY PACKAGES! CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

Fne8SM L-C811A0R Soler 
mc/visa accepted www.crystalclearsound.com 

RECORDING 
DUPLICATING 
SUPPLIES 

TDK BASF SONY 
ARCAL QUANTEGY MAXELL 

Cassettes • Reel-to-Reel Tapes 
C-O's • Cassette Albums • Labels 
R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

ARCAL CORP. 
2732 Bay Rd., Redwood City, CA 94063 

TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 
FAX (650) 369-7446 

Visit our web site: http://www.arcal.com 

Our CD & Cass's are 

BITER It CHEAPER! 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 234  

Mod Illiselharille NOY 
MeifÉln!a 

11-800-828-6537 

1000 CDs - $1245 
Complete retail ready packages asailable. 
Promo CDs $2.50 each / ROM or Audio 

www.sandiegoweb.conVgoodvibrations 

color 

to your classiçiecf 

e lef notiCedi 

Mix color classiçieds 
(goo)sqq-ssso 

10 CD's• $65 
20 CD's•$120 
50 CD's• $250 

R2k(IDOrt ACCESS MEDa 

800•684•8071 

Zej .tudios_  

RECORDING STUDIO BUSINESS 
Beautiful commercial studio in 
Burbank, CA. Entire turnkey pkg. 
incl: Amek Mozal console, TAD mains 
designed by Vincent Van Haaff, 
Otan MX-80 24-trk, Tom Hidley-designed 
room, outboard gear, mics, office, 
kitchen & lounge furnishings, etc. 
Impressive client list. $200k— 
Serious offers; considered. New 
owner assumes bldg. lease. Call 
(213) 793-3555. Visit: www.audiox.com 

Recording Studio Business! 
Multiroom facility in Silicon Valley, CA. 

15 yrs in business. Analog 2" w/Dolby SR, 
Pro Tools. Original investment—$234,625. 

Pkg Sale—$97,175. 
Average gro:as sales—$135k/yr. 
Tambling Sound (408)441-1028. 

Email: tambling@netgate.net 

Fully equipped recording facility 
w/client base & great lease. 
Silicon Valley/San Fran area. 
Owner relocating. Serious 
inquiries only. Pkg deal $120k. 
(510) 656-8729. 

bigfoot@hypersurf.com 

Mix Marketplace 
Mix Classifieds 

For Rates and Deadlines 
Call Robin Boyce-Trubitt 

(800') 544-5530 

FAX (510) 653-8171 

e-mail: 
mixclass@intertec.com 

..MÉ\ 
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Miscellaneous MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

DIel-ROM roll Services 
For Electronic Media 

CD-ROM • DVD • AUDIO CD 
MASTERING REPLICATION PRINTING 

• CD-ROM One-Offs: Some Day On Site • 2000 CD-R Duplication. Next Doy On Site 
• Video Compression: BetaSP & VHS to AVI, Quicklime, MPEG1 & MPEG2: On-Site 
• Audio & DVD Mastering Suites . On-Site • DVD-R Disc Duplication. On Site 

Audio Archival Restoration with CEDAR e • Personalized Service: Outta Sight! 

800-815-3444 
In New York City: 212-730-2111 On the web: www.digirom.com 

Best Pick 

Ob5ITAL FORCE. 
Feel the Power of Excellence 

(212) 252-9300 
TOTAL CD, 

CD-ROM. E- CD & 
CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

www.digitalforce.com 149 MADISON AVENUE NY, NY 10016 

What Are You Looking For? 
Buy it — Rent it — Sell it 

THROUGH MIX CLASSIFIEDS 

(800) 544-5530 FAX ( 510) 653-8171 
e-maihmixclass@intertec.com 

Text rate: $110 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-32 

character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $ 10 per bold line. Each 
space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $110 minimum charge 

for each ad placed. 

Enhancements: $10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background. 

$25 for a reverse, $25 for Post Office box service. Charges are based on 

a per-insertion basis. 

Display rate: $140 per inch (1" minimum/half-page maximum). Display 

Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX column widths 

and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for information. 

Closing: Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April 
issue closing is February 15). Ads received after closing will be held for the 

next month unless other wise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted 

after the closing date. Copy changes and cancellations must be submit-

ted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and 

phone numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be bold should 
be underlined. Copy must be typed or printed legibly in standard upper/ 
lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to poor copy. 
Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process due to 

space. The publishers are not liable for the contents of advertisements. 

The small print: No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equip-

ment sales. Publishers reserve the right to refuse or discontinue any ad 

deemed inappropriate. 

Send payment to: Mix Magazine Classifieds, Attn: Robin Boyce-Trubitt, 
6400 Hollis St., #12, Emeryville, CA 94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 or (510) 
653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171. e-mail: boycemr@cardinal.com. Payment 

must be included with copy: check, Visa, MasterCard or American 

Express accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 

INhere to Go When You Need to Knovv..., - • 

New Products Opinions Article Archives Industry Events 

Member Pages Trade Show Calendar Helpfile Cool Links 

Education Directory Subscriptions "Talkback" 

Horror Stories from Sessions a Gigs Industry Humor 
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EXPOLATINA... 

The Direct 

Route from 

Latin America 

to the Technology 

of Tomorrow 
From Me puoducers.of WI, North Arneric-as 
largest :rade show for entertainment technology 
and design. comes ExpoLatina—t-w-fast teeck e 
the 21e century,. An. mating combiratiosue 
cutting-edge technology anc u'ue-tse-tnieute 
industry information. Produced in Miami 3each 
for easy access from all of Latin America. 

With in-depth seminars ant hands- an tras ing 
sessiors in Spaaish or Portuguese. I xpol.oina 
gives you d frees access to thc best in the Ixssiness 
Sharpen your c-Jmpetitive edge and position 
yoursef on:thedigital horiaon of the futune. 

Best of all the i'..ecpcsLatina shaw tloor at taw 
Miami Reach Convention :enter is packed 
with the la:est technology forall aspects of 
produ:tion: 

• live performances: theatre opera, 

dance; music 

• concea tours 

• fen and television production 

• tlhemod eavirimmente thene parks. 

tkemod restaurants, thetrec, hotels 

• professional audio reaorcing 

• musical instruments 

• tub design 

• museums anc heritage sizes 

• retail design 

• casino dmigis 

Brought to yeti b. these leading PRIMA:11A 
intense entertainment industry public-mioss 
and by ESTA Entertainment Senrices and 
Technology Aasociation): 

Lighting Dimensions • Entertainment Design • 

Millimeter • Mix • Mix En Espanol • Sound St• Video 

Contractor • Electronic Musician • Video Systems • 

Broadcast Engineering • Work Broadcast' News 

MIAMI BEACH 

CONVENTION CENTER 

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDTA:41. 

MAY 5 - 7, 1 9 9 9 

IMP» 

4 

ilf 

Address/ 
Dirección: 

EXPO LATINA... 

La Ruta 

Directa de 

Latinoamérica 

a la Tecnología 

del Futuro 

les. productores del ILDI, la exposicien eabre 
tecnología del entretesendento mis gr. 1-de de 
los Estados Unidos, les traen Expoldt m.. list.. 
nuevo evento que se.ceebrara en la salas de 
convencionesde Mini-t. Beach, ofeoeussa rusa de 
ac-zeso mAs ccnvenierste para toda Lui ioanierica. 

Annente sat ventajaeonipetititra, band. en 
sentinarios nunticiavor y sesiones dz talkies Je 
tralliajo dictados en español y portugurs. 

awitamos a conoces la tecnolrgía del flume 
en los pasillos de la eaposición ExpoLuina: 

• I:spec-tact:dos er diva obras 

teatrales, ópera. danzas, misia 

• Gira de Coro:i.e.:1os 

• ProduocionesCematognificas). 

Televisivas 

• Temas ambientales para plaques, 

restautrantes; y hoteles centre les 

• Grabación de Audio Profesiorml 

• I n st as in en tes Musicales 

• Diseños de Chibs y Discotecas 

• Museos y Monumentos Naekrates 

• Disericis de Ce.litros Comereia!te 

• Diseñe de C2asmo 

Mrmiciado por laa publicaciones lidor:s de la 

industria del entrelinimiento I'D MEDIA Intértec 

y por ESTA ( Asociaskin de lecnolea y Senicios 

liétnicos): 

lighting Dimensions • intertaitiment Design • 

Millimeter • Mix • En Lçpatioll • Sound Kr Video 

Contractor • !lectronk Musician • Video Systems • 

A-median Engineering • World Bromism:I News 

1- 1 Contact me about exhibiting. I Comuniquese conmigo 
para participar en calidad de expositor 

1-1 Contact me about attending. Comuniquese conmigo 
1-1 porn paticipar en calidad de visitante.  

First Name/ 
Nombre. 

Last Name/ 
Apellido-

Title! 
Cargo: 

Company/ 
Compañia: 

City/ 
Ciudad: 

State/ 
Estado: 

Zip/ 
Código Postal: 

Country/ 
Pais: 

'International guests, plFase [include country and city codes./Asistentes intenanonaleb 
pr favor induyan códio sI pais y a ciudad. 

"Provide only if you %sish s receive news and updates by mail./ Proporciónela Cniumente 
t desea recibir informatiói 3(11121i/38 por arreo elecedinito. 

Pb one! 
reléfono:-

Pax/ 
Fris:" 

E-mail! 
Correo Electrónico:"' 

MAIL OR Fa TO: PEIMEDk Insertes Exhibitouns I Cordeienses/ 
Envie su :orresPorvienua por correo o por fax a: 

Expolatin: 9' • 9800 Metcalf Avenue 

Overland Park, KO 66212 UPo • 1-800-288-8606 sr + 11-30-220-0610 

Fa + 1-91 -967 1900 • www.eceoryr net 

CIRCLE # 1156 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 



Orchestral Contemporary 
ROM ROM Sampling 

Option Prugm 

SIMMs 

Internal 
Hard Drive 

Daughterboard 

External 
SCSI Drive 

Sweetwater 
CD-ROMS 

Continuous 
Foot Controller 

Piano-style 
Footswitches 

Fan Kit External 
CD-ROM Drive 

— -.1.111111niem.**, 

K2000 

Your music is unique. So why compromise your sound 

with an "off-the-shelf" synthesizer/sampler? Instead of 

accepting the ordinary, consider the Kurzweil K2000 and 

K2500 Series instruments. Yes, it is true that right out of 

the box, your new Kurzweil keyboard or rack module 
midimmommomor4 is already the most powerful musical instrument 

ever made. But that's just the beginning, because 

you can custom configure your own Kurzweil for 

unprecedented expressive capabilities. 

These charts will give you an idea of the 

powerful options available to you. With the Kurzweil 

K2 Series instruments, you get tremendous value as 

you can select the features you want — without 

paying for the ones you don't. 

Exactly which options are right for your 

custom Kurzweil? That's were we come in. 

Sweetwater Sound has more experience 

building and supporting customized Kurzweil 

instruments than anyone else in the world. In 

fact, the very first music technology product we ever 

represented was the legendary K250 system from Kurzweil. 

Since then we've been building complete systems. creating 

lush, critically-acclaimed soundware libraries on CD-ROM 

and helping thousands and thousands of musicians get the 
most out of their Kurzweils. 

Ready for an instrument that transcends the ordinary? 

Ready for an instrument that's built to your specifications for 

your music? Ready for the sonic thrill ride of your life? Then 

you're ready for a custom-configured Kurzweil from Sweetwater. 

ALL OPTIONS 
NOW AVAILABLE! 

• KDFX Digital Multichannel Effects: Add new 

pro-quality, 4- Stereo Bus digital effects to your existing 

internal effects. (Available for K2500 only) 

• Sample RAM: Install up to 128 MB (up to 64MB 

in the K2000) for your Samples. 

• Live Mode: External digital or analog signals can 

now be processed and controlled via Kurzweil's 

Variable Architecture Synthesis (VAST.) engine. 

(Available for K2500 only) 

• KB3 Mode: Realtime Drawbars with all the 

features of a real B-3 Organ. (K2500 only) 

• Contemporary ROM: 8 MB of Modern 

sounds and Ethnic Instruments including 

percussion. 
• Orchestral ROM: 8 MB of superb quality solo and 

ensemble Symphonic Instruments. 

• Daughterboard: Required if you want to add the Contem-

porary or Orchestral ROMs. The K2500 daughterboard comes 

with an outstanding set of Stereo Grand Piano ROM Samples. 



KB3 Drawbar 
Organ Mode KDFX 

Multichannel 
Effects 

DMTi Digital 
Multitrack 
Interface 

Sampling 
Option 

KURZWEll SOUND 

Orchestral Contemporary 
ROM ROM 

Live Mode 

Program 
RAM 

Daughterboard 
w/Stereo Grand 

Internal 
Hard Drive 

• Program RAM:. Holds additional Programs and Songs (not 

Samples) even after power off. 

• Internal Hard Drive: Up to 2 GB of internal data storage, so your 

Samples. Programs and Songs are easi:y accessible. 

• DMTi: Digital Multitrack Interface. Connect your K2500 directly to 

your Alesis or TASCAM multitrack for pristine digital transfer of audio 

data. (Available oniy for K2500) 

• External Hard or Removable Drives: Virtually limitless 

storage for all your data. 

• Sweetwater CD-ROMs: Push your Kurzweil to the max with 

Ultimate Guitars, Total Stereo Session Drums, Grand Pianos and more. 

• External CD-ROM Drive: We have the fastest Kurzweil-compat-

ible drives available anywhere! 

• Plano-style Footswitches: Elegant single or dual style. 

• Continuous Foot Controllers: For hands-free control. 

Sweetwater 
CD-ROMS 

Continuous 
Foot Controller 

Piano-style 
Footswitches 

External 
CD-ROM Drive 

External 
SCSI Drive 

MU.SliandfirikRECT — and the Best Value Guaranteed! 

Amin 18001 ,27 1,700 
and let's discuss your rise to power! 
(219) 432-8176 • FAX (219) 432-1758 • sales@sweetwatercom 

5335 BASS ROAD • FORT VVAYNE, INDIANA 46808 

ITS II-4E 

www.youngchang.comikurzweil 

All options are in stock now. Also 
available for rackmount Kurzweil 
K2000/1(2500 units. 

o 

etwater 
SOUND INC 
www.sweetwater.com 
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What do you get when you combine a Windows computer 

with Mark of the Unicorn's 2408 hard disk recorder? You 

get an astounding, creative tool with a universe of 

powerful options for composing, editing, and recording. 

Add hard drives, backup, and CD burning from and 

software from 

and for a comprehensive desktop studio! 

- PRODUCER PAC / 24 
{HIM HT , TI 

MAVIS 11111iSlait COMPIES:111 JIM 
SIIICIIII f111111111 MUM. MUM Ilf f TILITI 

Stainbarg 

Spectral Design's Fi-eeFilter boasts 
30 (that's tnirty!) bands of graphic 
EC) in either linearo logaremic 
modes The really cool thing about 
PeeFilter is that t can actually lii 
the EQ chaiacter!stics from one 
piece of audio, and apply il to 
another! Don't t4 that trick wirh 
any hardwam Ea' 

Stainbarg 

Want the world's hottest PC software for recording, 
producing, mixing, and mastering your musc n 
sunning 24-biV96kHz resolution'? Steinbergs 
Producer Pac / 24 brings together all of theF_ii top 
omgrams at a tremendous discount— over 50% 
off! And if you purchase Producer Pac / 24 film 
Swetwater by September 1, 199, you get he 
Magneto analog tape emulator plug-in at nc atra 
cnarge—an additional value of $199, availee only 
from Sweetwater Sound! 

í' 4 

nr:•..amm 

1211.01101111M• er.mogn 

VST is the hub of your MID/ 
Audio world. Often copied but 
never duplicated, Cubase 
defines graphic arranging and 
realtime MIDI effects. VST f 24 
is the latest advancement with 
full 24-bit capability and 
powerful VST audio 
processing—another 
Steinberg- created standard. 

am, 

Far more than a stereo mio editor, 
Wave-Lab's ext•aordinary accuracy and 
unmatched plug-in supocrt give you 
tremendous mastering :-.2oabilities. One of 
our tients traded in their r370,000, 
decica:ed mastering "solution" in favor Di 
WaveLab. Why? The scurd is silky smoot 
with up to 64- bit internal orocessing (that's 
102-fl times the resoluton of a 16-bit efitorl., 
operati)n is lightning-fast, extensive plug- h 
supoori gives it more proimssing power arid 
it runs on the same PC as your sequencer. 
WaeLab also features aCi.anced file analysis, 
an exensive audio dataoa‘e, and the ability 
to burn Red Book audic DI that are ready 
for cuoiication. 

  VI•veShell . 

one of the mast 
highly regarded audio r.,lœssors ever. Use it Di-1 individual 
tracks or your entire Mi:— wherever you wart amazing sound 
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Turn the page to discover more 

wonderful Windows opportunities! 

The undisputed price/ 
performance leader 
for multiple output 
Windows audio. 
Why is the 2408 such a 
huge, world-wide hit? Its 24 
channels of simultaneous 
input and output for under 
$1,000 is simply unmatched 
by any other device. You get 
analog I/O, digital VO and 
tons of advanced features. 

Art/W1101  In Glyph We Trust! 
We hae at Sweetwater Sound can honestly 
say that we have enjoyed unrivaled 
perfornance from Glyph and give them our 

r £CHNOLOGICS, INC- highea recommendation. 

Put your drives and DigDATT" backup in the same bay 
with Glyph's road-tested rackmounts. 
11'5 essent al to unceised that not al. hard crues are created equal! For lie maximum 
number of olaybac., track; and plug-ins with error-free operation, you need a serious 
dive that has been specifically tested fog dit  audio with today's advanced audio 
software. While tharcudcet" drive in the PC. catalog mky be 'ine for word processing, 
your music demands Pu.tetproof performance You'd never trust the cheapest no-name 
tapes. A premium-quaity hard drive is jet a; important Glyph consistently combines top 
components, heavywighl construction, eorrpehensive test ng, and stellar tech support to 
create the most trui:tworhy storage cevices you can own. Plus, they are available in road-
worthy rackmounts—periect for your pro audio rig! 

Want Fast, Painless Backup? 
Nowhere is reliable backup more essential than with your original music. It you lose your 
files, they're gone forever! Don't like the lassies of backing up? That's why Glyph's 
DigDAT is such a fundamental foundation for your rig. Easily backup large sessions onto a 
single DAT tape. Cont.dently archive and retrieve your tacks quickly, without headaches or 
days of down time. eackup may not be "sexy,' but nothing will win you more creative time 
than avoiding even a i.tine devastating eirasri. Adding a Glyph DigDAT is perhaps the 
single best favor you can do for your music! 

Which Glyph Wive is Right for You? 
4 Gig? 9 Gig? 18 Gig? Fist & Wide? Ultra-Wide? The choices can be staggering. That's 
why your Sweetwatr Sales Engineer wil work with you to determine the best approach 
for your persona neads,. rater than stick ycu with a cookie-cutter "solution." 

...store in a cool place. 

www.sweetwater. corn sales@sweetwater.corn 
Music Technology Direct & the Best Value Guaranteed! 

-Meter, 800 222_4700 c-
SOUIVD INC 

5335 BASS ROAD • FORT WAYNE, IN 46808 • (219) 432-8176 • FAX (219) 432-1758 



Step 1: Start with a Windows computer. 

Step 2: Add the MOTU 2408 recording system. 

Step 3: Combine with software from Steinberg, 

Sonic Foundry, BitHeadz, Waves, and Antares. 

Step 4. Complete with a robust Glyph hard drive, 

DAT backup, and CD- Burner. 

Step 5. Serve hot and enjoy astonishiig power! 

We do Window 
...togetruag 
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Auto-Tune Pitch Corrector—Now for Windows! 
When Auto-Tune firs: hit the market as a TDM plug-in just a short while ago, the response 
was truly amazing. Delivering intelligent intonation correction without robotic side-effects, 
Auto-Tune was so good folks were purchasing $8,000 systems just to run it! Now the full 
version of Auto-Tune is available as a DirectX plug-in to use with your Windows audio rig. 
Correct intonation problems in vocals or solo instruments in realtime, without distortion or 
artifacts, while preseiving all of the expressive nuances of the original performance. Auto-
Tune gives you both Automatic and Graphic Modes to fine-tune your fine-tuning! And the 
pros all love Auto-Tune because the only sonic difference Oetween what goes in and what 
comes out is the intonat on. 

"Holy Gail uf 1\1 

Sonic Foundry Mastering House 
While Mastering House is an incredible collection of professional mastering tools, that's just the 
beginning. It also brings you brilliant creative capabilites you can use at every stage of the 
recording process. This new bundle saves you a bundle as well! Let's step inside: 

Sound Forge 4.5—Your host? The award-winning Sound Forge Audio Editor of course! It 
slices! It dices! It sets the standard for editing Windows audio. Great with the 2408 or any 
Windnvis ço;nrIcard. MC Sound Forge also serves up steaming loops and DSP effects. 

CD Architect Who's spinning the tunes? Why it's CD Architect! Desigi and build your own 
audio CDs with speed and precision. You'll rave about the drag-and-drop playlists. Exacting 
control of crossfades, track markers, EQ, compression, and support for both SCSI and ATAPI/ 
IDE burners help you perfect your master CD. 

XFX 1 & 2—Take your sound out of bounds with the XFX 1 & 2 collections of amazing ado 
plug- ins. Noise Gate, Multi- band Dynamics, Compression/Expansion, EQ, Reverb, Time 
Compresssion, Pitch Shift and Chorus effects — whew! From tracking to mixing to masteric 
you'll use these processors day in and day out. 

More Sonic Foundry Software & Plug-ins 
ACID— The coolest, easiest way to remix," proclaims acclaimed remixer Doug Beck. "True innovation, ys Jiaig Aui iuii u LU I idydLne. 
Feeling the fervor even further is Jeff Mac of Audio Media magazine who wries, "ACID is an absolute godsend." But Jeff, how co you really feel? 
Electronic Musician magazine took the easy way out and simply awarded it a 1999 Editor's Choice Award. No matter how you -fy to describe it, 
ACID burns through your preconceptions about creating music with a battery of realtime tools. Seamlessly mix & match tempos and pitch from 
drastically different loops without dropping a beat! 

Noise Reduction—Got 60-cycle nasties, annoying clicks & pops, or horrible hurls & rumbles? You could spend the rest of your natural life 
redrawing waveforms by hand. Or you could simply reach for Noise Reduction. It works wonders restoring "damaged" audio. About :he only thing 
Noise Reduction can't quiet down is our enthusiasm for it! 

Acoustic Mirror—Tired of the same old Reverb? Acoustic Mirror add.; the acoustical coioraion of real environments and sound-altering 
devices to your recordings with uncanny realism and stereo imaging. Simulate everything from large concert halls to vintage tube mics, or 
generate new effects. It includes an extensive library of high- quality acou.;tics "signatures" from a wide variety of environments. 
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Sampler & Software Synth! 
our: are sampling 

and sees's. bsvg tirs power of your Windows computer, Unity and Retro 
simply blow away hardwaie approaches when it comes to both features and 
pite performance. Those are . me of the most exciting products we've 
ercounteted in a long :ire. And witn the multiple high- quality outputs of the 
MOTU 208, you get even,thlig you neec to make Unity and Retro really sing' 
Both are ÀS10 and Direct Souid compatibe. 

—The pcver arid convenience of a. full- screen software environment 
conbinec with exesone 24-hl, phase- locked stereo sampling! Imports 16 or 

.WAV, .A:F. Aka Site CD-Audio- SoundForge 2.0, Sound Designer I/ 
II, Sang Cell Ill and more. C:oss-switch up to 128 samples per note. 

SMularteously loads from disk while playing. hilt- in digital audio editoi. Includes over 250MB of sounds with 
instumet4,-loops & SM hank. 

—Tralsfortn your computer into oeMaps the rnue powerful analog spthesizer ear devised. You get three oscillators 
per voice rots LEDs) with ar:y of '3 contirioully valable waveforms That's siranly ur rivaled ';'„ exibility! Lee the 2 filters with 13 filter types in 
eries or parallel. Includes Frequency and Cutoff (Poly Moo mcculat on. Enjoy realtime control of every parameter simultaneously with MIDI. 

''ou even gjet 1,000 classic analog patches to get you wimp net away 

the most respected rame ir audio processing plug- ins. Once available only to the 
fortunate fee, they've bi-Eiught heir delicious lloe of processors to Windows native audio in 

40 great Native Power Pack Lunclies. Get both for a zornprehensive collection or extreme fioelity software processors. 
Compatible with all the top Wridcws audio poçramsinaidirig Cease VT, Sour id Forge and WaveLab. 

Native Power Pack I —Legendaiy Waves processors: 
•7•JeVerb—virtual-space reverbJIcidistance procEsor 
• O—Paragreic Equaize--the "Swiss-Amy knRe" E-Q! 
•°.31--Conpressor/Gae—freouency specific compression 
•'''' —Stereo Imager—for "sa-e" stereo enhengement! 
• —Ultramaximizer—incu 

r 1444c 440C4t$ 171e. 

Ilkative Power Pack II—acclaimed Renaissance plug-ins: 
•R-3naisIar.:e Crimoressor—warm sound and simple operation! 
eqenaissarce EDua.izer—an amazingly musical, transparent EQ! 
•VexxBass the u timate hess enhancer! 
•De-esser—daficated de ,2.sser, high-frequency reducer! 

- Bulletproof DriveE, DA— Backup a -Id 
CD Burners from Glyph! _ 

•,•• o 
Audio syslem, you nee! a ded:catec, reliabÉ 
drve. Only Glypf, has the deci cation to aLdic 
nezesslry to earn our f ighes; fecorrirnycations. 

tter Back 
p now, befo Yes, we 
you'd probably go to the 

dentist. But once you use Glyph's 
DiDDAT drive, you'll finally sleep better at 
rrqht, knowing your recordings are safe! 

...store in a cool place. 

vvww.sweetwater.com • sates@sweetvrater.corn 
Music Technology Direct & the Best Value Guaranteed! 
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AUDIO PRECISION PORTABLE ONE 
TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS 

A
udio Precision introduced 
the System One in 1985 and 
the Portable One in 1990. 

Since then, many features and new 
capabilities have been added. Here 
are a few handy analog measure-
ment tips for the Portable One. 

The connection between your 
test equipment and whatever you 
are measuring is incredibly impor-
tant. Leads should be well-made 
and checked regularly. One of the 
more useful adapters is a set of 
3CL12, to alligator clip‘, which can 

be used to measure voltage sum-
ming bus levels in vintage consoles 
directly and inject signals into vari-
ous points of the signal path to 
locate problems quickly. 

IMPEDANCE LOADING 
Always check your generator imped-
ance settings. The output impedance 
has to be appropriate to the device 
being tested. For example, the TAB 
V-76 mic preamp was specifically 
designed for a 200e source and has 
an input transformer with a large 
step-up turns ratio. If you measure 
the TAB V-76 with the generator set 
to 40Q, you will see a bump at both 
ends of the response curve. If you 
measure with the generator set to 
600e, the top and bottom roll off se-
verely. The 40S1 balanced generator 
output is most like a well-designed 
line level output should be, but a lot 
of keyboards and samplers have 
quite high source impedances. 

Check out how your synth-to-con-
sole connection is working by run-
ning the generator at 600n. 

GENERATOR LOAD 'MT 
A common problem in studios with 
"vintage" equipment and newer 
gear is "loading." The input imped-
ance of older equipment may be as 
low as 600e, or even 150Q. Almost 
all equipment made today has in-
puts that are high-impedance "bridg-
ing" or "non-loading." Many things 
made today are not able to drive 

loads that are not bridg-
ing. Gen. Load will help 
find these problem inputs 
quickly. Older mic pre-
amps can be switched or 
strapped for various input 
impedances. A 50S-2 ribbon 
microphone will be qui-
eter and have more gain 
looking into a 300e load, 
though most microphones 
you encounter today will 
do better with the 1,200e 
setting or higher. 

Another Gen. Load test 
will identify capacitive 

loading problems in the stereo mix 
distribution setup. If a console mix 
bus is multed and normaled to sev-
eral machines, use Gen. Test to 
feed into that distribution. Go into 
Sweep mode and look at Gen. Load 
vs. Frequency. It is common to find 
that at midband (around 1 kHz) the 
load is sitting at 4-5 kLl At 10 kHz it 
could be as low as 1,00011, and at 
20 kHz it might be half of that. DAT 
machine inputs are often the worst 
offenders, and the common practice 
of multing out to a number of ma-
chines causes problems quickly. 
Find the problem with Gen. Load, 
and you may be able to mod the 
gear or convince someone to invest 
in a good distribution amplifier. 

USE YOUR EARS 
Don't forget that other valuable test 
equipment—your ears. Listen to the 

BY JOHN KURT 

monitor output of the distortion an-
alyzer. Let's say you are presented 
with two of the same item to com-
pare—one marked "Sounds Good" 
and the other labeled "Sucks." Fre-
quency response, noise and distor-
tion measurement numbers are 
pretty much the same, but the two 
items do sound different. Older gear 
may make noises even when 
healthy, but in this case the higher 
odd-order harmonic and inharmon-
ic distortion, switching transients, ar-
tifacts from poorly biased push-pull 
outputs and other obnoxious distor-
tions and noises are clearly audible 
in the total distortion content. The 
overall contribution of these distor-
tion products may not significantly 
affect the overall Total Harmonic 
Distortion plus Noise number, but 
you can hear it in the distortion an-
alyzer monitor output. If you use 
this technique, you can train your-
self to recognize problems from the 
sound of the distortion. 

NOISE MEASURIMENT PAGE 
In the Noise Measurement page 
you can select a %-octave selective 
filter and focus on noise within that 
band. This is very helpful when you 
are working on getting good erase 
depth in tape machines, or when 
you are measuring things like fader 
kill attenuation in a console. Go 
into Sweep mode from the Noise 
page after you have set the filter to 
Selective and you can plot a read-
able noise spectrum. Because you 
are looking through a '4-octave fil-
ter, you will see humps of noise 
rather than single frequencies, but 
the display is still quite useful. If 
you want to measure your progress 
in reducing PSU noise, you can get 
better and more accurate numbers 
by using the selective filter than you 
will by measuring wide-band. 

John Klett is a system/product de-
signer and gear mod/maintenance 
expert based in Manhattan. Visit 
his company, Singularity Enter-
prises, at www.singularity.com. 
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NEW VLZ PRO'. THE FIRST COMPACT MIXERS 
WITH ESOTERIC MIC PREAMP - 
SPECS AND 11111 I I QUALITY. 

You won't find any other mixer 
manufacturer admitting this dirty 

little truth: For years, expensive 

outboard mic preamplifiers have 
yielded better sound than the 
preamps in any size mixing console 
including "status mega-consoles.- In 
fact, if you happen to have numerous 
extra thousands in cash lying around, 
we urge you buy an esoteric mic 
preamp or two or three right now. 
• But if your equipment budget is 
slightly more down-to-earth, we'd 
like you to enjoy the benefits of the 

MS1402-VLZ* PRO 
6 XDR` mic preamps 

• • ". 14x2 • 4 stereo line 
inputs • 6 mono 

• %It> mic/line inputs • 

extra ALT 3-4 stereo bus 

All rig. 
"Audi; 

;se -Running 
n" figure arereg 
ed trademarts 

Mackie Designs 
"VIZ" and )1{3h 
trademarks af 
ckie Designs Mc. 

CR1604-VLZ PRO 
16 XDR micpreamps 
16x4x2 • 16 mono 

«ON mic line inputs 
• 4 sub groups 

• rotatable I/O pod 

msno2-vtr PRO 
4 XDR'mic preamps 
12x2 • 4 stereo line 
inputs • 4 mono 
mic/line inputs • 

extra ALT 3-4 stereo bus 

CYNIC'S CORNER. Did we just slap a 
new buzzword on our "old" VLZ mixers? 
Emphatically NO! We spent two years 
and a quarter of a million dollars to 
produce the first no-compromise mixer 
microphone preamplifier design. XDR 
is a quantum leap ahead of anything 
but the most expensive outboard mic 
preamps. Plug a high-quality condenser 
mic into a VLZ Pro compact mixer and 
you'll hear the difference. Run a side-
by-side comparison with a 51000-per-
channel esoteric mic preamp and you'll 
be blown away. 

CIRCLE # 160 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

most extensive analog 

engineering project in 
Mackie's history: The new XDR"' 
Extended Dynamic Range mic 

preamplifier. 
• Now for the first time, you 

realize the full potential of the 
world's finest condenser 
microphones with an 
affordable compact mixer: 
Room ambiance so 
detailed you can practi-
cally hear the carpet 
pattern...high frequency 
resolution that defines 
cymbals, triangles and 
bells down to the 

molecular level... 
midrange that's as gentle 
and fluid as a warm 

bath...and tight, authori-
tative bass with 
intoxicatingly rich 
harmonic texture. In 
short, you can now 
achieve an aural 
panorama that's breath-
takingly realistic, excitingly 

vivid and truly 3-dimensional. 
• You probably think we're laying 

it on a little thick—until you hear 

the XDR - mic preamplifier in 
person. It really does have.. 
• The lowest harmonic distortion 

of any compact mixer mic preamp in 
existence (for example, ten times less 
THD than our previous VLZ"series). 
• Lower Equivalent Input Noise in 

the critical -,20-+30dB operating 
range than most 2000 preamps. 
• Over 130dB of dynamic range to 
handle hot 24-bit/196kHz outputs 

from digital audio workstations. 
• Astonishing bandwidth 
without RFI side 

effects. Not only 

are XDR' mic 

can 

Warm, natural sound 
0.0007% THD 

130dB dynamic range 
to handle 24-biti'1961. 
digital input soLrces 
Lowest E.I.N. at real 
world gain settngs 

Impedance independent 
Near DC-io-light 

bandwidth 
The best RFI rejection 
of any ccmpact fixers 

in tie world 

• 

preamps flat within vie, of 

a dB across the bandwidth of any known 
microphone but they're only 3dB down 

at 1Hz and 192kHz! 
• Controlled Impedance 
Interface. Use the XDR 
mic preamp with mic/ 
cable impedance 
combinations anywhere 
from 50 to 600 ohms and 
get the same ruler-flat 

frequency response. 
II There are also XDR' 

benefits you won't hear: 
• The best RFI (radio 
frequency interference) 
rejection of any 
compact mixer... without 

attenuating nigh 
frequency response. 
• Comprehensive 
protection against "hat 

patching" and short 
circuit damage — a 

critical feature even some high- end rn,c 

preamps lack. 
• The mixers are pretty coor, too. 
XDR' mic preamps are the latest 

major enhancement to our 
industry-standard CR1604, 
MS1402 and MS1202. For more 
information, call toll- free, log 
onto our web site or visit 
your nearest Mackie Dealer 
and hear the new VLZ ' PRO 
Series. Think of them as '2000 
mic preamps with superb 

mixers attached. 

:j aeaèle area a 

www.mackie.com 888/226.9842 

MADE IN WOODINVILLE 
WASHINGTON USA BY 
GENUINE MUMS 



The Ent Integrated Professional 5.1 
Monitoring System With TI-IX® Approval 
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No Off the Shelf Parts. No Off the Shelf Thinking. 
The All-New JBL LSR Monitors are, quite literally, just that. Highlighted by a long list of performance-tailored components 
and customer-inspired features, they're like no other systems on the market today. The entire line, including the LSR32 3-way, 

28P 2-way and 12P Subwoofer, is a technical triumph; resulting in new standards and performance levels for a rapidly 
emerging multi-channel recording industry. . 

Performance-Tailored Components 
Revolutionary transducer designs, optimized network topologies and innovative materials are some of the reasons why the LSR line 
is being hailed as 'the world's most advanced monitor'. J1311 all-new Differential Drive® woofer permanently dispels the notion that 
better linearity, higher power handling and greater dynamic accuracy are somehow an unobtainable, evil triangle. Dynamic braking 

produces truly accurate bass at higher SPII with maximum reliability. Composite materials, including Carbon Fiber in the woofer as well 
as Titanium and Keviar® in the high and mid frequency components, insures performance that is always optimally maintained. 

Not Just A Better Spec... A Better Monitoring System 
While all companies boast about their specifications, JBL went one step further. To guarantee that every component of the 
LSR family worked together for optimal performance, LSR development employed JBL's unique 'system-engineered' design 
philosophy. Simply put: the entire line was researched and refined as one, with an overall performance goal in sight. What this 

means to you is a monitor and subwoofer that work together as a system; delivering stunningly uniform and accurate performance 
in both stereo and multi-channel applications. 

LSR 32 
12" 3-way mid-field 

monitor with rotatable 
Mid/High Elements. 

LSR 12P 
12" Active Subwoofer 
with Bass Management 

System. 

LSR 28P 
8" 2-way close field 

monitor with 
bi-amplification and 

active filtering. 

Carbon Fiber 
Composite Cone 

Dual Top Plate 

Dynamic Brake Coil 

Neodymium Magnet 

Aluminum Diecast 
Heatsink 

Dua! Drive Coils 

Diecast Frame 

PROFESSIONAL 
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To find out more about the revolutionary LSR Monitors, visit JBL Professional at www.jblpro.com 




